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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Publ ic Health Service 

Memorandum 
April 20, 1987 

Panel to Investigate Allegations of Sci entific 
Misconduct under Grants MH-32206 and MH-37449 

Report and Recommendations of the Panel 

Acting Director, National Institute of Mental Health 

On January 12, 1987, we sent you our report on our investigation 
of allegations of scientific misconduct under the above-refe r enced 
grants. We withheld our recommendations until comments had been 
received from the individuals and institutions indicated in the 
conclusions . We have received and considered those comments . 
The attached report now includes our response to the comments 
that were received and our recommendations rega~ding both the 
sanctions and other actions 
raised in the course of the 

Attachment 

indicated and more general issues 
investigation. · 

Amollt::::::ltkM 
Professor of Psychiatry and 
Director of Millhauser Laboratories 
New York University 
School of Medicine 

e.~~~--c. Keith Conners, Ph.D . _/ _ 
Director of Research :,..-: - ~!" . 
Department of Psychiatry ~t G. aug an, Jr., M.D. 
Children's Hospital Director, ose F. Kennedy Center 

National Medical Center for Resea rch in Mental Retardation 
Washington, D. C. and Human Development 

~; 1-s-~,µ.. J_ 
Richard I. Shader, M.D. 
Professor and Cha i rman 
Department of Psychiatry 
Tufts University 
School of Medicine 
Psychiatrist-in-Chief 
New England Medical Center 
Member, National Advisory 

Mental Health Council 

Professor of Neuroscience, 
Neurology and Pediatrics 

Albert Einstein College 
of Medicine 

Edward F. Zig 
Sterling Pro 
De·t>artment of Psychology 
Ya : e University 
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I. Background and Purpose of the Investigation 

On December 16, 1983, the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) 
Project Officer on grant MH-322O6 received a telephone ca l l from 
Dr. Robert L. Sprague, Director, Institute for Child Behavior and 

evelopment, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Principal 
nvestigator on that grant. Dr. Sprague expressed serious concern 

regarding data collected and published by Dr. Stephen E. Breuning, 
then Assistant Professor of Child Psychiatry, University of Pittsburgh. 
Dr. Breuning had been a consultant and collaborator on MH-322O6 and 
was carrying out research, under subcontract, supported by Dr. Sprague's 
grant. Dr. Breuning was also Principal Investigator on grant MH-37449, · 
"Stimulant Drug Use with Mentally Retarded Children," to the University 
of Pittsburgh, and he had submitted for review (and later withdrew) 
application MH-38184, "Drug/Behavior Therapy in Psychiatrically Ill 
Retarded." 

Dr·. Breuning, in the space of only a few years, had obtained consider
able attention in the field of research on the mentally retarded.* 
Dr. Sprague said that he had been in~roduced to Dr. Breuning in 
1978 by a colleague who had heard one of Dr. Breuning's presentations. 
Dr. Sprague was impressed by Dr. Breuning's abilities as an investi
gator and organizer. When Dr. Sprague had to move one field site 
of research on his rating scale for tardive dyskinesia from a 
facility in Illinoi~, ~e moved it to the Coldwater Regional Center, 
Coldwater, Michigan , where Dr. Breuning was then employed. 

Stephen E. Breuning was born on September 18, 1952. He received 
his B.S. in psycholQgy and biology in 1973, and hiz M.A. in 
psychology in 1974, from Western Michigan University, and his Ph.D. 
in psychology from the Illinois Institute of Technology in 1977 . 

His curriculum vitae (Appendix C) states that he was the Director 
of Behavioral Programs and Research, South Suburban Chicago Schools 
Project, Chicago, from March 1976 to December 1977. In June 1977, 
apparently prior to completing the position he reported with the 
Chicago schools, Dr. Breuning accepted a position as Psychologist 
at the Oakdale Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities in 
Lapeer, Michigan, and he held this position until September 1978. 
At that time he transferred to the Coldwater Regional Center for 
Developmental Disabilities in Coldwater, Michigan, where he was 
Psychologist and Research Director until he resigned in January 
1981. 

* The term "mentally retarded" rather than "developmentally 
disabled" is used in this report b cause the former was used in 
grant applications and reports and studies reviewed by the Panel . 
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Dr. Breuning also held academic appointlllents. From 1979 to 1983, 
he was Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of Psychol ogy , 
Western Michigan University. In January 1981, he was appointed 
Assistant Professor of Child Psychiatry, Western Psychiatric 
Institute and Clinic (WPIC), School of Medicine, University of 
Pittsburgh. In June 1981, Dr. Breuning was appointed Acting 
Director and Director of Resea r ch for the John Merck Program, 
a part of WPIC. He held this position until his resignation 
on April 30, 1984. It is understood that he is currently 
employed as the Director of Psychological Services and 
Behavioral Treatment at the Polk Center i n Polk, Pennsylvania . 
He has made appearances as an expert in the treatment of the 
mentally retarded. 

Dr. Sprague followed his December 16, 1983, telephone call wi th 
a letter (Appendix A) detailing his concerns. He regarded much 
of the data reported by Dr. Breuning as unsupportable and provided 
in his letter two examples. The first concerned studies des cribed 
in a progress report submitted by Dr. Breuning on grant MH-37449. 
Dr. Sprague felt it unlikely that the studies could have been 
conducted within the time period reported. The second example 
involved an abstract of a paper Dr. Breuning had intended to 
present ~t the December 1983 meeting of the American College of 
Neuropsychopharmacology. The abstract described a study using 
subjects from Dr. Breuning's previous place of employment, the 
Coldwater Regional Center . When raw data were requested by 
Dr. Sprague and by a coauthor of an earlier related paper, 
Dr. Breuning said that he could locate original data for only 
24 of the 45 subjects reported. 

Dr. Sprague had also conveyed his concerns to Dr. Theodore L. 
Brown, Vice Chancellor for Research and Dean, Graduate College, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. On December 28, 1983 , 
Dean Brown appointed a committee, chaired by the Associate Dean of 
the Graduate College, Elaine Copeland, to carry out an investigati on. 
The committee was instructed to address three points: 

1. Is there a reasonable basis for suspecting fraudulent 
scientific practice on the part of Dr. Breuning, with 
or without the possible complicity of other coworkers ? 

2. If the answer to this first question is yes, i s there any 
evidence of complicity or willful participation in such 
fraudulent practice on the part of Dr. Sprague, or any 
other University of Illinoi s faculty or staff who have 
been associated with Dr . Breuni ng dur i ng the course of 
t hi s research? 

7 
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If the answer to the first question is yes, did Professor 
Sprague exercise reasonable diligence and take appropria t e 
actions in notifying responsible of ficials at t.he University 
of Pittsburgh, NIMH, and elsewhere, of hi s findings and 
suspicions? 

At the reques t of NIMH, the committee also considered whether 
Dr. Breuning's research results related to Dr. Sprague's work in 
such a way that, should hey prove to be defective, they wo uld 
adversely affect the value of Dr . Sprague's work. 

On April 9, 1984 , the committee reported (Appendix B) to Dean 
Brown that there appeared to be a reasonable basis for suspecting 
fraudulent scientific practice by Dr . Breuning; that there was no 
evidence of complicity or willf ul pa r ticipation in such practice 
by Dr. Sprague or any other University of Illinois faculty or staff 
associated with Dr. Breuning during the course of the research ; 
that Dr. Sprague had exercised reasonable diligence and tak~n 
appropriate action in notifying responsible officials of his 
concerns; that the data used in Dr . Sprague's research were 
independent of those of Dr. Breuning; that there was no evidence 
that Dr. Sprague's research conclusions had been affected by 
Dr. Breuning's data; and that the findings Dr. Breuning had 
•reported had no impact on Dr. Sprague's work. The committee 
concluded that there was reasonable cause for a thorough 
investigation and assumed that it would be carried out by 
the University of Pittsburgh . 

On January 17, 1984, NIMH had formally notified the University 
of Pittsburgh (Appendix B) of Dr. Sprague's concerns. Since 
telephone discussions with university officials had reveal ed 
that the university was already investigating the matter, NIMH 
indicated that it would wait for the report of the investigation 
before deciding on Institute action. 

On February 8, 1984, the Chairman, Department of Psychiatry, 
University of Pittsburgh, notified NIMH that an informal investi
gation, conducted by three senior faculty members of the department , 
had disclosed inaccuracies in Dr. Breuning's report of the research 
design and followup data of the Coldwater study (Appendix B). 
In accordance with university policy, the Dean of the Medical 
School then appointed a committee of three tenured faculty from 
outside the Department of Psychiatry to gather information and 
report to him in writing. On February 17, that coanittee reported 
to the Dean that (1) studies performed at Coldwater over a period 
of 3\ years were unable to be supported by data; (2) based on 
inability to review raw data from the Coldwater study, a coauthor 
had retracted a paper submitted for publication; and (3) Dr. Breuning 
had withdrawn a NIH (NIMH) grant renewal application, claimed it 
was submitted mistakenly, and provided a revised copy he claimed 
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shoul d have been submitted. The committee stated it had not 
reviewed Dr. Breuning's work i n· Pittsbur·gh. Based on the noted 
irregularities, the co1U11ittee recommended a formal investigation. 
On February 27, the Dean n t i fied NIHH tha t a fo rmal investigation 
was being undertaken. 

On May 8, 1984, after receiving a copy of the report of the 
Department of Psychiatry's i nformal investigat ion, NIHH wrote 
the Dean : 

I t would appear ... t hat initial inquiries have been 
1 · ited to the research he conducted at Coldwater under 
grant HH-32206 . ... We believe that the report of t he 
Resea r ch Hearing Board should contain a r eview of all of 
Dr. Breuning's federally supported research activities at 
the University of Pittsburgh t o determine the nature and 
full extent of any scientific misconduct which may have 
occurred. 

Despite this request, on July 6 the university forwarded to NIHH 
the report of the hearing board which noted that because Dr. Breuning 
had resigned from the University of Pittsburgh, the scope of the 
board was "limited to determine if the research in question resulted 
i n misuse of NIHH funds." The board reported: 

As a result of this review and of further information 
received ... , the committee has unanimously concluded 
that the follow-up studies that were reported to have 
been carried out at Coldwater were not used as a basis 
for application or receipt of funds from NIHH. In 
addition, as best we can determine, the work in question 
did not significantly effect the c9nduct of other research 
carried out at the University of Pittsburgh or the 
expenditure of grant support which he received from 
NIHH. Thus, the committee has concluded that no misuse 
of funds occurred and that this matter should be closed. 

An additional investigation was carried out by the University of 
Pittsburgh after this Panel began its work. In March 1985, in 
response to continued suggestions from NIHH, the Department of 
Psychiatry established an Ad Hoc Committee to assess Dr. Breuning ' s 
activities under grant HH-37449. The report of 'that group was 
sent to NIHH on May 10, 1985. The committee had exhaustively 
reviewed medical records of all inpatients admitted to the Merck 
unit during Dr. Breuning's tenure. It also reviewed pharmacy 
records and interviewed present and former staff. The committee 
concluded that data for the majority of subjects reported in 
Dr. Breuning's progress reports under HH-37449 could not be 
identified as studies conducted on the Merck unit. The full 
report of the Ad Hoc Committee i s in Appendix Band is discussed 
more fully in Appendix J. 

9 
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II. Formation of the Panel 

On August 14, 1984, NIMH notified the University of Pittsburgh 
and Dr. Breur. ing that, because of unresolven issues, it would 
conduct a comprehens i ve investigation of allegations of scientific 
misconduct against Dr. Breuning. 

The NIMH Investigative Panel was formally established in January 
1985. The Panel was selected to include senior investigators with 
extensive experience in mental retardation, pharmacologic treatment, 
behavior analysis, and resea r ch design and methodology. One member 
was also a representative of the National Advisory Mental Health 
Council. The following are t he members of the Panel: 

Arnold . Friedhoff, M.D., Chairman 
Professor of Psychiatry and 
Director of Millhauser Laboratories 
New York University School of Medicine 
New York, New York 

C. Keith Conners, Ph.D. 
Director of Research 
Department of Psychiatry 
Children's Hospital National Medical Center 
Washington, D.C . 

Richard I. Shader, M.D. 
Professor and Chairman, Department of Psychiatry 
Tufts University School of Medicine 
Psychiatrist in-Chief, New England Medical Center 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Member, Na tiona 1 Advisory Men ta 1 Hea 1th _Council 

Herbert G. Vaughan, Jr., M.D. 
Director, Rose F. Kennedy Center for Research 

in Mental Retardation and Human Development 
Professor of Neuroscience, Neurology and Pediatrics 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
New York, New York 

E<lward F. Zigler, Ph.D. 
Sterling Professor 
Department of Psychology 
Yale University 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Public Health Service staff members who worked with, or consulted 
with, the Panel were: 

Lorraine B. Torres 
Director, Division of Extramural Activities , NI~lli 

10 
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Euge ia P. Broumas 
Office of he Director, NIMH 

Wright Williamson, M.S.W. 
Division of Extramural Activities, NIMH 

Joel M. Mangel 
Deputy Associate General Counsel for Public Health 
Department of Health and Human Services 

Chris B. Pascal 
Senior Attorney 
Office of General Counsel, Public Health Division 
Department of Health and Human Services 

Consultant Investigator: 

James Schriver 

III. Charge to the Panel 

The Institute's charge to the Investigative Panel was as follows: 

The Panel is to review the circumstances and events 
related to the allegation of scientific misconduct 
against Stephen E. Breuning. 

The Panel is asked to: 

determine if scientific misconduct has occurred and, 
if so, to describe its nature, extent, and seriousness 

identify, if such misconduct is substantiated, any 
or all individuals who participated in the alleged or 
other misconduct 

identify NIMH, or other PHS, support instruments and 
awards that were involved 

recommend any actions or sanctions that appear to 
be indicated and prudent to deal with the described 
circumstances 

IV. Public Health Service Grants Involved 

The following Put l ic Health Service (PHS) grants were for work 
by Dr. Breuning, involved his participation, or were cited by 
him in publications or manuscripts: 

11 
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ROl MH-32206 
Univers i ty of Illinoi s at Urbana-Champai gn 
Robert L. Sprague, Ph.D., Principal Investigator 
Assessing Tardive Dyskinesia in Retarded Populations 

This grant began January 1, 1979 , and is still active. Its 
objectives were stated in the original application as (1) to develop 
and refine behavioral moni toring procedures to assi r~ State institu
tions and community facil i ties to comply with court orders and State 
law and regulations rega rding use of psychot ropic drugs in the 
treatment of the mentally reta rded; and (2) to conduct experimental 
studies on various parameters (with dosage as the first) on the use 
of psychotropic drugs with this population. The study was to be 
carried out at three Illinois institutions for the developmentally 
disabled. Dr. Breuning was not named in the ini tial application . 

During the first grant year, Dr. Sprague notified the NIMH proj ect 
officer that it had become impossible for him to carry out the 
proposed research at institutions in Illinoi s , and her quested 
and received permission to substitut e for one s t udy site the 
Coldwater Regional Center for Developmental Disabili ies (CRC), 
Coldwater, Michigan. 

In his interview wi th the Panel, Dr. Breuning minimized his rela t ion 
to this grant. However, in a document sent to the Coldwater Adminis
trator, Robert Rogan, dated December 3, 1979, D. Breuning defined 
his relat i on to the grant. He lis t ed himself as Research and 
Training Supervisor/Coordinator of the Behavioral Pharmacology and 
Mental Retardation Research and Training Program. He described the 
program as follows : 

The Behavioral Pharmacology and Mental Retardation 
Research ad Training Program is an interagency program 
concerned with all aspects of drug use with the mentally 
ret arded. The Program has been approved by the Michigan 
Depa r tment of Mental Health and receives financial support 
through grant MH-32206 from the National Institute of Mental 
Health to Dr. Robert L. Sprague, Director of the Institute 
for Child Be avior and Development at the University of 
Ill inois -Champaign/Urbana. 

In the progress report submitted by Dr. Sprague at the end of 
the first year, a number of studies at Coldwater were reported, 
including revision of the Resident Behavior Rating Scale (RBRS) 
and arrangements for its use on several residents in each of the 
six living units; work almost completing a Dyskine.; ia Rati'ng Scale 
for Developmentally Disabled and training staff in its use; making 
of a training videotape of a resident with moderate dyskinesia; 
and assessment on a matching-to-sample t ask of 12 subjects who 
had received simple psychoactive medication. The progress report 
described Dr. Breuning's role as follows: 
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Dr. Breuning is our consultant and liaison at Coldwater . 
Regional Center. He will supervise all research done in 
conjunction with our project (such as Wysocki's dissertation 
research) and is our on-site "trouble shooter" should any 
problems arise requiring immediate attention. Dr. Breuning's 
value to our project extends far beyond his consultant role, 
and includes formal, but nonetheless vital, contact with 
members of administrative and professional staffs, as well 
as effective encouragement of qualified personnel to engage 
in related studies involving drug reduction and withdrawal 
with chronically-medicated residents. His services to the 
project are provided by Coldwater Regiona _ Center at no 
salary cost to the project. 

Dr. Sprague also reported that Ms. Vicky Davis, formerly a staff 
psychologist at the Coldwater Regional Center, had been appointed 
on September 10, 1979, as a project staff member spending 75 percent 
time. Her salary was paid directly by the University of Illinois 
from grant funds. With NIMH project officer permission, grant 
funds were also used to pay tuition for her courses at Western 
Michigan University where she was enr~lled in a Master's program. 

On May 30, 1980, Dr. Sprague submitted renewal appli~~tion 2 ROI 
MH-32206-03. Dr. Breuning was listed as a consultant and Ms. Vicky 
Davis as a full-time project staff member to be paid from grant funds. 
Work at Coldwater was reported in the progress section, and further 
work there was an integral part of the proposal. Dr . Breuning was 
present in Urbana-Champaign when the project was site visited on 
November 4, 1980, by members of the NIMH Treatment Development 
and Assessment Review Committee. Work at the center was considered 
by the co11DDittee in its assessment which led to an award for 3 years 
of further support. 

In the progress report on the third grant year, submitted January 26 , 
1982, three publications of Dr. Breuning ' s were listed as published, 
and two more were listed as in press. Work at the center was 
described by Dr. Sprague: 

Although some survey data were collected at Coldwater 
Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities, Coldwater , 
H~chigan, the instruments were less inclusive, drug 
histories were for a shorter period and less inclusive, 
and the DIS-Co (Dyskinesia Identification System-Coldwater) 
raters received no formal training. Therefore, the data 
were not considered comparable with the data from the 
Minnesota surveys, and they will not be included in the 
larger data pool. 

Dr . Sprague continued to report Dr . Breuni ng's pub l icati ons in his 
progress reports . 

13 
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Dr. Breuning left Coldwater in December _1980, and was appointed 
Assistant Professor of Child Psychiatry, Western. Psychiatric 
Institute and Clinic (WPIC), University of Pittsburgh, in January 
1981. During the third grant year, a subcontract under MH-32206 
was awarded to the University of Pittsburgh to continue Dr. Breuning's 
collaboration. On May 29, 1981, Dr. Sprague submitted an appli
cation for supplemental funds for subcontracts with the University 
of Pittsburgh for 2 more years . The purpose of the supplements, 
as described, was to include mentally retarded children, ages 3-12, 
in the John Herek Program, WPIC, in "all aspects of the current grant," 
including "evaluation of dyskinesia, statistical properties of the 
DIS-Co and RBRS, and effects of psychotropic drugs on various 
measures of performance. A controlled thioridazine study will be 
conducted." The supplemental funds were approved and awarded for 
the 4th and 5th years of the grant (Appendix K). Audited charges 
of $55,192.12 were made and a total of $51,333.03 was paid to the 
University of Pittsburgh over 3 years. Final settlement of accounts 
between the Universities of Illinois and Pittsburgh is pending the 
outcome of this investigation. 

On June 14, 1983, Dr. Sprague submitted a renewal application for 
5 additional years of support. Dr. Breuning was listed as a 
Co-Principal Investigator. The University of Pittsburgh was to 
be one of four sites of pro·posed research. Specific aims for 
Pittsburgh were: to continue examining the effects of naturally 
occurring medication and dosage changes on observed target behavior; 
to plan and conduct a prospective study of thioridazine and 
haloperidol in responders and nonresponders, using dose of medi
cation as the major experimental variabl e; to develop and test a 
stereotypy rating scale; and to investigate the effects of different 
environments (e.g., setting, structure, and time of day) on the 
stereotypy and DIS-Co scales in order to enhance differential 
diagnosis of the two conditions. Proposed effort and requested 
salary support for Pittsburgh staff were: Dr. Breuning, 20 percent 
effort, 10 percent salary; Rowland P. Barrett and Edward J. Nuffield, 
5 percent effort and salary for both; Patrick K. Ackles, 10 percent 
effort, no salary; Sue Ann Fultz, 100 percent effort and salary; 
Vicky Davis, 35 percent effort. and salary. 

In the progress section, 21 publ cations on which Dr. Breuning 
was author or coauthor were listed as appearing since the last 
review, 5 more were listed as in press, and 2 were listed as i n 
manuscript. 

The initial scientific review committee recommended 1 year of 
support at a reduced level for reanalysis of already collected data 
to revise the DIS-Co. The committee noted that the proposed work 
at Pittsburgh raised interesting quPstions but seemed unrelated to 
the major aim of Dr. Sprague's work and shoul~ perhaps be the subject 
of a separate application. The award for a 6t h yea r of support 
included no funds for work by Dr . Breuning . 

1 ·1 
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ROl MH-37449 
University of Pittsburgh 
Stephen E. Breuning, Ph.D., Principal Investigator 
Stimulant Drug Use with Mentally Retarded Children 

Application MH/HD-37449-01, "Stimulant Drug Use with Mentally 
Retarded Children," from the University of Pittsburgh, with 
Dr. Breuning as Principal Investigator, was received by NI!'flf r ~ 

October 1, 1981. In it Dr. Breuning proposed to examine a . 
priate dose levels of stimulant drugs - methylphenidate and 
dextroamphetamine - in the treatment of 48 hyperactive mentally 
retarded children served by the Psychiatric Service for Multiply 
Handicapped Children (John Merck Program), WPIC. Dr. Breuning 
was to devote 20 percent of his time to the project, with 
15 percent salary support requested. His duties were described 
as being responsible for overall coordination and administration 
of the project, including supervision of pro;ect staff, monitoring 
the assessment and treatment phases of the study, overseeing data 
analysis, and preparing all resulting manuscripts and reports. 

The application was reviewed. by an NIMH initial review group in 
February 1982, and by the National Advisory Mental Health Council 
in May 1982. It was recommended for apr,roval for 2 years, and 
awards were made for July 1, 1982, through June 30, 1984, for 
a total amount of $133,047. At the request of he University of 
Pittsburgh, it was terminated March 31, 1984. 

On April 29, 1983, in a progress report to NIMH, Dr . Br euning 
reported that just over 65 percent of the children for the 
methylphenidate studies and approximately 35 percent of those 
for the dextroamphetamine studies had completed the protocol . 
Three studies were described. Two publications in press and 
one submitted for publication were listed. 

A competing continuation application, for 4 additional years of 
support, was received October 1, 1983. In it Dr. Breuning 
described six studies and about 65 percent of a seventh study 
as completed. Eleven publications were listed as published, 
in press, or in preparation. This application was withdrawn 
by Dr. Breuning on December 12, 1983. As noted above, a 
University of Pittsburgh Ad Hoc Co111111ittee reported on May 10, 
1985, that the subjects reported could not have been on the 
John Merck Program. When Dr . Breuning met with the Panel on 
November 22, 1985, he told the Panel that he had not conducted 
any of the reported work at Pittsburgh. Dr . Breuning's reports 
and his activities under this grant are discussed in Secti on VII, 
ar -'. in detail at Appendix J . 
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PSO 30915 
University of Pittsburgh 
David J. Kupfer; M.D., Principal Investigator 
Clinical Research Center for the Study of Affective 

Disorders 

Although cited by Dr. Breuning in a publication, a careful review 
of official records indicated that Dr. Breuning received no direct 
support from this grant but may have made use of general resources 
provided through the center. 

Another application, 1 ROI MH-38184-0lAl, "Drug/Behavior Therapy 
in Psychiatrically Ill Retarded," with Dr. BreuninJ as Principal 
Invest ~gator, was submitted from the University of Pittsburgh on 
Jv...ie 29, 1983, but was withdrawn before review . It was not 
considered by the Panel. 

V. Methods and Process of the Investigation 

From the time it received its charge and planned its investigation, 
the Panel proceeded in a careful and considered fashi on. All 
Panel members received, reviewed, and commented on basic documents , 
including all studies, publications, and reports used . 

Official files of NIMH were scrutinized, including grant applicati ons , 
progress reports, financial reports, and related materials . 

All articles and manuscripts citing PHS grant support and studies 
cited in grant progress reports were identified (Appendix H) and 
analyzed (Appendices I and J) . Additional documents relating to 
significant aspects of the investigation were analyzed and are 
included in the detailed discussion. 

At least two Panel members personally interviewed all of 
Dr. Breuning's major coauthors of the above articles who could 
be located . Additional materials were requested and received 
from several of them. Those interviewed were: Patrick Ackles, 
Salvatore Cullari, Neal A. Davidson, Vicky Davis, Donald G. Ferguson , 
C. Thomas Gualtieri , Johnny L. Matson , Alan D. Poling, and Lori 
Sisson. 

The Panel i nterviewed Dr . Robert Sprague and received addi t i onal 
material f r om him. 

The Panel, staff, or a consultant investigator contacted by l etter, 
telephone, or in person a number of indivi duals for informati on 
relati ng to the investigation . Complete l ists are appended 
at D and F . 
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Whe t he Panel b gan its work, it operated on an assumption derived 
from grant applications , progress reports, and pubiished ·material 
that the research in question had been carried out at the University 
of Pittsburgh or at the Coldwater Regional Center for Developmental 
Disabilities. As the Panel proceeded, it received conflicting 
information about possible r esearch sites, specifically the Oakdale 
Regional Center and various schools and institutions in the Chicago 
area. It therefore broadened i t s inquiry. 

Two Panel members and an NIMH staf f member visited the Coldwater 
Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities, Coldwater, Michigan. 
Administrative and clinical staff were interviewed, administrative 
and clinical records examined, and clinical and research facilities 
inspected. Ancillary facilities, thought to be the location of 
some reported research, were also visited. 

The entire Panel and NIMH staff visited the Western Psychiatric 
Institute and Clinic, University of Pittsburgh. University 
officials, coworkers of Dr. Breuning, members of the university 
investigative coD111ittees, and others were interviewed. Research 
facilities were inspected. Administrative, investigative, clinical, 
research, and pharmacy records were examined. Additional visits 
were made to the university by the Panel Chairman, NIMH staff, 
and a consultant investigator to the Panel. 

A consultant investigator to the Panel visited the Oakdale Regional 
Center for Developmental Disabilities, Lapeer, Michigan, interviewed 
administrative and professional staff there, and reviewed administra
tive, research, and clinical records. Additional information from 
Oakdale staff was obtained by telephone interviews conducted by the 
Panel Chairman and/or NIMH staff. 

Individµals named by Dr. Breuning as knowing about hi s work in 
the Chicago area were contacted by tel ephone by the Panel Cha i rman 
and NIMH staff. 

The Panel and NIMH staff met with Ms. Vicky Davis, coworker of 
Dr. Breuning at Oakdale, Coldwater, and Pittsburgh, and with 
Dr. Breuning for extensive interviews. A verbatim transcript of 
the interview with Dr. Breuning wa s made available to him, and 
he was also invited to respond to written interrogations and to 
comment on this report in draft. 

The Panel met nine times: 

March 12, 1985 
April 18-19, 1985 
June 25-6, 19C5 
October 16, 1985 

November 22, 1985 
December 6, 1985 
March 25, 1986 
December 1, 1986 
April 20, 1987 

1 "'J • 
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~dditional meetings were held by _ sta-ff with individual meml:>ers of 
the Panel. 

The following represents, therefore, the considered judgment of the 
Panel based on an intensive and extensive investigation. Because 
of the number of studies, coauthors, and possible research sites, 
the remaining sections of the report discuss first the possible 
research sites and present the Panel's summary findings. Detailed 
analyses of studies and findings on each are appended at I and J. 

VI. Possible Research Sites 

The site of the research reported was specifically identified in 
only two of the publications reviewed by the Panel, the Coldwater 
Regional Center, in Gualtieri, Breuning, Schroeder, and Quade (1982), 
and in Ferguson, Cullari, Davidson, and Breuning (1982). When the 
Panel began its work, it assumed, as noted previously, that the 
remaining studies were carried out at either Coldwater or the 
University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Breuning's places of employment 
between 1978-84, the period when the publications were prepared 
and when they appeared. As the Panel interviewed Dr. Breuning's 
coauthors and coworkers, and Dr. Breuning himself, the University 
of Pittsburgh, the Coldwater Center for Developmental Disabilities, 
Coldwater, Michigan; the Oakdale Regional Center for Developmental 
Disabilities, Lapeer, Michigan; schools in the Chicago area; 
and "various sites in Illinois" were identified, frequently 
contradi ctorily, as research sites. The detailed analyses of 
individual studies (Appendices I and J) include information about 
the possible sit e(s) of each study. The following is a brief 
description of each site. 

University of Pittsburgh 

In January 1981, Dr. Breuning moved to the Western Psychiatric 
Institute and Clinic, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, 
as Assistant Professor of Child Psychiatry. In June 1981, he was 
appointed Acting Director/Research Director, John Herek Program 
for Multiply Disabled Children. He held these positions until he 
resigned from t he university . He also had an appointment as 
Assistant Professor in the School of Education. From April 1, 
1982, he attributed 10 percent of his time to activities related to 
Dr. $prague's grant, HH-32206, and funded by subcontract with the 
University of Illinois. Grant HH-37449, on which he was Principal 
Investigator, was awarded July 1, 1982. Dr. Breuning attributed 
20 percent of his time to research under that grant. On October 1, 
1982, the Department of Education awarded a contract to the Early 
Childhood Research Institute, Western Psychiatri Institute and 
Clinic, on which Dr. Breuning was a co-investigator responsible 
for studies of disruptive behavior. He attributed 20 percent of 
his time to these studies. Overall, university administrators 
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estimate that, while at Pittsburgh, Dr . . r euning spent . 40 per cent 
of his time in research, 10 perc.ent in teaching, and SO percent 
in clinical and administrative responsibilities. 

The John Merck Program occupies the sixth floor, an area of 
approximately 11,000 square feet, of the Western Psychiatric 
Institute and Clinic. It is a 24-bed inpatient unit with an out
patient program. The sixth floor unit, visited by the Panel, 
includes living and play areas for the children, staff offices , 
several small classrooms, and two small treatment rooms used for 
academic and laboratory performance testing. Each of these rooms 
is equipped with either a one-way observation window or mirror . 
Matching-to-sample equipment was located in one of these rooms 
during Dr. Breuning's tenure. According to several persons inter
viewed and Dr. Breuning, fixed ratio equipment was present but 
never operational. 

During the period Dr. Breuning was with the Merck Program, the 
staff consisted of six psychologists, three psychiatrists, four 
socia l workers, ten special therapists, five research associates, 
twenty nurses, and twenty child care workers. In addition, the Merck 
Program served as a rotation for pre- and post-doctoral psychology 
students, psychiatry residents, and psychiatry clerks who were 
enrolled in either the Department of Psychology or the School of 
Medicine. 

Children treated by the program were ages 3-14, and an occasional 
older adolescent, with borderline to profound retardation and/or 
severe withdrawal associated with psychosis of some years' duration. 
Between July 1, 1980, and June 30, 1984, 278 inpatients were admit ted 
to the Merck Program. A search of medical and pharmacy records by 
the University of Pittsburgh Ad Hoc Committee indicated only 11 
received s ~imulant/placebo trials and matching-to-sample testing 
and were even possible subjects of Dr. Breuning ' s NIMH-supported 
research; only 5 of the 11 had discharge diagnoses meeting the 
criteria of that protocol . 

Coworkers of Dr. Breuning in the Merck Progr am described weekly 
senior staff meetings. Decisions were made at those meetings to 
i nclude children in studies. Participants inc uded the head nur se , 
the chief social wor~er, the program's medical director, and 
Dr. Breuning. Those interviewed also indicated that there was 
no protocol and little distinction between research and clinical 
work. Physicianr on the unit wrote the medication orders and 
obtained informed consents. The senior research assistant orde red 
and scheduled matching-to-sample testing. All children on the 
uni t who were able to use t he apparatus were tested three times 
a week, with a few teste~ f ive t ~mes . Tests were usually 
acheduled fo r the testers ' con'leni ence; only a few requests for 
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specifically timed tests were made. All children ~n ·the unit 
appear to have been rated on the DIS-Co and the RBRS. Testing 
result~ were given to Dr. Breuning and entered in files which 
were also given to him when the child was discharged. When 
Dr. Breuning resigned from the University of Pittsburgh on · 
April 30, 1984, he took this data with him. 

Coldwater Regional Center 

The Coldwater Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities, 
Coldwater, Michigan, was a residential facility for the mentally 

·retarded and developmentally disabled during Dr. Breuning's 
employment there from September 1978 to January 1981. The center, 
operated by the Michigan State Department of Mental Health, served 
about 650 residents, 85-90 percent of whom were evaluated as 
severely or profoundly retarded. Residents were housed in 
individual buildings with a capacity of 40-50 beds each or in 
several larger dormitory-like buildings with 60-90 beds each. 
Six to nine teams, each consisting of a physician, psychologist, 
registered nurse, and licensed practical nurse provided diagnostic, 
assessment, and treatment services. Staff physicians did complete 
physical examinations on admission which, the Panel was told, 
could have included standard neurological workups. Residents 
requiring more specialized neurological assessment were sent to 
Ann Arbor. Special educational and vocational services were 
provided at the adjacent Evergreen School, Branch Intermediate 
School District. The center has since been scheduled to be 
turned into a facility for the chronically mentally ill. By 
October 1985, all but 54 severely ill residents were to have 
been placed in co11111unity facilities. 

Dr. Breuning was assigned as psychologist to Building 42 which had 
about 70 residents ranging in age from 10 to 26. His primary role 
was to provide psychological services and develop programs for 
residents of Building 42. Research activities were considered 
peripheral to his primary responsibilities and not an integral 
part of his work. Dr. Neal Davidson, Director of Psychological 
Services, emphasized to the Panel that the center was primarily 
a residential facility and that l ittle or no research was 
conducted at Coldwater before or after Dr. Breuning's employ-
ment there. Nevertheless, the Panel was told by several of 
Dr. Breuning'& colleagues there that he had been a catalyst for 
research activities; that several of the psychologists at the 
center had interests similar to those of Dr. Breunini; and that 
time was made available for them to pursue those interests. 
A research committee was set up to review and pass on all 
proposed studies and papers to be presented or published by 
center staff. Dr. Breuning served on that committee. The 
Center Director, Hr. Robert L. Rogan, presented Dr. Breuning's 
proposed collaboration with Dr. Sprague to the State Department 
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of Mental Health and on August 15, 1979, received the permission 
of the department to proceed with that res·earch. Documents 
submitted by Dr: Breuning included Dr. Sprague's protocol, with 
the modification that medication would not be manipulated. 

Policy in force at Coldwater at that time reflected the State's 
concern about objective review of psychotropic drugs and the 
reduction of medication with the mentally retarded population. 
Medication reduction was not submitted to the research committee, 
nor were informed consents sought for such reduction since it 
refle~ted treatment policy. Orders for medication reduction were 
written by staff physicians. The physician assigned to Building 
42 at that time was Dr. Carlos Budding who has since returned 
to Argentina. Center officials told the Panel that placebo/ 
double-blind procedures were not used there and it was not their 
practice to give placebos. The Panel received information and 
evidence that this was not always so. Dr. Breuning told the 
Panel that placebos, similar in appearance but not matched to 
medication, were used; that early on they were made up on his 
unit and not ordered through the pharmacy; that he thought they 
had bought the capsules at a supply house in Chicago and had a 
giant bag of them; and that he knew of no rules he had violated. 
He insisted that drug reduction was always ordered by a physician . 
He did say that placebos were administered without a specific 
physician's order, but he said that a physician was always aware 
of what they were doing. Dr. Culla.ri confirmed that placebos 
were used at Coldwater. He said that Dr. Breuning had one patient 
on placebos. The Panel found documentation of placebo adminis
tration in records of a treatment team to which Dr. Ferguson was 
assigned. 

Building 42 had a room with a one-way observation window. It 
also had matching-to-sample equipment for testing and assessing 
the effects of tardive dyskinesia. Clients, ages 10-26, 
participated in educational and vocational projects at the 
Evergreen School where the workshop performance program included 
the Bendix bicycle brake assembly project . Behavioral observations 
were recorded routinely on a standard form by school staff. 
Dr. Breuning had access to and made use of school records. He 
also had and made use of access to medical records of Coldwater 
residents. A random review of patients' charts by the Panel 
indi cated that behavioral observations were reported carefully 
and frequently on a 24-hour basis. Intervals between recorded 
observations varied. Reviewed records were from all buildings, 
iucluding 42, and included some psychological assessments 
r.onduc~ed by Dr. Breuning and some proposed treatment plans. 
A few of the records included DIS-Co ratings, consent forms 
for video taping, and doctors' orders for meeication. The 
Panel established that, while assigned to Building 42, 
Dr. Breuning had access to residents of other buildings and 
some residents of other buildings were sent to him for te s ting . 

21 
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Oakdale Regional Center 

The Oakdale Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities, 
Lapeer, Michigan, was the site of Dr. Breuning's first profes
sional employment following graduation in May 1977 from the 
doctoral program at the Illinois Institute of Technology. He 
was employed as a psychologist from June 10, 1977, until he 
transferred to Coldwater on September 18, 1978. 

Dr. Breuning was assigned to Building 34E where he had responsibility 
for _clinical services to residents, including testing, assessment, 
diagnosis, and treatment. Records of Building 34E for the period 
show 12 male residents, ages 27-59, and 45 female residents, ages 
27-77. Staff said that most of the male patients were visually 
impaired and that many of the female patients displayed maladap-
tive behavior which required their participation in structured, 
programmed activities. Many required assistance in all areas 
of self-care, including ambulation. 

Although hired as a clinical psychologist, Dr. Breuning's position 
description required that he prepare a proposal for psychological 
research. A note dated December 10, 1977, on his Probationary 
Service Record stated that he was relieved of this requirement 
"due to the weight of clinical duties in 34E." 

At the time of his employment, Dr. Breuning was given permission 
to continue his research in the area of his dissertation, 
"Classical Conditioning in Goldfish." Space was provided, and 
he engaged in these studies with a colleague, Dr. John Regan, 
who had been a fellow graduate student at the Illinois Institute 
of Technology. 

Policy at Oakdale required that all research proposals be reviewed 
by the research committee . Dr . Breuning was a member of that 
committee from August 19, 1977. Records of the committee show 
the following proposals submitted to the committee and the actions 
on them: On November 21, 1977, Dr. Breuning's proposed study, 
"Effects of Individualized Incentive on Norm-Referenced IQ Test 
Performance of Institutionalized Severe and Profound Adult 
Retardates," was distributed to the committee. A discussion 
was scheduled for December 5; however, Dr. Breuning was absent 
then, and the proposal was set aside and not brought up again . 
On September ?6, the committee had considered a similar study 
fro Jody R. Lewis, "The Effects of Reinforcement Procedures on 
the IQ Scores of Institutionalized Severe and Profound Ret.ardates ." 
Dr. Breuning had been present for that discussion. This study 
was Ms. Lewis' Master's thesis. She told Panel staff that 
Dr. Breuning had helped her design it . 
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Ms. Lewis was coauthor with Dr. Breuning and Vicky Davi: on 
"Examination of Methods of Selecting Goal-directed Activities 
for Institutionalized Retarded Adults," in Education and Training 
of the Mentally Retarded, February 1981, pp. 5-12. Ms. Lewis 
said she had done a literature search and prepare· a section of 
the article from data Dr. Breuning bad previously collected, 
presumably in Illinois. She also participated in a present
ation of the article at a poster session at the meeting of the 
Midwestern Association ~f Behavior Analysis, Chicago, on 
Hay 13-16, 1978. At those poster presentations, 14 studies 
from Oakdale were presented. Dr. Breuning was named first author 
or coauthor on 8 studies. Oakdale staff reported that,. when they 
asked Dr. Breuning about the origin of the data for his poster 
presentations, he said he had gathered it prior to coming to 
Oakdale. Only one of the studies presented had been approved by 
the Research Committee. It was a summary report, "Successive 
Contrast Effects and Reduced Intersubject Response Variability 
in Appetitive Activity Conditioning with Goldfish," presented by 
Dr. Breuning on April 17, 1978, to the committee, The committee 
recommended that it be submitted for publication. On June 1, 1978, 
the committee reviewed a proposal by Drs. Breuning and Regan, 
"Brain Research With Goldfish: Anesthesiology and Histological 
Assessments"; and on September 5, publication was approved of 
"Classical Conditioning of Muricide Elicited From the Lateral 
Hypothalmus in Rats," by Drs. Breuning, Regan, and David A. Nolling. 
Records at Oakdale show that no requests from Dr. Breuning for 
research with human subjects were approved. Those of his 
colleagues and supervisors who were contacted were unanimous in 
their view that he had not, and could not have, conducted research 
with human subjects as reported in the studies attributed by him 
to Oakdale. 

Chicago 

Dr. Breuning's curriculum vicae indicates he was a graduate student 
and held various positions in the Chicago area between September 
1974 and June (or December) 1977. The positions are described 
on page 1 of this report. In June 1977 he was appointed to the 
Oakdale Regional Center, Lapeer, Michigan . His curriculum vitae 
shows him also as a Director of Behavioral Programs and Research of 
the South Suburban Chicago Schools project to December of that year . 

Dr. Breuning told the Panel that the work described in his progress 
reports on grant MH-37449, awarded for work at the University of 
Pittsburgh, was actually carried out in Chicago area schools 
almost 10 years before (Appendix J). He also attributed parts 
of several other studies (Appendix I) to the Chicago area . He 
maintained that he had attached himself to studies in progress. 
He could recall neither the names of the investigator(s) nor the 
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name or location of any school or institution where_ he . had 
gathered data. When asked by the Panel about drug manipulation 
and informed consent, Dr. Breuning replied that they ha been the 
responsibility of the original investigator(s). Regarding his 
de~ailed descriptions of experimental room size and experimental 
apparatus, he replied that he had found rooms very similar in 
size and he had carried portable apparatus with him. A data 
book he provided to the Panel had no identifying material of any 
kind, including dates. 

Dr. Breuning referred the Panel to two persons who could verify 
his having done such work in the Chicago area, Dr. John Regan, a 
former graduate student with Dr. Breuning at Illinois Institute of 
Technology and coworker for several months at Oakdale, and Dr. Paul 
Koutnik. Dr. Regan said he knew of no such work done by Dr. Breuning. 
Dr . Koutnik, an academic advisor at the Illinois Institute of 
Technology, who according to Dr. Breuning, had arranged for him 
to conduct research in Chicago area schools, stated that be was 
Associate Professor of Education at the Illinois Institute of Tech
nology and that be served on Dr. Breuning's doctoral dissertation 
committee. During that period, he bad arranged for Dr. Breuning 
to serve as a student teacher for I year in the Bloom Township, 
Illinois, High School where he taught sophomore biology and 
conducted workshops for teachers on classroom behavior management . 
Dr. Koutnik said, however, that he knew nothing of any research 
by Dr. Breuning involving human subjects and that he had not 
been involved in arranging for Dr. Breuning to conduct such 
research. 

The Chairman of the Department of Psychology, Illinois Institute 
of Technology, and Dr. Breuning's doctoral dissertation advisor 
during the period in which Dr. Breuning stated he conducted 
the studies in the Chicago area, Dr. Alan Wolach, said that 
he knew nothing about research in the school system but that 
Dr. Breuning might not have mentioned this to him inasmuch as 
Dr. Breuning was expected to devote all of his research time 
to his dissertation research. 

VII. Panel Findings 

The Panel reviewed articles and manuscripts related to PHS grant 
support and grant progress reports and interviewed major coauthors. 
It site visited Coldwater and the University of Pittsburgh; 
interviewed officials, administrators, coworkers of Dr. Breuning, 
and other staff; and reviewed administrative, medical, and other 
records. The Panel interviewed and corresponded with Dr. Breuning. 
Panel staff and a consultant investigator interviewed other 
individuals and visited Oakdale. Based on this extensive and 
intensive investigation, the Panel has the following findings. 
(Because both possible sites and dates of much of the reported 
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work are unclear, this section is organized by groµp s of studies 
addressing similar issues. Detailed descriptions, analyses , and 
findings fo r individual studies are at Appendices I and J. ) 

Dyskinesia Studies 

Breuning, Ferguson, and Cullari (1980 and 1981) reported a study 
of dyskines i a and inappropri te behaviors in 10 institutionalized, 
young adult, mentally retarded subjects withdrawn from neuroleptics. 
An elaborate experiment2l design was involved, including placebo 
administration, extensive behavioral observations over a 28-week 
period, and the use of trained observers. As all three authors 
were at Coldwater when the article appeared, it could be assumed 
that the research had been carried out there. Dr. Breuning t old 
the Panel that the research was carried out at Coldwater and 
Oakdale. His Coldwater coauthors, who did not see any raw data , 
said they thought the work had been done at Oakdale. 

As part of his collaboration with Dr. Sprague, Dr. Breuning had 
proposed to study t he effects of neuroleptics, and their 
withdrawal, on performance and behavior of Coldwater residents. 
It was policy in the State of Michigan and at Coldwate r while 
Dr. Breuning was there to reduce or withdraw medication when 
possible. The Panel found evidence in patient records that 
some behavioral observations of residents were made, and it 
received information from Dr. Breuning that placebos were 
administered by him. However, Dr. Breuning produced no raw 
data for these studies, and, despite extensive ques t ioning of 
the center director, the chairperson of the center research 
committee, the nurse, and other staff who worked with 
Dr. Breuning at Coldwater, no evidence could be found that 
deliberate drug manipulation according to a protocol, or 
administration of a placebo as described, was ever carried 
out there. There is no record at Oakdale of Dr. Breuning ' s 
having conducted research with human subjects there. His 
supervisors and colleagues at Oakdale were adamant that he 
could not have carried out such research. 

Gualtieri, Breuning, Schroeder, and Quade (1982) reported a 
study of 57 subjects, early adolescent to elderly, from Coldwater , 
withdrawn from a neuroleptic treatment and assessed during 
withdrawal and for 80 weeks afterwards for dyskinesia. An 
abstract of an intended presentation by Dr. Breuning to the 
1983 meeting of the American College of Neuropsychopharmacology 
(ACNP) reported an additional 2-year followup of 45 of the 
subjects. Gualtieri and Breuning (1983) reported on 8 of these 
subjects, early adolescent to young adult, who exhibited 
''withdrawal dysbehavior," a behavioral analog of dyskinesia . 
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The validity of this study was first questioned in late 1983 when 
Dr. Sprague raised questions as to whet er Dr. Breuning could have 
car ried out the . study as describe~ by Dr. Breuning in the ACNP 
abstract. In response, Dr. Breuning attempted to revise the 
abstract to show only one additional assessment, at 4 months, 
o nly 24 subjects. When questioned by Dr. Sprague and his 
coa t ho , Dr. Gualtieri, Dr. Breuning was unable to produce raw 
data or subject ide tifiers for the study proper. He provided 
some summary data and "raw data" for one assessment of 24 subj ects 
at week 96. Dr. Breuning told the Panel that he collected some 
of the data for this s t udy at Oakdale and that followup data on 
the 45 subjects were not systematically collected but were casu 1 
data collected by a nurse at Coldwater after he, Breuning, had 
left. He would not identify the nurse to the Panel . 

As indicated above, the Panel found no evidence t hat such research 
could hdve been carried out at Oakdale. It did find evidence 
that Dr. Breuning had done ome behavioral assessments at Col dwater, 
but there was no evidence that a systematic drug/placebo 
manipulation study , following :• protocol, was ever carried out . 
The Panel could find no evide~.e for the existence of even casual 
followup data. Dr. Breuning's explanation for not ident~fying 
the nurse respondent because he would "get the person in trouble" 
was not credible; he cou+d not tell the Panel w supplying sue' 
information would affect the person allegedly involved. 

After examining all the evidence, t he Panel f ound that the reports 
of the dyskinesia studies contained serious · and calculated 
distort ions. The Panel concluded that the s tudi es described 
were not carried out . 

Dyskinesia Assessment Instrument 

Sprague, Kalachnik, Breuning, Davis, et al. (1984) described a 
rating scale for assessing tardive dyskinesia in the development
ally disabled, the Dyskinesia Identifi cation System-Coldwate r 
(DIS-Co) and presented normative data . The Panel confirmed that 
developmental work on the instrument was done at Coldwater by 
Dr. Breuning and othe s. The data reported in this art ' cle are 
from Cambridge State Hospital (Minnesota) and were collected under 
the supervision of the second author , Dr. Kalachnik. The Pan~l 
identified no is ues relevant to Dr. Breuning's involvement i 
this study. 

Administrative Review of Drug Treatment 

Ferguson, Cullari, Davidson, and Breuning (1982) described a 
technique of staff review designed to reduce medication 
prescription in the patient population. Decreased frequency 
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of inappropriate behaviors was the variable on which medication 
adjustments were made. Patient behavior was · discussed at 
monthly meetings of teams, each involving six professional staff 
and at least one direct care staff. 

Coldwater is specified as the site for this study. Three programs 
there are reported separate!, each covering a ~ifferent timespan. 
Baseline data were abstracted from patient files; it is unclear 
how long patient behavior was observed and charted. Drs. Ferguson 
and Cullari, who were on two of the programs and reported on them, 
told the Panel they still had their summary data. Dr. Fertuson 
made minutes of his treatment team available to the Panel. 
Neither had seen Dr. Breuning's data on the third program. 
Other staff at Coldwater believed he had made the observations. 
However, although it is possible that this study was carried out 
as reported, it was not possible to verify that raw data existed 
for that portion contributed by Dr. Breuning. Therefore, the 
Panel could not draw any conclusion regarding the validity of 
this study . 

Psychopharmacologic Treatment Studies 

Beginning in 1980, a series of publications by Dr. Breuning and 
others reported on studies of the effects of psychotropic drug 
treatment on the mentally retarded. In 1980, Breuning, O'Neill, 
and Ferguson reported a 28-week study of 18 adult, institution
alized mentally retarded persons who had been identified for 
drug discontinuance. The design was complex, involving 
randomly assigned conditions of drug, drug and response cost, 
placebo, and response cost alone. The article gave detailed 
descriptions of residents' living units, staff characteristics 
and training, and observations of target (disruptive and/or 
aggressive) behavior at 30-minute intervals 24 hours a day, 
and states that informed consent had been obtained. 

Coauthor Ferguson told the Panel that the data for this article 
had been collected by Dr. Breuning at Oakdale and that he had 
seen only charts or graphs prepared by Dr. Breuning. Staff 
members and colleagues at Oakdale said he never conducted 
human subject research there, and there is nothing in the 
official records of the institution to identify Oakdale as 
the research site. No consent forms could be found. 

Breuning and Davidson (1981) reported on the results of IQ test 
performance of medication (neuroleptics) manipulation. Tw.enty
four adult, institutionalized mentally retarded subjects were 
observed under conditions of drug, placebo, standard, and 
reinforced test techniques. The article stated that inf ormed 
consents were obtained . 
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Coauthor Davidson told the Panel his role on this paper was 
looking at the literature and working on drafts. He said the 
data had come from Oakdale and insisted such a study would not 
have been carried out at Coldwater because of the center practice 
on placebo use. Dr. Breuning himself told the Panel that the 
study had been carried out at Oakdale and various sites in 
Illinois. Again, staff members and colleagues at Oakdale said 
Dr. Breuning did no human subject research there. Dr. Breuning 
told tbe _Panel he had conducted research in the Chicago school 
system, but the subjects in this study were institutionalized 
adults. Consent forms for a study like this one could not be 
found at eith~r Oakdale or Coldwater. 

Breuning, Ferguson, Davidson, and Poling (1983) reported a study 
of the standard and reinforced performance of 40 mentally retarded 
adolescents under drug (thioridazine)-no drug conditions in a 
double-blind, placebo ccntrolled protocol. Behavior observations 
were recorded at 30-minute intervals 24 hours a day. 

As with other studies, coauthors saw no raw data for this study . 
Each told the Panel he thought it had been carried out at Oakdale. 
Dr. Breuning himself told the Panel it was carried out at many 
sites in Illinois which he could not recall and at Oakdale. 
Inquiries at Oakdale preclude its being the site. The size 
(a pre-study trial involved 142 subjects) and complexity of 
design preclude this study having been conducted at multiple 
sites, and Dr. Breuning's ac~ unt of his research activity in 
the Chicago area was not found credible in view of the fact 
that he could identify neither the investigators to whose 
research he had attached himself nor the sites where that 
research was ~onducted. 

The Panel concluded that none of the described studies of 
psychopharmacologic treatment had been carried out. 

Effects of Therapeutic Manipulation on Task Performance 

The Panel reviewed six studies reporting on the effect of 
medication manipulation on task performance. Wysocki, Fuqua, 
Davis, and Breuning (1981) reported on the effect of gradual 
withdrawal of thioridazine on a matching-to-sample task with 
four adult, mentally retarded institutionalized residents at 
Coldwater who had been identified as candidates for drug 
withdrawal. The article was based on the primary author's 
(Wysocki) doctoral dissertation. The data are presented in a 
straightforward manner. The Panel confirmed through its site 
visit to Coldwater and through interviews that this work was 
carried out as reported . 
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Davis, Poling, Wysocki, and Breuning (19_81) .reported .on the 
gradual withdrawal of · an antiep'i"leptic (Phenytoin, or Dilantin) 
on a matching-to- sample task and workshop performance in three 
mentally retarded subjects. Dosage reduction and administration 
of an inactive placebo at the 0 mg. level are described and the 
article states that double-blind procedures were used throughout. 
This article was based on Ms. Davis' Master's thesis. The Panel 
confirmed through interviews with the second and third authors 
that the matching-to-sample tests were carried out. A site visit 
to the Evergreen School adjacent to Coldwater confirmed that staff 
there had recorded workshop performance (assembly of a Bendix 
bicycle brake), using a form, and that Dr. Breuning and Ms. Davis 
had access to school records; and Ms. Davis told the Panel that 
school records were copied. There is a discrepancy on drug 
manipulation, however. Coldwater officials maintained that drugs 
could not be manipulated for research purposes and that placebos 
were not used there. Dr. Breuning said that placebos were used. 
Ms. Davis told the Panel that medication was not manipulated and 
placebos not used in her study, thus directly contradicting a 
a statement in an article on which she was first author and 
identical statements in her thesis. The Panel concluded that 
while the test and workshop performance evaluations had been 
carried out, there are significant irregularities in the 
published report. (Ms. Davis' comments on this report are 
appended at L.) 

Breuning (1982) and Breuning, Davis, Matson, and Ferguson (1982) 
reported large, systematic , and complex studies of the effect 
of a neuroleptic (thioridazine) on intellectual and workshop 
performance of institutionalized mentally retarded persons. 
Both studies describe elaborate drug manipulations and use of 
placebos. In both, workshop performance was assembly of the 
Bendix bicycle brake. The articles reported on 84 and 80 
institutionalized subjects respectively and would have required 
80 weeks for the former and over 57 for the latter. 

Dr. Breuning told the Panel that these articles report data 
collected in the Chicago area and at Coldwater, but he could 
offer no explanation as to why the two-site data collection 
was not indicated. His coauthors on the multi-author article 
saw no raw data and were under different impressions as to the 
site. The Panel found it inconceivable that such studies could 
have been carried out without the knowledge of colleagues or 
supervisors at Coldwater. Aside from verifying Dr. Breuning's 
access to clinical and school records, including observations 
on the brake assembly, the Panel found no evidence that such 
research had been carried out there. Nor did the Panel find 
credible Dr. Breuning's assertion that such data were collected 
at unnamed schools through studies by unnamed investigators in 
the Chicago area . The Panel concluded that the two studies 
described were not carried out. 
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An unpublished paper, Breuning, Sisson, Fultz, Marshall, and 
Bregman, reported on the effects on matching-to~sample performance 
of neuroleptics with 12 mentally retarded children. The lis t of 
coauthors and citation of a grant awarded to the University 
of Pittsburgh indicates the research was carried out there; but 
the paper reports a neuroleptic study. Dr. Breuning, when asked, 
said it was carried out at Pittsburgh and Coldwater. Pharmacy 
and other records at Pittsburgh indicated the subjects as 
reported were not available there. While matching-to-sample 
tests were run there, those scheduling the tests, and listed as 
second and third authors, indicated that the subjects were not 
scheduled as described and said the data they collected did not 
indicate the effects reported in this paper. While Coldwater 
officials denied the use of placebos there, Dr. Breuning indicated 
they were used without authorization. While some data might 
have been collected, the Panel found no evidence that the study 
described was carried out. 

Breuning and Poling in Matson and Barrett. (Eds.) (1982) included 
a report of a pilot study of dosage effects for a stimulant 
(methylphenidate) on behavior and performance (fixed-ratio test) 
of six mentally retarded, hyperactive subjects, four prepubescent 
and two adolescent. The study is described as double-blind and 
placebo controlled. This pilot is similar in many respects to 
work originally reported by Dr. Breuning as having been carried 
out at Pittsburgh and later attributed by him to work in the 
Chicago area between 1974-1977. As indicated elsewhere, the Panel 
did not find credible Dr. Breuning's account of his research 
activities in Chicago. The Panel concluded that the pilot study 
described was not carried out. 

Multi-State Survey of the Institutionalized Retarded 

Davis, Cullari, and Breuning in Breuning and Poling (Eds.) (1982) 
reported a multi-State survey said to have been carried out during 
the time Dr. Breuning was at Coldwater. It is discussed separately 
here because of several unusual aspects. 

The chapter states l.hat the c. .tho rs gathered 15,000 names of 
retarded persons placed in foster group homes in four States; 
3,750 names were selected and a two-page questionnaire was 
completed on each of 3,496 subjects. 

As described, this project would have required a large investment 
of time on the part of many people in the community. On 
questioning, Dr. Breuning was able to provide the name of only 
one person who was said to have participated in the project, 
and that person told Panel staff that he had no knowledge of 
the study . 
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Reducing the data and putting it into the _computer would have . 
been a huge, time-consuming task, and Dr. Breuning said he had 
done all of it. · The questionnaire alone would have been 6,992 
pages of information. It was impossible to determine the ~umber 
of data items since Dr. Breuning did not provide the Panel with 
a copy of the questionnaire. The computer center Dr. Breuning 
said he used for the analysis of this data had no record of his 
using their equipment. 

Neither the first author nor the other coauthor ever saw any 
primary data, nor did they have any idea how such a large study 
had been paid for. Both stated independently that they were 
involved in preparing only the introductory portions of the work 
and that Dr. Breuning had arranged for data collection and 
analysis and had done most of the writing. 

Thes~ considerations brought the Panel to the conclusion that 
the study described in this chapter was not carried out. 

Reviews 

Several review chapters and articles by Dr. Breuning with coauthors 
were prepared or published in 1982, after he had moved to the 
University of Pittsburgh. 

In 1982, Breuning and Poling contributed a chapter on pharmaco
therapy to Matson and Barrett (Eds.), Psychopathology in the 
Mentally Retarded. It reviewed classes of medications and their 
uses in the treatment of the mentally retarded. The chapter 
cited many of Dr. Breuning's publications. 

In that same year, Ferguson and Breuning published a chapter on 
antipsychotic and antian.xiety drugs in Breuning and Poling (Eds. ) , 
Drugs and Mental Retardation. This chapter also used several of 
Dr. Breuning 1s previously published articles in support of his 
position that drugs should be replaced with behavioral therapies . 

A 1982 issue of Clinical Psychology Review carried an article by 
Breuning, Davis, and Poling. The article raised many questions 
about drug use with the mentally retarded, arguing that behavioral 
techniques have been shown to be more effective in improving and 
controlling the behavior of the mentally retarded. The article 
depended for its support, in large part, on work reportedly done 
by Dr. Breuning. 

Dr. Breuning co-edited a volume with Dr. J .L. Matson, published 
in January 1984, Assessing the Mentally Retarded, which included 
two review chapters written by Dr. Breuning and other University 
of Pittsburgh staff members. One of these, written with Barrett, 
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provided a survey of IQ ter ,. theory and a review of the more 
frequently used IQ test instruments. No da t ·a were gathered for 
the chapter. Five of Dr. Breuning's publications were cited. 

Another chapter in the same volume, written with Sisson, reviewed 
at some depth the ethical and legal implications of pharmacotherapy, 
focusing on interpretations of court orders involving drug 
treatments. The chapter referred to several of Dr. Breuning's 
publications for support. 

All of these review publications relied heavily on Dr. Breuning's 
own work which the Panel concluded was not carried out as reported . 
The publications, therefore, must be regarded as scientifically 
unsound and seriously misleading. 

Stimulant Drug Use wi h Mentally Retarded Children 

After he moved to the University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Breuning 
applied for and received a research grant from NIMH to study 
the effects of stimulants (methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine) 
in 48 hyperactive, mild to moderately retarded children. He 
described his own role as being responsible for overall project 
administration and coordination, including project staff super
vision, monitoring assessment and treatment phases of the project, 
overseeing data analysis, and preparing all resulting reports 
and manuscripts. 

At the end of a year, he reported to NIMH that just over 65 
percent of children required for the methylphenidate studies 
and approximately 35 percent of those for the dextroamphetamine 
studies had completed the protocol. He reported the results 
of three studies. His second progress report, submitted in his 
application for continued grant support, reported six completed 
studies and a seventh about 65 percent complete. Completed 
studies reported included Poling and Breuning, published in 
1983, in which the effects of methylphenidate on fixed-ratio 
performance of 12 children, 6-14 years old, were examined. 
The study was described double-blind and involved placebo. 
Breuning, Ackles, and Poling reported on the effects of 
methylphenidate on fixed-ratio performance of 11 adolescent 
subjects. Studies 3, 4, and 5 reported on methylphenidate 
studies in 13 adolescents agen 14-18, 24 children ages 6-12, 
and 14 children with a ~ean age of 8.95 years, respectively. 
Studies 6 and 7 reportea on effects of dextroamphetamine on 
matching-to-sample performance of 1~ and 13 pre-school children 
respectively. In this report, 11 publications were listed as 
published, in press, or in preparation. Seven presentations 
were noted . 
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The Pittsburgh Ad Hoc Committee and .the Panel confirmed that 
subjects for the reported studies were unavailable on the Merck 
Unit during Dr. Bre ·ng's tenure. Fixed-ratio equipment, 
reported in five studies, was not operational there. Coauthors 
saw no raw data, only summary data ad figures prepared by 
Dr. Breuning. Colleagues and coau• hors were under varying 
impressions and given different information by Dr. Breuning 
about the site(s) of the studies. Some colleagues, listed as 
coinvestigators on the application(s) or coauthors on manuscripts, 
were not aware until later that their names had been so used. 

When Dr. Breuning met with the Panel, he acknowledged that none 
of the subjects described in the progress reports was studied 
at Pittsburgh. Instead, he maintained that he nad come across 
an ongoing study, or studies, ·in Chicago area schools and that 
the data reported were all obtained there sometime between 1974 
and 1977. He could not recall the names of any of the schools 
or investigators. Administration of drugs, use of placebos, 
double-blind procedures, and obtaining of informed consents 
were, he said, all the responsibility of the unidentified 
investigator(s). A data book produced by Dr. Breuning o 15 
subjects had no dates, and no identification of sites or subjects, 
and it did not meet ordinary standards for reporting research 
data. · 

Regarding his first progress report, Dr. Breuning told the 
Panel that he had been inexperienced and uninstructed, and 
was told by university administrators that the progress report 
was not important, "just submit something." This account did 
not agree either with the Panel's observation of administrative 
practices at Pittsburgh or with the report, which was a very 
deta·led and polished effort. 

In explanation of the second progress report, Dr. Breuning 
offered the Panel a substantially revised report which, he 
claimed, was the one that should have been submitted. He said 
that he had written the original one while under pressure from 
personal problems. When it had been questioned by a colleague, 
he had revised it and left it with his secretary to be typed and 
submitted. He then left town for several days and had no occas ion 
to check until Dr . Sprague had raised questions about his work 
and he had discovered the error. As to his not havi ng carried 
out the proposed research at Pittsburgh, Dr. Breuning said that 
he had not found it necessary to initiate drug treatment, and 
the patient population in the Merck Unit had changed. 

The Panel found Dr . Breuning's account entirely lacking in 
credibility for the following reasons: 

r-. J 
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In an interview, Dr. ~reuning Is .. fo-rmer secretary_ denied 
categorically that she had been asked to substitute progress 
reports or that she had typed the purported revision. She 
said that Dr. Breuning had never i ndicated to her that she 
had made such a serious mistake. A scrutiny of administrative 
records at Pittsburgh ~roduced no evidence of the existence 
of the revision at the time the application was submitted. 
Administrative officials, in fact, offered evidence that the 
revision had to have been made on a copy of a document that 
had already been prepared for final submission . 

Dr. Breuning's statement that an incidental study of stimulant 
drugs was ongoing in Chicago, carried out by unknown investigators, 
in unknown places, and with l..Ilidentifiable subjects was not 
credible. 

Dr. Breuning was aware that funds awarded to him were not for 
the purpose of reporting data collected 10 years earlier. His 
account of why he had not carried out the studies as proposed 
at Pittsburgh, that there was little need to initiate drug 
treatment, does not agree with his submission of an application 
for 4 additional years of support to continue the same drug 
manipul~tion studies on 65 more subjects on the Merck Unit and 
of an application (later withdrawn and not further analyzed 
here) to initiate a prospective stimulant drug study with child 
patients on the Herek llnit. 

The Panel concluded that Dr. Breuning's preparation of two grossly 
distorted, but polished and detailed, progress reports could 
only have been a deliberate and intentional effort to mislead 
and deceive the : ederal funding agency. 

Contractual Work at the University of Pittsburgh 

Regarding a series of subcontracts under grant HH-32206 for work at 
the University of Pittsburgh, the Panel received information that 
while routine testing was carried out, the terms of the subcontracts 
appear not to have been met. The Panel believes that the payment 
of grant monies on the subcontracts raises issues of grant account
ability that should be pur sued administratively by NIHH . 

VIII. Impact of Dr. Breuning's Reported Research on the Field 

Any assessment of the impact of Dr. Breuning's reported research 
requires an evaluation of its scientific significance and its 
related effect on the everyday treatment of retarded individuals 
in institutional and coaanunity settings. 

Dr. Breuning's reported empirical work centered on the effects 
of drugs on the behavior of the retarded, with special emphasis 
on what he described in his publications as the undesirable 
s i de-effects of those drugs. His findings had an impact on the 
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field at a time when most clinical practice and administrative 
policy bearing on drug treatment were based primarily on anecdote 
and clinical impression. Because of the dearth of empirical data, 
Dr. Breuning's publications were perhaps used more widely than 
might otherwise have been the case and were therefore subject to 
less critical scrutiny. Dr. Breuning made a strong impression on 
the mental retardation field with a small number of publications in 
which he described well-designed studies that produced relatively 
robust and straightforward findings. In only a few years Dr. Breuni ng 
achieved major standing and became one of the frequently quoted 
workers in this field of investigation. His reputation was only 
slightly diminished by reports from other workers of their failure 
to replicate his findings. 

Dr. Breuning also appears publicly, giving addresses in which he 
uses his publications to support his recommendations on social 
policy and treatment p.-actices, primarily in regard to the retarded 
residing in institutious (a example is appended at C). There can 
be no question that States (e.g., Connecticut) have amended polici es 
governing treatment practices in an effort to be consistent with 
what Dr. Breuning reports as scientific findings in his public 
addresses. 

Thus, on the basis of his publications, Dr. Breuning has achieved 
the status of a major worker in the field of mental retardation . 
His reported work has had a significant impact on (a) the knowledge 
base of this field, and (b) social policies concerning the care and 
treatment of the mentally retarded. Questions about that work, 
therefore, have very serious impl i cations for both. 

IX. Conclusions 

Conclusions regarding Dr. Breuni ng 

It is the unanimous conclusion of the Panel that Stephen E. Breuning 
knowingly, willfully, and repeatedly engaged in misleading and 
deceptive practices in reporting results of research supported 
by or citing Public Health Service grants MH-32206 and MH-37449; 
that he did not carry out the described research; and that only 
a few of the exp~rimental subjects described in publications and 
progress reports were ever studied; and that the complex designs 
and rigorous methodologies reported were not employed. Dr. Breuning 
also misrepresented, implicitly or explicitly, the locations at 
which research was supposedly conducted. The Panel did not find 
credible Dr. Breuning's shifting explanations as to where the 
var ious studies were carried out and his ultimate contenti on t hat 
many we r e conducted years before i n the Chicago area . 
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The Panel unanimously concludes, on the basis of all the facts , 
that Dr. Stephen E. Breuning has engaged in serious scientific· 
misconduct. 

Conclusions regarding others 

Hs. Vicky Davis worked with Dr. Breuning at two of the possible 
research sites. At Coldwater her salary and tuition costs were paid 
directly from grant MH-32206 and she received some salary at the 
University of Pittsburgh through a subcontract under the same grant . 
She was involved in collecting data and working w~th Dr. Breuning on 
a numher of studies. Ms. Davis was first author on two studies, one 
of which the Panel found to involve significant irregularities and 
the second of which the Panel found not to have been carried out as 
described. The Panel concludes that Ms. Davis, as first author, 
did not behave in a scientifically responsible manner in that she 
either was, or should have been, aware of the improper reporting 
of data and methods. 

The studies and reports reviewed involved a number of other coauthors. 
The Panel did not investigate all coauthors in depth. Interviews 
that the Panel did conduct with all major coauthors revealed a 
pattern in which Dr. Breuning induced others, who sometimes had 
little or no involvement, into coauthorship. A pattern also 
emerged in which it became apparent that major coauthors had not 
examined the primary source data, or raw data, for these studies. 
In other instances, names were added to manuscripts or grant 
applications without the individuals' knowledge. The Panel notes 
that several individuals took appropriate action, e.g., Dr. Patrick 
Ackles and Hs. Lori Sisson, in questioning and attempting to verify 
data and in asking that their names be removed from manuscripts 
that they found questionable. In its limited review of the 
activities of other coauthors, the Panel found no evidence of 
knowing participation in scientific misconduct. 

The Panel co11111ends Dr. Robert L. Sprague for bringing to the 
attention of NIHH his concerns about Dr. Breuning's work and his 
continued cooperation with NIMH and the Panel in investigating 
those concerns. However, the Panel questioned Dr. Sprague's 
judgment in uncritically including Dr. Breuning's publications, 
on which he was himself not a coauthor, in his grant progress 
reports. The Panel also expresses its concern at Dr. Sprague's 
failure to adequately oversee the subcontract, under grant MH-32206, 
with the University of Pittsburgh. 

Conclusions regarding grantee institutions 

The Panel recognizes the responsibility of educational institutions 
to provide an atmosphere of academic freedom. However, such 
i nstitutions also have an obligation to ensure responsible science 
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and to pursue diligently any allegation of scientific misconduct 
brought to their attention. The Panel found that neither the 
University of Illinois nor the University of Pittsburgh adequately 
fulfilled these obligations. 

The University of Illinois failed to conduct a thorough investigation. 
The committee appointed to look into the matter based its findings 
on secondary evidence provided by a single source, Dr. Sprague . The 
committee's findings were that Dr. Sprague had behaved appropriately 
in reporting his suspicions of Dr. Breuning's research and that 
Dr. Breuning's work did not impact on Dr. Sprague's research. While 
the University of Illinois committee found that there was cause to 
believe hat Dr. Breuning had engaged in scientific misconduct, 
they did not pursue this. 

Under its procedures, the University of Pittsburgh appointed, 
successively, three conunittees to look into the allegations of 
Dr. Breuning's misconduct. These committees were charged only with 
reviewing Dr. Breuning's research thought to have been conducted at 
Coldwater despite an initial and repeated request from NIMH that 
the University review his federally-funded research at the Universi t y 
of Pittsburgh. Once Dr. Breuning had resigned from the University, 
the third committee's charge was further restricted to ascertaining 
whether there had been misuse of Federal funds. 

After further prompting by NIMH, and after this Panel had begun 
its inve~tigation, a fourth coUDDittee was appointed. This Ad Hoc 
Committee, under t he leadership of the late Dr. Robert Miller, 
expanded its charge and conducted an exhaustive review of University 
records and of Dr. Breuning's reported work at the University under 
grant MH-37449. The Panel commends the members of the Miller Ad 
Hoc Conunittee for their responsible and comprehensive investigation . 
It is the opinion of the Panel that if the initial University of 
Pittsburgh investigating committees had been given a more compre
hensive charge, significant time would have been saved . 
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X. Coments and Response of Panel 

In accordance with Public Health Service policy, the Panel's 
report was sent in draft for c01DDent to Dr. Stephen E. Breuning, 
Ms. Vicky Davis, Dr. Robert Sprague, and the Universities of 
Illinois and Pittsburgh; their coments were considered by the 
Panel in preparation of its final report. The Panel found no 
reason to change the substance of its report or its conclusions. 
The Panel does, however, have the following observations on 
the responses received. 

Dr. Breuning provided extensive comments . Those that pertain 
to the substance or findings of the Panel's repor.t are addressed 
below. Dr. Breuning asserted that the Panel intimidated 
witnesses and that he himself felt intimidated . The Panel notes 
that none of the witnesses identified by Dr. Breuning have 
communicated such fears either during or after their interviews . 
The Panel believes that most parties interviewed, while 
impressed by the seriousness of the investigation, gave careful 
and measured testimony. Throughout its proceedings, the Panel 
made every effort to conduct a fair review and to make no 
a priori assumptions about Dr. Breuning's conduct. It should 
also be noted that Dr. Breuning was represented by counsel at 
his interview with the Panel on November 22, 1985; that the 
interview was terminated by Dr. Breuning, not the Panel, and 
the Panel continued its sessions after his departure; and 
that after that interview Dr. Breuning was given multiple 
opportunities to provide additional information to the Panel. 

Dr. Breuning claimed throughout his coD1Dents that the Panel held 
him to nonexistent research standards. The Panel expected merely 
that the contents of publ ished reports represent precisely and 
fully what esearch was done, why it was done, where it was 
done, how it was done, and its results. The fact is that 
Dr. Breuning failed to provide evidence that much of the work 
described in detail in his publications and reports was done. 
Dr. Breuning's publications present detailed descriptions of 
work that on the basis of internal and external evidence cannot 
reasonably be assumed to have taken place as described. 

Dr . Breuning protested that the Panel's standards for placebo 
and double-blind conditions were too stringent, requiring 
pharmacy control. Dr. Breuning described, as an example, 
medication being administered in crushed or liquid form in 
subjects' food, as well as through pills inserted into blank 
capsules. The practices were defended by Dr. Breuning as 
representing placebo-controlled/double-blind procedures. 
None of these procedures, however, were described in any 
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of the publications. This kind of obfuscation constitutes 
precisely the problem Panel members repeatedly confronted 
in trying to determine what had actually occurred. 

While the Panel found that placebos were used informally at the 
Coldwater Regional Center, it found no evidence that placebo
controlled/double-blind procedures were used there as par~ of 
systematic research. At Oakdale, use of placebo-controlled/ 
double-blind procedures in research would have required the 
review and approval of the research committee. The committee 's 
files had no record of such a research proposal by Dr. Breuning. 

In his response, Dr. Breuning defended the absence of consent 
forms for the investigations described in his publications 
which stated that consent was obtained for subject participation. 
Dr. Breuning suggested that in some instances verbal consent was 
obtained and that this explains the absence of signed consent 
forms. He claimed that in other instances consent forms were 
unnecessary because observations were based on medication 
changes taking place in the course of treatment, rather than 
as part of a drug protocol. 

~either explanation provided justification for the absence of 
records of consent in the face of repeated written and verbal 
declarations that consent had been obtained. Regarding the 
University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Breuning comented that the 
Medical School Human Rights Comittee told him that placebo 
use, if for clinical purposes, did not require consent. 
However, Dr. treuning was the recipient of an NIMH research 
grant; it is, and was, the policy of the Department of Health 
and Human Services that any research involving Department funds 
and using human subjects must include provisions for informed 
consent. Documentation of the receipt of informed consent is 
part of the expected and legally required routine record-keeping 
process associated with all of the research activities under 
review by the Panel . 

Dr. Breuning stated that the Panel had held him to standards 
of data retention that were unreasonable, that no guidelines 
exist for how long data should be held, and that it is only 
reasonable to discard information that might compromise 
confidentiality by identifying subjects. The issue of data 
retention begs the question as Dr. Breuning has provided no 
credible evidence that, with few exceptions, the described 
research was conducted . 
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Dr. Breuning commented that he had provided the Panel books of 
raw and summary data and that the Panel statement that the books 
contained no dates and subject identifiers was inappropriate 
because the Panel never asked him for an explanation of how 
to read the codes or interpret the dates. 

The notebooks offered by Dr. Breuning as containing the r dw 
data he said that he had gathered in Chicago area schools provide 
notations for months and days, but do not indicate years. There 
is no internal evidence by which the books can be identified as 
related to any of the studies Dr. Breuning described in his 
publication. When interviewed, Dr. Breuning was asked: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Ans11er: 

Do you have more identifying data on 
those subjects? 

Nothing. 

What are some of the dates that you 
have? 

Well, I would have to go back and get 
a calendar, because all that is on here 
is the month and day . 

Not the year? 

Not the year. 

In his COIDlli~~ts JO the Panel's report, Dr. Breuning stated that 
the data from the Chicago area were gathered through access 
obtained by students in courses he taught at Trinity College 
who had brief practicums at various mental retardation sites 
in and around Chicago. 

In his 1985 interview, Dr. Breuning said of the Chicago data 
collection: 

.It was something that I sort of stumbled onto that 
I don't know who was doing it, somebody, I believe, 
completing an H.D., Ph.D., or some other degree at 
one of the area medical schools, and I had asked 
permission to have access to this data which was not 
being collected, and in turn I would make it available 
or leave it with the schools, and all I needed to 
know after the fact for partitioning out what was 
done at what point in time. 

Here again, Dr. Breuning's vague, shifting, and unsupported 
descriptions of his acquisition of the data he attributed to 
the Chicago area fai ed to provide any convincing or verifiable 
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evidence of their origins. The data books, themselves, contain 
no internal evidence that would relate them to any particula r 
research site or project. In essence, they amount to an 
agglomeration of numbers that could not be directly linked 
by Dr. Breuning, or the Panel, to any specific research. 

Dr . Breuning's publications and reports describe in detail 
complex research designs that could not have been carried out 
at be multiple sites he now claims were the sources of subjects. 
His publications do not in any way indicate they were based on 
10-year old data collected at multiple sites. Thus, even if 
it were possible to verify the origin of the data presented , 
it would in no way alter the misrepresentation of the facts 
in Dr. Breuning's publications and reports. 

Throughout his response Dr. Breuning refers to clinical observe
tions, suggesting these observations provided a basis for his 
published reports. He complained that the Panel did not interview 
his clini cal supervisors. 

Contrary t Dr. Breuning's statement, clinical supervisors and 
associates were interviewed and clinical data exami ned with 
respect to their relevance to reported research. With respect 
to the Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, the Pane l 
interviewed all personnel who could have had knowledge 
of research by Dr. Breuning. Dr. Breuning suggests that 
observations abstracted from clinical charts constitute 
the basis for his publications, rather than the controlled 
studies he described . But, as in the preceding section, 
even if this were the origin of his material, Dr. Breuning , 
himself, would be supporting the charge of misrepresentation. 
Many of his publications , and his grant applications and 
progress reports, were carefully crafted and polished 
documents describing precise research procedures structured 
to answer specific questions about the use of neuroleptic 
or stimulant drugs with the mentally retarded. 

Panel members and staff made every reasonable effort to locate 
and interview those whom it could assume mig'. ~ have known 
of research being conducted in t~e facilities where Dr . Breuning 
was employed. Panel members contacted those individuals named 
by Dr. Breuning as able to corroborate his research activities. 
In his meeting with the Panel on November 22, 1985, Dr. Breuning 
was specifically asked for the names of people who could verify 
his work . He offered the name of Mr. Fred Morris as a person 
directly involved in research described in his publications, 
and the names of Dr. Paul Koutnik and Dr. John Regan as persons 
who were aware of research he had conducted. All three failed 
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to corroborate Dr. Breuning's account. Dr. M. O'Neill, whom 
Dr. Breuning now names as someone who should have been contacted , 
did not reply to a letter written on behalf of the Panel. 

Dr. Breuning protested that the Panel had distorted his 
representation of his relationship with Mr. Morris. In the 
chapter, "Drug Use in Community Foster-Group Homes," by Davis, 
Cullari, and Breuning, Mr. Fred Morris is mentioned as having 
trained "home operators and group home staff" in the use of 
medications with the community-placed mentally retarded. In the 
November 22, 1985, meeting with Dr. Breuning, Panel members asked 
for the names of any persons who had collaborated with Dr . . Breuni ng 
in collecting the very large data set described in the publication 
and Dr. Breuning gave Mr. Morris' name. Mr. Morris was contacted 
by telephone on May 21, 1986. The context in which his name 
had been used both in the publication and in the transcript of 
the interview with Dr. Breuning were described to him. Mr. Morris 
said his only contact with Dr. Breuning had been to invite 
Dr. Breuning to speak at a seminar in observance of Mental Health 
Month in 1981 or 1982. Mr. Morris was Director of the Calhoun 
County Community Mental Health Program and at that meeting, 
Mr. Morris offered to visit adult foster homes in the community 
to discuss drug use wit owne sand staff. He recalled that 
perhaps four foster home managers had responded to his offer. 
He said he met with them, but talked about the use of psycho
tropic drugs with the mentally ill, not the mentally retarded . 
He .recalled that very few developmentally disabled persons were 
among the residents of any of the homes in the community for 
which he was responsible. Mr. Morris denied that his efforts 
were in any way associated with the type of training described 
i~ the article. More importantly, he said he had no knowledge 
of res~arch of the kind described in the publicat ion, and denied 
having prov:i.ded any information to help identify subjects in 
the community . 

Dr . Breuning said that his thesis adviser, Dr . Paul Koutnik, 
could verify his contact with the school system in Chicago 
where he said he had obtained data, from sources he could 
no longer identify, which were included in the data sets he 
reported from other sites. However, during a telephone 

. interview, Dr. Koutnik said he knew nothing of any research 
associated with Dr. Breuning ' s involvement with the school s , 
and that he had only arranged for Dr. Breuning to teach a 
biology course to satisfy requirements for a teaching 
certificate . 

The only other person Dr . Breuning sa i d would know of his 
r esearch activi ties was Dr. John Regan, formerly a fellow 
s tudent in the Ph.D. program at the Illinois Institute of 
Techno l ogy and later a col league at the Oakdale Regi ona l Center . 
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Dr. Regan said he had conducted experiments with goldfish with 
Dr. Breuning at Oakdale, but that he knew nothing of any research 
with human subjects done by Dr. Breuni ng. 

Regarding his progress reports on grant MH-37449 to the University 
of Pittsburgh, Dr. Breuning essentially reiterated what he had 
said during his interview with the Panel on November 22, 1985. 
Neither Dr. Breuning's statements to the Panel nor his comments 
on its draft report provide a credible explanation for his motive 
in having written an initial progress report on grant MH-37449 
which he now acknowledges to have been "misleading" and which, 
in fact, reports work which he did not do as described. 

In discussing the submission of the second progress report on 
MH-37449 with the Panel during his November 22, 1985, interview , 
Dr. Breuning said that the revision he offered the Panel and 
claimed should have been submitted by the University was typed 
by his secretary after he had left town and that he had seen only 
the cover page. He said, "What I signed was the cover sheet. 
The cover sheet was signed prior to me leaving town and the 
complete package assembled ... and I assumed the corrections 
were what was going to be attached to that." He was asked if 
he had signed a cover sheet without seeing the rest of the 
application, and he said, "Yeah, that is standard procedure 
there . I mean, at least it was how I was instructed to do that." 
In his co01Dents on the draft report, Dr. Breuning says now that 
he "most likely did retype this secti n myself." He no claims 
he had asked for an assembled copy of the application in final 
form for his review prior to leaving town. Staff at WPIC confirm 
that he could have had a copy in final form, and while this would 
explain his access to a paginated copy on which to make changes, 
it does not correspond with the account he gave the Panel in his 
November 1985 interview. 

The Panel did not find Dr. Breuning's explanation persuasive, 
nor did he provide new verifiable or substantive information. 
Therefore, the Panel maintains its previously stated conclusion 
that his revised version of the progress report was prepared only 
after questions about his publications had been raised. 

Dr. Breuning commented that the Panel did not question his 
results. Since the Panel found that he did not carry out the 
studies he reported, it regards the reported results as 
unsupported. 

In his comments Dr. Breuning states that he cited NIMH grant 
support on many of his publications only becaus<, he was instructed 
to do so by Dr. Sprague, and not because federal grant funds were 
used in support of the research described. In its report, the 
Panel discussed the relation of each research grant cited to 
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Dr. Breuning's work. Dr. Breuning's comments provide no basis 
for considering any of the studies discussed as outside of the 
Panel's purview. 

Upon review of Dr. Breuning's response to the draft report, Panel 
members found that his coD1Dents were not persuasive. They were, 
in the main, a more strenuous repetition of what Dr. Breuning 
had said in his foterview with the Panel. The Panel members 
maintained their conclusion that Dr. Breuning had engaged in a 
lengthy and premeditated course of scientific misconduct with 
the intent of misleading the scientific community and the federal 
granting agency. 

Ms. Vicky Davis commented in regard to Davis, Poling, Wysocki, 
and Breuning (1981), that she either misunderstood the Panel's 
question regarding use of placebo, or the Panel misunderstood 
her answer. She stated that "there were no drug manipulations 
for research purposes and placebos were certainly used." The 
Panel notes this. 

Dr. Sprague commented on the timetable of the investigation, 
dating events from his December 20, 1983, letter to NIMH. The 
Panel notes that its investigation began only w{th its first 
meeting on March 12, 1985. This was after the · NIMH had awaited 
the results of the University reviews and had also spent a number 
of months obtaining background information to be used by the 
Panel. 

Dr. Sprague commented that he noted great similarity between 
Appt!ndix I of the draft report and material he sent to NIMH on 
.Jan~~cy 9, 1985. Dr. Sprague sent material charting character
istics ~f subjects and research design. The appendix to the 
Panel's r~port included material garnered from interviews with 
74 persons at 8 sites and the Panel's detailed analysis of each 
study, including its relation to other studies. The Panel 
notes that similarity is to be expected since both analyze 
aspects of the same studies. 

Dr. Sprague expressed "amazement" that the Panel report did not 
mention 

. one of the most important facts in the investi
gation. The University of Pittsburgh obtained early 
in their investigation Dr. Breuning's actual confession 
of falsification. This fact is documented in the Adler, 
Michaels, and Lee letter of February 17, 1984 which 
states, 'Dr. Breuning admitted to us that statements 
in the abstract were false.' 
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notes that the statement refers to only one abstract , 
letter referred to is appended to the Panel report, and 
Panel interviewed Dr. Breuning directly regarding the 
and addressed this issue specifically in Appendix I. 

Dr. Sprague noted that the report did not mention an issue of 
possible plagiarism. The Panel looked into this matter and found 
no basis for proceeding further. 

Finally, Dr. Sprague found problems with the balance of the report 
in that he was criticized for "failure to adequately oversee the 
subcontract" at the University of Pittsburgh and he noted that 
this involved ·oversight from 500 miles away and involved the 
operations of another university. 

The Panel's observations, below, regarding University of 
Illinois' comments on this subject pertain here 1e Panel 
further notes that Dr. Sprague initia t ed the subcontract and 
that he visited Pittsburgh during its course. Dr. Sprague told 
the Panel that he received no useful information from the 
subcontract. However, as late as September 29, 1983, 
Dr. Sprague wrote Dr. Breuning that he was recommending an 
increase in the subcontract for the next year. The date of 
this letter is after the date Dr. Sprague said his suspicions 
about Dr. Breuning's reports were significantly heightened 
(see Appendix A, letter from Dr. Sprague to Ms. Reatig). The 
Panel found no basis for amending its statement of concern. 

In coD1Denting on the limits of the University of Illinois' role 
and responsibility, the University stated that Dr. Sprague was 
the only person involved who was a University of Illinois faculty 
member, that no other University of Illinois faculty member had 
research interests closely related to the area of alleged 
scientific misconduct, and that none of the studies called into 
question were conducted on the campus of, or at sites related 
to, the University of Illinois. 

The Panel report reviews 20 publications specifical l y citing 
grant MH-32206 awarded to the University of Illinois on which 
Dr. Sprague was principal investigator. Those publications were 
listed by Dr . Sprague in his annual reports of progress under 
his grant; Dr. Breuning's work at Coldwater was a formal part 
of Dr. Sprague's grant applications and reports; Ms. Vicky 
Davis, a project staff member at Coldwater, was paid directly 
by the University f Illinois from grant MH-32206; and the 
University of Illinois contracted under grant MH-32206, with 
the University of Pittsburgh, for further work by Dr. Breuning . 
The Panel continues to believe that the University of Illinois 
had a responsibility beyond notification to NIMH and review 
of the propriety of Dr . Sprague's conveyance of his concerns 
to NIMH . 
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The University of Illinois commented that in the absence of 
specific suggestions as to how Dr. Sprague might reasonably have 
more adequately overseen the subcontract at the University of 
Pittsburgh, it believed that there was not a basis for the Panel's 
expression of concern at Dr. Sprague's failure to adequately 
oversee the subcontract, under grant MH-32206, with the University 
of Pittsburgh. Since Dr. Sprague stated to the Panel that he 
received no useful information from Dr. Breuning under the 
subcontract, and since the subcontract was to include WPIC 
subjects in all aspects of grant MH-32206, the Panel's concern 
remains. 

The University also commented that at no time after submission of 
its ad hoc committee report to NIMH did it receive notification 
that it had fallen short in any respect in its efforts to cooperate 
fully in the investigation. The Panel notes that on August 23, 
1984, the Acting Director, NIMH, notified the University of 
Illinois that NIMH was undertaking its own investigatf.on "because 
several issues remain unanswered by both the University of 
Illinois and the University of Pittsburgh reviews " 

The Panel notes that the University of Pittsburgh had no comments. 

XI. Recommendations 

Specific Recommenda ions 

In view of the Panel's conclusion that Dr. Stephen E. Breuning 
engaged in serious scientific misconduct, the Panel recommends: 

o that Dr. Stephen E. Breuning be barred, for the maximum 
period of time permissible, from receiving PHS funds in 
support of research or related scientific, educational, 
consultative, or other activities. This provision is 
meant to apply to support either directly provided to 
Dr. Stephen E. Breuning or through his employment as 
staff on projects awarded to other individuals or 
institutions; 

o that grant application MH-37449, for which an award was 
made to the University of Pittsburgh for Dr. Stephen E. 
Breuning's research, as well as progress reports and the 
report of this Pan~l, be referred to the Department of 
Justice with a reco11111endation that prosecution of 
D . Breuning be considered . 
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o that the Universities of Illinois and Pittsburgh, sponsors 
of grants under which Dr. Stephen E. Breuning received 
PHS support, be notified of the findings of the Panel 
and that relevant officials at other sites at which 
Dr. Breuning's research was alleged to have been carried 
out be so notified; 

o that the present employer of Dr. Stephen E. Breuning be 
notified of the findings of this Panel; 

o that all relevant professional associations and licensing 
or certifying bodies, and State agencies responsible for 
the care of the mentally retarded, be notified of the 
findings of this Panel; 

o that all coauthors of publications with Dr. Stephen E. 
Breuning which were reviewed in this Report be notified 
of the findings of this Panel; 

o that editors of relevant journals be notified of the 
findings of this Panel so that appropriate measures can 
be taken to advise readers, researchers, and others of 
these findings, and that journal editors be made aware 
of the capability of the National Library of Medicine 
to provide notice of retraction through MEDLINE and 
Index Medicus; 

o that the findings of this Panel be made public to 
counteract the effect of unsubstantiated research 
reports; 

General Recommendations 

Responsibility for Publications and Presentations 

During the course of this investigation, the Panel found instances 
in which some of the coauthors of Dr. Breuning's publications 
stated that they had little or no involvement in the work reported. 
They acknowledged that they had never seen raw data or the work 
in progress, nor had they been involved in generating the ideas 
for the studies. In some cases, their appearance as authors 
involved only an invitation from Dr. Breuning and editorial work 
in preparing the manuscript. In one instance, the first author 
indicated that she had almost no involvement in a large-scale 
study except helping to prepare the manuscript (Davis, Cullari, 
and Breuning; "Drug Use in CoD1Dunity Foster Group Homes"; see 
AppPndix I, pp. 36-42). In other instances, individuals stated 
that they were listed as authors without their knowledge . 
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The Panel believes that as part of the process of communication 
between author and reader, the significance of authorship 
should be clear to both. In the view of the Panel, authorship 
should convey to the reader that each author has a measure of 
responsibility for the integrity of the published work. 

The Panel recor.:mends to editors of leading journals the 
consideration of the issue of what authorship implies, and 
that a statement of a journal's policy be provided to all 
authors of submitted manuscripts with a request for their 
signed agreement to the policy prior to publication . Although 
policy in regard to authorship may vary from journal to journal, 
a published statement of policy will enable both the author 
and the reader to make the same assumptions. 

Panel members consider the standards of the International Committee 
of Medical Journal Editors published in The Lancet (September 14 , 
1985, p. 595) to be a promising basis for such policy. 

Responsibility of Principal Investigators and Grantee 
Institutions 

The Panel reiterates the importance of the principal investigator's 
responsibility for the scientific conduct of the research for 
which a Public Health Service grant is awarded, a responsibility 
specifically assumed when the principal investigator signs the 
grant application. This responsibility includes that for work 
not directly conducted by the principal investigator. The 
sponsoring institution also assumes responsibility for complying 
with Public Health Service terms and conditions of support as 
well as for the accuracy of grant application information. 

The responsibilities of the principal investigator and the 
sponsoring institution should include, at a minimum, the 
assurance that research of the kind proposed can be carried 
out and that informed consents for human subjects are actually 
obtained. 

The Panel recommends the development of model procedures and 
best practice guidelines, and their dissemination to research 

_ grantees. 

Procedures for Future Investigations 

This Panel spent nearly 2 years investigating one case of 
scientific misconduct. This effort was costly in time to Panel 
members and NIMH staff and required expenditure of significant 
amounts of Federal funds. The Panel members believe that 
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procedures should be developed to avoid repetitions of this 
onerous process. In this case, although an investigation was 
undertaken by the University of IllinoiE and several were carried 
out by the University of Pittsburgh, none was definitive. The 
Panel, therefore, proposes that more explicit guidelines be 
developed so that more comprehensive and conclusive investi
gations will be undertaken at the institutional level. 

To this end, the Panel recommends that implementation of Public 
Law 99-158, which requires that applicant organizations file 
assurances specifying development of policies and procedures for 
dealing with possible misconduct and agreement to inform the PHS 
of the initiation of an investigation of possible misconduct, 
include an investigative model. Such a model would require that 
a committee of inquiry be established at the institutional level. 
The committee should consist of the investigator's peers, 
a minimum number of members from outside of the institution, 
legal counsel, and an assigned coordinator from the funding 
agency. Rights of the investigator should be defined, as should 
procedures for conduct of the inquiry, preparation of reports, 
and recommendations. In cases in which extensive investigation 
may be necessary, a mechanism should be established for award 
of supplemental funds . 

Establishment of more explicit guidelines for process at the 
institutional level could avoid expensive and prolonged 
investigations at the Agency level . 
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L 1·,i\·1:rsit\' of Illinois 
at L"rbana-Champaign 

Ms. Natalie Reatig 
Pharmacologic and Somatic 

Institute for Child Behavior 
utd Development 

51 Gertv Drive 
Champaign 
Illinois 618::?0 

December 20 , 1983 

Treatments Research Branch 
National Institute of Mental Heal t h 
Room lOC-06 Parklawn Building 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Dear Natalie: 

Graduate College 

It is with considerable regret and personal sorrow that it is necessary to 
write you a l etter as Project Officer of my grant MH32206 about the possibili t y 
of misconduct of a colleague who has conducted studies with partial support of 
this grant. The letter is written in outline form to assist in conveying the 
processes and procedures I used to come to the above conclusion and provide 
information about the situation which is sometimes technical. 

A. Chronology of events 

1. On September 22 and 23, 1983, I visted Dr. Stephen E. Breuning 
(Department of Psychiatry, Western Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute and 
Clinic, University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, 3811 O'Hara Street, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15261, telephone number 412-624-2331) as is my practice to vis i t 
routinely the sites where collaborative research is being conducted as part of 
my grant. Steve and Vicky Davis graciously invited me to visit their new home 
in a Pittsburgh suburb and to stay overnight with them. While discussing 
research the Thursciay evening of September 22, I mentioned the dif ficulty we 
were experiencing in obtaining high interjudge reliability on the tardive 
dyskinesia (TD) ratings using the Dyskinesia Identification System - Coldwater 
(DIS-Co) at mental retardation facilities in Minnesotawhere my research is being 
conducted. Vicky responded that i nterjudge reliability was not a problem in her 
TD studies because she was obtaining 100% reliability with nurses as raters. 
Although I did not say much in reply, I was shocked and immediately alerted to 
the possibility of unsupportable data because I do not think it is possible for 
anyone, no matter how skilled a researcher, to obtain perfect agreement between 
two raters in an area as compl~x as judging abnormal movements associated with 
TD. The next day further doubts were aroused when Steve and I discussed his 
responder and non-responder data and the near perfect distinction in his various 
measures between these two categories of response to psychotropic drugs. 

2. Steve kindly gave me a copy of his first Progress Report on his grant at 
the University of Pittsburgh entitled, "Stimulant Drugs with the Mentally 
Retarded" HH/HD 37449 (Appendix 1) which covered the period from July l, 1982 to 
June 30, 1983 (although 1984 is listed on page 4 of the Report, the date seems 
to be a mistake). Because of the events mentioned in A.l. above, I read the 
report very carefully on the plane back home. Hore suspicions about his data 
were aroused, only one of which will be mentioned . If the report covers only 
one calendar year, then 261 working days (365 days minus 104 weekend days) are 
available not subtracting holi~ays • .,, 
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Ms. Natalie Reatig 
December 20, 1983 
Page Two 

Table l 

Facts on Studies, Number of Subjects, and Length of Studies Reported 
in MH/HD 37449 Progress Report 

Study Number Subjects Sessions per Total Length of 
Subject Sessions Study in Days 

l 12 4? 48 ? 2 11 5? 55 ? 3 1_3 7 91 49 4 24 7 168 49 
5 14 9 126 63 6 12 9 108 63 7 13 7 91 49 Totals 99 48 687 273 

Assuming that the 7 reported studies were conducted consecutively (it seems 
unlikely that two or more of the studies could not be conducted concurrently 
consideri ng the limitations of the subject population and availability of 
experimental rooms), then it is difficult to understand how 273 study days · (the 
total number of days it took to complete 5 studies not counting studies land 2) 
could be completed in 261 working days. Moreover, these calculations do not 
take into account the ordinary circumstances of life that, at least, I am always 
plagued with in an experiment: subjects who miss appointments, research 
assistants who become sick and miss work, equipment breakdowns, etc. 

3. As soon as possible after arriving home, I called together a few close 
colleagues who were familiar with Steve and his research. On September 26, 
1983, these three people from the Institute for Child Behavior and Development 
met with me in my office to discuss problems ~ith his data: Dr. Esther K. 
Sleator, a pediatrician who met Steve in 197. when he first visited the 
Institute and who has read his papers; Ms. Rina K. Ullmann, a Research Associate 
who first introduced me to Steve and who was quite familiar with his reearch; 
and Mrs. Janis C. Rusch, a Research Assistant who had complained to me a number 
of months previously about Steve's papers and articles being "too good" and "too 
consistent" to be true. Since my suspicions were based on "soft information," 
we discussed what should be an appropriate course of action. 

4. As a first step to clarify the situation, I began to look more closely 
at Steve's writings and closely inspect the reported results. During this time 
one of his grant applications to the March of Dimes with Dr. Patrick Ackles, a 
Post Doctoral Fellow at the University of Pittsburgh, was sent to me for review, 
and I declined to review it. 

5. On November 7, 1981, Dr. Michael G. Aman (Department of Psychiatry, 
School of Medicine, University of Auckland, Private Bag, Auckland, New Zealand, 
telephone number 695-795-780 ) visited me, and the topic of Steve's research was 
mentioned in the context that Mike was obtaining different results with 
stimulant medication than Steve had reported. I indicated Steve's dose response 
data with stimulant medication using teacher rating scales showed a different 
pattern than I and other researchers had obtained. The next three days I 
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December 20, 1983 
Page Three 

visited institutions in Minnesota at the request of the Court · Monitor in the 
Welsch case and heard more disturbing comments about Steve's data and 
activities. 

6. After meeting with Esther Sleator and Rina Ullmann again on N<Nember 14, 
1983, it was decided to contact Dr. Ronald s. Lipman (Johns Hopkins Hospital, 
B6, Phipps Clinic, 600 North Wolfe Street, Baltimore, MD 21205 telephone 
301-995-3065) for a number of reasons: he was a scholar familiar with the area; 
he was retired from the Psychopharmacology Research Branch of the National 
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) and was quite knowledgeable about their 
procedures; since he was no longer in the employment of NIMH, the phone call 
could not be construed as an official complaint to the agency, and I was 
reluctant to make such an official complaint at that time due to the ·sc,ftness" 
of the evidence;' and he was independent of the situation and could, thus, give 
unbiased advice. I called him on N01Tember 15, 1983. He subsequently requested 
my permission to share confidentially the information with Dr. Mitchell Balter 
(Applied Therapeutics and Health Practices Program, National Institute of Mental 
Health, Room 9C-23 Parklawn Building, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, HD 20852, 
telephone number 301-443-3946) for his advice and counsel, and I agreed on the 
basis that the information would be kept confidential and not perceived as an 
official complaint at that point. 

B. ACNP abstract 

1. On June 20, 1983 I invited Steve and four other people to participate in 
a proposed symposium to be presented at the annul meeting in December of the 
American College of Neuropsychopharmacology (ACNP); a copy of the letters are in 
Appendix 2. The proposal was accepted, although Dr. Garth Graham subsequently 
declined to speak. 

2. Although I requested abstracts of their papers by October 10, 1983 
(Appendix 3), Steve sent me a copy of his abstract (Appendix 4), which he mailed 
directly to ACNP sometime in N01Tember. Note carefully that his description of 
the follow-up study in the abstract states there were 45 subjects followed for 2 
years with 6-month assessments. 

3. I did not realize the possibility of a discrepancy between what was 
written in the abstract and what I knew was possible at Coldwater Regional 
Center, Coldwater, Michigan where the follow-up study was conducted until 
N01Tember 28, 1983 when I called Dr. C. Thomas Gualtieri (Department of 
Psychiatry, School of Medicine, University of North Carolina, Chapel Rill, NC 
27514, telephone number 919-966-5161) about the first of three programs on 
tardive dyskinesia wh.ich CBS ·News broadcast on the evening news that day; both 
Tom and I had talked to CBS News extensively about the program. Tom mentioned 
that Steve would be presenting 2 years of follo , up TD data at ACNP, and I 
immediately realized there might be a problem when Tom made that comment. 

4. The next day, N01Tember 29, 1983, I again carefully checked the abstract 
and numberous papers written by Steve. It became apparent that the follow-up 
s t •1dy reported i n the abstract was a continuation of the published study of 
Gualtieri, Breuning, Schroeder, and Quade. Tardive dyskinesia in mentally 
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retarded children, adolescents, and young adults: North Carolina and Michigan 
studies. Psychopharmacolo~y Bulletin, 1982, ~ No. l, 62-65 (Appendix 5); The 
Gualtieri, Breuning~ paper clearly stated the subjects were from Coldwater 
Regional Center (see page 62 of Apendix 5). Since I had visited Coldwater 
Center about three times after Steve left there about January 1, 1981 for a 
position at the University of Pittsburgh, I was aware that it was highly 
unlikely that 45 subjects could be followed for 2 years after his departure. To 
check this further on N011ember 29, 1983, I called Dr. Neal A. Davidson (Director 
of Psychological Services and Behavioral Treatment Program, Coldwater Regional 
Center for Devel pmental . Disabilities , P.O. Box 148, Coldwater, MI 49036, 
telephone number 517-279-9551) who handled 1D evaluations for Coldwater Center. 
He told me it would be "near a miracle" for the data to be collected without his 
knowledge and that he did not know who "they [the subjects] are or where they 
are." To be absolutely certain, I called him again the next day, November 30, 
1983 to re-confirm his earlier statements. 

5. I tried to call Steve to confront him with the discrepancy between the 
abstract statements and Neal's statements, but I could not reach him since he 
was out-of-town until Sunday, December 4, 1983 when I called him at home. My 
phone call and questions about the discrepancy surprised Steve, to say the very 
least. I indicated I would send him an express letter (Appendix 6) the next 
day, December 5, 1983, requesting supporting documentaion on the existence of 
the subjects and their evaluations. 

6. A few minutes after 8:00 a.m. Monday, December 5, 1983, Steve called me; 
he seemed very upset. He indicated he had worked all night after my call and 
that he could not find all the supporting documentation which I requested. He 
further stated he could only find 25 subjects who were evaluated once at 96 
weeks or 4 months following the 80-week study of Gualtieri, Breuning et al. I 
said my express letter would be on the way to him within hours. When he asked 
me about presenting the paper at ACNP on December 12, 1983, I said he should 
not. 

7. Because problems with the follow-up study raised questions about the 
Gualtieri, Breuning et al paper and because Tom Gualtieri was a member of the 
ACNP sympo ium and planning t o present further data collected in collaboration 
with Steve, I called Tom on November 30, 1983 to alert him confidentially to the 
potential problem and likely possibility that I would block the presentation of 
Steve's paper at ACNP on December 12, 1983. 

8. On Thursday, December 8, 1983, I received Steve's express letter to me 
with part of the requested documentation (Appendix 7). Note that the subject 
identification code wh ch translates the identification numbers to the subject 
names has not been located and that only 24 subjects were evaluated once at 96 
weeks. 

9. I was out-of-town part of December 9 and 10, 1983 and did not talk to 
Steve by phone on those days, although we talked by phone daily or twice a day 
since my December 4, 1983 phone call to his home. However, I reached him at 
home, Sunday, December 11, 1983. I indicated I received hi1 December 7, 1983 
letter (Appendix 7) but that my question as to why he repor.ed in the abstract 
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45 subjects with 2-years of follow-up and then reduced it to 24 subjects . with 
one 4-month evaluation was not answered_- A .number of questions about the 
supporting documentation was raised, only one of which will be mentioned. - Steve 
stated he had personally examined all 24 of the subjects (see also Appendix 7). 
I asked him again if he examined all 24 of the subjects before he left Coldwater 
Center, and he said "yes." Then while flipping through the copies I asked him 
how he could have exmained subject 10-21 (I added the first number and dash to 
the ID number for my convenience) on Janua:·y 5, 1981 when he had left for · 
Pittsburgh before that date. He stated he probably did not leave until January 
20, 1983. Again, another example of a discrepancy which is extremely · 
disconcerting to me, and, for me at least, casts considerable doubt on the 
authenticity of the remaining 24 subjects. 

10. My administrative superior, Dean Theodore L. Brown (Dean of the 
Graduate College and Vice Chancellor for Research, Univers ~ty of Illinois, 107 
Coble Hall, 801 S. Wright St., Champaign, IL 61820, telephone number 
217-333-0034) has been informed of the possible problems in Steve Breuning's 
research and that it has been partially supported by a Subcontract from t he 
University of Illinois. Therefore, I am sending him a copy of this letter . 

11. I did not permit Steve to present his paper at ACNP, although he 
requested to present a modified paper with 24 subjects. 

C. Implications for other resarch 

l. It is my understanding that Tom Gualtieri has requested supporting 
documentation for the data reported from Michigan in the Gualtieri, Breuning et 
.!!_ paper (Appendix 5) and that none of the raw data is available. 

2. If raw data is missing for the Gualtieri , Breuning et al study, then it 
seems likely that data may be missing for Breuning, S. E. An applied 
dose-response curve of thioridazine with the mentally retarded: Aggressive, 
self-stimulatory, intellectual, and workshop behaviors - A preliminary report. 
Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1982, .!!!. (1), 57-59 paper (Appendix 8) since it is 
very likely that there was considerable overlap between the subjects of the two 
studies. However, I have not, at this time, investigated th i.i pos s ibility. 

3. The question, of course, then arises as to how much supporting 
documentation is available for Steve's series of studies. 

D. Implications for MH 32206 renewal beginning April l, 1984 

1. It is my understanding that after calling Dr. Richard Marcus, Executive 
Secretary, on December 19, 1983 my renewal application has been recommended for 
funding with changes, the most important of which is the elimination of the 
request for a Subcontract to the University of Pittsburgh to support proposed 
research by Steve Breuning. 

2. The question arises as to whether data collection procedures in my 
studies for the renewal and in my proposed studies has bePn tainted as descri bed 
above, particularly in Section B. Let me state emphatical ly several points • 
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a. I do no: condone nor will I tolerate imporper practices in 
scientific research, This should -be partially evident from this letter which 
describes in some detail the development of my suspicions and how I . investigated 
them. Although 16 other people from 4 other institutions have co-authored at 
l~ast 39 papers, book chapters, or books with Steve since 1980, to the best of 
my knowledge, I am the first to report a set of suspicions and my evidence for 
them to the proper officials. 

b. The research of Steve and my research has been, surprisingly, quite 
separate and distinct, Except for one paper primarily prepard by Tom Gualtieri, 
Steve and I have never published together (Gualtieri, C. T., Breuning, S. E., 
Sprague, R. L., & Campbell, M, A centralized data system for studies of tardive 
dyskinesia (Letter). Journal of the American Academv of Child Psvchiatry, 1981, 
~ 303-304). All of the research proposd in thn renewal of MH 32206, except 
for the proposed University of Pittsburgh Subcontract which has been eliminated, 
will be done separately from Steve either at the TJniversity of Illinois or in 
mental retardation facilities in Minnesota. 

RLS/sb 
Enclosures 

Sincerely, 

Robert L, Sprague, Ph.D. 
Director 

cc : T, L. Brown, Vice Chancellor for Research, University of Illinois 
J. Levine, Chief, Pharmacologic and Somatic Treatments Research Branch, 

National Institute of Mental Health 

_.,, 
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A. SPECIFIC AIMS 

During the· past _14 months we have conducted seven studies which we believe 
greatly advance what is known concerning the efficacy and behavioral effects 
of stimulant pharmacotherapy with hyperactive me~tally retarded children and 
adolescents. (A complete discussion of ·our findings appear in Section C.) 
While our findtngs answer many questions, the find·ngs have also generated 
many questions (see Significance section). The research proposed 1n this 
Competing Continuation application is designed to address · these questions 
with the intent of providing clinicians with dosage recotmlE!ndations for 
prescribing and evaluating stimulant medications as a part of the treatment 
provided to hyperactive mentally retarded individuals. Specifically, we plan to: 

1. Evaluate the effectiveness of four dosages of dextroarnphetamine in 
reducing the hyperactive behaviors of mentally retarded children between the 
ages of 6-12. This evaluation will include assessments of academic ~nd laborator 
performance as well as social interactions (i.e., positive, neutral, and negative 
child/teacher and child/child interactions). 

2. Directly corr.pare the effectiveness of two dosages of dextroamphetamine 
and t,,o dosages of rr.ethylphenidate with hyperactive men ta 1 ly retar:ded children 
between the ages of 6-12. Again, there will be assessments of academic and 
laboratory performance as well as social interactions. 

3. Evaluate the behavioral time-course of two dosages of dextroamphetamine 
and two dosages of methylphenidate liith hyperactive mentally retarded children 
between the ages of 6-12 . 

B. SIGrHFICA~ICE 

ln 1937 Bradley (1) and Molitch and Eccles (2,3) published papers concernin 
the efficacy and behavioral effects of benzedrine. Since this ti~~. methyl
phenidate and dextroamphetamine have become the medications of choice in 
treating attention .deficits, aggressive/disruptive behaviors, impulsiveness, 
and restlessness in nonretarded children. lt has been shown repeatedly 
that several stimulant medications, a) can dramatically improve the behavior 
of "hyper~ctive" nonretarded children, b) often enhance the effectiveness 
of other treatment modalities with these children, c) often improve the ·academic 
and cognitive performance of these children, and d) are relatively free of 
serious and/or permanent side effects. 

Despite the clinical utility of stimulant medications in treating behavior! 
corrmonly displayed by "hyperactive" nonretarded children, stimulant medications 
have not become wi~ely used in treatin9 similar behaviors being displayed 
by mentally retarded children. In 1970, Lipman (4) reported that less than 
3: of the institutionalized mentally retarded individullS tn the United States 
were receiving treatment with stimulant medication. Similarly, Cohen and 
Sprague (5) found the prevalence of stimulant use with institutionalized 
developmentally disabled individuals to be 2-3:. Most recently, Gadow (6) 
.and D~is, Cullari, and Breuning (7) again found a 2-3: prevalence of stimulant 
medication use with the mentally retarded; however, all individuals sampled 
were residing in con.~unity settings (foster homes and group homes) rather than 
institutional settings. ln each of these surveys methylphenidate was the most 
~idely used stimulant medication followed by dextroamphetamine • 
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In view of the frequently reported excessive motor act1vity displayed by 
a larse percentage of the mentally retarded, these prevalence figures are 
surprisingly low. For exa~ple, Rutter (8) used parent and teacher rating 
scales to asses~ behavioral problems in retarded children and found that three 
disorders and one symptom tended to recur more corrrnonly among the developmentally 
disabled. These are the hyperkinetic syndrome, diiintegrative psychosis, 
autism, and behavioral stereotypy (invariant repetitive movements). Similarly, 
Philips and Williams (9) studied 100 ~~ntally retarded children referred to 
a child psychiatric clinic; 38 of the children were found to have psychotic 
symptoms and 49 had nonpsychotic behavior disorders. Subsequently, Philips 
and ~illiams (10) examined the incidence of hyperactivity in the aforementioned 
population. Children comprising the nonpsychotic group had an incidence of 
hyperactivity appro3ching 31 ~ when diagnosed according to the criteria of the 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Oisorde s (OSH II). On the other 
hand, the incidence of hyperactivity as di agnosed by OSH II criteria was 
54~ in the children presenting with psychotic symptoms. Thus, the iru:uience 
of hyperactivity in the ·mentally retarded is apparently much greater than one 
would assume from a 2-3~ prevalence of stimulant n:edication use and much 
higher than in non-retarded school-age children in whom hyperactivity is usually 
estimated at less than 3!. While it cannot be assumed that hyperactivity-is· · 
an inevitable outcome of mental retardation, the data suggest a strong associa
tion between mental retardation and the incidence of hyperactivity. 

One reason for the limited use of stimulant medications with the ~entally 
retarded is the lack of an adequate decision making data base in the stimulant 
n;edica~icn/mental retardation literature. In the past decade there have been 
nur::erous reviews of this literature (11, 12, 13, 14, 15). The consensus has 
been that studies in this area are methodologicc11.ly inadequate and/or in
complete investigat ions, yield drastically conflicting information, and 
rarely inclu~e c~~parisons across dosage levels. A brief review of this 
literature is warranted and is provided below. We will first discuss studies 
performed by others. This will be followed by a discussion of our work i n 
this area. 

S~udies by Others 

Methylohenidate. Of the studies exam1n1ng methylphenidate with the 
rnenta11y retaroeo tn~re have been reports of improved classroom learning and 
behavior (16), enhanced achievement test and motor task performance (17, 18), 
and improved behavior as assessed via a rating scale (19). While the results 
of these studies support the efficacy of stimulant pharmacotherapy with the 
ffientally retarded, methodologically equivalent reports have been contradictory. 
In one study it was found that the short-term memory perfonr~nce of mentally 
retarded children was not affected by methylphenidate (20). Similarly, 
methylphenidate treat~ent yielded no significant changes in the frequency 
of stereotypic behaviors, non-stereotypic behaviors, rocking, and gross body 
movements (21, 22). Another study (23) found that methylphenidate was ~uch 
less effective than a behavior managerr.ent procedure in the modification of 
hyperactive classroom behaviors displayed by mentally retarded boys. -Host recently Varley and Turpin (24) and Aman and Singh (25) have conducted 
studies examining methylphenidate in the mentally retarded. Varley and Turpin 
examined two relatively low doses of methyl phenidate with hyperactive mentally 
retarded children (lOs 49-77, ages 4-15). It was found that so: of children 
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responded favorably to the r.ethylphenidate. Aman and Singh found little 
evidence of met~ylphenidate efficacy _with mentally retarded adolescents and 
young adults (IQs 4-34, ages 13-26). However, these individuals were not 
selected because of hy~eractivity but rather because of their· primary severe 
autistic like behaviors. Also, only simple group analyses were perfonr.ed with 
no attern~t to se~arately analyze responders and nonresponders. 

Oex!roamohetamine. As with methylphenidate, the results of dextro
ampnetam1ne/mental retardation st~dies are inconclusive. One study found 
significant improvements in norm-referenced intelligence test performance 
(26), while another found significantly improved response latency and activity 
with several measures (27). However, there are also data showing no significant 
changes on ~easures of electromechanically and rating scale measured levels 
of activity (26, 28), or on stuttering (29). 

Studies bv Us 

The seven studies conducted by us show several r.~jo r conclus ions and we 
believe do much to clarify the discrepant findings reported in the literature 
to date. Our r.~jor conclusions are: 

1. Hyperactive mentally retarded children and adolescents show therapeutic 
and contratherapeutic res~onses to methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine 
simi l ar to those evinced by hyperactive nonretarded children. 

2. For therapeutic responders, at the optimal therapeutic dose (.05 mg/kg o 
r.ethylphenidate with 90~ of res ponders) maximal enhancement of learning and 
performance will most likely be obtained. 

3. For therapeutic responders, at the highest dose of ~thylphenidate 
(1.0 mg/kg) stimulant induced perseverative responding (i.e., stimulus over
selectivity) will likely occur . 

4. For therapeut i c nonresponders, there will most likely be a dose
dependent increase in hyperactivity and a reduction in learning and perforr.~nce. 

Our results cou~led with the results of other studies suggest that 
methylphenidate will be very effec tive in reducing hyperactivity and enhancing 
performance with approximately 55-60~ of r.entally retarded children and adolescent 
who meet the following criteria : 

l. Are above the age of six 

2. Have an Abbreviated Conners' Teachers Rating Scale score above 15 

3. Are not emitting severe autistic-like behaviors 

4. Are mentally retarded due to no kno~n ~tiology -5. Have no known neurological disorder 

Further, our results suggest that dextroamphetamine will ·have similar 
therapeutic effects with about 30-33! of mentally retarded preschool children 
(3-6 years) who meet criteria 2-5 . 

..,, 
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The sisnificance of these findings is readily apparent from the standpoint 
of stimulant drug use per se. However, the findings have greater significance 
in tern:s of overall dr~g practices with the ~entally retarced. As we stated 
above, the use of stir:.ulJnts with the mentally retarded is low. tteuroleptics, 
;:rirr.arily thioricazine, are genera11y used to treat excessive activity, 
i~~ulsivity, and other symptoms associated with hyperactivity when the client 
is mentally retarded. For example, we have found that mentally retarded 
individuals with a history of institutionalization typically were prescribed 
thioridazine while individuals with no such history typically received methyl
phenicate. even t~ouah the inaoo~ooriate behaviors beino d1sola ed by both 
sets of ind1v1ou?1s were v1rtua 1dent1ca • T ,s may 1na1cate tat r.~ntally 
retarceo 1no1v1oud s w1tn 1nst1tut1ona ,stories are often being regarded as 
having ''psychotic" problems while those with no history of institutionalization 
are regarded as having "hyperactive" problems~ The reasons for this type of 
prescribing practice are unclear but may relate to the paucity of useful 
information currently available in the literature (7). 

The use of thioridazine instead of a stimulant is problemati c for several 
reasons. First, the efficacy for using neuroleptics with hyperactive mentally 
retarded individuals is not established (30). Second, neuroleptics are recom
mended as drugs of third choice with hyperactive non-retarded individuals (31). 
And third, the prescribing of neuroleptics versus other drugs (e.g., stimulants) 
in the treat~ent of hyperactive mentally retarded individuals is likely to 
result in impaired learning/performance and adaptive behavior with both thera
peutic responders and nonresponders (30). 

T~us. our find i ngs to date have made great st~ides low~rds clar.ifyjn~ 
rr,ethodofog•ical·reasons for contradictory findings in the literature. This in 
turn has allowed ·us to identify a group of mentally retarded clients who a) have 
a much greater likelihood of responding to a sti mu lant rr.eaicaticn (pri~~riiy 
methylphenidate at this point) tho1n the more frequently prescribed thioridazine 
(55-60~ vs. 15-20~ likelihood of therapeutic response); and b) will show 
enhanc~d adaptive behaviors rather than impaired adaptive .behaviors. 

In the pro;:osed research we will build upon the research we have just com
pleted in several ways. First, the dextroamphetamine dose-response curve study 
with 6-12 year olds will be useful for studying this drug along the same 
di mensions we have done so with methylphenidate. (see Progress Report). 
Second, the direct comparison of dextroa~phetamine and methylphenidate on a 
per client basis will provide information not addressed in the mental retarda
tion literature. Third, the behavioral time-course data will allow for an 
understanding of how these drugs influence the clients during the 4-5 hour 
period following administrati on. And fourth, the addition of social interaction 
analyses will allow for another co~parison of sti mulant effects across mentally 
retarded and nonretarced children (see 32, 33 for studies by Whalen et al. 
and ?elham et al : of sti~ulant/social interaction effects with nonretarded 
c::,ildren). 

C. PROGRESS REPQ~T/P?EL l~ IN~~y STUDIES - . 
1. Dates for the period covered by thi ~ progress report a;e 7/1/82 

throuc;h 6/30/34. The report discusses O•.!:- work completed to dat'eas wel las 
plans for the remainder of the project (e . g., studies to be completed, manu
scri~t preparation deJdlines) . 

.,, 
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Z. Fourteen staff are participating in this project. Their nau~s. titles, 
dates of partici~ation. and percentage of effort are: 

Narre Title Dates of Services .. Effort .. 
1. Stephen E. Breuning, PhD Assist. Prof. 7/1/82 - present 20: 
2. Rowland P. Barrett. PhD Assist. Prof. 7/1/82 - present s: 
3. Patrick K. Ackles, PhD Post-Doc. Fel. 7/1/82 - present 10: 
4. Janice L. Forster, MO Assist. Prof. 8/1 /82 - present s: 
5. Stewart Gabel, ~O Assist. Prof. 7/1/82 - 7/31/82 s: 
6. Edward J. Nuffield, ~o Assist. Prof. 7/1/82 - present s: 
7. Lori A. Sisson. ~A Sr. RF>s. Assoc. 7 /1 /82 - present 100: 
8. Denise Frank, ~Ed Res. ;.ssoc. 9/1/82 - present 5; 
9. Sue Ann Fult:, ~~ Res. Assoc. 7/1/82 - present JO~ 

10. Vicky J. Davis, HA Sr. Spec. Couns. 7/1/82 - present 10: 
11. Marc;aret C. Lunn, iW Head r:urse 7/1/82 - present s: 
12. Cynthia Car.:;;ano, ~II Psych. Nurse 8/1/82 - present s: 
13. Patricia Ouffner, RII Psych. Nurse 8/1 /82 - present 5~ 
14. Kathleen Philli;:,s, Rll Psych. Nurse 8/1/82 - present c:w ..... 

3. Summary of S~ecific Air.is 

The original project was designed as an attempt to begin the systematic 
exploration of stir.iulant drug effects with mentalJy retarded individuals~ 
There were three specific aims. These were: 

1. Evaluate the effectiveness of three dosages of ~ethylphenidate in 
reducing the hyperactive behaviors of r.~ntally retarded childr~n between the 
ages of 6-12. 

2. Evaluate the effectiveness of three dosa9es of dextroamphetamfne in 
reducing the hyperactive behaviors of mentally retarded children between the 
ages of 3-6. 

3. t_valuate the effects of each dosage of both st!mulant drugs on the 
academic and laboratory performance of hyperactive mentally retarded children. 

Each of these aims has been ~et or is about to be met. A detailed review 
of the studies conducted to meet these air.is is provided belo\~ . 
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~s stated earlier, this project began on 7/1/82. Curing the 14 months 
of tne ~reject fte have completed six studies and are about 65: through a sevent 
sti.ay. One study n.is :Ji?en published, cne _is in press. and rr.anuscripts are 
t1?1ng ;:re~.ire~ fer :~e other four co~~leted stu~ies. We are continuing with 
t~e se\entn st~cy . · 

S7UOY 1. ~ol i ng ~ and Breuning SE. Effects of Methylphenidate on the Ffx< 
F~tio ~erforr.~nce of ~en:ally Retarded Children. Pharmacology, Biochemistry anc 
f!t:~lvior, 18, 5,:).5,:,:, 199J. 

Tt:e effects of rr.ethylphenidate on the lever pressing of 12 r..entajl,y_,:e_tard£ 
cnil~ren rr.aintair.ec under fixed-ratios. 10, and 20 schedules of food reinforce• 
me nt "ere exarn~nea. For five children, rr~thylphenidate at oral doses of 0.3, O. 

and 1.0 mg/~~ produced generally 
dose-aepenoe11t .decreases 1n respc 
rates, whereas for the other sevc 
children the two lower doses in
creased response rates while the 
highest dose decreased respondinc 
The differential effects of meth· 
phenidate across participants co~ 
not be attributed to differences 
in control response rates or demc 
graphic factors. However. each< 
whose rate of fixed-ratio responc 
was increased . by r.~thylphenidate 
.also demonstrated a therapeutic 
res:::onse to the drug; ·Figure 1 
shows the perforr..ance data and a 
copy of this study appears in . 
Appendix 
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•·- .......... .. __ .,_ This study was the complet1c 
of our initial work in this area 
and was geared toward examining 

wnetner or not tne _dose ran?es ffe se )e~ ted shou)d b~ furthe~ s~udied. The begin 
cf tnis ftork was d1s~ussed 1n the or191nJI appl1cat1on but 1s 1ncluded here beca 
it was completed as part of the grant proper. ~ The main implications from this s 
Jre thJt mentally retarded individuals showing therapeutic responses to methyl
p1"'11idJte may also sr.ow increased r.Hes of adaptive behavior. This stands fn 
contrast to the results of recent st ~dies shoffing dose-dependent decreases 1n 
ada~tive behaviors of mentJlly retarded individuals receiving neuroleptic drugs 
regardless of whet~er there is a therapeutic response to the drug (1, 30) and ma 
be of clinical significJnce given that the rationale for using a neuroleptic 
versus methylphenidJ~e wi th ~entally retJrded chitd~en appears to often be tenuo (]) . . . . 

STUDY 2. Breuning SE, ~clles PK, and Poling A. Dose-Dependent Effects of 
~ctnyl~henidate on the Fixed-RJtio Performance of Hyperactive Severely Mentally 
RetardeO""'Adolescents. Aoolied ReseJrch in Mental Retardation, in press. 

Cose-dependent effects of methylphenidate on the lever-pressing performance 
of 11 hvreract i ve severely retJrded adolescents were examined during fixed-ratio -
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s, IO,••• 20 scne<,le• cf food delivt'Y· Fo, five of the •dolesce•t• (45:J, 
r-<tnyli:neni~Jte .!: cral doses of_Q.:1.!..Q.:.S!_q._7, and. l..O .mg(!9 pro~u~ed dose
c~~endent cecreases in res~onse rJtes. Six adolescents (5~.) exh1b1ted an 
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ftve cf these adolescents showed 
their fastest response rates at 
the 0.5 mg/(9 dose with slower 
response rates at the lower and 
higher doses; one adolescent sho. 
the fastest response rate at the 
0.3 mg/kg dose with slower rates 
during the placebo and higher dos 
conditions. ~oreover, the slowes 
response rates for 10 out of the 
11 adolescents occurred during th, 
highest dose condition (1 .o mg/kg _ 
Spearr.~n rank-order correlations 
between FR perfor~~nce and abbrev· 
Conner's Teacher Rating Scale sco, 
indicated that FR performance duri 
the FR 10 and FR 20 COndtttons · 
was highly correlated .with degree 
of clinical response to ~ethyl
phenidate. Figures 2 and J show 
the data and a copy of this study 
appears fn Appendix B. 

The results showed that l':ldny 
hyperactive severely retarded ado
lescents will respond therapeutical 
to relatively low dos~s of methy1-
phenidata. The find1ngs also fndic 
th~t hyperactive severely retarded 
indivfduals showing a therapeutic 
response to r.~thylphenidate may ats 
show increased rates of adaptive 
behavior. Presently, it appears 
as if the failure of Others (25) to 
find a therapeutic effe~t of methyl
phenidate is likely due to their 
selection of mentally retarded 
individuals with severe autistfc
like benaviors and/or their method 
of dJta analysis. 

sruo, J. a,.;,.,g 1£. s;ssoo LS, Ackles PK, lluffield EJ, Phillips KP,,., e ■ ,,•tt ~?. M,lti,•••••••••I ~•••·'•100•1 Cu,ves of ~thylphe•ldate with ~pe,
active ~entally ~etJrded ~dolescents. Manuscrfpt in preparation. 

Thi-< study Sas desi;•ed to e,,m,•e the effects of •~thylphe•fd•t• (Rltalf•J 
with hype,actlve •~•t•lly ,,t,,,,, •oolescer.ts betweo•-!he.19es.Qf_J~:l8 .ye,,s. 
Thi nee, chi 1 drm ,an ic ipoted •• the study, el ght "'I es ••d five fem, Jes. 
The•••• IQ of the g,oup ••• l2.2B ••d the•~•• aqe was 16.J ye,,s. Abb,eviated 
Co••e,s• Te~~•!• ••ting Sc,1, (Cl>\!, ti•~ o•:task, wo,,•oop, ••d leve, p,essl•g 
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asstss~nts were c~~~l eted ~a..£..~d3y across condi tions . ~ethylphenidate doses 
were O, Q z ¢r.~ 1 .O mg/!_g and_d~e ad~inistration was t.!.,~~9~y~eter.nined 
for tacn cn il~. T~e e~~er iment proper consisted of sevPn conditions: placebo, 

dose 1, placebo, dose 2, placebo, 
dose 3, and ~laceb~. respectively 
Each phas~_lasted for ~even_days. 
Double-blind procedures were 
employed for medication and place 
conditions and existed for all 
staff and participants. The resu 
indicated that therao!ut1c respon 
ders (N • 8) showed-tnereducea 
levels of hy·peract1v1ty (CTRS 
scores). increased ti~ on-task, 
and enhanced perfonnance on the 
lever pressing task. Opti~al 
effects were generally at the 
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0.3 mg/kg dose. Non-responders 
(N • 5), however, showed relative 
little change on all measures 
except for the highest dose wher< 
perfonr~nce on all ~~asures de~ 
teriorated. Ffgures 4, 5, and 6 
show the data from this study. W< 
are preparing this 1Mnuscript for 
publication. 

I - CJ 01 _IA • I - QJ 01 IQ 
.. , r••~-... ~,c "'9'"t 001& 

, . ...,.. .. ~····~--u.- ....... , ............... .... 
..., IC • ---- ... , . 1W .._ t ,,._.. tl t'I ... tt .... I._. 
... ____. ............ ...,..... "Will ........ ,.. ...... -
, • .._ .. ,.,_..__.. .. _. .... Cf l I, ti 11. ,n DI _,.., ._ ••U 
:u •• , ..... ,,, . ... \al"N .o,, .............. 

T~e ~ain findings of this study ~ere thJt ~ethylphenidate responders showec 
arc,r..ittc tn:provt?l",c?nt c,long sevt?rJI cl 1n1cal and laboratory dimen sions. Uon-
respon~s showc?d cose-depcna~nt worsening along these same di mensions. Also . . . . 
this study sup~orted the previous studies tn suggesting that responders will 
typicl11 1 perfonn poorly dt J ,.,ethyl~henidJte dose of 1,0 mg/kg • 
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STUDY~- Sre~nin; S~. Sisson LA, Davis VJ, Ackles PK, Fultz SA, 0uffner p 
Forster JL, and 5arrett ~P. Multidi~ensional Cose-Response Curves of Methyl- ' 
:~eniJate ~ith Hy;:er.ictive Mentally Retarded Children. ~anuscript in preparati< 

~nis st~~, ~as cesi;ned :J examine the effects of ~ethylphenl date (Ritalin 
.. itn n1 ;:eracthe :--ent.1111 ret.irced children between the ag~of 6-12._. Twenty-f, 
cr.11.:ren ;:artjci:Jtcc in t~e 'it1<~y. 17 r..ales and 7 ferules. The rr.ean IQ or .. Uie 
grc~; .. as 52.2: anJ ~r.e ~ean age was 9.7 years. Accuracy and speed of perforrna 
dwr1n~ a si~;le cis:r,~inJticn task served as the dependent variables. Also, 
~LLr·~~iated Ccn~ers' Teachers Rating ScJle (CTRS), and time on~task assessments 
•ere cor,.pletcd e!cr. cay across conditions. Perforrr.ance and accuracy were measu 
usi~; a t(trati~; ~clay ~.itching-to-sample discrimination task. Methylphenidat 
doses ~ere 0.3, 0.5, Jnd 0.7 mg/kg and cose administration was randomly determ1 
for eacn cnild. 7ne experi~ent proper consisted of ~even conditi0l)S~placebo, 
dos.: 1, placeeo, t.!Jse 2, placebo, dose J, and placebo, respectively. Each .P.rra~ 
¼.5!" 11 fer sev~" ~J vs. Double-bl ind procedures were employed for rr.edication ar 
pl.icebo con~ltions !nd existed for all staff and participants • 
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The resu ts indicated that 
therapeutic responde rs (H: lJ) 
showed the r~duced levels of hyper 
activity (CTRS scores), increased 
on•ta1k, and enhanced performance 
the discrimination task. Optimal 
effects were generally at the 0.5 
dose. ~on-responders(~• ll), 
however, SQIJ~ed_r~latively little 
Change on a 11 rr,easures excep·t -f'or 
the hiQhest dose where performance 
on all ~easures deter~orated. Fi~ 
7, 8, and 9 show the data from thi 
study. We are preparing this ~~n~ 
script for publication. 
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ST~OY S. Davis VJ and Breuning SE. Effects of ~ethylphenidc1te on 
Titr!ting Oelayej ~Jtching-to-Sample Performance of Hyperactive Mentally 
~c:!rCEd Chil~ren. ~Jnuscript in preparJticn. 

:ne presen~ s.~~Y ftas designed to · e~amine the ·effects of methylphenidate 
(~.i:tiin) •itn n;.,:-€!"JCtive ~ntJlly retarded children. Fourteen chil.dren were 
~.anici;Jnts in tr:e st:JJy, nine mJles and five females. The mean IQofT~ 
jr:4~ ftJS s2.2e !n! :he mean age was 8.95 years. Accuracy and speed of per
for :~ . .ar,,.:e during a s:::i;ile discrimination task served as the dependent variables. 
~lso, ~obreviated Conners' Teacher's Rating Scales (CTRS) and ti~e on-task 
..is!.c~~ 1~.ents were COr.'.;>leted each dJy across conditions. Performance and accurac 
•ere ~eJsure~ using a titrating delay ~~tching-to-sample discrimination task. 
~ctr,,.l~nenidJte ~oses wer~. 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 mg/kg and dose administratior 
was rJnJomly detercined for e~ch child. The experiment proper consisted of 
~;r. .. vo-'Pico_s: placebo, dose 1, placebo, dose 2, placebo, dose 3, placebo, 
dose 4, and placebo, respectively. Each phase lasted for sevenA4lys. Oouble
bl ind proce~ures '"ere ·employed for medfcaffon ;tnoplc1cebocondit1ons and 
e~isted for all staff and participants. The results indicated that therapeutic 
responders showed the reduced levels of hyperactivity (CTRS scores), increased 
tir.,e on-task, and enhanced performJnce on the discrimination task. O~L 
effects were generally at the 0.5 mg/kg dose. Non-responders, however, showed 
relatively little change on all measures except for the highest dose where 
pedorn:ance on a 11 measures deteriorated. Figures 10 and 11 show the data 
fr-cm this sti.;dy. ',,'e are preparing this nJJnuscript for publication. 
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One of the r.ost i~~or~ant findings in this study pertains to the latency 
dJtl. "tt can ~e ~€en 1n Figure 10 that at the optimal dose there was a sub
~t~ntial decreJs~ i~ res~ons~ lJtency c1nd ~ariability as well as an increase 
1n Jccuracy (1.e .• 1.;elJy). ,.Jso, Jt the hi~her doses response latency remains· 
lo .. er Jnd l!!SS •,JriJble; ho· .• ever, Jccuracy IS worse. This finding may replica 
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tne stimulant foduced Noverselectivity" or "perseveration" reported by .Sah.altf, 
ano Roooins ( .:, 35) in the anir..al literature. The findings also suggest the 
r.eed for studies t~ e~amine this issue with respect to attentional processes 
and learning 1n tne r.~ntJlly retarded. 

SiUOT 6. Ac~les PK and Breuning SE. Effects of Dextroamphetamfne on 
7itrating Cela,~d ~Jt~hing-to-Sample Perforr..ance of Hyperactive Mentally Retar 
rrcscr.ool Cnil~ren. ~Jnuscript in preparation. 

!ne present study was designed to examine the effects of dextroamphetamir. 
(CcA!~rine) witn ~y~eractive mentally reta r ed preschool children. T~elve 
cnilcren .ere participJnts in the study, nine ~~les and three females-:---fhe me 
IQ er tne grcup Ras 55.48 and the ~ean age was 4.61 years • . Accuracy and speed 
of ~~rformanc~ during a simple discrimination task served as the dependent 
vJr·iables. Also, Abbreviated Conners• Teacher's Rating Scales (CTRS) and tir.~ 
on-tas~ assess~ents were completed each day across conditions. Performance an 
accuracy ~ere c-.e~sure.d using a titrating de lay matching-to-sample d1scr1minati 
task.>""Me~~yJ~neni~ate)doses were .15, .25, and .JS mg/kg and dose adr..inistrat 
was randomly deter~ined for each child. The experiment proper consisted of n1 
~onditions· placebo, dose 1, placebo, dose 2, placebo, dose 3, and pla:.ebo:
res~ect1vely. ~~ch ;hase laste_<Lfor..seyg_n gays. Double-blind procedure ~ were 
em~loyed for ~ed1cJtion and placebo conditions and existed for all staff and 
pJrticipants. Figures 12 and 13 snow tne data from this study, ~e are prepar1 
t111s 111anuscr1pt fo r put:)I iration 

:f 1--.. __ 
l . __ _ 

... .. -···--·-- ·--••-"'•·--·-- ······• .... .._ ....... .. . .. -·-·· ... , -·-·-·· .. "'' --··---· .... -··--........ ··-- ... ----·-···-

The results of tn i.s s~ ~lly snow the sarr.e re:.µonder/nonresponder dose
~ir~ndent erfects ro~nc for ~ethylpnentdate. The noteable except1on 1n thfs 
st~oy is that J subs:Jntially SIT\dller percentage of cnlldren responde~ to 
CeA troJ~pnetanine JS co~pJred to ~ethylpnen1date (1.e.

1 
JJ: v. 55-60:), lt 

is unclear "netner tnis is a result of age li.e,, younger ch1ldrenJ the dru!), vr an f'ftteraction . • 
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STUDY 7. Sreuning SE, Ackles PK, Sisson LA, Fultz SA, Campano C, 
Forster JL. NuffielJ EJ, and 6Jrrett RP. Multidimensional Dose-Response Curves 
of ~e1troa";::r:etJ~ine witn Hy;:ierJctive Mentally Retarded Preschool Children. Stuc 
in ;r~;rt:S s. 

7nis st~~1 ~Js ~esi;ned to e~amine the effects of d~t_r~~~E~etamine (Dexedr · 
.. itr: r-.;.;1:rJ=th~ r-~n~Jlly retarded preschool children. T9-irteen childrerCha-ve
so fJr i:utici;::Jt~~ in the study, nine er.ales and four femaT"e"s:-ali'err,ean IQ of 
t~~ ;re~~ ~Js 53.29 and the rr.ean age was 4.7 years. Accuracy and speed of per
fcr:::.ir,ce during J sir.:;:ile discrimination task served as the dependent variables. 
Also, ~c~reviJted Conners' Teachers Rating Scale (CTRS), and time on-task assess 
n~nt~ ftere cox;letej eJch dJy across conditions. Performance and accuracy were 
mta~ured using a titrJtinq delay matching-to-sample discrimination task. Oextro
ar: ;.,r.eu~iine doses fti:re .15, .25, and .35 mg/kg and dose administration was randor 
Jclcrruined for eacn child. The experirr.ent proper consisted of seven cond1t1ons: 
plJcebo, dose 1. plJcebo, dose 2, placebo, dose 3, and placebo, respectively. 
Each hase 1Jsted for seven days. Double-blind procedures were employed for 
medication ano p acei::o ccno1 fonsand existed for all staff and participants. 

· rigu,·es 1~ and 15 snow the datJ for the 13 children. This study Is In progress • 
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Thus far, the fir.dings of this study are consistent with those of the 

r.e-tnylpnenidate st u.:ies 1-1itn tne exception of there again being many fewer 
r~st:on~~rs. 

. .. . 
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Breuning SE. Controversial treatment of severe behavior disorders: pharmac: 
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIG:i AND METHODS 

1. Overview of Research Strategy 

The participants will be mentally retarded children between the ages 
of 6-12, having a DSM-III diagnosis of Attention Deficit Disorder - with 
Hyperactivity and an Abbreviated Conners' Teachers Rating Scale score of 15 
or above. Two separate major studies will be conducted. In the first, four 
dosages of dextroamphetamine and placebo will be compared. The comparisons 
will be double-blind, placebo controlled, randomly counterbalanced, and assess 
changes in both targeted inappropriate behaviors and adapti~e (laboratory, 
academic) behaviors as well as in child/teacher and child/child social inter
actions. In the second, two dosages of methylphenidate and two doses of 
de troamphetamine will be co~oared using a counterbalanced design where each 
child receives each dose of each drug and a placebo condition. Again, the 
comparisons will be double-blind, placebo controlled, randomly counterbalanced, 
and assess changes in both targeted inapprop riate behaviors and adaptive 
(academic, laboratory) behaviors as well as in child/teacher and child/child 
social interactions. Also, the behavioral time-course of eath drug will be 
studied as part of this study. Repeated behavipral assessme,1ts at 30-45 minute 
intervals over a five-hour period following drug or placebo ad~inistration will 
occur. For each dosage (and placebo) ti~~-course assessmen ·swill occur on 
the first and last day of a given condition. 

2. Subjects, Setting, and Staffing 

The subjects in this study will be mentally retarded childr n served 
by the John Merck Program for Multiply Disabled Children, Western Psychiatric 
Institute and Clinic. The JMP offers residential and day prograrrming for 
children from 3 to 14 years of age who exhibit severely disordered behavior 
in addition to having a develo~mental disability. At any given time the 
JMP treae, 24 inpatients and 3 day patients. Approxi~~tely 120 children are 
seen b~• JMP each ~ear. Recor~s ~ho~ that 15: of Jl1P children are receiving 
stimulant medication upon adm1ss1on and that 20: receive a clinical trial of 
methylphenidate or dextroamphetamine as part of their therapeutic program. 
Approximately one-third of the chil~ren meet the diagnostic cr1ter1a of 
hyperactivity proposed for this investigation. 
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~hi1e a11 degrees and type s of mental r?tardation are represented 1n the 
J~P population, the proposed study will only employ. those children diagnosed 
as being within the r.iild or rroderate. ranges cf mental retardation, as determined 
by ,;;nerican Association on Mental Deficiency cr~teria (36), and presenting 
no other neurclogica.1 problems, ·In addition, children will be required to . 
meet several medical criteria beyond satisfying the diagnostic requirements 
for mental retardation and hyperactivity. Specifically, a child will be · 
excluded from participating if he/she: 

1. is presently receiving any other form of medication (e.g •• neuroleptic, 
anticonvulsant, etc.); 

2. is presently on a restricted or special diet (e.g., Fiengold's diet); 

3. has a developmental history significant for convulsive disorders 
(regardless of present status of control without medication); and/or 

4. p es~nts as mentally retarded due to a known etiology (e.g., Down's 
Syndrome, Sanfillipo Syndrome), 

Comprehensive physical (including genetic and metabolic) and neurological 
examinations and blood/urine laboratory studies are routinely performed by a 
developr.iental pediatrician as standard practice within the medical admission 
protocol of the JMP. As needed, various specialty consultations (e.g., genetic, 
metabolic, neurologic, etc.) are readily available within the University of 
Pittsburgh's Health Center complex, which includes Ch i ldren's Hospital of 
Pittsburgh among its six major hospital ar filiates. The pediatrician is also 
a staff Member of the Children's Hospital. 

A total of 6~ children wi ll participate in the project. Thirty-two 
will be involved in the first study and 32 will be involved in the second study. 

The JMP occupies the sixth floor a t Western Psychiatric Institute and 
Clinic. Living space for the children and office space for the staff is 
provided. This study will r'equire that observation of the children be made 
as they are engaged in their daily program activities, both in large living 
and play areas ana in smaller classroom settings. In addition, two small 
treatment rooms will be used in the assessment of academic and laboratory 
performance. Each of these rooms will be furnished with a table and chairs 
and also materials necessary to carry out the assessment procedures. In 
addition, each roor.i is equipped with a large plexiglass one-way observation 
window to facilitate uno~trus i ve observations of the children as they perform 
the required tasks and is ccmoletely equ i pped for unobtrusive visual and auditory 
recording. A full co~plt~ent of professional and direct service starf is 
employed including six psychologists, three psychiatrists, four socj~l workers 
ten special therapists, f i ve research associat~s. 20 nurs£s, 20 child care ' 
workers. In addition, the JMP serves as a rotai1~n for a variable number of 
pre• and post-doctoral psychology students, psychiatry residents, and psychiatry 
clerks presently enrolled in either the Department of Psychology or School 
of MediC"1ne at" the Unive,.s i ty of Pittsburgh. 

3. Experi mental Des ign 

a. Onoo i n~ Hed ical. Educat ional and Behavioral Treatments. On 
ad~ iss ion to tne JMP, all cn 1lo ren are involveo in cc~prenen~1ve pediatric, 
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psych;atr;c. intellectual, educational, and behavioral evaluations. Data from 
these evaluations a~e used to establish an overall treat~~nt ~rogram for each 
child. Throughout the course of the proposed study, the procedures specified 
in each child's treatment program will be ;n effect. In general, educational 
pro;rar.r.i;ng follows d behavioral/developmental approach, with task difficulty 
increasing, and w;t h new task requirements building on previously acquired 
skills. To facilitate on-task behaviors and to provide feedback regarding . 
academ;c perfo~4nce, behavioral treatment p~ocedures are frequently employed. 

The behavioral treatment procedures used in the JMP typically include 
positive reinforce~ent delivered contingent upon the occurrence of desirable 
behavior and ti~e-out consequences for undesirable behaviors. Positive 
reinforcement may be simple verbal praise; however, in many cases, this verbal 
praise is hccompanied by a piece of candy, cereal or other edible item, a 
preferred activity (e.g., playing with a favorite toy), or a token.· Ti me-out 
consists of removing the disruptive child from an ongoing activity to a quiet 
place for a short perio·d of time (e.g .• 30-60 seconds). 

The effects of these educational and behavioral treatments will be 
evaluated on an individual basis using the direct observation procedures 
described below and will serve as or.~ dependent measure for both Study 1 and 
Study 2. 

b. Oextroamohetamine Dose-P~soonse Curve Studv 

l. Dosace Schedule. Four dosages of dextroamphetam;ne will 
be evaluated in this s~uay. ihey are outl ined in the Table below . 

Drug Group /I Cou nterbalanced Seauence 

Dextroan~hetamine 1 8 NO p . 15 p .25 p .35 p .45 2 8 tlD p .25 p .35 p .45 p • 15 3 8 ND p .35 p .45 p . 15 p .25 4 8 rm p .45 p • 15 p .25 p .35 

NO= no drug (baseline), p = placebo. Each dose condition lasts 5 days. pl~cebo condition lasts 2 

p 
p 
p 
p 

Each 
seve,, days. 

days excep for the first and last which will be 

•·e expect no prohlems with t he two day placebo period as numerous reports have 
;hewn that the half- l ife (pharmacological and behavioral) of dexedrine is about 
6 5 hours !Z.5 hours following short-terrn (ph.:inna,;ological and behav.ioral) use. 
T~us, in 48 hours ~e will easily achieve a washout of 4-5 half-~i~es even in 
extreme cases (37, 38, 39, 40). Also, c\S shown by our completed studies, five 
days is sufficient to assess clinical response. 

Each chi"t':1 will be evaluated under no drug (14-day Baseline), placebo, and four 
dosage conditions using a randomly counteroalanced design. Children in the 
methylphenidate pha se and the dextrcamohetamine phase will be randomly placed 
into one of the three experimental groups. These groups will differ in terms 
of the order of drug dosage levels given. This strategy will control fJr 
order effects. 

.. 
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As stated earlier, the dosage levels t.o be employed in the dextro
amphetamine dose-response study will be .15, .25, .JS, and .45 mg/kg. In terms 

of mg/~ay ~~asures, this represents dosage levels of approximately 2.7 mg/day, 
4.5 mg/day, 6.3 ~9/day, and 8.1 mg/day. _These mg/day figures are based on · 
two years of dat.3 showing ·that 6-12 year old children in our Program have a 
mean weight of 30 kg with a range of 25-50 kg and 3-6 year old children have 
a ~an weight of 18 kg with a range of 15-30 kg. 

Each child will be involved in this study for 49 A~ys. At the end of 
this period each child will receive the most effec.tive tr~atment, as determined on an individual basis. 

Each child in the study will be given one daily dose of the stimulant 
medication, in the morning at approximately 8:00 ~.m •. (about 30 min prior to 
breakfast), during the course of the study. Dextroamphetamine will be administen 
elixer form (5.0 mg/5 cc.). Placebos will be sjmilar in taste and appearance 
and prepared by the WPIC Phar~acy. The medical staff of JMP (one pediatrician, 
three psychiatrists) will supervise drug administrations and also the daily 
medical review for adverse reactions. 

2. Assess~ent of Hvoeractivitv. As stated earlier, children will be 
selected for participation in this study based on two criteria. Firs t, the 
child must have received a DSM-III diagnosis of "Attention Defi ~it w1th 
Hy ve;activity'· from a chil psychiatrist. 

Secnnr. the child must have received a mean score of at least 15 on the 
CTRS. Ma~ters-level 0evelop~ental Specialists will co~plete the CTRS for each 
of the ch i .'dre,, in their classrooms on a daily basis during the two weeks 
~fter a :~ · ld is admitted to the JMP. The ~ean score of at least 15 will be 
deriv~d acr~ss this two-week period (i . e., score of 15 or n~re on at least 
sevLn ~, the lO days) . From this data, appropriate candidates for the proposed 
! ~u~ -- will be ct:c~en. The use of the CTi<S in this manner is a routine practice 
on our Program. AlsJ, as suggested by Whalen et al. (41) the rating scale/ 
questionnaire will be unobtrusivenely labeled (i.e., not as a "Conners'" scale). 

In addit:on to initial screening of children for participation in the 
study, the CTRS will also be used in the evaluation of treat~~nt effectiveness. 
A direct care worker (for unit behavior of the child) and a Developmental 
Specialist (for classroom behavior of the child) will complete ~he CTRS 
daily for each child in the study. This will be done at 12:00 noon each day 
in order to reflect the benaviors exhibited by the child during the period in 
which the stimulant medication is being assessed. Additionally, the question
naire will also be completed by the direct care staff at 8:00 p.m. -in order 
to assess behavior duri~g the period of ti~e when the medication would have 
dissipated from the child's system. We will also begin using the Iowa Conners 
Teacher Rating Scale (ICTRS). This is a 10-item, 4-choice scale report~d to 
be useful in assessing hyperactivity and aggression as separate dimensicns 
(42). Itwill be completed along 1~ith the CiRS. . 

J. Direct observation. Ongoing behavioral observatfons will provide 
infor~atfon regarding the presence of a number of behaviors corrrnonly associated 
with hyperactivity _ in mentally retarded ~hildren. Undergraduate psychology 
majors will be tra1ned to serve as observers. Their training will be extensfve 
fnvolving i ri structions in the use of the observation system and fn the fden t ifi~ 
cation of target behaviors, nu~erou s l.!! ili_2 practice sessions, and a minimum 
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cf 12 test sessions. Practice and test sessions will be c~nducted in the 
regular JH? classroom setting. rather than in the special academic setting 
cesigr.c~ for this study. Test sessions will involve concurrent observation by 
tie s,stem trainer in order to assess reliJbility of observations (this 
~rc,ecure is cescr1:2d below). Observers will achieve a percent agreerrent 
sc~re of at le!St SS: during 12 test sessions prior to serving in this study. 

?ht otstrve~s will unoDtrusively watch the children from an observation 
t:cin situate~ tehind a one-way observation window in the treatment ·room. 
Continwcus. 10-second, interval recording techniques will be used for data 
collection. Data collection will be facilitated by a tape which has been 
~rt~lrcd to ~rovice cues at 10-second intervals. At the end of each 10-second 
~erioc. the occurrence of any or all of the following behaviors will be noted 
on a cc~2d Cata sheet: self-sti ~ula tion; self-injurious behavior; aggression; 
and ctr.er disru~tivt behavior. Each of these behaviors will be operationally 
defined and specific exa~~les of these behaviors corrmonly exhibited by each 
subject will te listed_. '..'hether or not the ch.ild was on-task {Le •• runipu
lating the acade~ic or play ~~terials in th~ absence of any other appropriate 
behlvior) during at least 60v of the observed interval will also be noted. 
Percentage of intervals in wnich appropriate {on task) and inappropriate 
(~.q .• disrupt1vt ) ~enaviors occurred will provide dependent measures to be 
ar.ll,zed as cu~lir.cd below. A scorin9 system similar to this has been used 
f:-ff,:-cthely by -..;r..1len and colleagues (e.g • • 41) with nonretarded hyperactive 
chilur1:n. 

Our direct o:s!rvJtion s1sttm hJS Deen expanded so that we now also can 
scort ~ositi\e, r.~~trJ l , tnJ ne~J:iv e child/teacher and ch~ld/cnild social 
interJctions . 

Routinely, cr.2 c~se n-~•· ·.,ill o,serve one ch ild . However, reliability of 
lJt)S.:rvJtions will o.:- assessc.:l by nJving a second observe r record the same 
benaviors at the s~ ~e t i~e ~ur1r.9 on~•third of the observation periods. A 
r.:e,!Sure of this reliJbility will be calculated using the standard percent 
agrcenent forurr:ula: agr-eerrents/agreerr:ents plus disagreements x 100, where 
a~ree~ent is defir.ed as both observers noting the occurrence of the sarr.e 
:~r.Jvior during tne sarre observation interval. ln addition. reliabillly will 
be assessed statisticdl ly using Cohen's Kappa. 

_ ~. Asses s~:e~_t __ o0~or~ ~£;1,!_erf orrr.ance. For e~ch ch~ l d, one 15-mi nute 
Sll_""" wn~.,. .. .,,. ,,, .,,. T>1 1•i ~ ·";-°s ..,.,,. w~ek, during which he/s e will 
be involved in laboratory asse~srrent procedures. These will be scheduled to 
bf:-gin from 90 to 120 min~tcs J ~tcr drug ad~inlstration. Four children can be 

I

f~ assessed each dJ •1 wi~~ t_"'e e;:iui on·.ent we currentl have. The laboratory 
rr l) assessrr:ents wt ot ;trror~e~ using a mJtcn ,ng·to·samp e procedure. 

~p In a t 1 picJ1 ~~1~,ec ~Jtch•nr,·to·sarnpl e (HTS) p~ocedure a sample stimuluc 
is ~resented to tr.c ~n,ld. Tht SJ~ole t~en ~isappears and after a specified· 
celay elapses, t .. J or r.-vre cor.panson st1rr.ul1 are then presented. The child'c 
tas~ is to cheese tne co~oar1son _st im~lus which is identical to the previousl) 
presented sa~ipl~ st1r.u)us. _ In t1trat1ng delayed m.1tching to sample. the dela) 
intervai on a g1ven trial 1s dependent upo~ the child's previous performance. 
Accurate perform.1nce by the cn1ld results 1n Increasing the delay for the next 
trials. Using tnis ;,rocedure, _Sch~ckel (43) detemined the limit of delay 
reacted by rronkeys ~njer a variety of drug conditions. With chlorpromaz1ne, 
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he found that the lim;t of delay decreased linearly with increasing dosages 
of the dr.ug. Three recent studies involving the Principal Investigator have _ 
used MTS prccecures with mentally retarded individuals and demonstrate the 
utility of MTS 1n psychopharmacological investigations. These studies are 
provided in ~p;endix C. 

The ~TS procedure to be used in the present study is described in detail 
in t~e re~orts ap~earing in Appendix C. Briefly surmiarized, the discriminative 
sti,~uli will be red, green and blue colors. At the beginning of each trial, 
a center res;onse window is illuminated with one of the three colors. Once 
the child presses this cent!r window, its illumination will disappear and two 
side ~indows will illuminate--one the same color , the other a diff rent color. 
The position of these comparison stimuli will be varied randomly. Upon pressing 
the comparison stimulus which matches the initial sample stimulus, a tone and 
either a token or a piece of candy will be presented. Pressing the comparison 
which does not match the sample will result in a 10-second time-out. The 
data obtained during each trial will include the percentage of correct responses 
per session, num~er of trials per minute and iatency to emit a choice response. 
A variation of this procedure which we will use is a titrating delayed matching
to-sample procedure which ~~Y be used to add an additional response measure 
analogous to many short-term mer.~ry or attending skill tasks. This procedure 
is as described above except that the time between the child's pressing the 
center window and illumination of the comp arison stimuli will be increased in 
a systematic progression. Also, th~ seat in which the child sits during these 
sessions w' ll automatically record seat movements per trial. 

c. Cc~~3rison of Dextroam~hetamine and Methvlohenidate and Behavioral 
T1~!-Ccurse S~ ud v 

1. DosJce Schedule. Two dosages of dextroamphetamine and methyl
~henidate will be compa rea. A counterbalanced design will again be used. 
rhe 32 children will be assigned to one of four counterbalanced groups as 
described above. The design will paralie1 that described for Stud/ 1 with the 
exception that two of the dosages will be dextroamphetamine and two will be 
niethylphenidate. The counterbalancing, length of conditions, and method of 
dosage scheduling will be as we have stated above. The only exception will be 
that the methylphenidate and its placebo will be in tablet form. 

At present we know only or.e of the dosages we will compare. This is 
0.5 n~/kg methylphenidate. We are using this dosage because 90: of the responder 
in our previous stud ies responded optimally at this dosage. The remaining 
10\ were equally split at either the 0.3 or 0.7 mg/kg dosage. Although the 
~-5 dose was nearly as effective in each cas~. Once . the dextroamphetamine study 
1s completed, we will know what dosage of this drug 1s most likely to be optim..1 
Based on our init ial work we beli eve it will be .25 or .35 mg/kg. At the • 
com?lttion of Study l we will also be 1n a better position to select the 
second dosages for the co~parison. 

Ideally, it would ~e best to dire~tly compare at least three dosages 
of ach~rug. Due to practical cons1derat1ons such as the necessary tir.ieframe 
anJ our concern for unnecessary experimentation with the children we chose 
t he pre~ent design which should allow us to as~ess (compire) resp~nding 
at cpti~~l or near optimal dosages for virtually all children • 
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, . 8ehavioral ii~~-Course. One issue of great interest to us is 
·. u-,_· l:,··.· :, .; :ir..e tl'le drug's effects on laboratory task lasts following 

a~~i n, s~,.ltic ~ ~f the drug. Two studies (39, 40) have perfo~d such assess 
.;.:ents -,.: n, .,~11rl!tarded children. The authors of these studies believe such . 
procec~r~ :G ~~ useful as a means 9f- classifying _patients as potential thera 
resr,onC:c;!"S : ,, ,, single d~.y.· Our intent 1s to examine for similar util Hy 
wi tt: r'e:it .~ ! >; ••!tarded cili ldren. 

ThP. t~sk we h3ve chosen for this study is a fixed-ratio 20 lever 
pressin; task (FR-20). As derronstrated in our first two studies reported in 
t~~ pro~ress re~ort, tht · FR-20 schedule is a} very sensitive to stimulant 
do~dS~ ~hanges, b) can be performed by virtually any mentally retarded indiv 
and c} can yield much d~ta in a ten-minute session. The task is quite simpl 

~an~ ~erPly •~volves the pressing of a lever. Each 20th press is reinforced 
wit h J ~iece of candy. A more complete description of the procedure is 

. ar ~~ 1~~c ;, our reprints in Appendix B. 
. . 

.r -n~ ;oral time-course data will be collected 12 times--twice durir 
·: .. ;· · rn i.,1.il an1.. last placebo phases (each is seven days) ard twice during ea 
~-~-,;~ conrlit1on (each is five days). Data will be colle t ed on the first 
~ n ~ iast day of each of these· conditions. The FR-20 task will be used with 

~• -· 1~s ~inn lasting 10 minutes. The sessions will be held just prior to dr 
,. ; •: ·:••t -· · .. 1,.-.i nistraticJn and 45, 90, 120, 165, 210, 255, and JOO minutes 
f .- , : , ...• ; 11 : . · .: '] or placetio adrnini strat ion . 

;:_ ,: .;ve electert· to perform such assessments at t he beginning and er 
• -.kl ·.;,;, .. -.ondit ion tu.·dete r:n ine if the behav ioral t ime -cours e va ri es as 

· d ,· Lr,,:'::' • . . i'. •• ~ continued treatment with the medication. 

•· . . ·,Jve fou nd ~nat the children we serve easily tolerate this FR-2( 
t.~ •. i. , .. · :.1r:,. ·,·, :-: h repetitbe testing (i.e., no e.· idence of decreased enthusiai 

:f.1,.i•.; .;.~. 1~ •. 1 1. And again, staff will be blind to conditions. 

·ssess~ent of Hvperactivity. This will follow the procedure 
the dextroampnetamine dose-response study 

irect Observation. This will follow the procedure described 
etam1ne dJse-response study • 

. ·,s sess rr.ent of Laboratory Performance . This wi 11 fol low the pre 
• -.. , ti~ j ;· . . · ' the dextroampnetamrne dose-response study. The only exceptior 

~,. :•,~t :·•·.- ;:·,s assessm:!nts will be performed three days per week rather th . 
. • because the fixed-ratio assess r..ents will be conducted on the 

-- ~t days of the dosage condition (i.e., days 1 and 5). 

• .-,. Analyses 

"e have do,~ previously, both group and individual 1nalyses wil 
For res t~ rch reporting the group analyses are g~nerally emph. 

essarily) while we use the individual analyses for clinical purj 

•uo dJta . an?-!~. ~he data from . both studies wi 11 be ana 1 yzed •· 
·:;,l e (sp l 1t- r: lot) Lat1n Square Oes1gn (44), This design will all, 
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for separate dosage X children comparisoni an~ an analysis of effects due to 
order of dosage presentation. Separate latin square analyses will be perforr:ied 
for each of the dependent measures within both studies. 

Additionally, because it may be argued that baseline perfor..~nce is 
a covariant, it will be necessary to test for equality of variance-covariance 
matrices. The procedure we will employ is that suggested by Box (45). 
Specifically, this test will allow us to determine that the variance-covariance 
matrix meets required conditions of syrrmetry. 

For co~parisons where significant interaction effects are obtained, we 
will proceed with tests of simple main effects. These tests will allow us to 
pinpoint whether effects occurred as a function of time. To determine specific 
~roup differences, post hoc comparisons using Duncan's New Multiple-Range 
Test will be performed on a pair-wise comparis n basis. 

Individual dat3 analvses. Tirr.e series analyses will be conducted for 
each of the oepenoent measures within both studies. This will all w for the 
intensive analyses of a given child!s individual responses to placebo-drug 
manipulations across the entire research protocol and will serve as a valuable 
adjunct to the traditional grouo st.!tistics described above. The use of 
intrasubject analyses for each child's data is especially important prior to 
the making of treatment reco11T11endations based on findings of the current 
investigation. These analyses will allow us to avoid the ethical problem of 
recorrmending treatrr.ent on the basis of group findings when, in fact, individual 
responses within a group rr.ay differ drastically . 

5 . T i r.:e t .! b l e 

Beginning 7/1/S4, children will be entered into the research protocol 
as they are identified as candidates in accordance with the diagnostic criteria 
to be used (i.e., OSM-111 diagnosis; two standard deviations above the mean 
score for nonmentally retarded hyperactive children on the CTRS). A staggered 
entry by children into the research protocol for both drugs will decrease 
peak periods ~f assessments and also decrease the likelihood that observed · 
effects of the selected drug are due to extraneous variables. For both studie! 
assessments will be conducted daily across each experir.ental condition and 
include all dependent measures. Follow-up data will be collected at three 
and s,x month intervals following conclusion of active treatr.ent. The table 
below outlines the specific timetable. 

~onths 

0-4 

5-23 

24-42 

43-43 

- . 

Project organization. tra1n1nq of staff on data 
c.ollection procedures, develop1::ent of materials 
necess , ry for studies. 

Identification and assessment of children for Study 1. 

ldentification and assessment of children for Study 2. 

Conduct data analyses. follow-up assessments, and 
prepare manuscripts for publication . 

,, 
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E. HUMAN SUSJECT'S PROTECTION 

l. Consent ?rocedure 

Te objectives, procedures, and a clear statement of risks and benefit! 
will be ex~lai ned to the children (within the limits of their understanding) 
and their paren t s/gu3rdians. Consent from the parents/guardians will be 
obt3ined in tne presence of a witness prior to beginning the study. Consent 
forms as reviewed and approved by the University of Pittsburgh Medical School's 
Hu~an use Cor.r.iittee will be used. Once approved, copies of these forms will 
be forwarded to the .appropriate study sections. 

All information pertaining :o children will be identified by code. 
Onl · these codes wi 11 appear on any data or documents used for evaluation 
or data analysis. tlo verbal or written information concerning a child will 
be released without ex.press written consent. Publication of results wi"I 1 not 
include information wnich might result in a child's identification. 

2. Potent i al ~isks 

There is a long history of the use of psychosti mulant medication such 
as methyl phenicate 3nd dextroamphetamine in children. In general, these drugs 
employed within t ~e dosage limits to be used in th i s study, have been relative · 
free of sije effects. Although good studies about both t~e benefits and possit 
r i sks in mentall y retarded children ,1hile using stimulant rr~dications are 
lac kinc (and is tne reason for the present investigation ) , it is unlikely that 
serious physical s ice effects will occur. This seems especially true in view 
of t he short duration of treatment for the various groups of children. The 
study's des ign ~4kes it likely that possible deleter ious effects in areas 
such as learning, attention. and behavior as a result of ~sychostimulan: 
drugs in the retarded 1ii i l be appreciated through the careful ~onitoring 
proc~dures described above. 

The c9ITTT10~ly known side effects of a physical or psychological nature 
while us i ng stir::ulant ;drugs will, of co·urse, be watched for carefully. Among 
the most corTmon of these are: insomnia, decreased appetite, drowsiness, 
increased act i vity, and irritability. These effects are not infrequent when 
sti r::ulant med ication is first administered to children and if sufficiently 
severe will result in the child being withdrawn from the study (although 
these non protocol children may still have changes in their dosag~s with 
resultant benefits to them from the medication.) 

Other les s colTT'lOn effects of stimulant medication include: nausea, 
dizziness, headacne, palpitations, blood pressure and pulse changes, cardiac 
ar rnythmias, and a~dominal pai n. Having ~~dical supervision in this clinical 
research center will ~opefully alleviate problems of these types--most of whic 
are completely reversible on discontinuance of the drug. Tic-like phenomena 
have been reported with the use of ~ethylphenidate, but in all but one known 
case~this too has been reversible with the withdrawal of the drug. Longer 
term side eff cts of stimulants also include possible reduction tn the rate 
of we ight and height increase. This effect, while somewhat controversial, 
see~s rrore true of dextroamphetamine than methylphenidate. In view of the 
l imited duration of drug exposure for any ch i ld in thii protocol, this will b 
a very unlikely probl em. 
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3. Poten t ial Benefits 

The potential benefits of this study are largely in determining whether 
stimulant medications (in this study methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine) 
are effective in improving hyperactivity and attentional skills 1n r.~ntaliy · 
retarded children over the dosage range employed, and in attempting to-determine 
the ~st effective drug and dosage range for these benefits. The study also 
will determine whether these drugs in the dosage ranges employed have any 
harmful effects on attentional skills, hyperactivity, other behavioral pheno::iena. 
or learning tn mentally retarded children. Overall, the potential benefits 
of the study involve establishing useful clinical guidelines for .the treat~~nt 
of hyperactbe mentally retarded children with psychostimulant medic3tion. 

4. Risk Benefit Relati onship 

. Although there are some ri sks associated with psychost1mulant med1cat1on, 
they are generally not severe in the dosage range employed. The medical super
vision in this clinical research center would tend to limit even further potentfa; 
risks. 

Furtherr.:ore, given t he wides~read usage of stimulant and other psycho
tropic rredication in hyperactive retarded children, many of the children on the 
study may have been exposed to s imilar stimulants or other psychotropic med
ications with potentially more serious side effects in the past, or may be 
exposed to these drugs without the benefits and monitoring implicit in this 
st~dy, in the future. If sti mulan t medication proves to be effective for 
hyperactive mentally retarded children, there will likely be a decreased use 
o;' the more dangerous neurolept ic r.:2dications with these children. If so, the 
benefits of this study will be considerable. Additionally, the parameters 
of effective usage of stimulants (within the dosage range employed) for hyper
active mentally retarded children will have been established. 

F. LABORATORY ANIMALS 

No laborator.y anirr.al,s wil 1 be used in the proposed supplemental project. 

G. CONSULTANTS 

No consultants other than identified for the current grant are required. 

H. CONSORTI UM ARRANGEHENTS OR FORl-'.ALI ZED COLLABORAT 1 VE AGREEHEriTS 

There are no consort ium arrangements or formalized collaborative agreements . 

.... 
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APPENDIX 2 
Uni\•ersity of lllinois Institute for Child BehniN 

and Development 
at Urbana-ChampJign 

Dr. Jack O. Barchas 
Department or Psychiatry 
Stanford University Hedi~al Center 
Room R-321 
Stanford, CA 94305 

Dear Dr. Barchas: 

51 Certv Drive 
Champaign 
lllino1s 6 I 820 

June 20, 1983 

Graduate Coll~ 

This is a propQsal f~r a three-hour panel at the ACNP meeting in San Juan, 
December 12-16, 1983, It is an interdisciplinary panel involving 
psychiatrists, psychologists, and an attorney from vari~us backgr~unds of 
university, pharmaceutical firm, psychiatric ho3pital, and law practice. The 
panel will discuss the latest findings from three university research projects 
on assessing TD, the time course of TD, and behavioral supersensitivity 
aSsQciated with TD, as well as a 1982 case, Faigenbaum !.:.. Cohen, in which 
substantial damages were awarded because of D to the piainttff against the 
State of Hichigan which operated the mental hospitals where the plaintiff was 
treated, and the viewp~ints of industry about tardlve dyskinesla. 

The proposed panelists, their addresses, titles, and very brief summaries 
~f their presentati~ns are listed below. 

Tardive Oyskinesia: Prevalence, Time Course, and Recent Litigati~n 
Chair and Discussant 

Jonathan C~le, H.D. 
Harvard-Bost~n University Center f~r 
Biobehavioral Studies in the Addicti~ns 
McLean Hospital - Oaks Bldg. 
115 Hill St. 
Belmont, HA 02178 

Rated Abnormal Movements in a Study of Retarded Subjects Rand~mly 
Assigned to Psychotropic Medication Withdrawal and C~ntrol Croups 

Robert L. Sprague, Ph.D. 
Institute for Child Bebavior and Development '°' . H'r:i -~ 51 Gerty Drive -,~~~, . ( r--' ,,:: .-
Champaign, -Illinois 61820 

A group of 194 retarded residents ~ho were scheduled to be given a 
drug-free holiday under court or~ rs are participating in a systematic 
psychotropic drug withdrawal study for two years in cooperati~n with the 
institution administration. Abnormal movement ratings were made frequently 
(weekly to every fourth week) on the following groups: medication reduction 
(H:86); drug control (H:51); and no-drug control (H:57). 

(at.~l&-1.<',,,~-? bf/l9/ft3 . c~lea/~~ ~~~A-c 
~ •~ -;~ ~i.1 /-.:::c, ,u L ~ L c; .,u.,....._,'-' ~<.J' ~ ~ l)'r\.2.-t~ 

~~h~ · 0~1/~ 
'/ 4~ ,.~ 11/,5/f., 
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Time Cl>urse of Tardive Oyski~esia in the Retarded: Longitudinal Analysis 
Stephen E. Breuning, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychiatry · · 
Western Pennsylvania Psychiatric Institute 

and Clinic 
University of Pittsburgh School ~f Medicine 
3811 O'Hara Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

Retarded residents who had been on psychotropic drugs for long periods of 
time were withdrawn from their medication and rated for abnormal movements 
regularly for a year following medication termination. 

Evidence for a Behavioral Analog of Tardive Dyskinesia 
C. Thomas Gualtieri, H.D. 
Department of Psychiatry 
School of Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514 

Supersensltivity a~companying psychotropic drug withdrawl has been 
reported in animals, but this is one of the few studies of the phenomenon in 
humans in a study of systematic psychotropic drug withdrawal with evaluation of 
behavioral effects as well as tard1ve dysklnesia • 

Faigenbaum .!.:. Cohen 
Geoffrey N. Fieger, J.D. 
Fieger & Fieger 
Attorneys & Counselors at Law 
19390 West Ten Hile Road 
Southfield, HI 48075 

Host of the tardive dyskinesia malpractice cases have been settled out of 
court, but Faigenbaum .!.:. Cohen is one of the few cases tried in court (12 
weeks) involvinR several defendant physicians and state psychiatric hospitals 
(Michigan) in which a substantial damage award ($1,000,000 plus interest} was 
awarded to the plaintiff, 

I r ~ustry Concerns about Tardive Oyskinesia 
Garth Graham. H.D. 
Group Director of Medical Affairs 
Smith Kline French Laboratories 
1500 Spring Garden Street 
P.O. &x 7929 
Philadelphia, PA 19101 

There are many issues surrounding tardive dyskinesia 
pharmaceutical industry: accurate diagnosis. severity of 
upon withdrawal, proper labeling, and product liability. 
will be discussed from an l~dustry viewpoint • 

R. 1 

of interest to the 
condition, relapse 
Many of these issues 
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Accordi ng ti, yi,ur 1983 Call for Papers, panels would "typ i cally ••• last 
three hours," and, accordingly, this proposed panel has been designed ta fit 
into a half-day format. However, I believe that the considerable interest in • 
tardive dyskinesia and the recent research on large-sample, systematic 
psychotropic drug withdrawal studies, recent litigaticn, an~ viewpoints or 
industry could easily and profitably be expanded to a full day with mere time 
fer questions and answers if the Program Committee was so inclined. If the 
Comittee approves the proposal and if the C,mmittee believes a full day would 
be useful, based on information obtained and participants attending an NIHH 
sponsi,red workshop on tardive dyski nesia at Washington during Harch 1983, I 
wou l d be gald to arrange a longer panel with other researchers presenti ng 
recent data and NIHH and FDA peopl e presenting differ_ent viewpoints. 

RLS/jm 

., 

Si nc er ely, 

Robert L. Sprague 
Oirect.,r 

P2 
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APPENDIX 3 

To: Steve Breuning, Ceof Fic~er, and Tom Cualtieri 

From: Robert L. Sprague 

Date: September 26, 1983 

Re: Aon> oeetins 

For the three non-members of AC?:1', I enclose a list of the 371 
members and 33 drug companies for yt1ur information as· t~ RN"lll may be 
attending the ceeting. 

Remecber, I need your one-page abstract by October 10, 1983. 

RLS/sb 
Enclosure 

R3 
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Lni\·l.·r~it\" tit lllinui:-
.1t Crb,rn,1-Ch,1m}-~,1i~n 

lnstitult for Child Behnior 
•nd Dtvtlopaunt 

51 Gem· Drivt 

Gradua te Coll,g~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Champ.ii~n 
llhno1s 616:?0 

Messrs. Steve Breuning, Jonathan Cole, Geof fieger, 
Garth Graham, a~d Tom Gualtieri 

Robert L. Sprague 

Ju-,e 20, 1983 

ACNP Conve:ition 

Ent'losed is a <'Opy of a letter I sent to Dr-. Bar<'has, Chai:- of the Program 
Committee, for a proposed panel to be held at the next ACNP (America:, College 
of ~europsychopharmacology) meeting i:i San Juan, Puerto Ri<'o, 0e<'ember 12-16, 
1983 at the Caribe Hilton Hotel. If the pa-,el is a<'cepted, I will be back in 
tout'h with you about details of registration, travel, et<'. 

En<'losure 

RLS/ jm 

R 4 
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TIME COURSE OF TARDIVE OYSKINESIA IN TlfE MEfH/\LLY RETARDED: A LONGITUDINAL /\flALYSIS 

Stephen E. Breuning, Ph.D.* 

Fifty-~even mentally retarded clients (28H/29F) rece1v1ng long-term treatment with a single neuroleptic 
and having no history with other medications (e.g., anti col inergic, antiepilcptic) were withdrawn from 
their medication under placebo and double-blind conditions, maintained drug free, and rated for abnormal 
movements. Each client was mentally retarded (mean IQ of 40) due to unknown etiology and had no identifi
able neurological disorder. The presence of dyskinesias and non-dyskinetic withdrawal symptoms were 
assessed weekly using the Witl1drawal Emergent Symptom Checklist. Assessments began four weeks prior to 
drug di$continuatfon and continued for 80 consecutive weeks following drug discontinuation. Assessments 
were condJcted on 45 of the clients at six month intervals for an additional two years (i.e., 45 clients 
have been followed for 3.5 years). The results showed that 33~ showed no withdrawal problems, JSS showed 
non-dyski etic withdra\'1al symptoms (e.g., weight loss), 602: showed dyskinesias by the fourth week post
discontin11ation, and 32-X persisted to showing dyskinesias after the 1_6th week post-discontinuation. Only 
-7% showed dyskinesias prior to drug discontinuation (i.e., ~aintenance onset). Persistent dyskinesias 
were prim rily (83%) characterized by moderate to severe movements wh i 1 e wi thdrawa I dysk i nes i as were 65'% 
mild and 35% moderate to severe. The ·gn.:,,tcst proportion of clients having withdrawal dyskinesias hat! 
their dyskinesias cease to occur between the 12th and 16th week after drug discontinuation. Clients 
having dyskinesias cease to occur after week 16 were primarily those having mild dyskinesias and th~~e 
disappeared irregularly between weeks 16 and 52. No further change occurred after the 52nd week. Uinety
four (94%) of the clients with moderate to severe persistent dyskinesias showed no changes aftr:r week 16. 

*John Merck Program for Multiply Disabled Children 
Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic 
University of Pittsburgh 

School of Medicine 
3811 O'Hara Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
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APPENDIX ;, 
PSYCHOl'llAKM,\COI.OGY BUL!.ETI:-: 62 

Tardlve Oyskinasia In Mentally Retardad 
Children, Adolescants, and Young Adults: 

· North Carolina and Michigan Studies 

C. Thomas Gualtieri, M.D.,1 Stephen E. 
Breuning, Ph.D.,' Steven R. Schroc:dc:r, 
Ph.D.,' a.nd Dana Q.uadc:, Ph.D.2 

Although nc:urolc:ptic drugs arc: frequently 
prc:scribc:d for behavior control and alleviation of 
psychiatric ,ymptoms in mentally retarded 
children, adolescents, and young adults (Lipman, 
DiMascio, Reatig, & Kirson, 1978; Davis, CuUa.ri, 
& Breuning, 1982), no systematic or method• 
olosically acceptable studies of the occurrence of 
tardive dyskinesia (TD) in mental!)· retarded pa• 
tients have appeared in the literature (Gualtieri & 
Hawk, 1980). Two parallel studies of TD and 
other problems associated with neuroleptic 
withdrawal were conducted: the North Carolina 
study (Gualti~ri and Schroeder) was primarily 
concerned with clinical factors associated with 
TD; the Michig:rn study (Breuning) was prim3ri
ly concerned with the course of TD symptoms 
aficr neuroleptic withdrawal. 

Method 

Subjects 

Subjects were referred by treating physicians 
who fr it that a trial neuroleptic withdrawal should 
bear Jutine part of each patient's clinical manage• 
menr. Inclusion criteria were: a) IQ less than 
n, functional diagnosis of mental retardat ion 
(American Association of Mental Deficiency 
~riteria); b) stab!~ living environment; c) ap• 
pn;~riate educational or workshop placement; d) 
good s ~neral health, with no active neurologic 
disease, c:r history of neurologic disorder which 
might be associated with dyskinesia; and e) con• 
tinuous neuroleptic treatment of at least 6 months" 
duration. 

•liolo1iul ScicncH ltncatth Cent••• D<panmcnt or Pt)·chiatry, 
and 1hc D•F•nmrn1 or S1a1111ica, Uni•rr,.,y or Nonh Ca,ol, n• . 
Chapel H,U, NC 27)1' . 

•Ocpanmrnl of P1,d1iarry, \\'r11rrn P1,·chia1ric lnllitulc: and 
CJ.nic, Uni,·cni1y ur P11uburch School or Mrdoc in,, P1111bu1sh . PA 
1~261. 

y 

~'6~ 
.North Carolina Study. Thirty-ci,;h t mbictts 

(age 5 to _47, mean = 19_. 4 _ :!: 1.7 (SEM]) were 
· ·studied at four clinical sites: a psychi:uric hospi

tal, a pedi:itric ps)'chopharmacology clinic. and 
two residential facilities for the mentally retarded. 
The me:in age at which subjects began neurolep• 
tic treatment was 10.9 ( ± 1.0) years. The me.in 
duration of treJ.tment was 8 .3 ( ± 6) years, and 
total lifetime exposure to neuroleptics, expressed 
in chlorpromazine (CPZ) equivalents (Davis, 
1976) ranged from 13 .5 to 11,188 grams (mean = 
1,046.7 ± 344.3). 

Michig·a.~ Study. fifty-seven subjects were 1' 
stud ied at the Coldwa~cg1onal Cent.tr. Sub· 
jects m the Michigan study were older than the "i.M= 
North Carol ina group (p < .02), had higher IQ 
scores (p < .001) ; and were treated with higher 
neuroleptic doses immediately prior to withdraw:il 
(.P < .001) (su Table). Because so m:iny subjects in 
the Michigan group had been treated with neur• 
oleptics for substantial periods of time as outpa• 
tients, comprehensive neuroleptic drug histories 
are not available for this group. All subjects, how• 
e,·er, had been treated continuouslr with neuro• 
leptics for at least 1.3 years prior to entry into this 
study. 

Procedure 

Subjects received comprehensive neurologic 
and developmental assessments prior to neurolep· 
tic withdrawal. Special attention was given to 
neurologic or developmental problems (e.g., cere• 
braJ palsy, autism) which might be associated 
with drskinetic movements, stereotypies, or 
psychotic ma:rnerisms which may have anteceded 
neurolep1ic tre·atment. Afrer baseline: evaluation, 
subjects were withdrawn from ncuroleptic dru~. 
wi1h serial examinations for d)·skincsia, behavior 
change, or nondyskinetic withdrawal symptoms . 

North Carolina Study. Subjects "'•ere assessc:-d 
at wc:ddy or ~iweekly intt:f\•als al b:ueline, during 
and after wuhdrawal, and until S weeks after 
complete:- discontinuance of nc:-uroleptics. The Ab
normal lnvol~ntary Movement Scale" 1_Al!\1S) 
exai:i and rating _scale were u~ed (Gu)·. 1976) . 
SubJecrs who continued ro manifest ciyskinesia at 
8 weeks were subse911<"ntly reexamined ar monthlr 
inter~·~ls. Me.in inrcrrarer reliabilit~· amons three 
plirs11:1an ra1crs on the Al:'\1S raung scall· w:i~ 

0 .83 (0.74-1 .00) (Cohen's K.,ppa) . 
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Tabla 

Uemographlc and Outcome Dala 

N.C. 
N JI 

Su: Male 28 
Female 10 

Age (Yrs) 19.4 
(MUI\: SD) : 10.3 

A,e Range ~7 
IQ 31.2 

: 15.9 
IQ Range ~9 
Dru,s: Thlorida;:ine 28 . (74 '/,) 

Other neurolepties 10 
Mean Daily Dose 239.9 
(CPZ• equtvalents) :2;3.8 

Ouleome: 
0.3(SEM) 

No problems 12 (32¼) 
Withdrawal-related problems 13 (3''' •> 
Tardive dysklnesla 13 (34¼) 

Mild 6 (13¼) 
Mt>derat•severe 8 (21¼) 
Maintenance onset 3 I 8 ¼ ) 

•o,.,,.,_ • . ;~ ~ 

J;II .,. h' S d-zr&Dc., k .'~ . 
. ,-i , .. ,c 1s:in tu y} ys ·inct,c movemc:nts were 
~ assessed at weekly intervals at baseline, during 
~ withdrawal, and for .80 weeks thereafter . The 

(.,, Withdrawal Emergent S>·mptom Cficcklist 
~C, {t'ESClrating sc:ile and examination _were used 
) 11geinard1, 1974), and intc:rrater rcli:ibilitr was 

0. 79 (C · ':en') Kapp:i) . 

Results 

Four outcome categories were considered ac• 
cord ing to diagnostic critc:ria that have been 
described elsewhere (Gualtieri, SpraS'Ue, Rreun• 
ing, & Campbell, 1981): I) no problems associated· 
with neuroleptic withdrawaJ; 2) transient with· 
drawal r,roblems, that is, withdrawal dpkinesia, 
nondyskinctic withdraw:il symptoms, or acute 
lx:h .. ,·iur deterioration; besi~ning during neuro• 
leptic withdrawal or immcdi:itcly thereafter, and 
luting lcu than 16 weeks :i(te : complete with• 

Mlcf\. 

" 
[} 29 
25.7 
: 12.6 

~ 
: 14.8 
14.74 

27 (47',',) 
30 
~Ml.6 
* ~,c:: 
41.1 

19 (3:'I¾) 
20 (35¼ > 
18 (32~',) 
3 I 5¼) 

15 (26¼) 

• ( 7¼) 

Te11t ... 
56 
39 

S-7 1 

9.74 

55 (58°/,) 
40 

31 (33¼) 
33 (35 ¼> 
31 (33 ½) 
8 ( 8¼) 

23 (2< ¼ ) 
7 I 7'1,) 

drawal; 3) m ild TD; and 4) moderate or severe 
TD. In spite: of the clinical differences between the 
two groups, the outcome of both studies are re• 
markably simil.:ir (su T.ible). 

One-third of the total group (N • 93) experi• 
cnced no problems prior to, during, or for at least 
8 weeks after ncmolcptic withdrawcl; one-third 
experienced onl)' transient withdrawal-related 
problems; and onc:· third h:id TD. Most of the 
cases of TD were characterized by mode~te or 
Se\·ere mo,·emenu. or 31 cases of TD, on!)· 7 
were apparent while patients were on m:iintcn:ince 
doses of ne\UQJ.e.m,ics . Si.'t ol the 7 c.ucs oi 
maintenance onset TD were characterized by 
d)·skinesi:i th:it was rated as moderate or severe . 

Thioridazine (THO) w:is the neuroleptic most 
commonly prescribed in both loc:itions (58% of 
subjects) . There was no .issociation between the 
use of THO or any other particul:ir neuroleptic 
and the development of TD. 
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North C:irolin:i Studr 

The following ·w~re consiuered in a ,!!!Pwise 
re!:ression analrsis of v:iri:iblcs which misht l,c 
associated wath the development ol moderate to 
Se\'ere tardive drskine~i:i: lor:ition, :i~e, ra1·e, 
sex, age at whit;h neuroleptic tre;ument was 
begun, IQ. duration of treatment, total lifetime 
neuroleptic exposure, me.in daily dose, and use of 
THO as the primary neuroleptic. The single 
\"3riable th.it was most hichh· corrcl:itc:d wnh tne 
~~velopmeor of moder:m or ·•errn: TD wj)s total 
lifetime exposure (analyzed as lo!! of the total 
lifc:rime.do:se R2 

- a l8 foe a ODC•qrjal,le resres· 
aion). The regression an:ilysis selected three in• 

·ire-pendent vari:iblcs, total lifetime exposure (log 
dose), IQ, and the ai:e ar which oeucoh:ptic tre~1-
men1 be~an that were most highly correlated with 
mOClerate or severe TD (R 2 • 0 65 f • :J.82.1_ 
and 31 di), and each independent variable con• 
tributcd significantly to the re!,'l'ession. Since 
tre:itment duration was highlr com:latt>d with 
total lifetime exposure (r • + 0.69) adding it to 
1hc analysis did not increase R 2• None of.the other 
variables contributed significantly o the equa· 
tion. Nonparame:ric corrdat ions (Goodma11-
Kruskal) also showed ror:il lifetime cxpomrc 10 be 
the variable most hii;hly correlated with TD 
(C• .531±.120, p< .0001) . 

Michigan Study 

Dyskinetic mo\'ement£ were ma:1:imal at 4 
weeks after neuroleptic withdrawal, when 36 of 57 
p:itienu (63 % ) exhibiteu srmptoms: Dpkinetil· 
&nO\'emenu were noted in 30 patient£ (53 fo) ar 16 
weeks, and in J 8 patienti; (32 ~) at 52 and 80 
weeks . This remission p:i11ern w;u ?imibr for 
mo\'em..-nu of the 1ongue, lips and face:, and 
head, liml,.,, and trunk. fac:ial dpkinesi:is whilh 
wae rated as mild a1 4 weeks were: more likclr 10 
remit, and those whid1 ,,c:re rared as mnda:irc: or 
scn:rc: at -I wcd .. s were mon: lil.cl)· to penist at 80 
wrd;s (chi-square analpis, p:s .05 and :S .025, 
rcspcrtivdr) - D)·skin..-1ic rriuvl·rnents whid1 were 
:ippJrent prior to neu roleptic wirhura\\·;il w..-re in• 
,·ari.1uly persisrenr. 

Discussion 

l\loclrr:11e to Se\'Cre , persistent TD is" c:1use for 

PSYCI 101'>1:\RMACOLOCY Ul:Ll.t:Tl:--1 

concern and a serious problem in mentally rcr:irdcd 
. ·c~ildrcn, adolc-scents, and young adulrs treated 

~1th neuroleptic drugs, a finding that must stand 
an sharp contrast to the dearth of empiric.i.1 data to 
stipport the clinical use of neuroleptics in this 
group. The occurrence of TD is, not surprising!)", 
related 10_ the pati~nt's. total lifetime exposure- 10 
neurolep11cs. Dyskme11c mo\·ements tha: 9brc-ak 
through: i.e., that arc manifest on maintcr.ance 
neurole~tic doses, predict a particularly se\'erc 
and permrenr course. However, the large majority 
of cases of TD - even se\'ere and persistent TD 
- may not be app:uen1 while patients continue to 
receive neuroleµtic drugs . One may surmise 
then, that epiuemiologic surveys of TD that d~ 
not include tri:il neuroleptic withdrawal periods 
will necessarily underestimate the frequency of 
TD. On the other hand, a substantial number of 
the dpkinetic movements which arise within 4 
weeks of nrurolcptic withdrawal will remit spon
taneouslr; such cases arc be11er classified as 
•withdrawal drskincs ias. • 

Clearly, although advanced age may increase 
the risk of TD (Smith & Baldessarini, 1980), 
youth, at lc:ast in combin.:irion wirh mental retar• 
dation, docs not confer protection from TD. In 
light of this serious risk, it is noteworthy that very 
few of the: patic-nrs in these: two samp1cs actu~ly 
necdcO.:W.Jl~cu.:glt;p1ic rnedica 1ioc. In the 
North Carolina group, ortl)' I I of 38 p.:itients had 
to return to neurokptic treatment; in the 
?vlichigan group, n'Jne 1 :turned. When behavior 
problems fullo\\'ing neuroleptic withdrawal did 
arise, ther \,:ere usuall_r time limited, or readilr 
conrrollc:a using behavioral or programmuic ap
proaches . Manr of these behavior problems ap
peared to b,c concenrr:ired in the immediate 
pmtwirhdrawal pc:riod, suggesting that a perioci of 
b~havioral ins~~t,ilit)" oc~urs following 
w11hdrawal. _Ph)'Srcrans who w11~drew mentallr 
retarded p:.r_1ren1s fr~m neurolep11c drugs should 
nor take this postw11hdrawal behavior dcterior.\• 
tion as a mandate: to immed iately resume treat• 
ment ,vi1 h neuro!eptics . 
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N auroleµtlc Ssrum Levals in 
Mentally Retarded Boys 

James C. Harris, M.D., 1 Larry E. Tune, 
M.D., 1 Mich;icl Kurt%, r.1.n., and Joseph T. 
Coyle, M.D.' 

This is a preliminary report on che measure· 
mcnl or scrum neuroleptic levels in mentall)' 
retarded children and adolescents . The in· 
vcstigators have measured neuroleptic le,·cls in 60 
p;itients on a variety or neuroleprics (haloperidol, 
chlorpromazine, triOuoper;izinc, molindone, 
thioridazine). However, a summ;iry or ncurulcp· 
tic blood levels in 9· 15 year-old boy~ ll\king 
thioridazin~ for behavior m3f\3gement is the sub· 
ject or chis report . 

'lhcjo!,n, llopkiN Univrnuy Schou! o( ;'.lrd,c inr •nJ Hu,;,u.ll, 
l.al,,m~:r, MO 2120~. 

1Thr Univrr111y of Ptnn,,·J.-~ni• Sch,-..1 of :0-lrd,cinr , 
Ph,lourlp!ai•, PA l91U~ . 

Until reccntlr there: had been no simple pro 
cedurc- for the: mc:as11remc:n1 or ncurolcptic scrum 
activit)' levels. However, a radion:cc:pror ass;iv 
dc:scribcd by Snyd:r and Creese (1971) bast-do~ 
competition or neuroleptics in plasma or scrum 
for che binding or ('H)-spiroperidol co dopamine 
receptors may serve this runccion . The assar 
measures dop;iminc receptor block;idc: :ind, 
1herefore, deccc·.s accive me1aboli1es as well as 
parent drus .icr.1vi1y. This is a tJis1inc1 aclv.1n1.in-c 
for thioricl;izine which h.is scvcrl\l ac1iie 
·metabol ites . 

Previous reports by Tune, Creese, Depa:Jlo, 
Sl;ivney, Coyle, and Snyder (1980) and Cohen, 
L ipinski, Pope, Harris, and Altesma:, ( I 980) 
have demonstrated ;i correll\tion between serum 
levels of neu roleprics ;ind thl·rapeutic response in 
acurc:ly psychotic patients during an acute 
episode. Both studies showed poor correlat ions 
between or.ii dosage and serum level. 

Myers, Tune, antJ Corle (1980) have used this 
assa)· to manage ~chizophrenia in chilcll,oud .11 
Johns Hopkins. The current investig:itors arc 
now srudyin~ the use: of the r;idioreceptor assay in 
the re1:2rded where both 1hioridazi11e and 
haloperic..lol are appro\'ed for use in the m:inast::· 
men! of beh:ivior disorders . 

Method 

Sixteen modc:ratel r 10 se,·c:n:lr re1.irdcd 9-15 
yc;ir-old boys taking 1h ioridazinc ;is a sinsle trent • 
menr pnrririp~rcd in th e srudr . All ;irc residents in 
a wa::11-sraffed and well-supervised behaviorally 
oriented im1i11.11ional setting and are Cl'.\nsicii:rc:d 
co be p;i.1icn1s who arc the most difl irnlt to 
m;ina~e . Each suhject had been on the s.ime 
dosasc or medication for i\t least 2 Wel"ks . 

Fi,·e mill ilircrs or blood ,,<"re: dr;iwn frum c;ich 
member of the studr popul.Jrion 2 hours after 
supc-rviscd o:-al ;1d111inis1r:11ion of 1hc inr-dication 
to ob1:1in peak blood le,·cls. Specimens were roolcd 
aric..l ;illo"l·d to clot O\'er a 2-hour pr-riocl, r . ntri
fugc:ci, and the scrum ·ro.1.c:n 31 70• C in glass 
tubc-s. A~~ars were perfurma::ci in 1riplira1c. 

On the di\)' hefore the blood spt·rimcn w,1s C'b· 
tainctl, the Sprag11c- Res iden t Tlr-ha,·ior ChedJis1 
was roml'lci.·cl br the ,a)c m;in:i5c-r. 
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APPENDIX 6 

Un1.ver11tJ c! Pitt,tur!,h 5cnoul ot k_..cic.!r.e 
l~ll ~•Har. Stre•t 
P1tt4~urcb, P~ 1~26J 

Tt,1a u a foll.o~p letter ttl s.y Suc".1ny, Cccc.ic:cr 4, 1•H,J tc-lc-f,hOM cc~l to 
701.c hoiae, &DO :,,,,..r carl1 c~ll to s.11 l(f\l\GA7 ac,rl\ln11, ~ccal.ier ~. l 'J:i3 • 

Thl• lctt , 11 'Vt'1ttH' tn tit.- c:ont,u cf 117 1t:1t1at1.ci a Panl·l a.-tlttth-..! 
•1.r,Jlv• J>ya~ior.•1a: Prc,nd.tr:ct-, T111, ;;c,ura::, .. ~ l!~ccr.l L1t!~aL1or: :or t !--,: 
A~ric~:, Collqe ot 11c.uro;-11yc.~.o;>l:,1rrucolt1;7 lAC~f') Dccrll!; c.r 1~ to l!,, l:n 
•ncual M"ttlai au.! &y 1m ltin. you to rrcac.nt at tl,at Pai\1el Ju S:S)' J'-nc 2•i, I ; ,:) 
ltttcr to J"OII aca tt.«- tour otltt·r pu,;,ouo v•rt1c1ranu. 

Ve- t11ccuen 111 our Dt-crt.!,cr ~, 1 ~~ ! r,bocc c:oa., euat tot, t hr 4H ,c1·• ;,anq• 
tetvcrn tac DU~b-<'r o! 1ubJact1 (4S of an or1&1r.al ~7) rcJ,Ot~d tn yoar aoatr~ct 
for tt1e AOiP 1Met1ng an.;! t't.e 11u•b~r )'CX. ,i,~ fir.J )'Ou haTc •••bl"! '1.ata on, :l.A'-•·l y 
2} 1u~J~cta !or 00c atd!tioaal ,_<'11th svaluariu!'\ r.ither than, •• rc1-ortl·~ il' 
c.cc: aGHract, 4) •~1»J~c:ta vttta ~-oor.t~ .-.alu.atiur:1 tor a n &ddlt1oc•l ~ ,.,.an,. 1 
nutcd t~~ •r1,1aal )7 aubJecta verr troa Coldwat•r ,~.1oncl Cent~r lCi~), 
1Hdi1t&o aa raporte.i lD Caaltl,·r1, Bnuufni, ~broe~~r, a od QQaoe. Tar~hl! 
d y1111 re-a Sa 1u •at all 7 ret art .. c ch1li! rt:n, a,lo lrcc~ut •, »nd yo1U?i.: a,Ju l tll llortl. 
CarolJDa aod K1cb.11a11. atudiu. hTd,o;+,n,aeolo,; y !'uH-tlr.. J!e3, l~ 1 tlo. l. 
C.2-t,S. 

\i1 :L!I T calle~ t)f. Ji•ll t:.v LG 10:'I ol cr.c. UI• II-IN e::.:.... r 2~ aoi ,;..i. l ~oj .at,o, ; ' 
th1~ pro~l~•, ~told~ lt ~ould bP •D(•~r • alr•cl~· ror the JAt~ to bL 
Cl•Hac.t.i~ in 19&1, l ~-12, aoc poa11cl y 19£} t:1 th:ict ~u. ltn:nn.nc. Ab.'.>~t 1t. 
lnatc:a!, l,1 tolt a.: bl: d14 not ·\.:ao1o 11t,u toe., or. or vti~re th~y are• 1n 
rdt:rcaca to tti• 4) •u~J•cta. I trlota tu c.all yc,u a~ut t!1a 1,.u~ Drccs!:>e:r I. 
1953, but :,our aecr~tar, toll 11,, yc.u wrryl.:! 1,,: out of tc-.m ur.t1 l 1ate lkc1.~~"r J. 
lial, haac• tbo 6w"d•y CAlJ to your no•~. 

Aa l to!~ 7cu 1n our c,.cc11t-o?r ~ y: :cn, c.1121, I :K·l.tc,-~ t':1it rc,u al.oul,I 
vithdr•~ tbe propo1<J ~•~~,. althowih v~ a,r,~l ti:: tal~ aho~l t~• •~tter • ~•:~ 
en !"raJay, ~•c•at...:r L 1·;f.J. 
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SJnc1:- th\11 1 .. rl.:,,, ;,r;;.~.Jc~ lJa .•r!a, ,. t.'..-<,ut t!u. 111•.6l.,· r r,t aub_;.;Ctl • ti...: 

ouet-cr o! e,,a.11,atlt·"•, •" I 'ii -.:. l!l.: ll,r tc•ali..,;tl<•"• 11'. y-,ur L;ir.,1,,•t c!:,1::.1nc,;1" 
11.11Hnrup stt.id'.'I', 1 c:1. .. t to:,u.-•t i::at )'~" 'J"'! 1&.- •~ a.>,,n •• i,,oau~!.~ (wH.l,i1, 2 
,., :. ~,y1) th• o.,.._,, ., c,a H- f\Uttt ... re c,: th•; evi•.!tt:ts ,'!\ac~1!!1e-e tn :,our 1,,:1.-r 

.tl.6l?'4Cl (~1r!h r .\> Ill: nr1~11•111ly Ct'?l'tLt . .: l'C ,?~ lllo 91:•~1! ll~ 10 ynur UCC:rehrr ~ 
c.;1), tt.::lr .,,,., t!'.,1r al'<' at 'tw;lnr.l11t- .1! the 1t:.1(:J, .ir.u tt,1. d&t.:, o: 
4•1 .JN.ttor, ar-~ l!••· :..,.~•or l!?ith.la ;,f tl, .. ell': 1:-11 ;- !.o,-rr• lattun.::•et• a, yo~ 
1~lc;otrl ln nor :.,-c..:::ai. .: r 4 c-,,d.) r • .-;u~t1ni.; l""-~ •t,r etrl.••r tl'h' 2-yc•r 
ti.,l ·,"-w;- .,. ,cpvrr,-,1 ;r. ::-ic. 111,1: c .. .:t or tt,,· j,!"ec;'\<' ttoll s:.,JH 1e .. tlc.n of c,, •. 
• ,. .; \tl.,!'•l 4-!kl~t!, ,•:,i 1: .. t1c1:. 

~-1• lc.!or11:1:t1 :H, ls r. .. ..:.. , ,.P.rt'y ti1 .~n . , ln, :"'.'•· r.:i..:'\t£:, thf" .. .,,1Ju•ti i11 : r, 111 -·i 

r1ar \1 , t~t dl•tr.-i•••C••· tH.iC\:w .t.,,.~ . .'d.._.,: . l -.; 1 
... :. ; :. r.,.:•: ('"1:.,,1 .. •c,- •"''~:,. i .•t'\f.l!': ~ 

,,, •• . , •~ • ..,-,;.,.ct" w. r .": ,.., ;,:-i rr, ., 1~. tr.1.• l'l !! •t r3 :• L, ~ ,at t ~• r,,r.,:.-,. r \ti.J clt1t H;. r"" ._, . 
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Uniwrsity of Pittsburgh 

WESTERN PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE ANO CLINIC 
School of Medicine Oeoanment of Psycn,11,y 
Oivi1ion of Cnild and Adolescent Psycl'l iatry 

December 7, 1983 

Robert l. Sprague, Ph.D. 
Institute for Child Behavior 

and Development 
51 Gerty Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Dear Bob: 

APPENDIX 7 

This letter is in response to your letter dated 12-5-83. In your 
letter you request clarification on several points raised during our 
phone conversations on 12-4 and 12-5. 

First, you will find enclosed a copy of the information I have 
located. This includes (a) age, sex, IQ, medication, medication dosage, 
and years on current medication for the 24 client~. and (b) baseline, 
weeks 1, 4, 8, 16, 52, 80, and 96 I ESC . data. All I could locate was 
the raw data for the last assessment (96) on these clients and WESC 
surranary data for weeks 1, 4, 8, 16, and 52. Two points warrent comment. 
First, I have yet to locate the other raw data or the subject indonti&i~a •ion 
code sneet. lhis inrormat1on is now three years old and has not been 
reviewed in some time. I understand the verification problem this 
leaves us. Second, as you review the~e summary sheets note that they 
were developed for another study and used here for economy. Disregard 
the running-head and reference to nurses. Also, after you receive 
this infonnation give me a call and I will answer any questions you may 
have on interpretation. 

Second, 45 subjects were identified in the abstract and this was 
changed to ac ua y in our hon ° '.:a11se ,~e. 

eren om onents of h stud. The 45 clients 
re ect t ose individuals who were supposedly followed after I left 
Coldwater. Following a review of the data on these clients and phone 
calls to Neal and several others it is clear that there are major 
problems and that these data are not useable. The 25 clients you refer 
to are the 24-25 clients who I said I was able to get one last 
evaluation on prior to leaving Coldwater, Thus, the number of 
evaluations was changed because we were discussing different subgroups 
of the clients. The 24 clients were ones I had personally assessed 
and though t might st1ii be presentable at ACNP • 

, 
,.,, <n4AAA STI.EET. ,.,nseuRGH . .. A. 15213 (412) e2 .. __ _ 
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Robert L. Sprague, Ph.D. 
Page 2 . 
December 7, 1983 

However, given that all of the raw data is presently not available 
and, more importantly, that the subject identification sheet is also not 
presentl v available I agree that the data should not be presented at 
ACNP Obviously I am hopeful that this information_ will be located. 

Turttier, as I discussed with Tom, I do not believe that any of the data 
should be published until the subject 1dent1t1cat1on sheet and raw data 
are located. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen E. Breuning, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 

ENCLOSURE 

cc: N. Davidson 
C. T. Gualtieri 
D. Kupfer 

.. 
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An A~plied Dose-Response Curva of 
lhioridazlne with the Mentally Retarded: 
Aggisslve, Self-Stimulatory, ln!allectual, 
and Workshop Behaviors-A 
Preliminary Report• 

S1cphcn E. Breuning, Ph.D., 

l'\eurokptic dnrss :in: frequ"ntly prescribed for 
du: mcn1:illr re1:irdc:d in an a11empt 10 suppress :i 
pk1hora of unw:intcd beh:iviors. Sun·ers span• 
ning the past decade ha,·e co,uistenlly shown that 
40.50 % or the insritution:ilized mentally ret:irded · 
receive such drugs (m Breuning . & Poling, in 
pr .. ss, for a review). :\lost recent!)· it has been 
found th:it similar use uf neuroleptic drugs occurs 
in community foster homes :ind group homes for 
the mc:utally ret:trdcd (i .e., D:wis, Cullari, & 
Brc:uning, in press) . In both institutiunal and 
community settings thiuriJa.tine is by far the most 
prescribed neurolepti..: with this populat iun, as it 
accounts for GO-iO ';°o of all nc-urolcpric drug 
prescriptions . 

Dc:spirc its ,vide use, little is known about the 
therapeutic and contrathernpeutic effects of 
thiorid:izine. In three recent reviews ii w:is con· 
eluded 1h:i1 1hioridazine rna;· be useful in rcc.lu..:iug 
::iggrcssion, srneral motor nctivirr. :ind self• 
stimul.ition with the ment:ill)· retarded (Aman, in 
pres,; Breuninit & Polios. in press; Fcr1,-usun & 
Breuning, in press). HowC\·er, these reviews nlso 
point out th:it e,·idence of ther:tpcutic dTt'cl is 1hc 
u:ccp1io11, no1 the rule, wi1h thioritlazine and the 
ment:illy retarded. The issue or ther.1peu1ic eITcc1 
is further confounded b)· tl:tt.1 from sr,·l'ral rcrent 
reports which suggeu that even when 1hcre is :i 
reduction in symp1um:itolo1,•y, there may ~-ell be a 
concomit:int reduc1ion or disruption (increased 
nri:ibilit)') in adaptive/habilit:1tive behaviors 
(e.g ., Brc:uning &. DaviJsun, 1981; llrcuninl', 
O'Neill, & Ferguson, 19il0; Sin!;h & Arna~. 
1981). 

While 1hese find ins1 _ ha1·e consiucntl)· uccn 
replic:itl'd i., rnethodolo~ic:illy s.,und stutlic:s, only 

•Th .. .,,.,.,,.,...., h•DP,•11N u, r.in L\ L'~l'IIS C.,111,1 ~tlf •l?JIJ~ 
''"'"' 1hc 1'.11tun.l l n tHhH r of ~hnt.i J fr.J1h 

11lirpinmrut ol P1yclha1ry. \\·,...,,n f,,, hurn, ln,111wt&" ,.,.J 
CJ,n,,. Un,~.,,.,,, cf Pi1ubw1sh 5 .. h""""' uf \h, l.cu,r , ro,J.n.rih P.-\ 
U2cil ' 

t .. ;.,_::.~:T L. :?Y...GUE 

one study (Singh & Aman, 1981) has auemptl"d 1u 
C.\l\111ine 1hioridazinc: effects in a dose·dependc:nt 
mannt'r. It was fount! th:11 A luw dos.:- c,f 
1hioric.la.:inc was as cffecti,·c: :is a much l:irger dose · 
in cnntrollirig self•stirnula1ory behaviors. Thc: pres· 
c:111 _r<'p,1r1 rc:prc:$ents the initi.:il findings of .i study 
dl·s,gnt'd 10 fur1hc:r the findings of Singh and 
Am:~n ( I 981_) b_y as_sessin_g the d11se•response pro• 
peruc:s of th1cm<lazme wnh ment:ill>· rct:irded in• 
<l i1·iduals ilcross four n:sponse rncasurcs, nine 
dose levels, and a placc:l,o condition. 

Method 

Subjects 

The subjeers were Si non-auumc, in.1ti1u• 
1ionalizcd, mc:nt:illy ret.frdccfindividuals bctwc:en 
the ages of 13 .ind 27 and with IQ, ranging be• 
tween 31 l\nd 59. Informed cument wu obtained 
for e:ich sul,ject and thc:re ~·ere appr0xima1c-ly :, 
equal numbers of males and fem.&les. In tut.:il, ~-:,. • 
1hcrc: wc:re 11 re1po11dcrs and Ii nonrc;5'>vnds;p ✓, 
:ihessed for a~iY~ . .J>eha,·iors .. - .ui.d-.6 l 
resµondcrs ...and....l~onresponders assessc:d for 
sdf·s timub1ory behaviors. For 1he intdlc:ctual 
and workshop beha\'iors there ~-ere H-14 and 
I 5-15 n:spnnden and nonn:sponJers, respective!)·. 
l\tm1 of 1he individuals heing nsse~sctl for the ag• 
gressive or self-stimulatory bc:ha\'iors were also 
individu:th recei\'ing either the in1dlC'Ctual or 
workshop 1a~ks. There wc:n: no individuals assessc:J 
on hoth :id:ipti\'C measures, and 1huse assessed for 
l\gsressive bc:hl\viors were not cmiting self• 
s1imulatory behaviors nnd vice versa. ..(J..., 

Procedure 
~,- . k 
~~ • 'iC 0 

Each dose aJ'ld pbccbo condi1ion lastt'cl fur 8 
with half of ea,h rou e . . L...s2Lli 

respon ers rccc:1vmg con 111ons in an ascending 
orJ~d half in ~· acsci:n-dins order (!3-7 or 7-8 
for worbhop). Because of the clinic.u nature or 
1he study, 1hcse subject assignmel'I~ were not 
prepared randoml~ . R:i1her, half of the s•1Lje1.:ts 
h:id reached the highest dose as part of clinic.ii 
treatrnt'nt :ind were now withdrawn . The rc:m:iin
!n~ _h.,! f were de1ermin~d clil'!ically :appropriate for 
111111a11on of neurolcpuc trc::i1rnent becauu: of the 
.ibovc·meniioned sy1111JIOm:itol11!,')'. Do11hlc -l,limJ 
conditions Wt'rc in effect throughout, as neither 
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ataIT nor subjects wc:rc: aw,rc: of couditions ur 
dose. There ""·ere '""·o c:qu:u dose: administr:1.ti->ns 
d~ly. 

Dc:finitions of aggrc:ss:on and sdf-stimul.uion · 
~·c:rc: in obsc:n,ablc: and measurable: terms and 
recorded by Jtaff in 30-minutc- intc:rv:ils, 2·1 h11;J:s 
per d:iy (m Breuning, O'Nc:ill, & 1-'c:r uon, 
1980). Rc:li.i.bility checks ""'ere m:idc: by ind.:pc:n• 
dc:nt ob.c:r.·c:rs on a ru:Jom sdc:cr'on of four . 
30-minurc: imc:n·ab per ,.by . . ~lc::in di.ibility was 
87.4~ with a rilllge of 7o.:i ~·, to 9:.! .4~ acrou 
days . lntellc:cnul bc:ha\'iun 1, .::re :l)Sc:ssed using 
the procedure described by lb:un:ng :ind D:ivid
son (l98J). Briefly, )ubjecu received intellectual 
testing (St.i.nford-Dinc:t, Form LM) under condi
tir>ns whc:rc: correct responses were reinforced 
with edible: rc:inforcen elr.cted on .i.n individual 
basis. Workshop behavior, wc:rc: assessed usin~ 
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procc:clurc:s _described by Davis, Poling, Wysocki, 
and Breuning (1981). In short, t:1e number of 
11·e:irt _:Caster bicycle br~~(Dencfoc RB-~) 
assem1ilc:d on an individual b,uis were counted . 
Cnmplc:tion of 0-7 of I.he: 15 p:irt~ counted o1s () 
c_omplc:tiun, U· 11 of the parts as onc:•hal! complc:• 
uun, and 15 p:irts :u one: completion. 

ltcsults and Discussion 

The Fi:,;urc: lhuws the reluhs from e:ich 
response: me:isure sc:par:uely for respouclc:rs ancl 
nunrc:sp1111clc:rs. D:ira wc:rc: an:uriecJ using split• 

· plot :maly$C:S of · variance: (one per response 
n,c:;isure) with repeated measures and post 1-JJc 
comparisons following Tukey's honestly sign ifi
ca111 difference: (HSD) method (w Kirk, 1968) . 

• RESFON:)E;R 
o NON-RES?Or:DER 

WORKSHOP 

p 

,:u----•'--<> ---..__.__L._J___J-.J..--L-. I._..J.... , • l__t_. 

2.5 5.9 11 .6 101 
.9 4.3 8 .2 13.7 21.1 

I~ .2"" 
~> 

'> ' 1 ."l r, 1 M~·EA.·1N1 t 
mg/kg DOSE 

FICUKE 

Puun1a1r gf chan1r &0111 Lhc ofJ-dn,1 condi1ion (0 ens) plo11,d 1tpau1,ly for '''l"•nJ,,. and nonu•punJru aod uch 
rr•pon .. muru , c un,aa Lhr placcbu condi1ioo (P) and ni.nr dutta • 
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D;itll in • ~ Figure are plotted ;u pcrcc:nt:ise of 
ch~i;e from the olT·drug cunJi:ion (0 mg) across 
the placc:Lo (P) condicion ar,d 11ine d:l~C'$. D ,1t ;i fur 
the •sgrc-bi\·e and sclf•scimul.:tury · bch.J.\·ior:s 
rdici:: d:iily frequencies; in:dlc.:1u.u beh.:viurs 
(IQ-SR+) reflect incclligence cc,c scores; and 
,,urk>h•Jp bchaviurs rdlecc che number of p:i.rts 
Cl'"'J>lctc::d per scuion. Dose le,·cb arc plotccd as 
n1can~ wich no subject havin1 more rh,m a + or 
- . 4% dcvi.·uion from the mc::in . 

• 

• 

1-·~•!: ~nden, a dos_! o.f_5.9 l'!l!i/~g/day. 
w;i1 <,pti111;,I for rr:~i.n• .iggrcs~iyLb(h:iv:ors 
and a do;c uf 2.5 rng/kg/J;iv was optirp:tl for 
rc:Ju.:ing ~lf·stimu!J.1ory be.bvicr.s._.(p< .01). 
H i~lier dc;st'> laad liulc addicion:u cffccc excc::pc for 
a Jc,ss of bc:l~vioral control; i.e., incre.ised fre
qucn~ics of t:uget ' behaviors (p< .01). For che 
nomesponders, the frequencies of aggressive and 
sdf-~1imulawry bchavion showed no substancial 
ch· ges at the lower doses (p> .05) but began to 
woncn a': thioridazine doses ini:re;i.scd (p< .01). 
fur both responders and nonrc::spondcrs, chere 
.... -c:rc signific:mt decreases in intcllc::ctu:u and 
workshop beh.i\·iors at even low doses (p< .01) 
.:nc.1 a continued .... orsening .is the dose was in· 
crc:-,scd (b < .01 ). Performance in the IQ-SR+ 
1a.l. was substantially more sensitive 10 dose 
chani;es than with the workshop task. For all 
rrsponsc mc:::uures and bo1h n·sponders and 
noni-esponders, identical dose effects wl'ce ob1:iin• 
cd rc::g:1rd!css of oscendin~ or dc::s.:.:nding C\nl.::r of 
ClJnc.litions (p> .05). 

The results from this stud)· ;ire: clear. ?-.!er.tally 
re1ardc::d individuals showin~ a bcndici:il re• 
sponsc 10 thiorid.uine treatr:if'nl (rc:$ponders) will 
likely h.i\·c: the greacesl suppress ion cif a~~rc::s· 
sivc bch.iviors uccur at a modc::r:11c dose (:ibout 
6.0 mg/1.g/day) and the gre.ttest suppre~sion of 
1clf-11imulatory behaviors occur al a fa trly low 
duse (abuut 2.5 mgt'kg/d.1y). ~cs~rdlc~_s, .!~ i~ ~l~o 
likely tha1 cherc will be a cuni:om11a11t dci:n-:isc m 
aclapti\·c/li,a..l>~ti\'c hc:ha,.,.ion. for nonrc::sponclcn, 
,h;rc --~I;). no1 only be a failure 10 sho,-t sup• 
pn:w:cf u1:ippropria1e behaviors but also a worsen· 
ing uf these behaviors (bchavior;u 1oxici1>·) 3long 
with a dl'crcasc in :ac.fap1ive/h.ibili1:itivc bc::h:i,·iors. 

11:cre arc two .. ddition:il points wur1h m:..\in~. 
1-"irst, Jircliminaf)' corrc:btional .inJ Jiscri~in:i~t 
function :in.1lyses sl:ow no sig11ilir ;111t rd;i110:1)h1p 
between piychutric Jia~nosis or o hc-r JK•Siible 
prcdi.:tor vari:aLlc::s and "hc:tbi: r or r:ot ;.11 iu• 
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d i ·itlual w?.s a rcs;ionder or non rc:spom!cr. Sc::c
ontl, the equ:u numbers of responders :ind non• 
re5ponders· in 1his s1udy should not be i111crpre1c::tl 
to mean that 50% . of the mc:ntclly retarded re
ceiving nc:urolc::ptics will be: responder.s. Tit:: 
reviews cited earlier )uggcst that only 10-15 f., of 
the ment:illy retarded rcccivin~ a nc::urol..:pt ic will 
show a benclici:tl response. 
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University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign 

PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL 

Ms. Lorraine B. Torres 

Gr.adu.ate College 

107 Coble Hall 
801 South Wright Street 
Champaign 
Ulinois 6 I 820 

Ap ril 18, 1984 

Associate Director for Extramural Programs 
Department of Health and Human Services 
National Institute of Mental Health 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Dear Ms. Torres: 

217 333-0035 

En.closed please find the final report of the Committee appointed 
by me to review the allegations of misconduct on the part of 
Dr . Stephen Breuning, at the University of Pittsburgh, brought to 
my attention by Dr. Robert Sprague of our Institute for Child 
Behavior and Development. Supporting materials are attached as 
appendices. 

All parts of the report are confidential. We have not been asked, 
nor do we expect to share our findings with the University of 
Pittsburgh until such time as we are informed of the status of the 
internal investigation being conducted. Then if a request is made 
and is justified in terms of regulations and law, we will forward 
a copy to the appropriate authorities there. 

I hope you find this report helpful. If there are questions, 
please feel free to communicate with me or Dean Elaine Copeland. 

TLB/EJC/aw 

Enclosure 

cc: Elaine J. Copeland 

Sincerely, 

Theodore L. Bro.rn 
Vice Chanc~llo r. for Research and 
Dean, Tb~ Graluate College 
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University of Illinois 
a·t Urbana-Champaign 

Gudute College 

107 Coble Hall 
801 South Wright Street 
Champaign 
Illinois 61820 

April 9, 1984 

217 333-0035 CONFIDrtHlAL 

TO: Theodore L. Brown, Vice Chancellor for Research and 

FROM: 

VIA: 

SUBJECT: 

Dean, The Graduate College 

Douglas Bernstein, Department of Psychology 
Robert Linn , Department of Educational Psychology 
Martin Maehr, Institute for Child Behavior & Development 

Elaine J. Copelandf~tive Secretary 

Report on the Investigation of an Allegation of 
Academic Misconduct 

What follows is the final report of the Committee to review 
allegations of misconduct on the part of Dr. Stephen Breuning, a 
member of the Department of Psychiatry at the University of 
Pittsburgh, who has collaborated in research with Dr. Robert L. Sprague 
of our Institute for Child Behavior and Development (ICBD). Enclosed are 
the answers to your original questions outlined in your charge 
letter appointing the Committee (Appendix A). Supporting materials 
are included as appendices. 

1. Is there reasonable basis for suspecting fraudulent scientific 
practice on the part of Dr. Breuning with or without the possible 
complicity of other co-workers? 

On the -basis of the December 5th letter Dr. Sprague sent to 
Dr. Breuning, the December 20th letter Dr. Sprague sent to you and 
oral comments received by the Committee, there appears to be a 
reasonable basis for suspecting fraudulent scientific practice by 
Dr . Breuning. ( See Appendices B and C. ) ·· 

2. Is there evidence of complicity or willful participation i ~uch 
fraudulent practice on the part of Dr. Sprague, or any other 
University of Illinois faculty or staff who have been associated 
with Dr. Breuning during the course of this research? 

No, to the contrary, the Committee emphasizes the fact that 
Dr. Sprague took the initiative and brought this matter to the 
attention of the appropriate persons even though he was fully aware 
that hi s allegations might jeopardize future funding of his National 
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) grant. In general, Dr. Sprague 
appears to have behaved in accordance with the Campus Policy on 
Academic- Fraud and Misconduct and good professiona l practice. (See 
Appendix C.) 

3. Did Professor Sprague exercise ·:easonable di Ugence and take 
appropriate actions in notif~: ng responsible officials at the 
University of Pittsburgh, ~~e National Institute of Mental 
Health, and elsevhe.::e, of bis findings and suspicions? 
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-2- CONFIOENTfAl 
Yes. A revie~ o! Professor Sprague's letters and the personal 

notes of AssucLate Dean Elaine Copeland and the Campus Policy of 
Academic Fraud and Misconduct {see Appendices B, c·, D and E) 
indicates that Professor Sprague was judicious in bringing thi s 
matter to the attention of appropri.1te administrative officials. He 
initially discussed h!.s concerns wi t:h Dean Elaine Copeland, Graduate 
College liaison f~r the Institute for Child Behavior and Development 
{ICBD), and with Associate Vice Chancellor Linda Wilson, Secretary 
to the University of Illinois Research Board. At an app r opriate t ime 
he apparently also presented his concerns to Dr. Breuni ng and 
formally notified the apropriate authorities at the Universi t y of 
Illinois, at NIMH, and at the University of Pittsburgh . 

As a result of a telephone conversation between Ms. Lorraine Torres 
and Dean Copeland, you asked the Committee to address the quest i on 
of the impact of Dr. Breuning's da ta on the research and 
publications of Dr. Sprague. In response to this request, Dean 
Copeland requested the information found in Appendix E. The 
Committee reviewed these materials, met to discuss their evaluations 
and the Committee concluded the following: 

1. The data used in Dr. Sprague's research were independent of those 
of Dr. Breuning. 

2. There was no indication that the research conclusions of Dr. Sprague 
have been affected by Dr. Breuning's data • 

3. Thus, the Committee concluded that there was no i mpact of Dr . Breun ing's 
dota on Dr. Sprague's work. 

In summary, the Committee believes there is reasonable cause for a 
thorough investigation. It is assumed that this i nvestigat i on wi ll 
be conducted by the University of Pi ttsburgh. ~e bel i eve that the 
results of that investigation shoul d be provided to you. 

EJC/aw 

Enclosure s 

1 .1 
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w-: ·~-;·· p~~: University of Illinois 
-

1
!• --• ··· '" ' •• ,l • at .Urbana-Chz.mpaign 

Gr,duate Colleg, 

107 Coble"ft.11 
801 South Wright Street 
Champaign 

APPE1Dl X A 

21 7 333-0033 

r CONADENTIAL 

-. 

- : : 

CONFIDENnAL 

TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJ tCT: 

Illinois 6 I 820 

December 28 , 1983 

Profes sor Doug las Bernst ein 
Profes sor Robert Linn 
Profess or &rtin &ehr 

Theodore L. Bro 

Inves t igation of a Potent a l Instance of Academi c 
Misconduc t 

Professor Robert L. Sprague, Director of the Institute for Child 
Behavior and Developmen t, has reported to_me an instance of 
suspected fraudulant scientific practice on the part of a close 
colleague of his, a Dr. St ephe~ E. Breuning, of the Department of 
Psychiatry, Western Pennsyl vania Psychiatric Institute and Clin i c, 
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, 3811 O'Hara Street, 
ittsburgh, . PA 15261. Or. Breuning has been partially supported on 

a grant from the National I nstitutes of Mental Health, MH 32206, 
-and he has received tvo subc ntracts funded by this grant to the 
U~iversity of Pittsburgh, in 1982-1983 and :983-1984. Dr. Sprague 
has-outlined to me in a lengthy letter, dated December 20, 1983, 
the various evidences upon whi ch he bases his cunc l usion_ that 
fraudulent scientific practice· may h&ve occurred. 

\ • .. -:·· . . .• . 

1· am. asking you ' to serve as ,'liommittee of. thr'ee, Vith Associate 
Dean Elaine J. Copflland as Execut ive Secretary, to carry out an 
investigation of this instance of suspected fraudulent practice. 
It is vitally important to the int erest of the University of 
Illinois, •nd to Professor Sprague , tha t this matter be evaluated 

- .-~s rapidly a~ possible. · .' · 

I ask the Connittee to make the fol l owing determinations : 

1. Is there a reasonable basis for suspect.ing fraudulent 
scientific practice on the part of Dr. Breuning, Vith or 
vithout t_he possible complicity of other co-workers? 

2 . If the answer to this first question i s yes, is there any 
evidence of compl i ci t y or willful par t icipation in such 
f r ,udulent practice on the part ·of Dr . Sprague, or any othe r 
Un i ve~sity of Illinois faculty or staf f who have been 
assoc i a t ed v i th Or. Breun i ng dur i ng the course of · t his 
r esea r ch? 
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If the •nswer to the first question is yes, did .Professor 
Sprague exercise reasonable diligence and take appropr i ate 
actions in notifying responsible · offic i als ar the Univers i ty of 
Pittsbu r gh, The National Institutes of Mental Hea l t h, and 
elsewhere, of his findings and suspic i ons? 

1 believe that the Committee can best begin by meeting with 
Professor Sprague, to learn from him in detail the basis of his 
concerns. You will also wish to ~eet with other U of 1 faculty or 
staff who have bad contacts with Dr. Breuni ng in relationship to 
the suspected research activities. 1 presume that duri ,1g the time 
you are undertaking your inves t igations there will be. a concurrent 
investigation at the University of Pittsburgh. The Committee will 

.. be kept informed of the progress of that and other investigations 
as i nformation becomes available to us. 

In addition ~o a report from the Co11D11ittee that deals explic i tly 
with the matters raised above, l would value advice from the 
Committee as to how the University might best proceed to minimize 
any adverse impact, should the fraudulent practices which 
Professor Sprague fears have occurred be substantiated by more 
detailed inquiry. 

Finally, I ask that you conduct these activities with the utmost 
attention to ~onfidentiality. Other than contac t s with additiona l 
University of Illinois faculty and staff as are requi r ed in orde r 
to carry out the investigation, these matters should not- ::ie 
discussed with anyone other than Professor Sprague, Dean Copeland 
or myself. All written materials relating to this matter should be 
kept in a secured place, perhaps a locked safe or at your 
individual homes. 

An investigation of this kind all of us an unpleasant 
matter. I very much appreciate •illingness to undertake this 
important and sensitive responsibility on behalf of the 
University. 

TLB/aw 

cc: Elaine J. Copeland ✓ ... 
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Dr. St(:?hc:n E. Er;:unln1, 
J:.•.?::"Ort:?1,..nt of ?aych13try 
WcGt~rn P~nnwyl~3n1& ~sychi.tr1: 

Ir.~titutc and ~li~L.:: 
Uni\"::nit:; r,i Pt.::..:!:ur~!> !ichu'>L cf !k!cic~r.!'! 
~~11 O'Har.i Str~:!t 
PtLC~~urc~, PA 15251 

APPE!\DIX I! 

CONFIDENTIAL 

n.is l.i. .1 i o.1 Lu1o1-up J.c.ct::r ·to cy .:iun,!c ;t, il,!CC!rJ:,1.: r .:. • 1,~ .3 tt• lt:r,., :,n,? c.ll i t ~ 
yo"Jr hc1:1~. ;aw y•,,..r ..:arl; c.:.u tri ~.! :~n:-.,1ny uor111n ... . ~> .. c.:r~u.?r S, i 'i,;1 • 

'ir.is l..:ttd' !sf \.T1tt~n in til~ conc1.;r.c ct n~• !nlt1.!t:.n~ ., ~•.u•r..:. i.:at ltl!·,t 
·;.,r,11,·~, l:ys t iUi!!11il: i'r~i:.L,•n.::ts. l'!ct· ~our.,,, _.,,.; :<"'C.!r.t l..:: !::; .11:1.:.1:" !ur t~. ~ 
Ai.eric.m Coll,!gC ,;,i; ::curu;•:tyc!,0;,h.n~.1colo,::y (,,,::;.r) t~ccl'!ct.cr 1;. co · l:l. LH!3 
.1tn:1•1al l!!l!~t1r.5 an.:i :.y !:wtt!n~ yn_u to ;,r<:ae:nt ~t :n'Jt Pi.:v!l !o ~ J\.::~ :.:~. 1·;:: ·: 
icct·c. co >'"" ,1r:u t!!t--i iour ot:ter propu,;t.:ci p.:rttc!;-.nt11. 

1lC? disc1asctf 1a our D..ceabor S, 1983 pboca coc-,c:r :&~ion tb<? dJ.sc:rt-;,nnc:y 
l.etve~n the nu:ib12r of ■ubjecta (45 of an c-rig!cal. S7) npotod in your .,b~tr~ct 
for tti• Al.!!-I"!' ~eet.:.~ ~DJ the nucber you iw" fin,J you !-..:zvQ u:161ble •lat.i oz:, ~=.-l, 
25 au!>j~cts !or coc ~c!cUtion:iL ~~onti~ evalu,t1on rather tbn, ua; re::on:ed jn 
c :ic ab&tr,,ct. "95 subject vtth 6-:onth 4!Yalu3t1::m• for an ~ad1Uo~l ! YP-·trs. 1 
nc,t_ea tile. uu~..i.r>.11 _ !>1 si&Ojccta v~rc tro;,i ColchotGtl'r B~!oru,J Center (Cl:C), 
:iic:!.1~.in a& r,•port,i,t in Gu.1J.t:.cr1 • i,re\!n1ng, Sc!troecfor • 4:nci ~uaan. T.:ar.:1v"! 
C:ysktn-:s.lu 1n Ca!:itally rt-t:irc!ad ct.iJ;!n,n·, .iuolescents, .i:id 7ou:i~ •dult~: :ronl~ 
C..-.rul1n1 MC~ :-fich..L;; ;in sru:21•.:t1. i'"!vi:to:,t:1.1ro...,"e0Jr,!!y ~ul.! ~t b . l!id3, J1.:. !io. l. fil-t','i. 

\ii:1:.11 [ c:U.l.•d !lr. :;~.11 CJll'tc.1u11 ct ':?.C: on ~iovf!~l•t.:r ;?j A-,ct .3::i, 1-,,;3 ano11c. 
~h1; ;,roi.l~!.l, :iw tul,1 ·;);i! .1: 1.0·11J.c: l>t! ·r..:!.-ir ~, r.tT.:i~.:- · ti,r :~,; ,·fat~ tu ~c 
coa .. cc.:,~ !a t~i~J • • ::•.,i , :,;w ;.<1=11!11~11 1~:::3 ·uni\,,ut :11::J ~r.::,,.1.:.t1;: ci..-o&.t 1t. 
l•1utc.,,.t. :,--: :,.ii,t ,:oe ~I! 1 1.LJ ,,ot ·i.no..- u110 c;1o?v :ir~· or \.'llt, r~ t!:r.y .:ar,~• !:, 
l '\'t Prt:nc., c" ~· ... :.', ~111:1 .... cc .~. I tt·!.:,; ta .:-"d !'<.au .:!!:u11t · c:::;: t:;uu\• i;tc.,;tmr •• 
~~~~• :~ut ; ·,:,,r . h •&:r,:t .. r? tc;,. .. 12J :!o•J \-1uu.1,J :,e (it1t o( cuw:i unci~ i,tt.? /;~cc:i!.:.:r J, 
1 ·.- . • J • . ·t:::1: -~ ;.:!, i• •; •• ,,, .... y c.,.:.1 t ~' !-·nur ,::~!:~. . 

, ... I ;.i;I,; w •,1 ~n !,•1: .~~ c,:::.:>,: r S .·. ::cu.: c::,Ll. • .:1-.ii•.!'I,• c:a:t ,,.nu ,.:.0111,1 
· ::it~:.rJ1: 1.; .. , l'r~•::·•1l',·d !'"tl'· t •. a..i.c ::c,a:-:h ...,~ .:.-r.-,i .. 11 tc t.:i.1 1; ar-.01it t ::~ ~.:ittr-r ",:.!,: ,,u "'i•~•·i-.,.,_. .. , :.r.:,•:::i.;,,t"r r: . J :,~_: .;. 
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.:.·,::~ ·t: J ~~ ~ ~: £DNFIDENTIAL 
· I\r. r,t~!'hi.:"o r.. F.r..?1::u :-:z 

r.cc·t-.i:bt.r 5, l~t:3 
l'•ge 'iwo 

SI=~~ c!'li:i scrl.:11~ ?ro~J ~n !:.1:1 ari~c:i ~:.:c1at th~ t.t~Y~~,r «,; ~uo.;-4\c.c=. ~~.~ 
Dunt.car cf ·e-,.:i.l.u.:t.ions, ~n:i ;.;l;C) :11.! th-., t:,,c!.!.L...:.t::.cna ::.n ·yn11r t.:..n,.1.v<: ,!y:.;~.:.1~:!:.,..1 
!o1ln~!' !ltu<&:-·, l =:::L ru<tt:t!ut tnllt Y'>'.l ,;1..-~ Cl! ~• ,.:,on .. a ~011sl!l!c. C•:ilt;.:.=~ :? 
tu 3 c!.1:,,) tt~u nu:c:9 er :r r.u?:.tiers c,; c!,,: -:u,"ljcct; d1:tcuss.::rt in yr.11:- .;.~~:? 
~~itr~:t (r.lt~~c 4} l\!I ort~Ina.l.ly reportl~ nr Z5 ~s t:Gi.fl~u in your :~c=B~~r 5 
c.11), tt..?~r see:c:, t~r.1r ,ir,..:- .lt i:::iti:-.n!u;; ut" ::i:: ::c.:c!7, ~r.t: tr,(; dctc!I c! 
C"IAJ.uarion 41i,,:f t~c- ~:\~e ur J.=iti,dol .,; tr.e c:1:r. ,-,~;:J.cy,,.,s . _( ... tt1:ncJ..~nt:. a:; yc,u 
1n<11e;it,:d Lo 'l_ur ~l!c.::111, .. r ,. ca.il.) ~v~uatJ.D:! th•!::i fr..r e1tl:~r Chi! 2-:,•::11r 
follov-cc, ~s r:;!portc:r:t !r. ct:c r.b::tc;:ct er u,c ~r.c:t~ c.2ll :-.o.!!i' ic.1tic.n oi: 011.: 
~~~1t!o~.l 4-~cnt~ ~~4lunti~n. 

This 1::f cr:::.1ticn i 3 ;:::c::!'~~r}· to v~riq• 1n::1.:~,;;nritent ly
1 

t::e 1-v; l :.:at 1o::n ,:m•i 
c!arit :t :~.: di::cr::-;-.:~CJ.t.:~ :-;..>t..:d .it-L"lc. J.li>o, 1 waeit :i i::or•.! e'>~;.>ii:c~ ~ ,-;:,i.:?,.:ic:.~~ 
oi wh1 4~ ~u:.>,cct~ "'"r~ rt-jl:,rtr:d 1~ thi: .lb;;tr:.ct. hut · t!t~ t:u~i;o:r 'iZ.3 . c !:ill'1/\~d t:J 
:!.5 Sn ,:.,:iur :'j.:ct•r:~~r 5 c~lJ. • .:inc:. ·w•1>· th#~ r:uc;~-"-r oi ·\....Y/11~,-'ll!.ou!-C 1::i:1 ,:r..1;.t~.cu! ! :,..· 
:-~!iucl'tl i. roo HiU (!i;> ~uc.,,ict:s ~ ,; •:.vl\lu.:sc1uns - .,v .. r:,, 1) :-.t1r.t!1s tur : :;~~rs) ::;; 
:::, (:J suh1ccts :t 1 ~•i1.l•J.1t!1Jn .:it'• c:ont.~:;). 

Sine-: thi:. ~r.:.:ill!lll involv•~it D • : ,~,, i L':; \c-;,:;.:,~ :ir.ti iir. C. 7',i:-c:r,K Gu.'t.i t ! :.. r L 

.anJ :il.l?CI! t."E J1~CU-'.S!:•i tli•,m .ir. our .Dcccl'!!:>~r _.5 ;,noc~ c~li. : :-u ::cr.111:-:~ th~C! a 
co~y c; th1~ .l.~tt~r • 

t.ts/ab 

V.oi-:~rt !.. :;1,r&l.~u-:i, ~h.!l. 
~1r<:ct.or 

cc.: N. A. ~aviJ•on, .,CoJ.c!t,;atcr ~~i:,n.c.l. t:.;necr 
c. T. Cual~1cr1. ~n1v~re1ty o: ~ort~ Curol1n.:i 

.. 
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• • • . r : -

CONFIDENTIAL 

Ue.in Th~ocar~ L. ~rown 
Cr.itluat~ Coll~~e 
107 Coble Uall 

Dc:ir Teti: 

• It is with r.,~rct and considerable pers~nal sorruu th~t lt 1~ neccs~ary to 
write to you obo,st sui.p~ctt:d fr;,udul,mt scicntH ic ;>r3cU ces o~ a clns~ 
collr:a'.~UP.. nr. Step hem E. llreunin~ (D,:,partccnt ot" fs7ch .i.itr;•. wt>,; t-.:r:\ 
Pennsyl.v.in1.:i r~:;chlatric :r:stltut'! nnd Clinic. · ,!r,'!:J~r:at.:,, -:.:: .?it:'>cur:;h !;c::~•ol 
ot Mcdtc1n~. J~ll O'H.:ira Str~ct., Pitt3bur~h. PA 152~1 . ·· cc i c~n~r:~ ~uc~er 
41z-;,z.:.-2J31). Sc1..--.·e r..1s b~cn ;-:art1.i1ly sup;,orc.::.; ·by r,..y izr:.nt :t•! J ZZ•J&, a..r.u ~'" 
h:is r .: ..:iVC'd two l'.u::co?1tr,cts l:unJ~d l:y thlai :(rant to tt.r. uni'!crs1ty .,r 
Pittscur;;h in l:Jci2-.,J a11J l~t:3-l:i4. Th.; f act3 ara l is~•?d iJP.low in uutli:!e !:oro 
to aid in 'it.at~r:ent of tht'! ,_1tu.it1on ar.1 details o1lac:h ar~ coccti~.?s t.echr:ical. 

A. C!\ronclo~y oi ::c-1ents 

1. On S,!pt,·u~er 22 c1.ni.: 2J, l~~J. t \'i s t~d sStt::ve as 1& rJ:• proctic-, tu vl.~l.t 
rout:inr:ly t h~ :.it,;s \lh.:re co.l.lai:.or~ti·:<.! r ~search 1.: uPin;: conclucti:d r.s i\.&rt l.':: 
:I!'/ i;r.int. Str.-v~ z:r:rl Vic!,y n~v!s ~r:iciousl7 1m.•1.teJ t'IC tu v1i.i: t~eir nc'.l ho~c 
in a Pittaturi;h suburb ar:,t to st.iv overniv,l':t ~i th thP.c. Wh1lr. otscus3in;,: 
rcsc:irc:1 the ':l\nTsd .. y C11r.n!n~ of Si?pt~::br,~ 22. 1 m-.ntio:ieu the di! f ic..i.:. c:-· vc 
wcrP. i::tp;;ric:ncin~ in abt:1ir:in~ hii;h 1r.tt:rjuJJo? r~l1:i:>ility on tl:t'! taruiv~ 
dysk.!nesil! (1D) ratin~s udng th!! Oyskinr.da ltlerit1f.1cati on Syateo - Coldwa.ter 
(DIS-Co) at seatAl retardation fac111ti~s in Hinn~• ota where my res~arch is 

,.:.bein~ ~onducted. Vicky "Tesponc!ed that interjudg<! reliability vas not a pi-oblcm. 
in her TD stui!1cs ~cause. =ah:? va.-. obt:i1n1r.g lllti:l: rclial>llity with nurs~s I\S 

r.itrn. Althou.;h t did not say much i n reply. I vaa shocked 11c.! ir.aei!i3tcly 
alertt:d ~o tbc :,ossibility of unsu~r,ort.\ble d.ita bec:1u!le I Jc, not think it ls 
pos G1~l~ for 4nyooc, ~ o r.i&tt~r how M~illcd a. resc.:i.rcher, to oot.4in ~crrect 
agrc~mcnt b~t~ee n t~o r:it~rs 1: ~n nr~a .is co~plcx as ju~ing abcorcal w,ve~~r.t3 . 
essoci:itr.;, vi\'h 'ID. tt.e nc:tt d11y .i\trtht:r_ douhts vcra a r oused ffllcn Stevl! and I 
,Hr;cusscd his r~ r;pon:lcr 4nd ~,c,n-reYJ'On,ir.r d.itA .nrl tl&e n~r.r p~C.!Ct distinction 
ln n1s va r 1ou.- i:.eaaur..es br. t';.le.:n t~c.-•~ two c:ite~orics oi rc:apon,;~ to ps:,chotroric 
drur.»• 

:? . Stc!V e 1:.:. .. .:.1 r ~e·1P. ,,~fl! a· copy bt 1:1:s : irst Frc;;rcss r.c;iort. on tt1s ,,rimt ,lt 

th~ U .i.·:,..rs1.ty nt' ·?it t tiur~a ~ntitld. •sc1:iul,1.i:t r.ru~• wJt!\ tl:1! ::-,nt;.11:, 
P.ct.1rri.:u· ::tr/!lO 37!. 4•1 (,\~f!,md1 :~ 1) ur11. c:!t .:ov'!retl :!':,: ~••rte,• !re!!! July 1, 1%:! : ,, 
.1'-"-= 3,1, !~J~ (,'ll.ti ·.011r.n 1•;1:4 is lii.tt:•J on ta~..: .:+ -,: ti::.- lt-porc, t::,? ,:nt,:. :ic•!:r.!i 
tc la: :l . l'listAk;:), t1cec:nua~ or d:;: t'Vt'~ts ·c:cntionc,? 1n' •,\.l~ ,t!· ov,!. T r~ad t~.: 

'rt!purt ,.-cry ,;:,:'t'•!Pall:· ,::.n t l-i:- r,l:uu~ ;:;1c:~ ho:.,,?. :-~r,~ ~111si;..1c!o11~ · i'~u-t .,ts ~ta 
ve:rc 1.rnusc:!, coiy ur.c •~! •11,i~h :11.l! ~~ r."!nt1._~ri.:-.:. .i.! tt,1" · r,,:,nrt ..:.."'Jcrs :·on.l=: 

• 
CTte: cal:n.?ar :,,cur. ::::.:n 1.r,i ,.,or•:1n,; a .. ~,s {3?.:i ,fa,,s 111:111:.- _h:-. ~1.!k~r.t\ tlayt') :ir•.: 
~v aiia,, l e not :.ul\t rat:t 1 n;~ ho 11.u.v:. • 

.,,.. 
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Oi:iiU r.,co<lorl! I.. i:r~,m 
f.lcc:C'r.1b'!r :.r,.. i,;;~3 
p.,~~ 'r~o 

tONFIDEHTIAi 

Tilct:: on Stu..!!l!S. !!· ,.,..~~ of ::,i~jc,;.CCS. :&n:.i fJ:n Ji tJ; ct ~:.cd t~:: ;!~ :.: •:,r,:. ,d 
ir. :""!!,'i-'J.) ~]:i!.9 Pr-~~~t-3!:. ,;.-~!'Ot'C 

r-tuay tfac:ber 

3 
~ 

5 
,; 
7 

°Z<J[.11:i 

Su!!J •!t:ta 

12 
u 
1:! 
:?4 
1~ 
. ·) 
1-

ll 
n 

Zc:r:tic.n~ 
!iulij t::Ct 

~! 
!i 7 
1 
7 ~· ~ 
7 

.:.:! 

j"'!!!t' : ·~t.:t "l 

S .. sslcr.11 

.; : , 

j3 
!il 

l (> l: 
!.!'I 
£t1S 

~- l 
.:~µ? 

Len1.t~ "1 
~t:u..!y i.:, ~,,·1 :1 

()j 

,ij 

.:.--. 
.,ij:j _, .. 

. /.csucJnl{ that th'! 7 rcport~<i stuj 1..,s ~• r :.: 1:on.~l!c:t;:d c:c:ns;,i:ut1'1P.!)· (l: N:o :.i 
11nlti:•!l)' thot t;~u or i:or.: o: ::i,c sc-1.:l! ,!:. ·c:uul.J nr,t !;~ c:o:t:i11c::.<'<i conc:11r:-~11tl:, 
c~ns1'1i!rir.~ thi.; l!i::tt:1t1-,:,.-; c:- the r.u hJt:c:t r:c,pl;l:,th,;i ,uul ~._.::ila::1l:i.t:, c:: 
r.:..:~::r.1n<!nt:1!. roo:-.»), t!l~n 1t ::.s JH.f.1~:.d.i: t ,:, •:r:,~<'r:ir .. tttci hci. ;!7J :t:.ic:r -.:~ys {,: :,: 
tot:il nuohl!r o'f t.l .:1y.: it too:, t•• cr,r.o!~tc 5 -;t,Jri~ ,'!I r,ot count,n;: 'lt:.:,:1.;;;;: l .lC~J 1 ) 

c::-1: l,i 1\e CO~!p!~t.!al ll" '.:~i -.;or i~i,t~ :i:i\•:J, !:or::,n,:r. Cl!ell.e ·c.a!Cul.1t10'"I;. ~u 1•ct 
r.;. :ic ,: lnto 4'CCuu:-.t :t:::: or::!:~ar:,, cir.:1:~i;.t ."U!C ~ s ut li!-:' ti!~,t. alt .i.ftASt. ! r.::i nl:.:n·: ·1 
;,l.:iu~-i with !n a:: ~!'llp~r1:-i.-:c,t~ &i.bja:cts uho otsu .. ~polnta.?r.:.;, r~s~c1r.:: ,: 
.u,;11!5 t .11ct11 who :,cccai: .;1c;c. "°'n,I :::i.is5 ':lorl., ~~t: l.:,00::nt ':irt•a7..;own1o1. t'-tC. 

J • .\a :.o,m .i · :,co1oii..lc.> .1!tt?r .lITlvir.,; l·.o:,;:, : c:..lli.:d totetn,fr.:, !ct. clo,;e 
.coil.;.;ai;uea vho verc f e=H1ar with Ste:-, a .ir..f h11o1 rtt&cai-cb. .(,'Q Srptcaber i!> • 
19~J. thue three pec.,:lo frm, the ln:Jtitute Cor ~hilc! 2chAVior ancl Dcvf::.1oc1:e0t 
aer· vith r.ie i" =-.., t'!f1c.: t0 dtscuu r.:obl,:!',11 •,1!t!: hb ,lat.i: :?r. t:•t!i ... r i:~ 
Slcator. a fl"\!i&tr1ciun ~ho met St~,.-: 1n 1979 wh~. hai .tir:.c vis lte12 cl:,: 
lnatitutc: :mJ "'~" t,i.s rc~,1 !l!e t>•;:u, rs; ::s. JU.:.'l ,:. l!ll:iar.n. :s gc••~:>rcl: A..1.oc1..itc.: 
.:.,10 :'irst 1ntrc.tuc:~d 1:1u ta St•."V~ a:.ct \IR wns quit..- i,::a1U,i- :Ii.th h1s T~a:ni-c h : 
;int. !.r:1. Jani:i ,: • . l.u5c:1. A ~e1o1'!arch As.i15t:tct tt!,o h,,d Cot:Pl..1nuci tc. :i11 a numb,'!r 
o: 1POntha pr,..,iou~ly «bont Stnt.?1 • :i•Jh:·ra anJ articlt:s bcios: •coo g0t,n•. &'\Cl •too 
co1.;_si!ltent• to ~ ·cru-,. ~t~ce cy ~~ar,i . tonn 'W.!-ce l:aaed on •~oft i.nto~t1oi,. • 
~c dift c t:s:uid vl1at »i.ould b.i 4in a_p;:-roprt.Jt1~ C<l\i~:1c o: Acttm1o 

4. As a ! ir»t -.cc,, to •:l.1dt )• t .. , ... situ.st ion. I l>e.:.1n to l ook :,ore clus~.Ly 
at St1.....,r.'·» wt'it1:i,;1 an,J CJl)Sl.'l~· ins:,~,:-~ t!,.., rerort~:! rcinalt • r1n~: th ! -, tltu~ 
on .. uf M . .a :rr'lnt .tr,f'l1c11c: .::o ~o:, tt,:! ~t.rc:h ,,i n!::r.,. ..:!th ,r . P;itr t c!~ ,\er.le:, ., 
Fu11t I:octcrol .re:llvu .1c t!:c linty .. ri,,ity ut rtt_t;,:.ur:;n, .,·a11 ., .., r.~ c.:. ~" ior ,._,•i •.!", 
,in.i l •.icclin,,.s to r:-vt,:v ,t. 

s. n1, ;-:ov .- ·
00
.:!r 7. !!i?.1, ;:r. ;:t1:11r,,~1 •~ • ..;.'!\..,:, (na;:~rt:>L~nt ,,t :-,~•c-:it .. cry. 

_.,. :.cl:.:,ul c.t :!~~ctn•·• '.:nh·.: r ~.tt;• :l:' ,\vc~liu,u. i'r •1:;t:: -'!-11(. ,\uC"!: l.011 , ::,•u :«:l!c1jon:I. 
t<: lt:p:10:it! r.co:>r.1· ,iJ!,-; -·, ~- 7.;;1J) v 1s1t1·a =•·• .111,1 t~'? tor,ic u:' St~\'"' a t'c: ... :.irc!l ~·:i.1 

g•·nti<'nC:d in thti r.•J11t1.-,:t tho.t !ti.;" m11• c.t.t~!.:l1n~ t!if i c.r,-:i·t r•u1ul tit \!:it~ 

:Hi~u.i.o111t 111~c:Sc.tci,m t ~u,n- ::r<.!v•1 !'u,J :-•i:,ort -:rn. · I f:11Hc;1t-.! ~t.:,•e'11 ,lo1';• t'r.~;.o:is,! 
Jct.a .11th 3t.1::;aH,1r.t ::..-a 1~:10:1 u:Jtn,: t<'JC~ •!r rntin~ t:c.ii~s -b~o11.•r.d a JH f-.:t",~:it · 
;,.att.:rn c~~n l ,nu c.•tr i.. r ?', ~!lf•arc::, ... r is hail o•~t.:itn<•I. ·n 11! w•.ct t.hrt>~ ""~!\ t. 
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tc.:in '!~.:o,!orc t.. :lrO'-"l\ 
ni:c \!:-.ter 2'.J, 1-;,,: 
r.:iie n . c•t: 

v lsite:d ir,1t!tut!ons 1:? 14tm:~·-sora at ti-,<? ·rl?•f~<a:.t c,i the: Cu•,rt ,icr. .. t .:>r ~:- r•1,:, 
.:P.14c~ co:::'! ,-c,11'.:ar:t '-".OTL' &!ist.ur~in·; ~c,c:;::i,.nta 4bout St .. "Vc's- ::,1t .J .;r.,: 
7c'uviti~--

6 • .Utter :r:h.:et! ~ IPith r.sth•.!t' Slc11tor .3Nl ,Una Ulli:.-.nn u~.,ln o n ,:r.-1'!::::~r 1,,. 
1 ~SJ, it uas d~ct..!fed t'> cont.set tr. ttunal.d S. Uj,n,tn (Jchr.:> l!o;,id i:; ,icr.;, 1t.1 l. 

· Z6. Ph1(lp& Clini.c:. bCO ~orth Holl t! 5trt•r~t, !l3J t i=ot't!?, HD 212C5 • t..d•:l1~1.0u~ 
)Ol-~~5- 31JC.~) for !l ni:ll'bcr of rc.:is,·,!\s: ;,,. \:~!I a scholar f.:1r~1liar vlth ti':.l• zir, •i,: 
t\"" vus rt:U.rcJ trc: the Fsycaor,u;aro.i~u!c-.~7 Y-1.!!l •? li.rcl'l !lr:ir.ch . ot tl11.! ::i:ltion.ll 
:r.1- titut" ot' !1.:nt,il ~ealth (;aHll ) .i::d wus t;uit..i ..novlc.i1a,:.il;l-! .ioout !:.-.'ir 
;,:-or.1!ciur""•: ,1nc:«: ce v:is no lcn;-.ir ln th'! ,:c:,Jo:,::~ct o:: ::!~!!I, the pho:tr. c::ill 
cou!d aot be: constrm:d ::i11 .,n oif 1cial C'Jt1plnint :it th:it t1.nc: to tht: .a~:cnc·1, ;1"~ 
T •ill& t'~luct:int tu :-.:&~.u :1uc:h .:in oit icf :it r.or;'f\ I ;\l nr C: •Jt•. t.o ::~::- ~.mi': ,:_.5,: ·• u:: r. r, ,_. 
::;•11,.;enc~: an,1 t,c: 11:t!i tnrlrrt.,n'-9~nt nf th~ -J 1 t:.::lt Ao on nuct c n:J.l ..! • chus. :.J.·1, · un!,1 -i!"' . ..:,: 
.i<i,::.c-1. [ c:.:llcC: ::..l:i .:m ;:aJr•1:\b•::r :s, l~31. H~ s11c!l1:riu,•r.cl. :.- r•:c;•J •:!.t,: J '!':.•~· 

· rC'rni ~:;i.:m co .r~n· c c:r:: 1c:cnti.ill~, C~li! in:'c,r::-..itic:u wilb ~r. ;-1:.c.:c:.~!.L ~!. . .l l::1: r 
(,'lppl!::d TI:,~l":lj,l?Ut!c:a and ll~clltil Pt','1Ct1c1;.-!I P t'~i~t:tD. ii.at.i.:m.a.1 :r:!lt.1:i.t :• ,-ii l-!,:•nL:,l 
ltr!altn, i.ooa ':lt:-23 l'.srl:.t.awn ~uUC:i n,~, 5c1}1) f'l 1tncr t.llr,e. ;t_o,:\:-,111=, ;m 2J,.; 5Z. 
t.:l~phcn.-:i ~ur.r,1:r 3:Jl-44J-.!')4o} t or h!.t1 111. ..... iC•i .\OJ cour:s,d, .:~<! ! .1~r<!,,r. on t ;,., 
i,a:ii;; tt-~ t ~I;~ ioi ocrsr.t i,,n uou l.l bt~ lc~pt con!' .1<Jcl\t1:\l .in,1 o '3t 1•<.: re .. h•f-:! il:J :m 
cfr1c1~1 co=pla!=t dt thJt roi~t • 

.,. 

l. On Jun..- Z\l. l'1 ~J I 1-::v · c.::-J St.ivc .;~-:l i'lur r..t!I~:- p<'o:,l.c t o r- i:!r~1c1 ~ -lt<= t:-, 
:? !'rurosed 1:70t10!iit;:2 tc i,e. r♦r,~~cnc,,a ~t tl~i! i.r.'1111 n.11.: c ~~i! .t:. r•\!t:t:1!'1!:••r .. "':~ t:lc 
Ac~r1.::..1T ~oi.~:lc cf ;-!1.·•1-rn;,:i.yc:io;,l'-~rc.11coli:-:~1/ {u:::?); .e cory ~1 tr;.: li:cteria ~r~ ! :l 

Appeoci x 2 . n,c r-ro;:osal \;a!f •cc:O!!:-tcci. ~ ci,ou~h Dr. C.11r t ,1 «.rah:•~ subr. .. q1,;cot !y 
d~ 1AP.d ~ s peak. 

2. .Uthnu~h [ requcs;tert Jtbstracts of thd r ;>3j,Ct3 l>y uc:toi>rr !O. l 933 
(.\pp~n.:i x :J) , Stwe •cat c~ .i co;,y of lii!J .,c~t.:.:ic:t (Apiicnd !.x ~, • ..,:,1cr. n.:: e.ailea 
0 l1r~ct.i.y to At;:;p .11<,mett~ in ?Jo,,cul:ur. !?c t~ ~r,:f uLly tt-..1t hl» <i«::tct lp tlon of 
.t:e follow-u" tttuJ71 ! ~he al:str.,c~ 11t,1tes t~cr,: 'terc .,.5 su~jt?cts ioJ!CJw<'d icr :.! 
years wi t ~ (i-aoctu as•~•>-Dta. 

•-
3. l .!it nnt rm11i7.ft th,: ~ssib1 Uty of a ,Hscrc:,ancy ~tvr.t•n v h.:.c. ~3:-;. 

1,rJttirn in t~c oh"tr£Ct ~n~ ~"N:t ! ~n~w ~A~ ~os~1b1e at C~l~~at~r lc~1~~~1 
<;.~nccr, C:>i~u~t,,r. :-Uc!?.i~an uh1.:r:: ti . ..- t u!l-:,v-ur etu.:7 VIili cnncur.tc.i unc 11 
!!ovel:'bl"r 2d. ?'.;.:',j .'-iu.:n I c.;U.1:?l Or. ~- ·.1;c,,:-Jo:i ··c;u.1lt1cr1 (De:,art::..-ut c! 
P:iyc!:1otry. ~c:~,o'>l nt ~•P.u1c111c·, iintv.-r ."tr v of ~J,:,rth c.uolia,,. Cha'>~.&. itil1. i:<: 
:!7;1-+ • . c~lqmun\! ,·.:n"!;11.•r ~l!>-~ttf.- ~,1:.:1) ;iri<1ut r.!1 t <,rot n: t.t.rce r~c::r.l'GI!;; or. 
l .i r:!iv,. ,Jyi;~.i""'•'" ,.-!\i.:~ r.."::i ~,-,. ~.ro.ir.c.:sc 11n the: f'V,en1 ,; m.iu, t!,.\t ,l:a :Y ; l·oth 
~c::i u :1,1 · 1 h.::.,l r.~1,-.,.,1 t,:, ,_;:;:; !irw., ,n,tr.nslv•il 1 3~:out t h , .. tirv.;: r.i r,. ! "O i:. n t t:,r. c.:n 
th,"lt ~ti!',~ 11r.u.1•: h· ,)r•!o~r.tl'\,1 i p:11rs '"i .:::i.;.,n:-u:, 'i!l Jr.t ,1 1t ,•,r:-!P •. ,r.•! _ t 
1!.":' .. ••f.!i~t. -! :; ~~~l!;:_,,c ,; ;1.:re- ll'1~?•t ~c ;, 1"',t"\)!.:J .,r.1 :.1:.~., 1·,.:: i;.11 .. ,1!- t r::1t co=i~nc: • 

t,. .-:," :::'l~t .:..:·:, ;-:o-:,:co,,r 2'' · 1•.i ,;J. l 11,~-'!i:1 c:an•tully ::!1t·d:~ tt':~ .i~-~tc:,ct 
-, r.d mr.:i::1.iruuc ,~·.u• r :l ...-rlt c,:n ~y ~t~ c:. It t . .-r..-ir.•.~ ~-"1,•rc:1:t l~--tt t :1.: r 1.,J 1~,v-c~ 
t. tm::,, r.:i:ortci! i:, tll"' " "~:r.:cc . 1111&1 :i cor.~1.r.u.itlc-r, ur t!1l! !'\t !i l1.!lhrd F.tu,:y n;
t,u~J t::.· r;. ;1r.:u11Jr.~ . Sc!1~c,c-cl~~r • .inti ~cc. 1lr..ih•.:r ,\yi1i:Lnl'.'!I J.s 1!1 :,r.!lt.1.i_ y 



• 

• 

• 

licz:u ,·:1:.!0dorfJ ·L. C.r~m 
Ih.•c., .. t1l,c:r :!t'. i 9.-,J 
F~gc ro-:it 

T~~~r.!~,J chil~rcn., ~d<J.!.t:SCC":itc, -.nc: y("lt.:t:J ...:Ja.i. t ~ ; r:o.-li• !:,:rol! ~a ;:,~:.! ::!c.-.h .i~:-1:: 
stu.!i'=s.-· t""s,:ch'!>t:h~r:':ac~lc,!'!,.- 1-:u!l,: c :.~. 1s1;::. l ~ . ~:.,. 1. ;Ji--,:i ( !,t,P'-=r.•! 1:.: 'Si. ~ ·..::-,. 
Cualt1nr.1. ;;rl!u:tlne, ~ ~:.i;,,•r c~,~:lr-;,- ~t:i:~jt~,e r.ut:_i~o:tc; !,-:r,. ~ ro:: ,:0~~1-1::.t ,; r 
J:o?fo!10n11l CeDt.-cr (~ti:"'! ?3~~ t•C: (;i ,\~!ui:1>: ."i}. :iinc•~ 1 h11,I v i:Ji~•::I ,:,.l~:.:"'r~:
C1<nt.:r ~bout. t!:trr--e tic.c:. :ut.:r sc .. -vc .!~it r:,<?rt: ,-;,o,:t .Jmruary I. 1;.~1 !:ir .i 

potU.tion .?t th<: IJ~\·crsity of 1'1tt.st;.-.ir~r.. t t'a:.a ;;,..,1r,.- 1;:1-1t it ':ili'19 1,1'.{hly 
1:nlU:c,l:>• t!illt .'d ~uiljt-C~!I cc.cl•j ~ fol!owcu { o r .: :-r.:ir:l 11::c:er i:1.s Jz:,urtur-,. 7o 
ci,c-c~ th!:l tu-rt.,u~r on !ic,,.onib..-r 2'.:. i'J,iJ, l c.il.i.,•ci Cr. '.Ir..11 :.. Cr.•,ldM,n (t:!.rcct n:
oi r'sycholo;;1c.tl Sc:r,11ct'is c..'ltl S•!CC:'linr.il !r.; a;::,,.nt l'rr;,~r.~.n. ;;:;.111;,at;;:r l.c;::~n:,;:l 
r:,.:it"r f 1)T" ~ ~.i.O?l:IP.nt.;.l ~1:;r.~Li.t ::j 1:!I. 1-· . 'l • .!!":: 1.:.0. C.,:,l~w~ti;r. Hl t.CJ(;36, 
tClt!phon~ :i11obcr '517-.:?7:>-~S5J) '-i~o ~:in.i.l,•.<i ·m •:v'llu:itious :er C:, J. J.:.-.t~r t.:ea.~tc:. 
!!~ told n~ i t i1t>1;l,l h,3 •1,c~r .a r.i1r:1c.1,;- rr,r ct,r t!3t ~ to i:P C1J?.l.:-c:-t-<1 ui~~r.11: !:i:; 
~:noul-~d~e a:,d that. :.~ dirt noc ::no~ ~!10 .. ~!ic:r ( t!\t? .-:uL;Jl!CtS I ..lrP- ,_.r ;, i,.•r•"' t,••. ·~7 

c1r~. • ":"o l-1! l!nso1utc-1~ ~•"!r:J;J.:t. i a:.11,:~d :·. t~ a~nir: ti': \'.! ~c :<t :..ay. :~,>~:!~~=-~ r l.J, 
1,~3 lo r:;-con!: lt~ h1s ,!:1.~1J.,;r :;ta~~~~r.t!!. 

S. 1 tric:'3 to eal.A- . Star1t! to l!t,nt rur.t r11u ':~ich tt~<: discrf:,~t~c;1' ~~tw~..: !\ ct.c 
:tr,!:tr.l::t SCAtccc.i:n nn,:i 1,c.al ' .,; :n.,tc:11mn1. c,ut ~ C".:mi.d n<,t c,;";ccn tnr.. s1 r.Cl! h~ 
' ~33 Ot1:.-,,( -t.tr_.r: ur.tll 5undny, t•~Cc:::~t:r :'., 1~;;53 • ... ·~•~:! 'I ca.iL\:C h!c nc !;c~r~. !!:: 
ohor.: C-l'll .?nC quc~c1-:>ns ..aL"Out: rt,,! djs-:.:-~r.a,nc:1 surrri:;;i!d ~t•·•J~. to -;tty c:1e 'Jc~r~, 

!~n~t. 1 · !ndica~~d l vouitl s~nd hie ~n ~~~ r~~3 i~Lt~r (Ap~~~~J& ~) =~ ~ nr~t 
J..1y .. ;;.--cl.!::b,·:1· ~, l ~i{J. !\!¼~~:;t.tn~ sur11~~t!si~: t~:.i CL:t; t: :'!t~i,:.,, Vli ~·,r- ':'>-.t~!'~·rc~ .. ui 
:h..: snCj,•c-t!l a::i,i ::t~·ir '-!"!~!u:1r to,,-;. 

6. A f~w ::1tr.ut~s .stter :,~r.n, .-..~. ~o:1ti ."lf. r!=.:C!!:":~H:r i, 1~;tJ~. !ir~,·t? ~"tl!'·j· ·":(!; 

l,l'! 'i .. ~~~•.I .,.~r? uoS,·'!t. ~!~ 1n.i1c;,r~,! h•-:: !!;1J :;,,rs.•.,: .. 1L n1yht .Jtr.&:.•r ~'> ~l? . • ;:-::~ 
t!"ull ~:: coulci :a:>t ;. it.:.l a.JJ. ::ir: ! ,Ur'i-lltl! :\:: ,!~C:J!:cr,t~tjc,:i ;.,hich I ?l·~tu•r.c,!O. :~l' 

· furth~r st,tc:d ~,c cuu.t.:i .:-n!y t1~e 2! :::11>;ccti. '"ho) ucer~ evnlu:t" d O!\cc .Lt !io 
vet:!ka or 4 nonths r0Uov10g t~~ 60-!iec!t stu:!y of Ccc1J.tier1 ., Jrcun1ni; ~t ol. l 
9A1.! ay ex:iTc!IS lct~cr "1UU11! be cm the vay co t,10 Wlth!:i hour&• \Jlt~n tie 51ii!.:?d 
111t: about ;:es., .t 1n~ tl:t.: ~3pt:r .it Ac:;r '-'" o~~e:1l:~c- l.Z. l :'~.3. I sa11! :,e A:loul~ 
not. 

7. ~c.uau ;-r:>i:i.lt:cw t11th ti~e: t -,u.,.,..,,r, ::itc,~y r.JLs•.:d qut:~t1o:t! ehclut t he 
Gu.}lt tc;r! • Sr~ur..ln-~ ct al p:ip•ir .. u.1 ui•c..~,;c ·, ,;::::r o1r.s • c:rc'>r.r of th~• i,t:!il' 
?i)?.~o.iau and rlan:-• .1.nitTo orl.'~L•nt _ ;,urt•!•: r -,lac.: coU~ct::-d in cnJ.!.:lbt:,r-~tior: vlt!-. 
Sto?'le. [ c&Uc-d Toa i;n :~<-..co::>cr 11.1• l ·"::!,1 ttl ,"! i.'-'rt hb: cu:u1,fon:..;..:.lL· ::, t i1c 
r1>t .. nti.1l -:,rt-M.•.:c oia,1 Ulu,lv ~i.~!:iitit :.• tr,-:it l .. ,oul<l i>.i..>c:.. th~ prt!~cnt.:t~cr, ..,, 
r,t~v.?'s p&;;\.:r at l.C!:P &)It !;cc~:r.:c.ar 42. !.:1~::. 

,:. <;c. ·n-.eir!'I ·.!~·, . :~c~~a.,.r '!. 1:1.:J . 1 rt :~::iv ,:-J Stev-.?':. ~$.~rl·1-.: !l!c:<-r r,, :::,-. 
·.:.:th ~.1rr. •>: ,; ;: .. r•!~&.er,t::d :J,:,cu~:i.1t ;•r.i l'l11 C.\ r-;,~• 11,:1.c 7). ~••>tc t h ... , L~., :nib.1r.c~ 
t,l<!t1 't.1fic,r:t! •\t1 c-,,~., wl.lc?l tr:.:i~• ~•t.:-~ t.h-: l.~ c::n~: -~ !C"::.t.lon n•t~t-,--rr; c:,, t~~ :.:ub-Jc:::t 
r.a~~~ 1:cl~ :-:nt --:-:~~ i.:JCllt::'i ,in:; L! 1 J L ·,,:a iy 2-• .:-;u;•: ~!:t.:J t.:.:,rc• . ,.: u t :..,.=:t .:.:.J cnr.,• ..ar. •..:-:: 
•Jr-!'t!k" . 

:'.,;t ·.:•1 ,~ 11:, ·,.::,ou•· lir l•~o•~- :;_.y!': • • dl;~1:i1.:n n • ..., •. tGt1:·.~:! -.;·,· !• :,c.r,- .i:.t1~: ur t·~ic t.~ ~ .-:,,~t 
:.;J ,,C't. "li. ~~· c,·c~,~r .~. ! ·;L ·; ;::~er.,• c.ta. i t ·'l :,1:. ~-..,,:,:~. ·~n-,:,~, .. r. t r.;:J·eh..:-•! h\:, .r.t. 

::c;o-:, Suu::;i?. r-.•r.i:t:'.r.,•r -~ I . • :;. '-1. i :.mi 1 c.: t ·!.t t n,c:l• ha•ti ~!:, i!P.crni11·, r 7 • ~ ':·• 3 
;,!ttcr (!,,,p,~n..!1: i) .... ~it c:";; t · ~~- :p.i:.•;t \c•n .,~ t~ ._.;, ~- ~,• r•~port ·:~ in t! ,,. ~hc;tr :, ct 
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iicc:cc:~'-! r 2.-J , l ': :-: :; 
P:i;;-1 r\vi, 

tDHFJDENTf AL 

~, subj!:.::ts \.tt~ z.-~·~.lr., "' 0:1:i.Lc\o-11~ ~"·' t •,<::1 c•.·,!cr.•:!';! l.c t~ ;~ :<•! ;"1~,:,:t:; 1,;it:: 
c,::r: '•-••:>n:h ,_,.,,..i.•.a::1.;;;, \:¥Ii not :11111..,"'r~c. ,. r.•~,1'~r ·N. l'l\!o;:3t~un?. .n,o;.;c t!-:~-

i:u;,;,orcu::.c ,:,,cm,,. ... nt.it\c11 ~,,11 :-.1:t~rnJ, c:nly or.t; "t ~1!ch vll! ::•c: :.r,~t:o,1cc. .,~1:•lr: 

11tat1..d i-..: i':.ac: ~r?.or.;,U 'I L•.:0::1:i:!n-~c a1.i.l 24 c: th\! nu~1~c: .. -<=~•c al .. o A,1:.-«::lcJ!~ i). 
t il~l,a'!.;J h1,, -~a.le 11' r,e ~,:.-z,r,~a o!J Z,-; ot. t~c? 1:utjt.'.cta b~ro_:- ►. !li:! l~ft Co~;;;;;:ic.,•r 

-:-n ti!r, :,mi i:<.! •.:J.ci -:;t1ll." ";'h::.n uliilc ! ll~::,in~ t!-::-ot:Jth the COj>ic-s t a!l-..~d id.~ 
!,ow It~ co,;1J ,,.,,,,t :.,:r..,ir,::?c! t111l-jr:ct ll)-'H (t ;..:!ti.:,i tl•r. ttr.ctt n,1.~c,.:r :rnd ,j;,_s:1 t.> 

th.: 1!} nct-lt't-c !~r Qy cu~cnia,nc-1?) on J.'iw.J ... ry '>, J!lal '"·t,~:, h,~ h;.rt lt?ft :or 
l'! t~:: ~r,;!t b-,, <JC•.! that a.,tt. !i,• ot:itt,,! he f,r,,~P.t,! y C:.1:1 nc,t 11:.:v<' u!lt! t J,1r.11;iry 

:o, 1 ?U3. A;;ain. :sooth..:~ cr.i1:::pl~ oi :i cil:ocre-;,.a.::v ·-:.,~,!ch iG C?:tl'. ri-ttcl:, 
c:iscunc.:rt .i.nc t.o i:.c. dnc!, fur 'l:".1.• .:it l~st. c.-,sc;; ,~ot:!n:it?r:.,,1., ~n;,;.:t {\n the 
.iutllclltir.!t~• o; Ct!-! T:.!1".AHlln.; i.:. £Uhj~ctr.. 

l:.•. ! ;.a1ci ,a,t ~l!&"Wi.t sc,-,,..: 1:1) r,rt•1f~nt !·ll!, l!d?c.•r ~t it{.; ;p. r.ic~;r,u~ :! i:~~ 
:-•:quest~,; :" ?rcso:•1t ~ r,ot.J~ l.-c: ~.ipr.r -.,1t:. 24 :,~~jc-ct~. 

J. It i6 :::.y ,111.:!cr:;c:u:.i!.n,: <l1•t Tor.i Ct!<&l t t..-r1. l:.:i:: """<;c~st.:t.! ~1.:~;:-~rc1,1.{ 
,:oc,n.,,•ut.;ttcn 'tcr t'.c: :!.:it..c r,-n, ~ ·•:ti fTll".1 f:tr.l:1 .~."' tu tl1•.· !,~~] ti,.·r:1., .:!r·.!c11i:1,! ! ·t 
~,t ;!.:;,c-:- (!q,pcn,,i.~ ~) ;1!:-ti '-~~t :-1c.:r~" uf- ,;~~ t.!\.• d~t~ !::,, riV.)l!ct!.:lc. 

i. !: :Jw G"t-l .1~ :1.t,11.1ir..,; !or- t~,~ C1:>.ir.jcr1. ~n-1rtrw i:t t1l i:t•J:\;, .::.:.:n i:. 
:;l·c.:s Ll.!:c:l)' t.i:. .. c 1l.it.? t".:ly ~" t:1i.:.111in;c :-or ~T,,ur-it,r,, s. i:. • r~i;-t t,:,J . 
.!cs,:-r~apc;r.a-:: curve -:Ji thi,.irio11t1nn :.ti t!i th:! t1~11t .i!!y r,,ci;r,iE'd: .\f.~;r..:,,,::av,,. 
ccU.,.!!tlcuJ.iccry. fr,t,!.Llc:i:tu~ •• 1nJ "1;nr11;-;"t';> h.er~ior11 - ., llt',~1.!t:~!':ar7 r-:,rc,r-:. 
f'11vch~r,t-.11r.:ncu!c:..'!y tullt. t!r.. 1~:;2, iB (l), 31-5~ p.~;:cr (At7J~:ir.:tx c) sine ... H .i!: 

. very J.1,~J.y t t1wt th.:r<'! va.a C<H1stdcr-;i;lo overl.Ap bet~~t:n- ~he cu~J~ct~ of tht' tuo 
titudli:1. Uowi'Yer. 1 .1:av(: net•. At ~hia ti11te. ~nv~st1~.ite:i th1s possi!:lUity. 

J. The Ql.lc!l>t:!.n:i. ot cour~c, -~r.!:tes i1a r.o hoi, ,-iur:~ sur,~ort tr. . .:r docn::if?nt~t.1:;o 
is .n,-..ila:,.l,; 1~r St!.-Vf'! 1 S :fCt"lL:! ,,{ •t:1dil.is. 

1, \Ji.:,~r, t U'S talian.~ to \s~t1d\,lt-, .iA!ar, .i-a~.h:I:! J. CC\f)c!J .l~Cl O:'\ !=~;,t•.>?t:J•!r' ~7, 
l9Xl .2:iuut :mnt:.,,r o.2tt.~r n'!: a f.:ic-alty ~ci:cr':. 1...-,::e:i<!l.r.;:; u!>.•~cct- tnr cxnc:.:?r 
cr~o1r11t:L1t, i. 1,;1t:r,:..:.i:.u.,,1 to ~1.tt.r,e my trl~ to the- t1n.:.v~rs1:y or :'1rt:.t-Jrl'!h 
S.:i:tt-:::ir,.,r n-2.l, t~;:,) ,a-,-, ny i:i1t1Jl $1JS?JC1om,. 

1. ;::t.:.1:•~ c..•:it.t'n;•cl t:-.z :-ua:1.t::,1,"! !\t'O~l(m to nr. Un,~ -:::. ;,,-\.l~'?"· r-nr. I 
~ .. i.~.:!t: ort..·! (, ~-' t~~;i wn ~.:T'tcmnP.. 2;J. l 9f.3. 

•• :;';tl~ ,ctt::~_;.!;7,: c,:·1; ·A~:-i~ ~ ,:,•t!:>!~. l till!:-:,i t~ iii-. :~,\i.•!li .J. l~t.1',1~.,.:

·(~.;p,..rll:f!r.l c;: :·:1?.:-i, t,1cr:.-. ,tl!tt ::rn ~.:-:1r,::;i..-,1r.i.1 !',;yc:nntric ·!n .. r:tut ,, ~n,; 
-.i:.nic, ~:1i·1~r:J!:·, ''• ::tc::::,ur,·:1 :;,:llonl ol :1c-~tc1n,- . ~:,;u i:•:i,11r.:, :itr'!i:t. 
!'1tt0\.'1.:r;; t •• ;;. 1.:i11)J. t -.:!,J!'!;e;t. 1!uc.c..:r 412-\i;U,-;.::;:;~) "" t1t"r~r.u1:r 1::.. 1~:cJ:;, ::-
1e :ic...,,.•:, .-1arn11J;1trJtiv,i ~l.!l• .. r..or ~t ti-..i lin1\•r!r~tty r: P!tt:1l'lurl\h. !:c 
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.,c•n ·r:i::vr.or-: ~. il rc1.1n 
~~c~~o~r V>, 19~3 
P.,~c !:lit 

in:aczt".:: :le: Vert;tC :lf,;:(,'tllt .J eo~ i ttt·t: to i,':Y.-Rll,;:l ti! t. ::c: :;:. tt ~ r ,;S '-•i••f: ,.,_. :'.I! 

reuir::e:~ to h .. a o! ! 1 1: u l"I i:1.?c.:;,,0e;r ll • I '.:;,J ,,no c~.!. .. r..r. .i i.,out t!: •~ ,: ,;,..-...i, r. 1 ,, ..: :.;~,: 
r..icc d;1y. 

~- Also. wlll.l.i · t th\.! ;,.::;p ce,:tt:-,:~. l)r. !!o:rii; A. T,ipc.cr; (~i;,i_(,~1<:.l l 
Sci enc-.s r.es,:11r.c:,, Cr?,tcr, School o:· at'l! t c! 111? , t.!~1 v ~r• it 1 (.1{ ifort 1', t:.srn lJ ~!.,, 
Cl",.J;:~l ?!lll, ::c :!7.:il4, tc.i..:-;,hun,.,. u..icib~r- ~l~-'J66-l •'+!iu), wiio::1 I c-;.'l'(' 'w;.,~. :1 '•.'r :1 

1->~l? tit:.~ DU!l Wht) iv ~tlr: ad:~inir.tr.:1t i 11c- ISl:!a!t1o:.- ct TC\:!> Cu-'.'lit!.'=Ci. ;.tlJ \t p .:d i~r 
am! _,1:,1,_~,, !.lj' 1o·i;r~:1si.:,ns ot c:,c Brc.,m,u:;; .,t:uir. I l.l!"H! 1,1~ ., v, i r";' ~r:..:·t" 
&Ut'lllilty "'' lill! ~bav~ l!~t.lilll. liia. ~,,in r .. ~r,or.11~ l<cl.S to s :sd .1 y 11h ni:.~ hi!l l•t; ;; .-j , 

t:.. A-4 ~,,on .:,9 I rc:turr.•!•.! en t!,,! c.s.J;nu; tro::i th~ AC~~, n.!i.tl~~. t c.,i ! ... ,l l: :;:, 
:::Jt.ll 1.~ .J1:ilt ii-! {!':"'Jjccr: ~:r1c ... , ~or nv ~!t .:i r.& Zli{J~2Cr,, Soct..1l ~c1,?~~!: / ,1 1.1 ! ·;!: t , 
Pr.ilr..l.)colo~ic and :;,:,c.tic 'frt-.1t:i~t1t.J !l~llr.arc:-i r.r;2nc:H, i:_~t!.:r--:1 i. T;1!!tl::i:-: ot 
?·!PJ:t.11 H.:~ltt .• }.an,1 1C.·C-:l~ L'nr~J411-!r, t'•JJL!ir..:;. ~bt10 :;'1~!14.!r!! J.;!nt-. • ~:::ar:~·-v illr., =~~ 
20:JS7, c., l..·r,l:unt- nuCJ°!.:!r :,;r,1-.. 1,J-3~2:;) on r,~c-=r~t~r l:>. !:J~.3. ~,lie st~t~•~ :;1::: 
vi:ulu .i;:;;utn: .s c:m:~itt•:~ to ;:,,,t! :id;:;.'\t<', but th~ -IC'tion rroh1s1>.l; ;;oc1:i.! not b: 
t ;a Ken unt 1 l J:u:!J,'~7 :,i c~r t.t",1· :,ol.: ,~.:. v s...:nS\'\;i. ~I!~ r ~ ~•JC"~ t ,,,: t f".n t 1 t~•rt r ,, !~:' r .~ 
1 .. t t..:-r ~resent 1:;~ tr:.: ,!r.c.:i ~!.i ot t:a: ,a :i..~t ten, .nr.11 ( .:::i ~r,,.,,llr1 t1 ~! sue!·, 11 l ,-: t. ~ ;: 

V<'r}• :sinil .. r :o tlli:l o:\\~ l !;:)V~ 1,;ritt,;r. t:> !:en. 

1. Sl ::c~- ~,.v~t·•tl tt"t1J.!'1!.;;tr:1tu:":.; : a:! j r:-:.c..1rci!l!:r:; .,L .lt. ... _. .:.ra l C:it ~ ~ r&.: !!C 

.!.u!!tit:.1t~~~!! .s!r:&~y ;~;,\•,: l!:1c1·::i:1t.l on .;bcn:t t!1e 1.n:-:1(!"•"t ~:,c t.l:!c:~ c :~·.' r ..:• i ~ ,, 
j,l)C~•nt1.:i.i. !..>r it.·my oth,:r ;;C'opl<! to h~ l::vol.v~ri (Ztt."''"" tins c•>-:iuthr,r1:1i :,t: l, ,i. :-.t 
3~ ,.,~~ra. t.ook clt;apti.:r•, .l0:1 !.oci.s v1tt1 1~ pc:c:-,1~ in ~ tnsti t ut! ,ms :;!1~c: ,· 
1 , _i,C•). t!, .. r,~ i~ _.n _:;r.e.,c r,ct .•r.tl .tl : or r:.ir.nr mul ::iH: ir.i ur::nt !::in to ,J,:v•.:l::.r -l'l 
vd.i .is .;ueilc d.1aclll.c•1ri: 1n t.u:r i::~~1 ... 

s •. To Ch~ bc.!a.t 0: t!l)' krtosiled:;~. I .a= th.: C : st a;,erson aeon?. hl:J nu:,crnus 
coll,'!:Sll;\U~!\ •r.d c~.,uthors to br-in~ :mr.-:,1c:t::i:\!> ,,nd n1!cif'!nc~ co tt",L! o;-ro!"er 
of!1c1aJ.s. f!1cr.?-.:orP-, I r-,qu~st 1ou i!ii;m1:\t .-m -Md hoc coa:i1tc,11e .t5 su;:,:t!.st;:,,, 1n 
tile :lratt CCf'·Y ot the i'Dlicv •m Ac.i.1c-:fc: ,r.:Jud. ,ll!r) t-!iicenJuC't to i::\'M•tig-P.tc r:1y 
rc.1l.~ ~n:l .ict:!.cni, 1u t~~ ~.u.t,!r • . ;::-,1:,;:1:,, I .,ct •1e:ry curic~rn'l:J th .. t :-•.1!kJr 'lliJ l 
1a;:,Hcat~ ~ in thl:J ufo1ir • .1nd I 20:1t ,,r.ri:i i tr.ly -.,oulri ! il~C! tn h~,<' :ln 

. c,ifictt-1 r~port iroo che University o: IUir.r.1.; t o cu1tnt(:r:sct auct, nr-ors . 

•:c, ii"rt L. ·· S:;'r;..1ur ,1 r:: c: t :ir 
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APPENDIX D _1.'.JJ:uc~r.tONFIDENTIAL 

Academic Inte~ritv 

Suggested procedures: Developed in consultation with As sociate 
Vic~ Chancellor Linda Wilson. 

1. Discussion with the investigator. Frame questions to validate 
what he suspects. (a) observe data, (b) are human subjects 
involved; is anyone at risk due to mi sconduct?. (Telephoned R. · 
Sprague 9/29/84 in the evening.) No subjects at risk but 
indirectly the public at large may be affected. 

2. (a) Documentation of all discussions and observations. 

(b) Establish whether there should be an investigation. Submit 
a formal document to Theodore Brown. 

(c) Include in the document: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 

10. 

1' • 

Type of research 
What grants 
Date when he became concerned 
When he talked with others 
Nature of the allegation 
Reasons for suspicion 
Are human subjects involved? 
What institutions? 
Sources of fun~s 
Other research workers, other collaborators active in 
the research 
Direct supervision of the accused 

3. Consult Legal Counsel 

4. (a) If suspicion Justified, contact the Provost at the other 
institution 

(b) 1. Determine how to submit documentation 
2. Determine whether there is a mechanism already in place 
3. What is the role of the University of Illinois at this 

point? Should we ask only for a report of what happened? -
· Should we ask to have a peer from Illinois who is not 

involved in the research to serve as a part of the_ 
review panel (team)? 
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Pet'sonal Notes: 
E. J. Copeland 

September 27, 1983 
1. ~obert Sprague telephoned on 9/27/83 to indicate that he had a 
concern. He also called Linda Wilson on that date. 

2. l initially thought the person under ~uspicion was a colleague 
on this campus. 

3. The subject under ihvestigation is at another univet's_ity. 

4. Robert Sprague initially recommended him for the position. The 
subject under investigation was a postdoctoral student, supervised 
earlier by .Professor Sprague. 

September 29, 1983 
5. I . met with Linda Wilson to discuss procedure. 

6. I called Robert Sprague 9/29/83 during the evening to determine 
whether there were subjects at risk. 

Requested Grant Number: 

863-2039 MH 32-206 1982-83 

Subcontractor 

A grant is now in. A decision is expected on October 21, 1983. 

November 17, 1983 
-Discussed with Professor Sprague his concern regarding 
falsification of data. He indicated that the portion of the 

·•. proposal submitted by the researcher was not funded. Professor· 
Sprague will continue to ~ttempt to obtain raw data in order to 
run tests. 

December 5, 1983 
Robert Sprague called to inform me of the developments in the 

- joint research effort. He was concerned that a paper with 
questionable subjects and results was going to be delivered at a 
national conference. He suggested a meeting to discuss action. He 
called the individual to express his concern~ 

A copy of a letter to the researcher was sent December 5, 19~3. 

I met with Dean Brown and Associate Dean Linda Wilson at 4:30 on 
December 5, 1983 to discuss our responsibility to notify the other 
institution. When Professor Sprague_ returns from. the. meeting to be · 
held Dece~ber 12-16, 1983 we will meet with t he Legal Counsel here 
-to discuss procedure. 

December 6, 1983 
Met with Linda Wilson to indicate that a meeting wi ll be schedule9 
when Professor Sprague returns. 
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December 7, 1983 
Telephone call from Robert Sprague, P~of. Breu~ing called Sprague 
and Sprague indicated that Breuning appeared dtoressed and said 
that Breuning could not find the data. Sprague is concerned abou t 
his · safety. Sprague indicated that he believed the data was 
fabricated and asked Breuning to inform his imme1iate supervisor. 

December 7, 1983 
Uis~ussed with Linda Wilson. ~e should discuss with Dean Brown 
wh en he returns on Thursday De:ember 8, 1983. 

December 8, 1983 
Bob Sprague telephoned. Breuning indicated that he informed his 
supervisor and ~ffered t~ resign. Supervisor did not accept 
resignation. Bob plans to contac ~ supervisor at a meeting next 
week. 

December 8, 1983 
Meeting with Dean Brown. Call Jack Kanerer and stop flow of money 
to Pittsburgh. 

December 14, 1983 
Met with Sprague. He discussed the case with supervisor at 
Pittsburgh. A committee will be set up :o investigate. 1 suggested 
that Sprague send confidential letter tc Dean Brown describing his 
reasons for concern in detail. A meeting with Brown and Sprague is 
scheduled for Thursday, December 22, 1~8J at 2:00 p.m. 

December 22, 1983 
Suggest meeting with Tim Madigan for legal consultation. 

December 28, 1983 
Committee was formed on December 28, 1983. Members are: 
1. Professor Douglas Bernstein, Department of Psychology 
2. Professor Robert Linn, Department of Education 
J. Professor Marty Maehr, Institute for Child Behavior & Development 

EJC/aw 

. ' 
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D R A F T - 1 2/8 3 
POLICY ON AC,i.D~IIC IXTEGRITY 

Pre.'.!...':1!::,le 

The acade~ic co=unity has becooe increasingly concerned about 
instances of serious breaches of conduct within i ts ranks. While the 
nu::iber of cases discovered is small in relation t o the nu.,ber of sc~olars 
on ca~puses across this country, any academic misconduct is re?u;n~nt to 
ideals of acadeoic integrity. Therefore incidents involving r.isconduct 
in research have prompted numerous professional bodies including the 
Association of American Universities to suggest guidelines for the 
maintenance of standards of integrity in research and pu!::ilica r~on. 

In its report the Corr.:Jittee on · Academic Integrity of the AAU reco:::.~ends 
that: 

"All institutions prepare policies which sta~e clearly the 
e~pectations for high standards of ·ethical behavior of those involved 
in research, the procedures for dealing with suspected deviations 
fro~ intellectual honesty, and available sanctions. These policies 
and procedures raust be consistent with the institution's policies 
on acadeoic governance, freedom, responsibility and due process, as 
well as with legal restraints." 

Concerned about this catter, and in response to the AAU r ?Ort, 
Theodore L. Bro\.~, Vice C~~ncellor for Research and Dean of the Graduate 
College, UirC, sought the advice of the Senate Council. The Council 
referred the question to the Senate Co~-:iittee on General t:niversi::,· 
Poli cy which in turn requested the appoint~ent of an ad hoc co=i::ee 
within the Graduate College to address the issue. 

Rather than dealing with all the numerou·s kinds of potential 
faculty misconduct--capricious grading, excessive absence frora classes, 
etc,--the co~nittee was specifically charged with proposing ways the 
Uit:C caz.ipus should deal with allegations of misconduct in scholarship 
and research. The coCll!littee charge was broad enough, ho_~ever, to include 
not only a statement on policy and procedures for dealing with misconduct, 
but also to involve it in the ~reader issue of the prevention of fraud 
by fostering a clicate of academic integrity on the UIUC cacpus. 

The co::uittee is aware that'many professional associations have 
ethical codes or guidelines for the conduct of research within their 
disciplinary areas and that individual researchers are expected to 
adhere to these guidelines in their respective research endeavors. 
Violations of such guidelines and ethical codes are a matter for peer 
review and censure, and cay, in some instances, also beco~e grounds for 
University disciplinary action as outlined in this doc~;ent. 

Tl:a ad hoc cor.-.':littee ass~-nes that a posl.tl.\'e cli::ate ior the exchan;;e 
of infor::-.ation among scholars is an i~por:ant factor in the ~aintcnancc 
of academic in:e;rity on ca~pus. The encourasc~ent of intellectual 
honesty at all levels within the acadel'lic cor::::iunity is the foundation 
that fosters such a clioace. Undersraduate and graduate researchers are 
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the principal in~estigators of the nex: sener.:ition. The values the! are 
e~?osed to in day-to-day interactions within research groups ~i l l influ~~ce 
the quality and the level of integrity in research for future senera:io~s. 
Thus, a continuin;; tradition of acade:Jic integrity depends on the sc:tol.::·:::; 
and researchers on Lhe ca.~p us today. 

·the high level of research quality and acade:nic intei;ri:y th.i?: t!'lis 
caopus has tradi t i onally enjoyed will be maintained pri::iarily by the 
encouragement of intellectual honesty, disapproval of the "success at 
any cost" syndro:e, the maintenance of fair and open profession., l 
relationships and the senerous assignoent of credi t or acknowled;:ent of 
work co::ipleted by others. At the same ti=e even an occasional dc?ar c~re 
from s tandards of in:e:;rity by 0erebers of the acadeoic co=unity ::a~es 
it necessary to consider policy and procedures for investigating possi~le 

· breaches of acade:::ic integri ty. Appropriate procedures need to be in 
place in case incidents of misconduct do arise, no matter how rarel::. 
The following pol i cy is offered for consideration and discussion. 

Pol::.cv ' 

The University of Illinois ii dedicated to learning and research, 
and hence is co=it:ed to tru:h and accuracy. Inte;rity and ir.tellecti;al 
honesty in scholarship anc .scientific investigation are, therefore, as 
at any universit:: ,.,.ort:iy of the nar.:e, of para:::ount i::.porcance. It is 
the responsi~ili:y of faculty and st.:iff to oaintain hi:;~ ethical st.::nca::=s 
of professional integrity . 

Th<? l'r.!xersic,: of Illinois considers any of the follo;;in;; to be a 
~ajor breach of pr~fessional standards of co:petence and responsibi!i:y: 

l. 

2 • .. ... , 

3. 

Fabrication or falsification of data, including intentior.allr 
misleading selective reporting. 

Plagiarisa, abuse of confidentiality with respect to unpublished 
material, flagrant violations .of accepted standards regarding 
sub::iission and publication of scholarly works, and-~ther cu.srepre- · 
sentations of originality. -

Irresponsible failure to co~ply with research regulations, such as 
those applying to human subjects, laboratory ani.r.lals and standards 
of safety. 

Prevention 

The t:nivcrsi t:: ·of Illinois concurs in the Association of ,• ... -::eri.:an 
Universiti~s R~port of the Co=ittee on the Intesrity of Research ~hich 
states in part: 

"~:othin; can substitute for a pervasive attitude of in:ellectual 
honesty. At a rnininun, .•. st.:-.ndards include: open 
co:::nunication, sub~ission of work for peer review, avoidance of 
conflict of in:erest, and com.~itnent to self-regulation. The 
encour:igernent of intellectual honesty is not the responsibility of 
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=ust be accepced by all persons in t he uni·1ers::.::: 
opinion th.lt a positive attitu~e of in tc · ~ctu.:il honesty 
co prevent dishonesty chan any other sin;;le · fact.:,r." 

Potential proble::is of questionable conduct :::iay l.:ir;;el:: be fores:al .!ci 
within the ac:ido:::iic co::.-::unity by appro?ri.:ite .:itti:udes :ind ?re•Jcnt::.·.-1! 
practices includin;: 

1. Constant concern by individua l schol.lrs for quality and .:ip~ro~r::..lte 
res.:ird for the extent of personal involveoent in ~erk for ~h i ch 
individuals accept credit or responsibility. As is nore p.:ircicul~rly 
stated in the Association of A.":ieric.ln Uni\"crsities ne?or:: on In cesr::.cy 
:::f Rese:irch: 

"A cli::.1 te of in_tegri ty should include generosity in reco;ni::in; 
the accooplish.~ents of oche: s. Adequ te citation of the 
contributions of [others] ••• is espec ially i:::port.:inc. 
Publications should lisc as authors only those who contributed 
sisnificancly to the research, arc prepared to sc:ind behind 
the conclusion.;, and have revie~.ed the r..anuscri?C c:ircfull :,• . " 

2. Instruction in the practices .:ind Stilnc.:irds of professional integri:, 
and quality, including chose appl i cable to specific fields and 
professions, as a nor.::.lI co:::ponent of educ.1:ion and tr=::.nin; for 
research • 

3. Careful scraciny of sc=ff .:ind cheir ?rC\"ious ~ork for schol~rly 
inte;rit:: .:ic ti:::es of hiring and .:idv.:ince!':ent. Infor:::cd revio?:1 :ind 
qualit.:iti~e evalu.:ic::.cn should be a nor::.ll inc::.dent of ruse.1rch =n~ 
scholarship and its recosn::.cion. 

4. Wide disse::iination 1.-ichin the L'niversit;· of its policies re;;.n::~n;; 
schol.Jrly intesrity_co;;echer Yith infor.::a::ion about consequences of 
their breach. 

5. A clear and precise state=ent by th·e L'niversicy of procedures co be 
follo~ed in case of possible cisconduct, including-.J)roopt action 
~nd appropri:ice safeguards for both chose whose conduct is in 
question and tho·se Yho report the quest::.oned conduct. A set of 
procedures is proposed below. 

Procedures in Cases of Sus~ec:ed ½isconduc: 

l. Any t1e:::ber of- the university co=unit:: who beco:Jes aYare of an 
apparent instance of fraud or other ac.lcenic ::iisconduct relatin; co 
rese.Jrch or schol.:irship has the responsibility to cry to r~sol~e 
the issue, if possible, in consult.ltion with chose directly in~olved . 
If consul:.1tioa is in.:ippropriace or unsuccessful, it is incu:=bent 
upon the indi\·idu.Jl to report the su:;picious circu:::istances to the 
unit executive officer (i.e. he.:id of the dep.:irt:cnt or co:::p.:ir=~le 
.:id::inistr.1tor) of the unit concerned, or to the person appointed 

. .:inna.:illv bv the \lice C:1.1nccllor for Rt!se:irch as the Officer ior 
: ~ese.:irc~ S~.:ind~rds. The unit executive officers, deans, ot~cr 

ad~inis tr.:itors involved .:ind the er.tire acadc~ic cor::.~unicy, .:ire 
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char:ed ~ich protecting the acader:iic career s of persons ~m have i n 
good faith reported possible fraud or ~isconducc in schol a r shi? or 
res earch. 

2. If the person whose conduct is in question is a student, the =.::i::er 
should proceed 3ccording to the Cvdl? on Ca::i~us Af:airs end ~e~~lcti:ns 
Aoolvin: to All Students, Rule 73. 

J. If the ?erson whose conduct is in question is not a stucien:, anc if 
the char:;es are not obviously frivolo us, the un i t executive of!icer 
or :he Officer for Research Standards shall pru=?tly b:in; the~ :o 
the attention of the dean or co~p.::irable .::ici~iniscr .::ic.or (hence:orth 
referred to as "dean") . to whor:i t he executi\.·e re?orcs. The dean, in 
consultation with the Off i cer for iesearc~ Scandcrds, shall appoint 
an investigative tea~· consisting of one faculty rr.enber or acacie~ic 
professional from the unit in whic h the person whose conduct is i n 
question holds a pril:lary appoint::ient and one faculty me~ber or 
acadecic professional frorn els~~ere within the Unive r sitr co 
conduce a preli::iinar:; inves tig.::ition .:is expeditiously as possible. 
At this ti~e the person whose conduct i s in question should be 
infor.:-:ed i~ writins of the appoi~~~c~: of t~e co::..~ttee a~~ ~h~ 
nature of the .::il egacions. 

4 • 

5. 

6. 

After r ecei~in; the report f:c::i the ?rcli~inary invesc i;.::icive cc.::i::i, 
the dean shall decide, in consult.::itio:1 •.,ich the cean and :he O: ::i.:c: 
for Resc .::irch Sc.::ind.::irds ~hcthe r the ~attl?r s hould be dro??eci or .::i 
full invcsci:;.::icion should be ins t ituted. If the decision is =.::i~e 
not co· ?u:sue the ccse iur:her, .:ill ~ri::~n r e cc rcis s~oulJ ::e 
se.::iled and deposit.:d in the Of fice of the Vice Ci;.::incel.:. .:r ::::: 
Research. Care should be taken t h.::ic nothin; is en ccr~d in:~~ 
personnel file of the ?erson whose conduct h.::id been ; n questi~n. 
Both this person and the one who raised the question si1.::ill ::e 
notified in writing of the decision. 

If there s sufficient evidence of a serious breach ·of accepted 
s tandards of intesrity to ~arrant further inyestigation, the 
person ~hose conduct is in question and any collaborators in the 
work concerned sh.::ill be infor=ed in ~~iting of the substance of the 
evidence warr3nting additional investigation and requested to 
cooperate with the investigators. 

A thorou:;h investigation shall be conducted by a co=iccee of three 
co::ipetent scholars, a?poinced by the dean in consultation ~ith -::he 
Of::icer for Research Sc.-ind.irc:s. and consiscin;; of one st.:ff :Je::::>er 
froo the unit in which the person whose conduc:: is in question 
holds .i pri::iar~· appoin::::-:ent, one st.::iif ::ienber fro::i elsc•-·nerc •.-i:hin 
the t.:niversi::y (they cay, but need not be, t:ic s.::i.~e ;,ersc:is ·.ho 
conc1,;cti!d ch~ preli::tin.::iry invesci;.::ition) .:ind .i pi!er ?roicssional 
fro::: ou t s:.Je the insti::ition. The person 1.,ilose ::oncu.:: is 1.:::c!..:r 
scr~ti ny sh~ll be infor::-:ed in uri:: i~; of the co::-:?osi::ion of t~e 
co::::::i t cee, .ind sil.::ill be invi ccd to p rovidc che cc-::-.~i:. ::ee •..-i ch 
per:incn:: inior.-:i.::i t i on • 
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The investi.;:itive co::-.;ictee sh.:.11, bef e :':1:iki::;; i:s r.1cc:::.-::e:1.::i:i.:>:-:s. 
provide the person whose cocduc~ is bei:-:s i nvesci;:iced chc O?~cr:u::i:7 
to meec and discuss the c.ise ~ich the~ wi:h or ~i:houc co~n•Ql. 
The co=iccee s hall then re?orc to the <le:in. If the cc:::.-::i::.1e 
concludes th:it no bre.ich of .1c.1de=ic ince~ricy h.1s occurred. ch~ 
c.ise sh.111 pe considered closed . If so, a l l ~ri::en records sh.:.11 

·be disposed of 3.S speci.:i.:?d in p.1r.:1g r .:1ph 4 f che proc.:?tlures, .:.nd 
those involved i n the case notified in wri:in& cc t he <lis?ositi~n. 

8. If the co~;iccee finds subscanti.11 evidence of misconduc:, the de.:1:1 
shall repor: the findings t o the Ch.:.nccllor for suc h further action 
a s is w.1rr.1nted under the Procedures or Sc.ituces of the Cniv.1rs · cy. 

9. All stages of the investig.i t ion U? to this point shou ltl be cre.1ced 
as entirely confidential. Disclosure of infornation co .inyone not 
direct!;• involved should be res.irded .is .1 serious breach o i cond uc:. 
At this ti::e, ho,..ever, the \'ice Ch.1ncellor for Kesearch should 
inforn s uch addi:ion.il individuals as is appropriate i n t he circ:.:=s:.:1nces. 
Partic:.il.::rly, fund i n;; asenc i es should ~.:? in::or.::ed unle s s chis has 
been done earlier because c e cer:::s o i their fundin ; require it • 

·-
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Gr~du~t, Coll,g, 

IOi Cob!, H~II 
801 Sourh \\"righr Srr,,r 
Ch~mNt&:n 

CONFlDfNTIAL 
21; 333-0033 

TO: 

SUBJECT: 

Illinois blS:?O 

December- 15, l 98J 

GenP.ral Vniversicy Policy Co~mittce of the Vrb~na-
Champaign Senat_e ,..-~ 

Theodore L. Brow~ ·--~~...........,,_ 

Policy on Academic Fraud and Hisconducc 

You may recall that more than a year ago I met with the Committ~e 
to discuss how we might best proceed toward developi n~ a po licv 
statement regarding academic fraud and misconduct. The result of 
that meeting was that the General University Policy Comm1ccce 
asked this of fice to a ppoint a committee to look into the issues 
involved, and to genera te a draft policy statement. I subsequentlv 
appointed such a commit t ee, with the following me~oershtp : 

Harianne Ferber, Chairperson 
Tom Riley, Executive Secretary 
David Ba nez 
Lo r e l la Jones 
David Nanney 
Eugene Scoles 

The Committee has worked diligently to develop a draft policy 
statement. · Once the initial draft was available, the Committee met 
with several groups on campus to discuss the draft and to receive 
responses. The groups with whom discussions wer~ held are the 
following: 

Executive Committee of the Graduate College 
Resea r ch Board · ' 
Research Mana~emenc Advisory Committee 
Senate Committee on Academi c Freedom and Tenure 
Professional Advisory Committee 
Faculty Advisory Committee 

Timothy O. ~adigan, Legal Counsel, also re vie~ed 
the draft 

In . li~ht of the various comments received from the~e meetinq~ the 
Committ~e redrafted their po li cy statement and submitted it co 
th i s office i n November, 198J. Follo~ing further discussion of the 
revised draft with the Executive Committee of the Graduate 
College, we ha ve mar~ minor modifications to the draft policy 
submitted by the Committee , and feel it is now ready for more 
formal consider . tion. The Facu y Advisory Committee has reviewed 
the revised daft, and h~s made very.minor suggestio s for change. 
A ::opy of the revised draft s enclosed. 
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I should like to emR_hasize that ~he incenc of t he policy SCHemenc 
is to provide for workable, equitable procedures for investj;atin~ 
cases of alleged fraud and miscoriduct, co th~ point ~here the 
allegations can be dismissed as unfounded, or ref~rred co the 
Office of the Chancellor for further action on the basis o f 
substantial evidence that fraud or misconcuct has occurred. In 
developing these procedures the Committee has been mindful of 
policy statements issued at other institutions, and has, as 
indicated above, received input from a variety of faculcy and 
other groups. Although individuals differ in the details of j ust 

ow such a procedure should be for~ulated, we believe that ti e 
result of the Committee ' s work makes very good se nse from an 
academic policy point of view, is practical, and maintains the 
maximum possible levels of discretion and protection of indiv i dual 
reputations. 

I call your attention to one i mportant discovery on the pare of 
the Committee: that the Statutes require rewriting co deal ~ith 
this particular issue and related issues. As a most obvious 
example of this need, there is nowhere in the Statutes a provisi on 
that such disciplinary cases are co be referred to the Chancellor 
for action. Rather. the Statutes mandate only that such ~accer ~ 
a r e referred to the President. I feel sure that this lan~ua~e i s a 
leftover from the pre-Chancellor davs. In a~v evenc, that 
particula r aspect needs co be redone. further, t he Stacu:~~ make 
no provisions for the types of act i ons chat the Pres1~ent or· 
Chancellor can or should take in response co serons indications 
that a frau d has been perpetrated or that misconduct has occur red. 
We believe thac it will be necessary to develop procedure s: 
however, s uch developme n t is beyond the scope of the Committee I 
appointed, and clearly lies withi n the purvi ew of the Senate's 
interests. 

We hope that this draft wi ll furnish t he bas i s for a campus 
statement .of proced ures and policies re l acing co academ ic f raud 
and misconduct. I wi ll be very happy to respo nd to any comments 
you might have, or to meet with the committee to discuss the 
report in more detail. 

. ' 

TLB/aw 

Encl osure 

cc: K. Andersen. Chairman, Sena:e Counc il 
H. S. Gutowskv, Chairma n, Senate Co~miccee on ~ni ver s,cv 

Stat utes a nd Senate Procedurr.s 
Marianne Fe rber 
Th omas J. Riley 
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University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign 

Institute for Child Bel1av ior a nd Deve.i..opcent 

To: Elaine J. Copeland 

From: Robert L. Sprague 

Date: March 9, 1984 

51 E. Gerty Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Re: Independence of my data from Steve Breuning's data 

CDNRD£NTJAL 

REC~IVE:D 

'•AR • r ,r, 1 J 1334 

C.1liDU.U( LCU ~( 

n response to your recent request f or information about the 
independence of my experiments and data from that of Steve Breuning's 
experiments a~d data , will address the question by 'iis-ting a number of 
~oint s and fact . However. I emphatical l , state that none of mv data has been 
mixed wi th. collected bv . or contaminated bv t he experiments and data 
col ectiou pr ocedures of Steve Breuning. 

In one case, Vicky Davis (a friend and companion of Steve Breuning) as an 
employee of my mental retardation project, collected data on 67 residen t s of 
Coldwa - Regional Center, Coldwater, Michigan- using DIS-Co (Dyskinesia 
Identif i ~ation System - Cold ater) between NO'{ember 8, 1980, and April 2, 
1981. In our files, I have copies of the raw data sheets she sent to me, and 
I have recently reviewed the raw data. The st yon Coldwater Center 
residents was subsequently pr esented at a convention · (New Clinical Drug 
Evaluation Unit Program, May 1981). but not pub ished. The reason the da ta 
was not published was because Vicky Davis had only collected data on 67 
subjects while John Kalachnik obtained data on 519 subjects in Minnesota anci 
because the interrater reliabilities were ·higher in Minnesota. A copy of the 
published article and attached photocopy of Table l which was presented at the 
mee ing only and which shows the Coldwater Center data is encl osed: 

i. Sprague, R. L. An ~nalysis of institutionalized retarded r esidents 
·us i ng DIS-CO, Psychopharmacology Bulletin. 1982, ,!! (1), 60-61. 

-
2. To the best of my knowledge, the enclosed -l ist entit!ed ·cross Search 

of Stephen E. Breuning and MH 32206" is a comple e list of publications 
arising out of our relationship and funds f rom grant MH 32206 except these ·. 
three papers listed below. You will note that~ of the 4 papers publ i shed> 
by Breuning ca rries my name. 

a. Gualtieri, C. T., Breuning, S. E., Sprague, R. L., & Cam bell, M. · A 
cent=alized data system for studies · of tardive dysldnesia (Letter). Journal 
of the American Academv of Child Psvchiatrv , 1981, 21, 303-304. This 1: a 
letter prepared by c. Tho'!1-ls Gualtieri about. a datasystem for studying n> 
(tardive dyskinesia) and contai ned no empirical data. 

b. Sprague, R. L. Litigation, legislation·, and regul ations regard i ng 
psychoact iv e drug use. · In S. E. Breuning & A. D. Po i ng (Eds.). Dr u~s and 
mental retardation. Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 1982. This i s a 
chapter I wro t e f or a book edited by Breuning and Poling which contains an 
extensive · review of litigation, laws, and standa rds of professional 
organizations and contains no empirical da t a. · 
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CONAD£NtlAL 
. . •·• :r•,11-; •,'1' " 
' · . . . , . . , .. 

Elaine J. Copeland 
March 12, 1984 
Page Two 

c. Sprague , R. L., Kalachn1k, J.E., Breuning, s. E., Davis, V. J. , 
Ullmann, R. K., Culla ri, S., Davidson, N. A., Ferguson, D. G., & Hoffner, B. 
A. The Dyskinesia Identif !cation System - Coldwater (DIS-Co): A ta.rd iv e 
dyskinesia rating scale for the developmentally disabled. Psvchoohat~acolcz v 
Bulletin. in press. Original l y , the manuscript listed Breuning as a s enior 
author, but since he contributed no emoirical data, although he and the others 
did colaborate in developing the 34 items (Table 1) and definitions (Table 2), 
I wrote to him recently and said I was changing the order of listing of the 
authors and revising the manuscript basing the data analysis onlv on data 
collected by John Kalachnik as part of our Minnesota 'l'D project. All t he data 
was from Cambridge State Hospital, Cambridge, Minnesota (see Table 4 and page 3). 

3. Several people can ver1fy my statements that none of the extens i 'le 
data from Minnesota -have been mixed with, in any way, data from either 
Coldwater Center or the University of Pittsburgh, the two places Steve 
Breuning worked during our relationship. It should be pointed out St ev e 
Breuning only worked with mentally retarded people during our relations hip, 
and all of my data on mentally retarded people has come · from Minnesota in 
cooperation with John Kalachnik since the time I met Steve Breuning in 1979 
(the first letter to him in my files is dated June 27, 1979). 

a. Mr. John E. Kalachnik 
Behavior Analyst III 
Cambridge State Hospital 
Cambridge, MN 55008 
phone 612-689-2121~ ext 419 

John is a graduate of the U of I and has worked at Cambridge State 
Hospital several years. He has arranged and superv i sed all t he data colle cted 
in Minnesota. 

b. Mr. Ben F. Wallace 
Controller I, Data Process i ng 
Institute for Child Behavior and Development 
51 E. Gerty Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
phone 217-333-4123 

Ben first started working for the Psychopharmacology Project on June 25 , 
1979 under CETA funds. Because he is a quite capable data processer , I 
quickly put him in charge of receiving, filing, and analyzing, under the 
supervision of graduate students and mP., data from our various projects. Thi s 
responsibility of receiving and filing all our data began about the tice I 
fir~t met Steve Breuning and well before any experiments began at Coldwater Center • 
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Elaine J. Copeland 
March 12 ,. 1984 
Page Three 

. c. Ms. Rina K. Ullaant1 
Research Associate 
Institute for Child Behavior and Development 
51 E. Gerty Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
phone 217-333-4123 

CONFIDENTfAI. 

Rina has worked with us since May :.I, 1976 which is three years before I 
met Steve Breuning in 1979. 

d. Dr. Esther K. Sleator 
Institute for Child Behavior and Development 
51 E. Gerty Drive 
Champaign, IL 61820 
phone 217-333-4123 

Dr. Sleator has had an appointment with the U of I at the Institute for 
Child Behavior and Development since September 1, 1972. She has general 
information about our mental retardation projects, although not specific, . 
detailed information of the other three people because she has priai.arily 
worked with hyperactive children • 

RLS/sb 
Et1closures 
cc: D. A. 

R. L. 
M • L. 

Bernstein 
Linn 
Maehr 

Sincerely, 

,h . 
I •'"\,_,.llf-:-~~., ~-

Robert L. Sprague 
Director 
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DErART.\\E:\"TOF HEALTH & Hl1 .\\ .-.:\" ',El{\ ' ICE-. 

Dr. Tho=as Detre 
Associate Senicr V!ce Ch2nce_!=~ 
University o! P!tts~ ~r~~ 
22! Western Psyc hi atri c r::sti:~:e 

and Clinic 
3815 O'Hara Street 
Pittstur~h, Penr.s ylvan~a 152_3 

Dear Dr. Detre: 

A lcono1 . Drug Abuse. and 

Mental Hea11r, Adm,n,stratoon 
National Inst itute of Mental l-fea1 
Aockv, (1~ MO 208 5 7 . 

As you know fro= our br!e~ te!ephcr.e co::versat icn , t he Nat!or.al 
Institute of Mental Eealth ( NI~~ ) has recei~ d a letter fro~ the 
principal investigator on or.e of its researc h grants, Dr. ?.obert L. 
Sprague, Director, Instit~:e ~or Child 3ehav!or and Deve!o;:;~ent, 
University of Illinois at Ch2~~aifn-~rbana, re£arding his 
concerns about the research of Dr . Ste~hen ~- Breuni nb, Assist a::t 
Professor of Child Psychiatry, Depar:~e::: of Psychiatry, University 
of P~ttsburgh. Dr. Breuning is carryir.; out research under con
tract With the U:::vers:ty of Il!i::o:s that is part of a project 
s~~ported by this Ins:::uce under grant MH -32206, "Use of 
?s::chotrc;,ic D::-~e;~ with the ~eta!'ced;" Dr. S;:::ra;ue is the ;::,ri::::.:.;:;al 
investigate::-. In addition, Dr. Breuning is ~rincipal investigator 
on grar.t ~ii-374t9, "Sti:::ulant Drug Use with Mentally Retarded 
Children" and has su::::i:ted appl~cation ··iii-36181l, "Drug/Eehavior 
Therapy in ?sych.:.atrically Ill 2etarded'' ~hich is currently un~er review; 

Dr. Sprague has ex;:;ressed concern a:out unsu;:;;,ortable data reported 
by Dr. Breuning and has provided t~o exa~;,les as illustration. 
The first is Dr. Breuning's first progress report o~ work under 
his grant MH-37449 (enclosed as appendix 1) ~hich appears to 
cover work from the period July 1, 1982 to June 30, 1983. (The 
date 1984 on page 4 of the re~crt appears to Dr. Sprague to be 
an error.) The fol-owing table furnished by Dr. Sprague outlines 
the number of studies, s ubject s, sess!ons, and len£th of s~udies reported: 
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':->-, l o 1 .. c. ... __ -

Fac:s on St;;:::.es, ::;;:::::-e:!"' cf St.:b j ects, ar:;:: :.e:-:i;:h of St~c:es 
Re~o:!"'ted ::-: ~E/~J 37 ~1.J 9 Progress ~e~o:!"': 

S:udj· !:u::-1:e:- S:l~ j e: :s 

1 
-".t: 

2 11 
3 13 4 24 
5 14 
6 12 
7 13 

':'cta:-s 9? 

.Sesz!o:-:s "'10~ 
:-- -· 

Subject 

I.J? ~,, ,. 
7 
7 
9 
9 
7 

i;Q 

Total 
Sess!c;;s 

48 
55 
91 

163 
126 
10 8 

0 1 

6~ 

Len;:h of 
Study i n Da:,•s 

? 
? 

49 
49 
63 
63 
49 

273 
Dr . Sprague's conce:!"'n is the unl!kel!hood o!' the above stud:es 
being conducted in the t::::e pe:!"'iod reported. If the re~c:!"'t 
covered or.ly one calendar year, then 261 WO:!"'ki:-:g days (no: 
subtracting !'or holidays) were available. D:. S~rafue assu:::es 
that the seven reported studies were cond ucted consec u:i~el y 
because of li~!ta:icns of sub j ect population a:-:d availabili:~• c f 
ex~eri~er.tal roo~s. If that was so, then 273 study days woul:: 
h2ve been requi:!"'ed aside from any additional diys needed fo:!"' the 
usual delays caused by staff O:!"' subject absence, equ:~:::en: breakdowns, etc. 

Second, an abstract is en~losed (as appendix 2) of a pape:!"' 
Dr. Breuning intended to p:!"'esent at the Arne:!"'icar: College of 
JJeuropsychophar~acology las: Dece:::be:!"' reporting on a study of 
45 subjects followed for two years with six-~onth assess~ents. 
This study has been identified by Dr. Sprague as the con:inua:ion 
of a published study of Gualtieri, Breuning, Schroeder, and 
Quade, Tardive dyskinesia in mentally retarded child:!"'en, adolescents, 
and young adults: North Carolina and ~ichigan studies, 
Psychoohar~acolo5z Bulletin, 1982, 18, No. 1, 62-65 (enclosed 
as appendix 3). The Michigan subjects reported on were from 
the Coldwater Regional Center, Coldwater, Michigan . Dr. Breunir.g's 
abstract reports folloNup on 45 of those subjects for a period 
of two years. So~e of these evaluations appear to have taken 
place after the date Dr. Sprague understands that Dr. Breuning 
left Coldwater. While there ap~e3rs tote some discrepancy in 
that date as re~e~bered by Dr. Sprague and Dr. Breuning, the 
Director of the Psychological Services and Behavioral Treatment 
Prog~am at Coldwater is reported to have no recollection of 
that data collection. When queried by Dr. Sprague, Dr. Breunin~ 
reported that he could locate data on only 24 subjects assessed 
once at four months and could not locate the subject identification codes . 
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Page 3 - Dr. Tho~as De:re 

T~e allegat!ons we have rece!ved are serious and e uire 
!nvestigaticn. Since! U;.derstar.= fro~ ~Y conversa !o"s Ni:r. 
ycu and Dr. David Kupfer that · the University of Pit sbursh 
is already investigating this ~atter anj expects the results 
o~ that investi~ation within :he next several weeks, we 
will wait for the results of that investigation before naking 
a decision regarding action by th!s Institute. We urse that 
the procedures you have set up follow the guidelines adopted 
by the A~erican Association o~ Medical Colleges (enclosed as 
a~~endix 4) and that ycu coor=inate your efforts with those 
of the University of Illinois which is also looking into this 
natter as it involved Dr. Sprague's work and that University's 
contract with Dr. Breuning. Dr. T. L. Brown, Vice Chancellor 
for Research, University of Ill!nois, is the official with 
whom you should be i n touch. 

Although will be away from my of~ice until February 7, my 
special a s s istant, Mr. Mi chael Moody, will be able to schedule 
a telephone call with roe. His nu~ber is (301) 443-6374. As soon 
as I return, I will be in t ouch with you abollt the progress of 
your investigation. 

En:::2.osures 

cc: Dr. Breuning 
Dr. Sprague 
Dr. Brown 

bee: Ms. Jacobs 
Mr. Ringler 
Mr. Pascal 

Sincerely, 

~/3. _:)~ 

Lcrraine B. Terres 
Assc:iate Director fer 
Extramural Programs 
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University of Pittsburgh 
WESiE~N PSYCHIATRIC INSTITVTE ANO C~INIC 

Ja:iuary 20, l98li 

Da~-id Ku?fer, M.D. 
'Professor and Cha!:-::a:i, Depar.::eD: of Psych!.at:; 
University of Pittsbu:g."I Sch ool of :He cic!oe 
Pi:tsbu.rgb, PA 15213 

Th!.s le ::er re;,o:--;s on our i:ieeti:lg of Ja:n:a:-y 16 --i :'h Ir.. Ste?ben 
t. Bre'l:li:g, and a br!.e.! 1:ieeti:g betveen Drs. Epstein and :BrPt- 4 -g on 
Jant:a..-y 18. The f!.rst 1:1eeting va.s called in response to your request th.a: 
we !.Dves:!gate the po:e:i:!al disc:repanc!.es in sa:;:,le size for the 
follw-up pe::-iod reported in an abst::-act, "The course of tard:!:ve dys
k!.nesia :!.: t!:le re:a:dec:: Loogituc!i:a.1 analysis," &ub::i:ted by Dr • 
Breu:ii:g to the >.meric:.an Colle~e of Neuropsychophar::acology (ACK?) for 
a panel orga:i.!.:ed by Dr. Robert S;:,::-ague eot!.tled, "Ta:dive Dy&ki:esia: 
Prevalence, Ti.:ie Cou:&e, and R.ecent Li:igatiOD." lbe panel vas 1=.i~a.:.ly 
sub:itted to AC.? on Ju:1e 20, 1983, for prese:ita tio:i Dececer 12-16, 
1963. The second 'l:leet!.ng vas held to cla=i!y additional question& 
about :ietbodology not covued in the fi:st 11:eeting. lbe purpose of our 

. meetings vitb Dr. Breu:lillg, as ve understood oc::- charge, \:AS t.o obuin 
1.nfo::::ation necessary to resolve the reasons for the sm::ple s1:e 

· discrepancy. In the process of ou:- inc;ui'!"}; ve focused on the it:! :.al 
1md foUo-up data collection t.~at se::-ved as the basis for tbe abstract • 
. Ye did not atte::pt to inquire aboot other research projects con::ucted by 
Dr. Breu:lillg. ' 

The meeting revieved 1.nfor::a:ion presented to -you by Dr. !.reu::.!.ng 
o:: Je::,uary 6, 198li. The i:-.:c:-...a::c:-: ::i.a: '-as pe:-t.i:le:: to o-.::- 1:ee:i:::& 
included the follo.-icg: a su=a:y of :he eve:its surro'l:leing this i."'lcic!ent 
by Dr •. Breuni:lg, letters exchanged berween Dr. Breuning and Dr. Sprague, 
rav and su:::i.ary data !or subjects i:1 the 1.n!:ial and follov-u;, study, an 
abstract presented at the 1981 :ieetings of ACH? based on the initial 
80 veeks of data collec:tlon which vas -published in Ps-vc.."io-ohar--acol~v 
Bulleti:, a:nd a paper in press !or Psvc:ho-;,har--ac:olo2v also based O':l the 

• 80 veeks of the initial study. 

'Ihe sti:::ulus for this inqui..-y vas the follo--ing problem. Dr. Breuni:g 
subc.itted an abstract to Dr. Sprague de&ib-1ed to analy:e S)'l:i)tc:r.s of 
tardive dysk!.:lesia over a 3.5 year period. The data base for thi& pre
sentation included results for the fi:-st 80 veeks ~hich has been pre~iously 
presented (the initial study), and results collected at week 96 and at 
six-conth in:e:-vals beyond ~eek

0

SO for U? to 3.5 years (!ollo~u;> ). 
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Dartd Ku?!e=, ~.D. 
page rwo 

The subjec:s were pa:ie:ts at Cold\ol'ater Sta: e Hospital, vhere D:'. 
BreU:li:lg vo=ked (th:-ough the 96 veek assess-cent) before co::i:g to 
W.P.I.C. D:'. Sprague becice concerned about the . existence of the 
foll011-ap data, collected a.fte= Dr. !re'll:ling had left Colc'l.'ater, 
after a telephane conversatio~ vith Dr. Ne&l DavidsO":l, Di.recto= of 
Psychologictl Services at Cold--ater. Dr. Di:vidscn vas '!::lava.re of 
data ti\at vas to be collected for ehis study after Dr. Breu::.i:ig' s 
move to ~.P.I.C. Dr. Sprague therea.fter questioned the existence 
of the follcr-'-tr,:> dau. !.:l a telephc~e call 8.!ld let:e: to D=. :Sre=!.:s. 
i.'hen D=. S?=ague requested the folla,.,-up data, Dr. Breu::ii:g vas able 
to find rav data fo= 24 cf the 45 subjects in the follcw-~p s2eple 
for week 96, vhich 'l.'as the fi=st follO'l.1-up inte~al, bu: vas no: 
able to f!.:ld any foll0'--up beyond eek 96 . In addi tion, Dr. !:et:'li:g 
vas not able to locate any of the r3\o1 data for veek.s · l tr.:-ough 80 • 

• Based on the ir.ab!.H cy cf D:'. Brea:,.iI!g to produce evicie.nce o! :..'le 
follc,v,-up data, D=. Sp=ague requested that D:'. B=e'I.C!.:lg -"i:h:.=a'I.' 
the abstract. Dr. !=eu:::!:lg agre eci "'"1th this reco=ie:ida t!o::1 e:nci ,..:!.:.::
drev the abs:=act. At :he t~ of our :::ieet1~6 --1:~ D=. B=e~~..!.:g, 
be had not fcnnd the rJN data fer the initial 60ldy c: any cf the 
fcllov-up except fer the 24 su~jec:s at veek 96. 

Based on cur d!.sc'.l.Ssian it beca::me q-c.!.te clec that data ccl..le::ted 
for the 1::itial and follov-u;, s0.1dy vere net part of a plsnned p=0t0c0l • 
The stucy vas net approved by mi I:Rl3, no !.:lfc:::ied ccnse::it ,..as collected 
fo= par:!.c!.pat!.cn in the stucy, cd tbe=e vas no 'lo-=it:e:i protocol fer 
desig:i or data collection. Dr. B=eu::.!.:lg reported that dt=i:g veek.s 
1 through 96 he and a var:.ety cf ether staff =bers collec::eci data on 
sy:;,tcn::.s cf ta=di~e dysk!.:esia 1n a:\ t:syste::a:ic -=a:::ie=, v!.th no 
atte::;,t to control for ti::ie of day, co:ict=:ent activity ciu=-1:ig -::easu=e
ment, social settiiig, or du:-atio:1 0! measure:ient. Ne proc:.edu=es fr= 
rellabili::y of :ieasure:ie:1t ve=e pla.n:ied, ehougb occasionally the sm:ie 
subject was observed at different til:es cf the day by separate observers. 

After considerable d!.scussiou du_-4.=i_g _the :meed.ng on t.~is pci:lt, 
I)r. Breuni!l& offered no satisfactory e.xj)la::iat10t1. wy rav data we:e 
available fer only 24 of the 45 subjects at veek. 96 'b-.lt.n0t .!0r any . of the 
addi~io:ial !cllc,v-up data. Retrospective evaluation of these data, 
made after Dr. Breu::i!.:lg talked -"1th the person at Cold.ate: ~ho .as 
responsible for data collection. suggests that t!iey were not collected. 
It is unclear whether Dr. Bret::l.i:lg vas aware tbat no datatlad been · 
collected vhen be vrote tbe abscract. · I>r. Bre1.:1i:lg refused to idcti!y · 
the staff m~er ·respansible far the data collection. Dr. Breu:i!.:lg 
repc=ts th4t on scr.:e occasio:ls the data vere reported to h!.: by subject 
nu::ber, vbich provided the oppcrtunit:y to keep track cf the s.a::;>le si:e. 
Bovever, an other occasia:i.s the data vere reported r:1::;>ly as all subjects 
vere u:icha:ged. Ex•~~n•ticn of the data sheet used by D:'. Breu::i!..~& to 
record these observations did net belp to resolve the discrep&:lci.es. 
O:le fi:l.a.l prcble::: 1n regard to the data collect!.o:i is that the.re is no 
copy of subject nin:ies that corr esponds to the subject cedes. Thus, it 
is ir;:,cssible to disceni the pat!e:its' curre:t level cf fu:ct10:!.:l& and 
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David KU?!e=, ~- D. 
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. 
1.::;)ossible to recover any present in!o=::.a:ion about the l~g-te::: 
e!!ects of d:-ug vithd=a\o.-al. 

In addition to the discrepancies 1n data presentatio:i, tbe=e we=e 
&lso proble::.s 1n the presentation o! the research desip. The abstract 
and :a.:iusc=i;:,t preset the study as a::o e.:a::inatio:i of drug vithc!=a\o.-al 
·in a placebo-cC':1t=olled, dcuble blind desig:i. Boweve.r, this desis;n 
ves not ac-:ually used. Subjects vere vithdrSlo'U froi: 1:1edication in 
ei:he= a gradual or a:i ab=upt !ashion based o~ ~nspec:i!ied c=!:!e~a 
ac::c=c.ing to D=. Breu:i!.ng' s reco:=endatitr.:1. Thus, D=. Breuni.:g bot."i 
assiped patients to conditions and collected the data, re:ov:..ng cy 
possibility for double blind. The study vas also not placebo c::,::=ollec. 
>.£:.er d=~; \o."ithdra\:al, patients were provided other pills for mi 

·c:u,peci.fied period of til:>e, · The pl.ac:eboe.s -we1:e ael-ec:ted by the he.ad 
4 nu:se fret: ari u:spec:!.!ied group of pills, an:l ve::-e used vithcr.Jt =egard 

to the si~e, shape, colo=·, taste, or n~er of pills p=ese.nted. 

Base~ o: the inability to vl!.lidate any of the study data, D:. 
Breu:i.ing repo=ts that a paper in Ps-vchcr:>har-...acolo£v has bee \o."i~dra.-n. 
D=. Rret:.ing also contacted Natalie Pettich, his project office: at 
N~. It is not clear vbat he told her, nor is it clear vhy she '\:'as 
contacted, s:Gc:..e his c~ent grmltS do not appear to be based o:i the 
da.t2. in ques~on. Hovever, in the :Psvc:ho-.:>har:acolo~v paper, Dr. :!=eu:!::g 
ac:k.no-.:ledgec. mat :he paper vas \o.Ti::te:: 1n part based on StJ?po=: frc::::i 
g=e.:its ~ 30115 given to the Cl!.::.ical Research Center for A!fect!ve 
D!sorde=s at •;P.I.C. 

In i;,-,a-y, oi= i:l<;'.!!.:J su,;ges ts th.at Dr. Breu:!ng did no~ ut:.;.~e 
generally accepted standards for observatio:ial I:1etbodoloa and was 
e:r=e:lely inac:ct:ate !ll repo=:i:li; the research desi~ o! the st~y. 
In adc.iticr.., be vas er-re:mely negligent 1:l haticll!.ng arid repo~::lg the 

_!o!l~up data. O~r cc,:-,1~tee die not atte:;,t to establish the ~o:!vation 
for Dr. l!reu:1:lg' s reporti:lg data for 45 s~j ec:u ...-U? \.-he:. 
·tbe data set vas not ava.ilable • 
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Presbyterian-University Hospital of Pittsburgh 

DeSoto at O'Hara Streets. Pittsbw·g'1: Pe,msyivania 15213 
~:1-:ter's direct dial numr>cr: 

Donald Leon, M.D. 
Dean, School of Medic:ne 
H-2U6 Scaife Hall 

Dear Don: 

February ~7·, 198U 

Dr. Ereuning i~ purported to be a leader and a respected investigator in a 
very active field of psychopharrnacology. · It is therefore surprising that the 
series of events that led to the formation of our committee exists. 

Our COC1!11ittee Qet on 3 occasions to study the activities of Dr. Breuning. 
This incl~ded a 2 1/2 hour meeting with Dr. Breuning, phone calls to 
Dr. R. L. Sprag~e and C. :ho~as Gualtieri anc a 1 hour rneeting with 
Dr. Leonard Epstein. Our impressions are in agreement with those of 
Drs. Epstein, Hersen and Hiller as described in their January 20, 1984 letter to 
Dr. Kupfer. A list of tnt caterial we reviewed exists as an appendix to this letter. 

The cain fincings of our COC'l:!littee are: 

1, The studies per~ormed at the Coldwater Center in Hich:gan over a period 
of 3 1/2 years are u~able ~o be supported by raw data, Neither are these 
studies su?ported by any o~ Dr. Breu~ing's associates at Ccld.ater. 
Dr. n. L. Sprague bro~gnt ciscrepancies in follow-up data to the attention of 
Dr. Breuning when they were discussing an abstract relat.ng to an upco:ing 
national ~eeting in early December. Or. Breuning adcitted to us that 
state~ents in the abstract were false. Dr. Sprague encouraged Dr. Breuning 
to ~thdrew the abstract. 

2. Based on the inability to review raw data ·from the Coldwater study 
Or. C. Thomas Gualtieri retracted a paper that was submitted for publication in 
Psychopharmacology, Dr. Gualtieri was willing to review patient charts in an 
attempt to substantiat~ the data but Dr. ~r!u~: ~£ t~ld hi~ th~t t~~; woulc be 
impossible since he hao no record or recollection of the patients• names. 

3, Relating to Or. Breuning's investigational duties while here in 
Pittsbur&11 it should be noted that Or. Breuning withdrew a NIH grant renewal 
application 2 days a·rter his initial phone conversation with Or. Sprague. We 
are unclear as to the exact reascns for the withcra.al of this grant, but the 
timing is unfortunate. In addit!on Dr. Breuning claics that the grant 
ap~lication that ~as suboitted to the tlIH was mistakenly an early draft and 
he provided us with the revised copy that he said should have been 3u:oitted. 
We d1d not 1nvest:gate any of Or. Breuning's work done in Pittsbursh • 
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Page two 
February 17, 198~ 

Based on the irregularities noted above we feel that it is essent!al for 
you to for=al:y i~ves:iga:e Dr. Breuning's research practices. 

Sincerely, 

Sheldon Adler, H.D. 

Richard Michaels, H.D. 

Robert E. Lee, H.D., Chairoan 

REL/deb 

., 
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List of ~aterials Reviewed by Drs. Adler, Michaels and Lee 

A. Sent to us fro~ the Dean's Office 

1. Letter froc Dr. Leon forming our coc:uittee on 2/3/84 and charging us to 
investigate apparent discrepancies and irregularities in research 
conoucted by Dr. Stephe~ Breur.ing. 

2. Research Integrity Policy - University Pitts~ur;~ School of Heti:ine 
dated 1963. 

3. AAHC Policy on Ethical Standards in Research dated 6/24/82. 

4. Copy cf abstract entitled: Time Course of Tardive Dyskinesia in the 
Mentally Retarded: A Longitudinal Analysis by S.E. Breuning labeled 
appenc:.x 2. 

5, Copy of 2; pag~ grant renewal ap~lication sub~itted by Dr. 9re~r.i~g 
for an October 1st. 1983 deadline labeled appendix 1. 

6. Copy of 4 ~age article published in ?sycho;:iharcacology Bulletin in 
January, 1962 labeled appendix 3. 

7. Copy of letter to Dr. Tho~s Detre froc Lorraine Torres of the 
National Institute of Mental Health dated January 17, 1984 describing 
Dr. Robert S~rague's concerns ?.bout Dr. Ereu~ing's research. 

8. Copy of report of January 20, 1984 from Drs. Leonard Epstein, 
Michel Hersen, Robert Hiller to Dr. David KupfEr regarding their 
evaluation of Dr. Breuning's research. 

9, Copy of letter from Dr. Kupfer to Dr. Leon _dated 1/31/84 reporting the 
Psychiatry Departcent's findings. 

10. Copy of letter from Dr. Leon to Dr. Breuning dated 1/31/84 notifying 
h~~ o! ~~e ~~~=:~:~e~~ c: a :a~: ::~::~o c=;.~:::ee. 

11, Curriculu~ Vitae of Dr. Stephen!. Breuning dated 1/6/84 prov:ced 
by Or. L. Epstein • 
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B. The following i tecs were given to us by Or. Stephen Breuning: 

1. Copy of letter to Dr. Breuning from Dr. Sprague dated 12/5/83. 

2. Copy of letter dated 12/7/83 sent to Dr. Sprague by Or. Breuning. 

3. Copy of letter dated June 14, 1983 sent to but never received by 
Dr. C. Tho~as Gualtieri from Dr. Breuning. 

4. Two copies of revised grant renewal applicatio s dated 9/26/83 and 
9/28/83. 

5. Copy of Dr. Richard Cohen's evaluation of Dr. Breuning dated 
January 18, 1984 and addressed to Dr. Kupfer. 

6. Copy of evaluation of Dr. Breuning's Winter Term 1983 course of 
graduate students along with a guide to the interpretation of the items 
rated . 

7. Copies of the written survey cocpleted by 13 students who w~re 
enrolled in the 395 special education course. 

8. Copy of Standard Policies and Procedures for the Coldwater Center 
dated 7/20/79 and signed by S. E. Breuning and R. L. Rogan. 

9. Names and addresses of individuals with whom Dr. Breuning is 
associated • 

y 
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May 8, 1984 

Donald Leon, M.O . 
De,rn, School of :-!eci c · ne 
M-246 Scaife Hall 
Uni versity of Pit:sburgh 
Pittsburg· , Pennsylvania 15261 

Dear Dr . Leon: 

Public Hea11r, Service 

Alcpno1. Drug Abuse. and 

Men1a1 Hea11_r, Adm1n1s::a: ,: 
National lnsr1ru1e o! Me,,ra ,
Rockville MO 208 5.7 

Thank you for your letter of March 15 fon.,arding to e cooies of the 
Oepartmen of Psych;atry Pre J;m;nary Co,r.,;ttee and the Fact F;ndino Co~a ittae 
reports on allegac ·ons co ncerning Or. Stephen£. Breuning

1
s research 

practices. Based uoon the info r~ation new availa bl e to us, we would like 
to raise the fol lowi ng issues f~r your consideration. 

The January 20th report o Dr. David Kupfer states that the studies 
carried out by Or. Breuning at Cold~ater Regional Center for 
Developmental Disabi ities, (suoported under Grant MH 32206), had no 
written protocol for desicn or data col l ection, had not received aooro va l 
by an IR3 and had not made any provision for obtaining consent ei ther 
from the subjects or from their legally authorized representatives . 
If this is true, then violations involving noncomoliance with 
federal regulations governing the protection of human subjects have 
occurred. Such matters must receive consideration separately 
from th~ inquiry into the legitimacy of the research itself inasmuch 
as the possibilities of harm to human subjects must now be assessed. 
We have consulted with the Office for Protec ion from Research Risks at 
the National Institutes of Health and they have requested us to obtain 
further documentation, if available, of the evidence which led to the 
Preliminary Co""'ittee's conclusions. Please send that documentation to 
me. If the evidence warrants, we will pursue the.matter further. 

In my January 17th letter to you, there were cited two instances of 
suspicious data which had been reported to us by Or. Robert Sprague. These 
were mentioned as examples of wha t Dr. Sprague susaec·ed might be multiple instances of unsupportable data. 

It would appear from the ,eports you sent me that initial inquiries have 
focussed exclusively on Or. Breuning and have been limited to the research 
he conducted at Coldwater under Grant MH 32206 to the University of 
111 i noi s. I am enclosing a copy of a progress report on Grant ·, H 32205 
which reports on the research activities at Coldwater of ~s. Vi cky Davis 
and which also indicates that she was spending ten percent of her time 
on Or. Breuning•s Grant ~H 37449 awardeo to the University of Pittsburgh . 
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Page 2 - Donald Leon, M.D. 

We beiieve that the report of the Research He ring Board should 
contain a review of all of Dr. Breuning's federa lly- supported 
research activities at the University of Pittsburgh to determine 
the nature and full extent of any scientific misconduct which 
may have occurred. 

Since there may have been other staff at the University of Pittsbu ;·~n 
who worked with Dr. Breuning on the contract from the University of 
Illinois under MH 32206 or on Grant ~H 374~9 to the University r, f 
Pittsburgn, we believe that the report should also speak to wr~ ther 
any other s taff may have participated in scientific misconduct. 

Since Dr. Breuning has resigned from the University of Pittsburgh, 
we would appreciate your send i ng us his current address so that 
we ~ay know his whereabou~s during the course of the investigation. 
we wou ld also li ke to have infor::iation about the current status 
of Ms . Vicky Davis at the University of Pittsburgh and her address 
and place of current employment if she is no longe r employed there. 

In the course of reviewing another application from the University of 
p·ttsburgh, l TOl MH 18045-01, rn:-!H Clinica l Training/ Human Resource 
Devel oprr.ent, Peter B. Henderson, M.D . , 1ve note that r . Breuning is 
l isted as one of the participating faculty. This aoolic ation was 
neither arr.ended nor wi thd rawn by the Univers i ty of Pittsbu rgh and i s 
scheduled to be reviewed by the National Advi scry Mental Health 
Council on May 21-23. We are the refore requesting the University 
to review al l applications pending with he Public Health Service 
and to take appropr iate ac tion on any on which Dr. Breuning may 
be included as a participant. 

You originally indicated that i t would take about six weeks for the 
Research Haring Board to complete its investigation. We would very 
much appreciate current informa t ion as to its prc ; ress and estimated 
date fo completion of its report. 

Please call me if you hav any ques t ions. ~e appreciate your cooperat ion in this matter. 

Enclosure 

Si ncere ly , 

Lorraine B. Torres 
Associate Director for 
Ext ramural Programs 
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310-13-7:35 

7his ~ro~ress re,cr: ~e;ins with official collabora:ion between Dr. ?.ober: L. 
S:ra9:i: anc ~r. S:eohe:. :. :re:ining ar.c ends with tne official renewal of the 
current orar.:. TM: renewal is from ~pril 1, 1951 to ~arch 31, 1984. Staff 
~e~:,ers (a;1 a: !ilinois ) , ca:es anc oer:en: of time on project accorcir.; :o 
year one buc;et cf :he c:.:rrent ~ran: (i.e . , beginning Apri 1 1 , 1981 ) a re : 

Rina Ul irr.ann , ~esear:n Assoc~ate 04/01/81 - 08/20/81 80: 09/01/81 - 03/31/82 so: 
Vickv J. Davis, Soec iali st in Ch~ ld Develo;:::::ent 04/01 /81 - 04/20/81 7r:• _,. 
Sua Sinclair, Gracua:e 04/01 /81 - 08/20/81 so: Resear:n t.ssi s:an: 02/01/81 - 03/31/22 SC~ 
Joanne Kli::in~. \./oro QC/01/81 - 08/20/ Sl ac: Pr:,ce!scr o,era:cr ... 09/01 /81 0:?/31 / 82 8""' L • • - .,,. 
5en 1-.'allace, Data : r t:-y 04/01/81 - 08/20/81 10c: l):,era :or ll 09/ Cl.'El - C3 / 3i / S2 10c: 

2. Sur.:::;ary of Pro~ress 

ihe researcn objectives during t ,,e period were to: 1) preoare a scaie to 
examine abnor.::ai movements in mentally re:arded individuals, 2) to continue de
velo::irr.er.: cf a resident benavior ratino scaie with acceotacle statistical 
Prooerties, and 3) exa~ine the effects-of withcrawal of psycnotropic drv9s on the 
disru~tive behavior! for which the drJos were prescribed as well as other measures 
of adaptive behaviors and perfor.::ance. -

a. Coldwater staff preoared a rating scale to examine dyskinesias in the 
mentally retarded--Dyskinesia Identification System - Coldwater (DIS-CO). John 
Kalachnik, a behavior analyst on staff at Cambridge.State Hospital in Catr~ridge, 
Minnesota, and Yi kv J. Davis · ~ 0 locment Soecialist, assioned to Cald-
water Reaional Center for Developmental Oisabil1ties o c M 1oa..n, 
tra_i_r:,_e.CLJ:.eoi stereo nurses ... •is.e ;ne ~ -~a.!!9 . .l.l}.en SU.Q!!_rvi sed th.~..1:atinc:u_f 
over 500 residents at Camoridge and S..Q residents at Coldwater. Data is c~rrently being analyzed. 

b. •. Coldwater s-:aff revisec the ~esident Behavior Rat i ng Scale and supervised 
collection of interrater a~ree!:lent cat.a. Pairs of rners (ward staff) assessed 
21 residents on 10 o·c:asicns. Data is c:irrently being analyzed. 

c. Yicr.y J. Da~is at Colcwater suoervised the gathering of over 60 ho:irs 
of viceot.aPed =yskinesias anc then edited a 9 ~inut.e staff training taoe. Jot-:, 
Kalachnik at Ca~oric;e edited the 50 hours of videotaoe into a ZS minute tl"'?ining 
tape anc ~re~ared a sta~f :ra inlng pr-ctoc:l for the DIS-CO. 
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\, .;._,--,· , .• \·:/•l'i· ().jo,pi · -·. ~,~~/1• 
Ccnfe:ence cf che ;..ce=ican Assoc::.a:ion :o r 

~e ~ava ~een ass~=e~ of coc?eracion f:c~ the =edical and nursi:g scaf: as 
~el: as ;src:-:,c!cgis:s, educators, oc~e: ?rofessional staff, and~=- :.ober: Rogan, 
:aci:.i:y .;..:::-.::.:-. .:..sc:a:c= a: Cold-;.;acer Regional Cente:·. !-Is. Vicky Davis, ?reject. 
sea:: ::-.a::-.':e: :-=.:d '::;y ::-:.e g:ar:c, ·-·as :c:-:-:e:!y .;. ?Svcholo1nst a:: 1..0J.:·..-a:e: -=-:· nal 
ce .... ;:- ~:::: :"".:s ~=-:ce __ : .. - :.!":l"Jo ... _ -- ... :. :-ice:- s:ai:, :..~,l~ding _.Ns a:!C:. Ci:-ec: 
ca:e s:.;.::. as ::e::. as 1,:i::: residen:s . ::ine :.s cu:=entJ.:,- en!'olled as a cascer's 
ce£:ee :an.:i:£:e in jehavi::ral ?ha:-::acolc&y a: ~es:ern ~'..ichi&a.~ University, 
su?C:-Y:.scC "::: : ·:-. Ala~ ?:1:.:--ag. 

D:. ~=-e~~::.~; is cu= ::onsul:an: anc liaison at Cold-;.;ater Regicnal Ce:cer. 
Ee ~il! S~?•=~::.se a:! :esea:::h done in conjuncticn ~ith cu: project (such as 
\~ysocki 's c:isse::ca:i::m researc::) and is our on-site "trou le shooter" sho•..:ld 
any proble::s arise requiring i=edia:e attention. Dr. Breuning ' s value_ co our 
?=ojecc ex:encs fa: ~eyond his ccnsu-tanc role, and includes fo=al: ~uc nc=ethel 
vital, c::n:ac: ~it~ oei::bers of the ad:i.niscracive and professional staffs, as ~el: 
as effec:i~e encou:a1e~en: cf Gualif:.ed ~e:sonnel co engage in rela~ed studies 
i~~olv:~g c=~; :ec~==~=~ a~~ ~i:~t=~~al ~~=h ch:-c~~cal~y-~e~~cated :-es~cie~:s. 
Eis se:v:.ces :c :he ?rojec: are provided by Cold-;.;acer iegional Center at no 
sala=-:; cos: co :ha ?re j ect 

~- . C. :.,c=as Gual:ie:i is sc~::ying ca:dive dyskinesia in child:e::i at the 
Cnive:si:y c~ ~o::~ Carolina. He has ag=eeo :o use bo:h the Reside::: 3ehavio= 
Ra:i::-.g Sc.;.:e a~o the Dyskinesia Ra:ing Scale :or Develo?=encally Disabled ~-:.ch 
his ?atie::-.:s in =e=~=~ for ou= use cf AI~~_and ~ichdra~al ~~ergent Sy·::?:c:s 
Checklis: i:i ::i :esice::--:;;~:-::-sk-o·:cy°skinesia ac-Cold~ater. . Dr. Gual cie:-i 
has also-ag:-e-e·c-c■c-s·e:ve · as ·psychia::ic cor.sul°:ant- to Cold~ate:- in the event 
that a residen: a??ea:s co be develc?i::-.g dyski::-.ecic Sj"'t:l?tOl:1.5. 

Co:laboracion ~ich ~.innesoca 

We are in the process of arranging data collection on the extent of dyskines 
at eve insci:u:ions for develop=encally disabled individuals in '!-!in:iesota. 
Preli=.inary ceetings at Cacilricge S:a:e Hospital and Brai::ierd State Eospital 
have incicatec a strong interest of adcinist:-acors and medical di:-eccors at • 
both facilities in examni:g the incidence of dyskinesia among the residents. 
~.oreover, one of :y fo~er students, Mr. John Kalachnik, is presently on the 
staff at Cai:bridge Stace Hospi:al and has agreed to coordinate these efforts 
with the concurrence of the facili:y. Cacbridge State and Brainerd State have 
agreed :o provide personnel to coc?lece the rati:gs, in exchange for rati:g 
scale·s, trai::iing and data analysis to be supplied by our staff. In addition, 
Cacbridge State has indicated · the possibili:y of obt~ining ~ideotape records of 
residents sho~ing abnor::al covemencs. These tapes would be used to coi:;iare 
coding standards.at Cai::bridge vich those at other collaborating institutions. 

3. Goals :or next year 

Our :i::st goal is to co::? l ete t he Dy s kinesia Rating Scale for Develop::ental: 
~isablec, assess its stability over t ~~e , and ~ake it available for ~orkers in 
:he a=ea. 
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Unive·rsity of Pittsburgh 
SCHOOL OF l.lEDICINE 
O11 ,cc of inc OeJn 

Ms. Lorraine B. Torres 
Associate Director for 

Extramural Programs 
Cepartment of Health and 

Human Services 
National Institute of 

Mental Heal th 
Roc kville, MD 20357 

Dear Ms. Torres: 

COiff IOE!ITI AL 

Ju ly 6, 1984 

I am pleased to forward you ccpi es of minutes of our internal 
hearing board which was appo i nted to review and report on Dr. Steohen Breuning; 

They reoort that ~nere is no evidence that any of the grant 
activity (MH37449) was. conducted without appropriate IRB approvals, 
and that there is no evidence of direct relationships between his 
studies at Co ld·,•,ater and those here in Pittsburgh at \·Jestern 
Pennsylvania Psychiatric Insti tute and Clinic (University of Pittsburgh). 
Briefly stated, our Hearing Board can find no serious fault with Dr. 
Breun ing's activities here in Pitts~urgh • 

. Leonard Epstein, Ph ; D . . :, in his letter to Dr. David Kupfer of 
January 20, 1984 makes reference on page t1·10 to the absence of IRB 
approval of studies at Coldwater. This letter is the report of the 
depart:nental review committee 1-,hich is required in our procedures. 

Dr. Epstein has reported t6 me that Dr . Breuning had stated that 
there had been no IRO approval, in fact, that there w~s no IRO at 
Coldwater. Breuning's explanation for this was that Coldwater was a 
state institution and that pat ~ents on ad:nissio n signed some sort of 
consent to be observed or stud:cct. Worse than this, there was no 
pro tocol for the "study", it 1-1as rHr.er a series of "random" observations 
~ollected by various observers and ·~ot in a contrclled study fashion. 
In fact, it 1-,as not a "placibo dout)le blind" study at all. 

,. .... ... .... ....... ,.. ____ ___ .. _____ .... ... . -
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Ms. Lorraine 8. Torres 
July 6, 19S4 
Page t1-10 

Our Hear~ng Soard has sent a brief final report, a copy of which . 
is enclosed. Based on this report and that fact that Breuning has 
left the University of Pitts~urgh, I have no grounds to take action 
against him relative to his activities whil e a member of our faculty. 

DFL: lmf 

Enciosure 

cc: Thomas Oetre , M.D . 
David J. Kupfer, M.D. 
Mr . Ronald Talarico 

' : l 

... 

Sincerely, 
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SCHOOL OF ME:>:::: :~!: 
Cepin:nent ot B,o:n~r.i1s try 

.icly 5, 1984 

,· 

Dcrnald ! . L?o:i, ~.D. 
~246 Scaife E.al.l 

~~@:;/]~ 

JUL 06 1984 

The p,.:::-pose o: t'!-..is letter is to re?or: the fi::.di=gs of the kse.e.r:~ aearing 
Board ep?ointed by you to investigate ap?zrcot discrep-eocies B.:Jd irregclari::ies 
i= the research coociu:ted by D:.-. Steven 3reu::.i.::.g. Since Dr. 3reuning h.as 
resi;ned from the University of Pi::toburgb, the scope o: the bearing boerd vas 
11::.!.ted to de::e:-::i~e ~= the resear:~ i~ question resu.l:ec io cisuse o: KI~3 
fl!::.:is • 

The ce~bers o: the co=:.::ee inciivicl!ally re~ieved all :.aterials pre~iously 
colle:::ed and theo ~et oo ~~7 3, 1934 to discuss t~is evidence =d to for::her 
question D:.-. Breuoi~g. Tne cioutes of that l'!lCeting are att~ched. As a result 
of t~is review a:id of further info:-:::ation received free Dr. i:.upfer (eoc.losed), 
the ca=i::tee has u:ianicously concluded that the follow up studies thee were 
reported . to have been carried out at Cold-ater were not used as a ~sis for 

.applic&::ion or recei?t of fonds free h"I~. In addition, as bes:: we cao 
deter-J.oe, the work in question did oot Sig:lificently effect the cooduc:: of 
other reGe.arcb. ca::-ried out by D:.-. Breuoic;; et the C-:iiversity of Pittsburgh or 
the expenditure of &Tant support vuicb. he received ~rO't:1 h"L~. Thus, tbe 
co=ittee has concluded t.het oo cisuoe of f=ds occ:-.:r-red a!ld .thzt this r:.attcr 
abould be closed. , 1 -: t 

Sincerely yours, 

., 
hOr::an P. Curthoys, Ph.D. 
PTofessor and Chai:-::ao 

cc: Me-obers of Rea~inc Board 
Dr. S. B-reun!.oi; 

., 
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~.inutes of nearir:g Board Meetir:; 
May 3, 1984 

The Medic:i.l School Research ne:?crir:g Board e:ppointed to invest!gate 
apparent discrepcncies and irre~ularities in the research conducted by Dr. 
Stephen 'Sreun!::ig c.et :ir i:00 a.t:. on Thursday, !".ay 3, 1984. Present at the 
~eeting were Drs. Bahnsen, Curthoys, Gill and Rosenber;, Xr. Ronald Ttler!co, 
tsq., Dr. Ste?hen Ereuning and r~s counsel, ~r. Tno=.as Coval, Esq. · 
Individuals invited to present testi~ony to the Eearicb Board included Dr. 
David Kupfer, Cu.1-:-::.an of Psychiatry, Dr. Sheldo::i Adler, r::ecber of the Dea:i' s 
fact finding reviev panel, and Dr. Leonard Epstei::i, Chai:-::.an of the 
prel!::.i.nary re~iew co=ittee appoic:ed by Dr. ~upfer. 

The meeting ~as opened by Dr. Curthoys who reviewed the charge give::i to 
the Bearing Board by the Dean and the previous steps in the review process 
which led to the appointcent of this Reari::ig Board. Since Dr. Breu:ring has 
resis;:ied his positioo at: the l'::iversity of Pitts::iurgh effecti'l.·e A-;,ril ;0, 
1984, the remaicing pur?ose of t:he Rearicg Board is t:o deter-...ine if the 
research i::i question was used as a basis for application, receipt or 
e,:pen:iit:ire of g-rant support free ~~?.. Potent:i.:.l b-a:1ts in quest:io::i :i:::.cl-.;de 
the subco::itract of ~:I.~H grant: 32206 dealing ~-1th psychotropic drugs that was 
awarded to Dr. Robert Sprague for the period of May 1981 through April 19S~ 
and~~ g:-ant 374~9 dealir:g ~'ith t:he use of sticulant drugs awarded t:o Dr. 
Ste?hen Breuning, for t:he period of July 1981 through June 1984. The latter 
grant has been· t:er--.inated and as · a result, neit her gra:-,t is cu:-re n tl:; in 
effect • 

In opening state=ents, Xr . Coval pointed out t:hat the sole research in 
question was t:he colleccicn and ~alidicy of follow-up data for t:he Cold~ater 
studies that vere conducted afte:- Dr. Breuning had arrived at the University 
of Pitt:sburgh in January 1951. ;one of the studies conducted at Colch:acer 
were sponsored by an?~ ~ant. In ad ~ition, t:he follo~-up studies were 
carried-.. out after the two b-ants in que s tion were sub=itted to ?--."!::rl for 
reviev. Thus, t:h'e follow-up st:ucies conducted at Cold-..·ater \Jere not included 
in either application. The co=ic::ee then de cided t o deten:.ine to "'-hat extent: 
t:he research in . quest:ion in:luenced sub5equent studies conducted by Dr. · 
'Breuning under the sponsorship of ?~!i. Hr. Coval •indicat:ed t:hat: the presence 
of Dr. Breuning at t:his hearing cid not i=ply recog-:iition of the jurisdiction 
of the appoi•nt:ed Hearing Board. :' 

Dr. Kupfer then renewed the initial event:s ~h!ch led to his decision to 
appoi::it: a fac::-findir:g co=i.::tee to revie'IJ the credibility of data collected 
in the follow-up studies at: Cold"at:er. Dr. Breuninb ir:dicated that none of 
t:he studies carried out at Cold'IJater were sponsored throui;h ·a for-...:il 
subcontract of an ~~H gr3nt. Such support occurred only after ~oving to the 
University of Pittsburbh and ::hat these funds were used to carry out studies 
that \Jere different free those in1t:1at~d and conducted at Coldwater. Dr. 
Kupfer indicated th3t the Hearin~ Board would neeci to review t:his question 
more carefully but to the best of h.!.s kno~ledge, the cnly reference to the 
data in question was the abstract to be presented at the AC:XP meeting ~hich 
was "'-1.t:hdra-..-n by Dr. Breuning and the Psychophar-...acolo~y paper sub::.i.tted and 
then later -..-1.thdra-..-n by Dr. Gualtieri. Dr. Breuning then stated that t:he 
fol!o1rup data free Coldwnter had not been presented anyvhere or in any 

.. 
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publ!cat!o:::i. T.,a:: !:: 1.as :::iot useci as a basis for :::i:::i:; ~.:?...,:: a;,pl!c:?t!o::i .a...,d 
that the =:iou:icece::i:: c: ·::he co:::i:ere:::icc proceedi:.;;s that ap?eared i.:::i the 
Psyc!':opha:-....:icolo:;y .Sulleti.::i gave rcfere::ice 0:117 ::o the or::.;;!::ial stdy. 

Dr. Adler ::h~:::i revie1.ed for ::he neari:::i;; - Boarci the results of the 
fact-fi::ic:i:i;; pa:iel <;ha:: are prese:1ted i:::i the le::::er of Dr. Lee· datecl February 
27 , 1964 . Dr. Alder i:i::icaced that t he results of their re\·ie;., raised 
su!fi.cie::it ques::ic:is that they reco:::::>eocied further i;quiry !:::ito the research 
co:iciucted by Dr. Breu:1i:::ig. I:i respo:ise to ques:io:is fro: !".:. Coval, Dr. Adler 
i:icicated that the co=i::::ee had oot e>:e=-i.:ied 1.het he r the cata in questio:i uas 
used as the basis of a gra:i:: applica::io::i or of further studies co::i::uctec usi=g 
support fro~~~- Dr. Epstei::i the:i su:::::.ari=ed the fi:ici:i;s of the i::i..!::!al 
revie;., co=ittee uhich are co::itai:ied i:i the letter dated Ja:iu.ary l, 198~. 

Icieciiately follo-~:ig the collec::io:i of testi:::o:::iy, the Heari:::ig Board =t 
i:i executive sessio::i a:ici cieciceci to 1::.::..::: fur:: her i:ives ti;a:: io:::i to the 
ques::io:i of uhether ::he follo1.-up s::u::ies carried ou:: after Dr. Ereu:.::.::; le::: 
Colci;.;a::.er i::iflue:iced c:.e co::iciuc::. of Dr. Ereu:1i:2g' s spo::isored research a: ::he 
u:::iiversicy of Pittsburbh, a::id i:2 1,;·:,;, : ·..-ay cid fu:ics :ro:: t he KI:::: Cli.:.:.cal 
Research Ce:::i::er Gra:it a1,;arcied to the Depart:::e:2:: of ?sychia::ry cc:::i:::-::.bute to 
the repo:-::.i.:::ig1 prese:i::a::1o::i or co:1::::.:::iua:io:1 of a:iy o: :he follo;.,-up s::uc::.es 
carried ou: at Colc~ater. Dr. Kupfer 1,;as requested to collect this 
i:1:0=:::atio::1 by appoi:::i:i:ig a:, a;,propriate co=i:tee to re\~e;., Dr. Ereu:ii=

6
's 

g:-a:.t appl!ca::io:::is a:id puoli.catio:is to ciete:--.i:ie t he a::is,.-e:-s ::o :: hese questio:is • 

., 
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Universrry of Pili..scurgh 

SCHOOL c:= t/:CICl:,e O:PA;:;T>.1:lti OF PSYC!-i lATnY 
O~,ce ot 1n~ Ct-.airman 

Norman P. Curthoys, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chairman 
Department of Biochemistry 
University of Pittsburgh 
School of Medicine 
s1,, Scaife Hail 

May 31, 1954 

I am writing to you in your ccpacity as Chcir:ni!n of the !-'.edical 
School Research Hecfing Board investigating the activities of Or. 
Ste;:.,hen Sre\.'nina. ~!hen I testified before the co:r.:;iittee, I wcs asi:ed 
by you to obta i~ further information concerning two specif~c .issues. 
First, whether any of the resecrch activity performed by Dr. 9reuning 
during his tenure at the University of Pittsburgh and carried out at 
the University of Pittsburgh was performed without the apprc~riate 
IRS approvals. Furthermore, whether any of the research activity at 
Coldwater was conducted by Or. ·sreuning under the auspices ~f Univer
sity of Pittsburgh approved protocols. Secondly, I was asked to 
obtain information concernina the use of data from the Coldwater 
studies in the research c~nducted by Dr. Breuning at WPIC. 

We have examined these issues and hcve concluded the foi1owirrg: 
. 

1. There is no evidence that any of the grant activity 
(MH 37,~9) was conduct~d without the appropriate lRS approvals. 

2. However, certain of the procedures used in Dr. Breuning's 
studies at ~?IC init i ally had been developed and tested in his 

· earlier work, much if no~ all of which was done at Coldwater. 

3. On his arrival at WPIC, Or. Breuning continued to pursue 
those research interests he had earlier developed, specifically drug 
efficacy studies for the treatment of mentally retarded children. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that his prior investigatory work at 
Coldwater influenced his choice of problem areas here, as well as his 
research designs and expcrir.;entJl methocology. This is most clearly 
seen in the subcontract work that he did with Dr. Robert Sprague, 
which cpparently was arr~nged very shortly after Or. Breuning's arrival 
in Pitt~burgh and represented a kind of continuation of their prior, 
collaboration . 

.,, 
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~or::ian P. Curthoys, Ph~D. 
1·\ay 31. 1934 
Page 2 

4. Dr. 6reuning's studies of sti~ulant drugs at \./? iC see~ le~s 
directly influenced by his Coldwater work, althou~h the design and 
proce~ures used surely were si~ilar to what he had used e!rlier. 
Here too. however, there is no direct evidence that any of the 
Coldwater data were utilized. Nonetheless, there was a kind of 
continuityrrc::i creuning's earlier studies on neuroieptics to his 
later worr. on sti~ulant drugs. 

Therefore, there does not appear to be any direct relationship 
between the Coldwater activities and Dr. Breuning's research activities 
at \./?JC. 
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University of Pittsburgh 

WESTEAN PSYCHIATAIC INSTITUTE ANO C:. 1N1C 

MEMO TO: DAVID KUPFER, M.o: 
CHA IRl-'.!.N, DEP;.RT~E,NT OF PSYCH l,; iRY 

FRo:-1: THE: AD HOC INVESiIG,;,n;s co~~'.iTTE~ 

DATE: MAY 3, 1985 

TOPIC: FINAL RE?ORT OF THE AD HOC CO~MlTiEE: 

CDNFIDENTIAL 

HISTORY: On March 14, 1985 Dr. Kupfer aopointed an Ad Hoc c~ittee 
cons1st1ng of Ors. Robert Miller {Chaiman), Nancy Day, Leonard Epstein, 
and Karen Matthews to investigate the record of research conducte~ by Dr. 
Steven Breuning at WPIC. Specifically, the c011TT1ittee was charged to deter
mine the authenticity of the data reported in the 01 progress report of 
research grant MH37449, "Stimulant Drug Use with Mentally Retarded Children." 
It was also decided to expand the investigation to include the seven studies 
reoorted in the Previous Work section of the renewal aoplication su~~itted 
to NIHH on October 1, 1983 under the same -title. The renewal was suj
se~uently withdrawn by Dr. Breuning before it unden.ent review but the 
seven studies listed had purportedly been completed during the sup~ort period 
of 7/1/82 to 6/30/84 of MH37449. 

· Inspection of the 01 Progress Report and the Previous ~ork section of 
the renewal application for MH37449 indicated that data from a total of 
99 ·retarded subjects given stimulant trials were reported. Table 1 sur.rnarizes 
the number of subjects and the experimental conditions for each of the 
seven studies listed in the renewal applica t ion. 

PROCEDURES: After each of the cor.r.:ittee members had an opportunity 
to examine tne materials provided to the corir.:ittee, two meetings were held 
to establish procedures to obtain the requisite data concerning the charge 
to verify the ·research data reported in the Progre$S Reoort and the renewa 1 
application. The comm; ttee fol lowed the procedures outlined below: 

1. The members of the COflT,'littee personaliy sea~ched the individual 
medical records of all 278 inoatients ad:::itted to the Merck Unit between 
July 1, 1980 and June 30, 1984. The search includea: inspection of the 
daily orders from physicians; inspection of the meaic!tions record; and 
examination of the Discharge Surnnary. If evidence of any administration 
of either Ritalin or Dexadrine was found, a separate data sheet was pre
pared and the record was carefully exa~ined in detail to check for IRS 
consent, evidence of behavioral testing in the daily progress notes, and 
the specific discharge diagnosis . 

2. Co: ies of all place:o-cor.!rolled trials c:nducted on th~ Merck 
Un it fror.i l?~ J-1954 were obta ir.ej fro~ ~ne ~?IC pna!7.:acy to esta~lish 
which pat ien ts had received sti~ula ~t/placeto double-blind studies. 

I 
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3. The Chain::an· inten·ie .. ~d Dr. Pa:rick Ackles by phone on ~arch 
24, 1985. Or. Ackles had been a· Post-Doctoral Fella~ working directly 
with Dr. Breuning on the John ~erck Unit during the period of 7/1/33 to 
6/3G/84. It was thought that Dr. Aclles would have direct knowledo! of 
the research act~vities on the Unit at that time. -

4. On April 1. 19e5 the Chair.r,an interviewed Or. Alan Polinc of 
\.'estern Michigan Ur.iversity by phone. Dr. Poling was senior author on 
a paper with Or. Breuning, ''Effe:ts of r.iethylphenidate on the fixed- ■-atio 
perfomance of mentally retarded children", Phar.naco loc:v , Biocher.is:.-·, 
and Behavior 18: 541-544, 1983 and a co-author w1tn Ors. Sreun1no an~ 
fill es on ,1 second paper, "Dose-dependent effects of methyl phenidate on 
the fixed-ratio perfomance of hyperactive severely retarded adolesce~ts" 
in press in Aoolied Research in Mental Retardation. Both of these pa~ers 
had been cite= 1n tne ~rogressReport section of tne renewal application. 

5. Lori Si sscn, the Project Coordinator on MH37449, was interviewed 
on April 4, 1955 to discuss her knowled~e of the researcn activities en 
the Merck Unit. 

6. The Coor..ittee interviewed Edward Nuffield, M.O .• Medical Director 
of the Merck Unit during the relevant tir.~ period.on May 1, 1985 an: 
Janice Forster, M.O., a staff phvsician on the Unit,on Aoril 26, 1S~5. 
The purpose of these interv i ews ~as to ascertain the procedures whicn were 
employed to assign a patient to the researcn protocol on sti~ulant crugs, 
procedures for o:taining infor.ned consent from parents, and metnocs for 
conducting the double-blind drug protocols. 

7. The Chair.';ian obtained copies of the relevant IRa renewal reports 
from the Secretary of the IRS (Biomedica1) of the University of Pittsburgh. 

RES!JLTS: Each of the sources of infom::tion provided useful evidence 
to the Ad Hoc co::r.iittee with reoard to the research stud i es conducted on 
the Merck Unit during the period 7/1/62 to 6/30/84. This report will place 
the highest weight on the writ t en docur.ientation fror.i medical and pharnacy 
records. The infomation obtained from interviews su;,;:,le'.!lents the i.-ritten 
record and suoplies valuable insights into the process of the conc~:t of 
the research but is. of course, subject to the errors of specific recall of 
events that occurred r.iany months ago. 

1. Inspection of ~edical Records and Pham.acy Orders . .. . 

An exhaustive searc h of the ~edical Recorcs of 278 ac7.is;1ons to 
the John Merck Unit fr~~ July 1. 1980 to June 30. 1984 disclosed that 25 
patients had ever received either Ritalin or Dexadrine while a patient on 
the Un it. The disposition of these cases is as follows: 

a. Eigh t subjects had receive: either Ritalin or Oexacrir.e as 
a prescribed medication for a brief period of time bu! without 
placebo con:rol ~r. in many ins:ances, any behavioral testing 
on the matcr.ino-:o-sa7.Jle procedure (~TS). In so~e c:ses, thE, 
stimulant was 6einc wit~~rawn over the first ~ew davs of 
ac:::ission or .,_-as g~ven as a te;: dose for only a da)· or t,,·o. 
These eight pat1e~:s, therefcre, do not qualify as re5~arcn 
subjecti for t~e s::rJlant gra~:. 
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198~ when Dr. Breuning was no longer a ~e~~er of the Oe~art::ient. 
Further, nei:her of these patients had an IRS consent in their 
medical record nor was there any evidence in progress no!es that 
they had rece~ved MTS testing. 

c. Of the remaining 15 patients who had received stimulant/placebo 
trials, four had no evidence in daily progress notes of ~TS testing. 
Since such tes:inc was alwavs recorded in the notes, these four 
patients do no: a;~ear to have been researcn subjects. 

d. There were 11 patients who received stimulant/placebo trials 
and MTS testing. Only two of these subjec:s had IRS infor.::ed · 
consents in the meci ca lrecord. Pharmacy re·cords confirmed that 
these 11 subjects had been administered stimulant and placebo 
according to a double - blind procedure. In the absence of 
doc:.r.::ented inforned consent, it was not possible to discrihlinate 
among subjects who were being tested clinically for the effects 
of stirnulants and those who were entered into the research proto:cl. 

A detailed examinatio~ of the 11 patients who coJld have been 
researcn subjects disclosed a nurnber of deviations from the pro
cedures which had been outlined in grant FM~37449: 

(1) The original protocol specified that sub jects would have 
a diag~osis of ~ttention Deficit Disoroer with Hyperactivity and 
Mild Mental Retardation. Only 4 of the 11 patients on stirr.ulant/ 
place~o trials had a discharge diagnosis that met these criteria. 

(2) The protocol specified that MTS testing would be done 
in a tightly scheduled manner within 90-120 minutes after the 
8:00 AA administration of the druo. Data in the medical records 
revealed that the timing of the laboratory testir.o was rarely 
within the prescribed time limits and, in fact, cf:en varied 
widely within the same subject over testing days. 

(3) while the protocol states that the stimulant will be 
ad~inistered once daily at 8:00 AM, the phamacy records indicate 
tha~ divided doses at 8:00 and 12:00 were so~etimes used. 

(4) Accordir.g to the protocol, children aged 3-6 would be 
given dextroa~~hetamine trials while those 6-12 would receive 

·Ritalin. Two of the ·subjects on Dexadrine/placebo frials 
exceeded the stated age range ( 8 years and 11 years of age). 
The fo~r subjects given Ritalin were all within the precribed 
age range. 

2. Telephone interview with Dr. Patrick Ackles. 

Dr. Ackles, who is currently working in Chlcago, was in::rviewed 
by the CO::Tilittee Chair.;;an by phone. He was most coo::rative in res~ond ing 
to auestions about the research cond~cted during his Fellowship o~ the 
~erck Unit. He sta:ea tha: his invol~e~ent on the pa~er accepted ~Y 
~::lied Research in ~e n:al Fe!ardat io~ with Ors. Sre~~ino and Poli~c was 
l::::1~ea sole ly toso::-:: S~::~~t1C:i ar,:. lyses an~ :,re;:~a: i on of gr::~s f --om 
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su::-::iary dH: sr:e::s given to him by Or. Sre•Jnjng. He said that Or. Breu:::ing 
first told hi~ tn!: t~e data were collected at W?IC but, wnen Or. Ackles 
pointed out t hat the ages of subjects. did not ma:ch that of Merck Unit pa:jents, 
Dr. Sreuning stated tha: the data were o~::ined else...-here. 

Dr. Ackles· sa id that, to his kno...-ledce, no subjec:s "'ere ever test:-: 
in ?ittsburgh on a fixed-ratio regimen. Tne ap~aratus was on the .unit b4: 
was never connected-u;, or OPerational. 

3. Teie;ho~e ir.tervie'w with Or. Al an Polir.g. 

Or. Poling denied any direct knoNledge of the fixed-ratio testin; 
of the 23 subjects reported in the two pa;,ers which he co-authored with 
Or. Breuning. He stated that he was given su::r.iary data sheets by Or. 
Breuning fron which the reoorts were prepared but that he did not partici:ate 
in anv direct data collect ion. He was uncer the imcression that tr.ese da~ 
had been collected from su~je:ts in Pittsburgn but could not be sure. 

4. Interview with Lori Sisson. 

Ors. Robert Miller and Nancy Day met with Lori Sisson, Resear:n 
Coorcinator, on April 4, 1935. It had been Ms. Sisson's job to schedule 
and supervise the matching-to-sample (~iS) pro:edures, to pre~are daily 
graphs of the data, and to coord in ate all researcn act ivi ties connected witn 
the stimulant grant . 

Ms. Sisson was most coo~erative throuohout the interview, even 
bringing along her testing schedules for exar.:i nation by the col'lr.littee. Since 
she was blind regarding medication regimens and, therefore, did not attend 
the planning conferences, she could not specify which of the patients had 
been on stimulant trials. She did assert that it was the practice on the 
Unit to place patients on the MTS procedure irrespective of their participat
ion in a research protocol. 

In the course of the interview, several sa lie,,t ;,a ir. ts e::::rged: 
. 

a. No fixed-ratio testing was ever done on the Merck Unit. 

b. No testing was ever conducted on patients fro~ other units 
~t ~PIC or on ou:~atie,ts. All of the relevant data for 
the st imulant grant shcu ld have been collected froo inpatients 
on the sixth floor. 

c. Ms. Sisson was se ldo~ given instructio,i to test patier.ts within 
specific ti r.:e-franes to correspond with the "therapeutic 
window" for drug effects which is outlined in HH37~~9. 

d. The data which Ms. Sisson plotted from the MTS testing of 
su~jects on the Merck Ur.it were, without exception, essentially 
flat curves. ~hen Or. Breuning showed her graphs of data 
sh owi r.o dramat i c druo effec ts, she ouestioned their source 
since ~er data .did nbt reflec: such ·effects. Or. Breuning 
re:lied that he was wor~ir.g in collabora:ion with a nu~ber of 
in vest igators around t ~e cou~ : ~y and t~ey had ~ro~~:ed these 
da:!. He did not icent ify t ~~se sites or investigators. , 
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na:ie 
Birthdate 
Birthplace 
Citizenship 
Social Security# 
Business Address 

Home Address 

Telephone (Work) 

Tele~hcne (Home) 

Unceroracuate 

9-70 to 8-73 

S-73 to o-74 

9-7' to 5-77 

9-76 to 9-i7 

9-79 to 8-83 

1-ol to 
prese• ,t 

·. BIOGRAPHJC.!,L 

Ste~hen E. Breuning 
9/18/52 
Mineral Wells, Texas 
U.S. 

 

Date ~e1ised: 1-6-Sc 

De~artment of Psychiatry 
Western Psychiatric Institute & Clin i c 
University of Pittsburgn Ser.col of ~edicine 
3811 O'Hara Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 

 
  

 

 

Western Michigan Un i versity 
Kalamazoo, ~ichigan 

~estern Michi;an Univers i ty 
Ka l amazoo, Michiga 

Illinois Inst ~tute of 
Techr.o 1 OS)' 

B.S., lS73 Psychology, 
Biology 

M.,:,., 1;;,, ur. ~ow~rc; •• F'ar:-i s, 
0 Psycholos_v 

I 

Ph.D.,1? 77 D:-. ~lien H. '..'olac~, 
Psycho 1 OS/ 

APPOniT!~~::rs J:.1;0 POS ! i! ON S 

irinity Chri$t i an College Instruc:cr 
Falos Hills, Illino i s 

Western Michigan University hdjunc: ~ssistant Professor, 
De~ ~~t~E~t of DsJchol~;y 

~estern Psychiatric 
Institute & Clinic 
University of ?ittsb~rgh 
School of ~eoicine 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Assistant Professor 
of Child Psyc~iatry 
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6-81 to 
present 

Non-Academic 

4-72 to . 12-72 

1-72 to 7-73 

1-72 to 7-73• 

9-75 to 5-77 

3-76 to 12-77 

-77 to 9-78 

9-78 to 1-81 

Acting ~irector/Rese~rch 
Director 

2 

Western Psychiatric 
Institute & Clinic 
University of Pittsburgh 
School of Medicine 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

John Merck ~rogram for 
Multi~ly Di~3bled Children 

Kalamazoo Regional Research ~ssistant 
Psychiatric Hospital 
Kalamazoo, Mi~higan 

Kala!ilazoo Valley Behavior Analyst 
Multihandicao Center 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 

·student Cen~ered Education · Educational Technologist 
Project 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 

Illinois Institute of Teaching Assistant 
Technology 
Chicago, Illinois 

South Subur~an Chicaoo · Director of Behavioral 
Schools ?~=~2c, · Progr~ns a~d ~asaarcn 
Chicago, Illinois 

Oakdale Re;ior.al Center tor· ?sycrn:ilo.;ist 
Oevelocmentai Oisaci lities 
Laceer, Mic~igan 

Coldwater Regional Center 
for Develop~ental Dis
abilities 
Coldwater, Michigan 

Psychologist, 
Research Director 

• I 
I 

CERTIFIC~TJON ~~D LICENSURE 

Licensed Clinical/Cor.s~lting Psychologist (#003205) ~Y the ~~ chi gan Depart~cnt 
of Licensing and Reg~lations 

1975 to 1979 

1 977 to present 

.982 to present 

ME~SERSHIP IN P~OFESS!ONAL A~D SCIENTIFIC 

sec 1 :Tr Es 

Association for Behavior Analysis 

American Association on Mental Deficiency 

Association for the Advancement of ~ehavior Therapy 
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1973 

1974 

1979~1981 

1982-1983 

1983-1984 

1983-1984 

198)-1984 

1983 -

Graduated Cum Laude 

Graduated with Honors 

HONORS 

Chairperson, Mental . Retardation Division, Association for 
Behavior Analysis. 

3 

Chairperso~, ?sy:,olo;y Civision, Region IX, ~~erican Associa
tion on Mantal Deficiency. 

Second Yice-•Chairperson, Pennsylvan i a Chapter, American Associ
ation on Hental Deficiency. 

First ·vice-Chairperson, Pennsylvania Chapter, A~erican Associa
tion on Mental Defic iency 

Memt>er, Controversial Treat~ents Review Section, Profess ion al 
Consulting Services and Peer Review Cor.~ittee of the Association 
for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy. 

Tardive Dyskinesia Litigation Professional Advisory Cc~~ittee, 
Develc;~d 6t t~! :~!~~a:olc; i cal a~~ ~c~at ic Treat~e~ts 
Research Branch of NI~H ~orkshop entitled "Tar~ive ~ski~esia 
in the Daveloome~tally Oisa~led" • 

23 
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ff lo ·BEHAVIORAL MEDICATION ISSUES 3 
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. ·_ .I 
: : ~ MAY 10 - 1:30 • 3:30 McDOUGALL TRAINING CENTER 
, "METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN USING 

OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR CLINICAL DECISIONS" 
DR. TED RUGGLES Ph.D. 

SONOMA DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER 
1 ' 

MAY 17 - 1:30 · 3:30 McDOUGALL TRAINING C ENTER 
-
f. 

'' "INVOLUNTARY MOVEMENT DISORDERS: 
PREVELANCE AND DISORDERS" 

DR. RON STONE AND BARBARA FEDULLO. R.N. .,. 
·i SONOMA DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER 

•
, j 

: I 
I 

MAY 24 - 8:30 • 5:00 VETERANS AUDITORIUM, SONOMA 

"MAKING INFORMED DECISIONS: BEHAV!ORAL 
MEDICATIONS" 

I 
' . 

I 
. I 

I 1 
I 

I I ! 
' 

: 1 

I 

------ - - -DR. STEVEN BREVNING Pr 'J . 

UNIVERSl1Y OF PITTSBURGH - SCHC<.JL OF MEDICINE 

TOM COVAL. ATTORNEY I 
TEMPLE UNIVERSl1Y - WOODHAVEN SCHOOL. PENNSYLVANIA 

=-----::-:---- ·- -
DR. LEONARD FlECDI~ DIRECTOR 

BRAINARD REGIC, AL H\JMAN RESOURCES CENTER. MINN. 

DR. JOE TOUPIN - ME__,ICAL DIRECTOR 
U.C . DAVIS SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

THIS TRAINING EVENT IS SPECIFIC TO THE BEHAVIOR,A.L. 
MEDICAL AND LEGAL DECISIONS ASSOCIATED WITH 
CONTINUED USE Or PSYCHTROPIC MEDICATIONS. 

• 7 CEU'S AVAIL.J.BLE FOR RN'S AND LVN'S 
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CRISIS IN MENTAL RETARDATION 
Legal and Trealment Implications of 
?harmacological and Behavioral Interventions 

ASSESSMENT AND TREATMENT 
OF ANXIETY AND 

PHOBIC DISORDERS 
Albany, New York 
May 19-20 

Syracuse, New York 
June 16-17, 1986 

I WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION I . 
No longer 1s treatment ol Ille 
mentally retarded a moral or 
etn,cal issue. W1tn 1ncru.s1ng 
freauency. toe 1ud1c1a1 system 1s 
determ1n1ng tnat EFFECTl'/E (not 
just ben1gnI treatment is a legal 
r,gnt ol tne cIass1fied retarded. 
As psycno1roo1c med1cahon nas 
increased w,1n de-1nst1tuhona1-
iz,11on. so nas tne documented 
1nc1dence 01 osycnoIogouI and 
physical disorders. rn1s is no 
longer deemed tolerable. and Ir,. 
dhriduals. from the ward atten
dant to tne 1nshtu11onat director. 
are 1>e1n9 neld personally llat,le 
for poor treatments. 

I What e1act1y is our te;at resf)On-

sobility? What exactly comprises 
900d and elleeto•e treatment? 

This em,nent team of trainers ,s 
well-known ,n 1ne U.S. tor being 
,n the foretron1 ot this movement. 
They nave been work1n9 exten
sively w,th lnst1tut1ons and 
Federal and Sta le ott1c1als al re
conceptuahzIng treatment ap
proacnes to t>est meet tne needs 
ol retarded c,tozens. Their pre
sentation 1s dynamic and prag
ma:,c. Part1c10ants will learn of 
specific court cases. legal treat
ment re0uIrements and a team
oriented working approacn to 
treatment. 

I TARGETED AUDIENCE AND LEVEL 

I 
Adm1n1s1rators and treatment 
tum members. ad•ocates and 
pan1cular1y all11iated medical 
personnel will hnd tn,s conler-

ence challenging and useful. 
Some knowledge ol usual treat
ment stra1e9Ies ,s necessary tor 
mean,nglul panIcIpatIon. 

This workshop ,s deugnec 10 
provide chn,c,ans wI1n a working 
knowledge of tne cIass1f1cat ,on 
and 1reaIment ot Agoraonoo,a. 
Panic D•sorder. Generatized Anai 
ety 0 1soroer. •nd Obsessive• 
Comouls,ve Disorder Insofar as 
treaImenI Is hnkect to d1agnost,c 
c Iass1hca110n Or Barlow will 
g,ve soec,al a11entIon 10 d1stIn-
9u,shing tne "anous an,uety d•s· 
orders 10 r.~10 pracI 11Ioners dell¥• 
er spe:1a11zed treatment 
regimens 

The intormahon oresented is 
grounded In well con trolled 
sc1cn11f1c a1~r•menIaII0n How
avcr. 11 snould also oe stressed 
InaI Or Barlow ,s an accomp
ti"Jhcd ctin1c1an naving himself 
treated many ot the cases he 
will d•scuss Or Barlow's 
knowleoge ot Inese d1stur1>an
ccs emanates not only ftom n,s 

clinical encounters. but also 
from ongo,~g researcn pro1eets 
at tne Cenler tor Stress and An 
11ety 01sor0e,s and tne Pnoo,a 
and An1,ety Disorders Clinic at 
SUNY AIDany. These proIeets 
have yielded sc1ent1hcally 
grounded oata wh1cn c1tn1cians 
may utilize In a more systema11c 
fasn,on than tnat knowleoge 
ga,ned only througn anecdotal 
ref)Ons ol 1rea1men1. 

The assessment and treatment 
of anxiety and ot10b1c disorders 
are considered by many practI• 
tioners to be top,cs of pIttmIn
enI concern. Our own ntte1s 
assessment surveys and a re
cent an,cle ,n tne APA Monitor 
support this conclusion. It would 
certainly benoove the ther10,sI 
wno w ,st,es 10 slay currenI ,n 
tn,s imf)Onant field to attend Or. 
Barlow·s worksnop. 

'E PRESENTERS SCHEDULE TARGETED AUDIENCE AND LEVEL I 
hen E. Breuning, Plt.O .. is MONOAY. MAY 19 1966 

1·91ffl 
9·101.ffl 

Ae9,strahon l ColtN 
0f.enIaI1on· a !Ur'WY ot ,. 
, •• ,,". ,n~• ano appllClhOf'II 

Psycn,atr ists. psycholog,sts. 
social wor1ters and allied health 
protessI0naIs. aI0n9 with 

9radua1e students ,n tnose 
professions. I _ aomInIstrator of Med.lea.I. 

urs1n9 and Psycnotogoul Ser
vices at tne Polk Center tor the 

· Mentally Retarded ,n Plttsburgn. 10.10-15 · ·"'· BAEAJ( CoflN. , ••. ano THE PRESENTER SCHEDULE I 
Pennsyt•an,a. Prior to his f)Olt• .,.,,.,.. David H. Bartow receI•ed h,s 
lion at Polk Center. ne soent 10-1! • rn.- • <_.,.,.. ••"'-" •• Ph.D. from 1ne un,vers,ty of ver-

NOOtl anu,men, af'd uutmeni 0 ' mont ,n 1969 and nas Published 
sor of osycn,atry and director of :;;cw•11Y oiih,rMa ,.,a,o.o oYer 150 articles and chaprers 
sen,,ces for developmentally dis- and se•en t>ooks. mostly in tne 
allied cnildren at the Unoversoty N--• Pm LUNCHEON areas ol an11ety disorders. se1• 
of Pittsburgh 'Nestem Faych- . 1-2.JO p.m. le;aI ana ac,m,n,sua,,.. ual problems. and cIIn1caI re,-
iatric Institute and Clitlic. He aaoects ot DettavtCWal ano pt\ar• search metnoc,oIogy. His most r• 
has Oublishea six b00ks and · ~~• ,, .. ,merus. cent books include: Mav,ssakal• 
numltfOUI iOurnal articles ,n the 2:» IIAEAK: 1001 ano '""" ian. M ., and Bartow. O.H .• Phobia: 
areas of rr,ental retardahon and 2·0 p_m. PsycholOQical and PharmecolOQ-

M psycttopt1armacoIogy .,c, be- 2:•s-~ o.m The ,nen1aI NaUl'I p,otH1tONt ical Treatment. New York: Guel-
~ nainor mocn f1cat1on. 8feun1ng is aa ••oen wttneu: 1Imu1111ons ford Press. 1981: Barlow. D.H., 
J' cunenlly rt"9arded as one of the ot 1c1•11 <""'1 c11u and Hersen. M. Si"lll• Case Ea• 

tne ftetd of Mental Aelardat,on. a_,.," fo, Studying Beh .. ioral Cha"ll•• 

MONDAY. JUNE 11. 191M 
t-10 30 • m. PMnomt-nOfOQy ana CIau,ric1-

ltOl'I ot An•"'' 0.sor<lefs 

10.X,. 11 a m. 9REAK 

11 a m -NOOtl Pl'lli~OOY ano Ctas11hca
tt0n ~• Anuety Otsoroers 

N~l Om LUNClf 
1·2.JO p,ffl 

2:ll>l p.m. 

l,.,t:lOp.m. 

Assrament anct Trea1""'"1 ot 
P•nic Otsoroer. •00t•c,h()tMi. 
c.no GenetlhHO Anatety Pt--llAE.AK 
AsHSsment and Treatm,.,u ol 
Panic OtM>foer . .t.oo,aC)hOOt.a.. 
ano c..n.,1hHO An ... 1, 
0tl0f'Ol'f ! 

natoon·• 101> treatment noerts In ••o :10 pm. IIECEPTtON. c1111.., ,,,. "°'' perimental Designs: StrateQiH 

1 =:~n~;.~:I.P~:~i! I~ 
1
~1

1
1. ~~~~;,._"•~::', '°" ••11 oo ..... •• ~:/~•~~~s:eaa,i~:'.' b.°:.:9~EO.l. 

ac,etpn,a. Pennsylvania and is a110,"-y1. ano •1.10oes1ea Clinical Handbook of PsycholOCJ- •.lO om. eoo1a,I Party (Cast\ lar, 
leQaJ counsel to Temple Uni•er- 1"•-• '"" '"""'" ...... lcal Disorders: A Step-By-Step TUESO••· JUNE 11. 111111 
city M~1c1I Center lor the Devel• 10-1~ BREAK c:ollN. 111 •no Treatment Manual New York: t-10 lO a..m A1Hn1Mt1I ,no r,..,rn.n, ot 
opmentally 0 1sat>ltd. He spec1al- 10:lO • ·"" past, .. , . Gu11tord Press. 1985. P1n1c o,,o,ot,. •o011Df'\Ot)I&. 

lZft ,n 11911 work pertaining to 10 30- Cl..,nt ,nlQlrfflll!d conll'ft1" C'1fftnt ano Ge!Wfa1tzea Ana .. Iy 
behlYtOflil and pr,a,macoIo01c1I Noon ~•11no 11•uca11eo1o1•r~1• Dr Barlow is a prolessor ,n the Ot,o,Ol'f' 

treatment of u,e mentally retard• 1°' 001111'""9 u,aimen, * 11" Depanment ot Psycnotaoy at tht! ,o.» 11 1
,., IRE.AK 

~~•,nna.:o:ri::1:4:'~,:.ar• ~~~=:~~ psycnot- !:~~~~~~e~:1~a~: ~r~;,;~ ~: 11 a ffl •NOOft AHnstnet,t and Treatmenl OI 
10CMC of his specially: and •• N~1 D.m LUNCHEON tne Assoc,ation tor Advancement Pan< o ,aoroet. Ago,ac,ftOD&a. 
Qu'1e well known tor htS e1oer• 1.2 l0 o"' 0.KuHIOft ot recent eaus 1no of Benav,or Therapy_ and Assoc• af\CI Gt"'' ' "'"° An•tetY 
tIse 1n te,oat matters related 10 cw1c1.a.1 Imo1ecaIt0fts iate Ed1lor of several Iourn1Is At 0.IOfoer 
CIISStfl.O retarded. 2.» IAEAK toa• •no,~,. present he IS CO-director of tne Noon-I p,ffl. LUNCH 

r.:::i ti~~~,'s~a~·ir:: ~~ca- ;·tp.: 0 ""1- 1nd '"'•"' '"'•m. ~=~~eii~'li~::~r?:\:y~~;E'. l 2.:10 Pm ~::::"~":.~;~~~..:,:~ 

Center. She nas written several - ~•~~:•an~s~:!n!':~~:a"C• ders Clinic and tne Sexuahly Re- 2·l .JO o"' BREAK 
pub11c1t1ons 1n tne areas of 1no g ive 1nem 10 ,,_ cont•enc• searcn Program at SUNY Aloany. 3-4 30 0 m. As1n1menI 1nc1 r, .. ,""""'' 01 
mental retardation. clenecat -.,.cIors He 15 a 0 1ptomaIe ,n Clinical Oblff_. .. eompv111we °'1,o,oet" 
•~wssment and 0syd'loph1rma- • lO s pm. eonI1nv•nQ EoVU1I.on ano PsycnoIo0y ot tne American 

;y. and 1s known for ner Ac.aMm< c,eo,11 P1rt,c•o•n1t Board 01 Protess,onal Psycn-

• 

w,tr, statr training fOf etfec• *''""'O c,,0II ••II 1111 out 1C,,ms o logy and ma,nta,ns a private 
treatment. ::' ,~!:;s:;;,.-:;-_::••tiU11 practice. 

EGISTAATION FORJ., _____ _ ________________________________________ _ 

I 
NM« ~ .. IN ,noIcaIt O.k>w ..,.,cft con•ettnct you att 111eno1ng 'IOOffl r•~•1ton1 
....,., N fftadf wItft tfte t...-C,ln,e ftOletl. 

Cnt,e 11ft Menl•I llletM .. I~ _ fJ'o, tOOfll ,.._..AIIOf'tl. T"- HlltDft. A1Dat1, 
w., tt-10 ,_ AJIN/ly dlll 6'14i11t 0. u1, ttl 

~•~,!'~~•. o:!:• .. t, OtlOI_.S _ !!?;. ,~.~!!•:••!:~\,A•m101 Inn. Strac:uM. 

CIIIISIS IN .. E.NfAL lll(TAIIIOATION 

I lffi .,.,.,11,eo lfl I t AACM( Con1tnv,no MtO<.al (C,l,IC.lhOft C,t01t 
t t •~• COM""""" C,ol\tfflUtftO c,.-,11 
11 NASW Conl"'Vtftf (OutatlOft CflClfl 
11 1 • caoeffi< c,eo,, "°"' I 
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APPENDIX D 
INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEwcD BY THE PANEL 



• INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED BY PANEL MEMBERS* 

Name Date Place of Interview 

Stephen E. Breuning, Ph.D. 11 /22/85 Rockville, Maryland 
Polk Center 
Polk, Pennsylvania 

Vicky J. Davis 10/16/85 " 
Polk Center 
Polk, Pennsylvania 

University of Pittsburgh 

Patrick Ackles, Ph.D. 6/26/85 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Former Post-Doctoral Fellow 

Norman P. Cur t hoys, Ph.D. 6/25/85 " 
r,hairperson, University Hearing Board 

Nancy Day, Ph.D. 6/25/85 " 
Department of Psychiatry 
Member, Ad Hoc Committee 

• Thomas Detre, M. D . 6/25/85 " 
Senior Vice President for Health Sciences 
School of Medicine 

Wilda OiPietro 3/19/86 " 
Former secretary to Dr. Breuning 

Leonard Epstein, Ph.D. 6/25/85 " 
Department of Psychiatry 3/19/86 II 

Chairperson 
Preliminary Investigating Committee 

Janice L. Forster, M. D. 6/25/85 " 
Physician, John Merck Program for 
Multiply Disabled Children 

Sue Ann Fultz 6/25/85 " 
Research Assistant, John Merck Program for 
Multiply Disabled Children 

Carol Kaufman 3/19/86 " 
Research Administrator 
Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic 

*One or more Panel members participated in these interviews • 

• 



• Page 2 

Name Date Place of Interview 

David Kupfer, M.D. 6/25/85 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania· 
Professor and Chairman 3/19/86 II 

Department of Psychiatry 

Karen Matthews, Ph.D. 6/25/85 II 

Department of Psychiatry 
Member, Ad Hoc Committee 

Robert Miller, Ph.D. (deceased) 6/ 25/85 II 

Department of Psychiatry 
Chairperson, Ad Hoc Committee 

Edward J. Nuffield, M. D. 6/25/85 II 

Former Acting Medical Director 
John Merck Program for 
Multiply Disabled Children 

Lori Sisson 6/25/85 II 

Former Senior Research Assistant 

• University of Illinois 

Robert L. Sprague, Ph.D. 4/19/85 New York, New York 
Director, Institute for Child Behavior and 
Development 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

Coldwater R~ional Center for Develoemental Disabilities 

Joyce Burns, Ph.D. 5/22/85 Coldwater, Michigan 
Staff Psychologist 

Salvatore Cullari, Ph.D. 6/13/85 Boston, Massachusetts 
Former Staff Psychologist 

Neal Davidson, Ph.D. 4/19/85 New York, New York 
Director of Psychology 

Donald G. Ferguson, Ph.D. 5/21/85 Dllu th, Minnesota 
Former Staff Psychologist 

Ronald Hindbaugh, Ph.D. 5/22/85 Coldwater, Michigan 
Director of Programs 

Bonita Hoffner, Ph.D. 5/22/85 II 

Former Staff Psychologist 

• 
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Name 

Jan Laurimore 
Former Secretary to Dr. Breuning 

Wesley Lyle 
Licensed Practical Nurse, Building 42 

Robert Niblette, Ph.D. 
Staff Psychologist 

Robert Rogan 
Facility Administrator 

John Scott 
Program Director 

Philip M. Smathers 
Supervisor of Special Education 
Branch Intermediate School District 

Timothy Smoker•• 
Pre-vocational & Vocational Coordinator 
Evergreen School 

Date 

5/22/85 

5/22/85 

5/22/85 

5/22/85 

5/22/85 

5/22/85 

6/4/85 

Oakdale Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities 

John Regan, Ph.D.•• 
· Staff Psychologist 

Universitv of North Carolina 

C. Thomas Gualtieri, M.D. 
Department of Psychiatry 

Others 

Paul Koutnik, Ph.D.•• 
Former Associate Professor of Education 
Department of Psychology 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Chicago, Illinois 

5/13/86 

6/26/85 

5/5/86 

160 

Place of Interview 

Coldwater, Michigan 

" 

II 

II 

ii 

II 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
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Name 

Johnny L. Matson, Ph.D. 
Former Director of Research 
Learning Development and 
Special Education Department 
Northern Illinois University 
De Kalb, Illinois 

Alan Poling, Ph.D. 
Department of Psychology 
Western Michigan University 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 

Ian Wolach, Ph.D.** 
Chairman 
Psychology Department 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Chicago, Illinois 

**Telephone Interviews 

Date 

6/13/85 

6/13/8 5 

5/13/86 

l fi l 

Place of Interview 

Boston, Massactrusetts 

II 
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Sites visited by the full Panel or representative Panel members: 

Coldwater Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities 
Coldwater, Michigan 
May 22, 1985. 

Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, University of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
June 25-26 and March 19, 1985 • 
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INDIVIDUALS INTERVIEWED BY NIMH STAFF/CONSULTANT INVESTIGATOR 
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INDMDUALS INTERVIEWED BY NlMH STAFF OR CONSULTANT INVESTIGATOR• 

University of Pittsburgh 

Name 

Richard M. Cohen, M.D. 
Former Chairperson 
Institutional Review Board 

Michel Hersen, Ph.D. 
Member, Department of Psychiatry Investigating Committee 

George Huber 
Legal Counsel 

Robert E. Lee, M. D. 
Director of Presbyterian University Hospital Laboratories 
Chairperson, Investigating Committee 
School of Medicine 

Donald F. Leon, M. D. •• 
Former Dean, School of Medicine 

Jessica H. Lewis, M.D . 
Former Chairperson, Institutional Review Board 

John Thompson 
Director of Sponsored Project Administration 
Office of Research 

Coldwater Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities 

Henry Motes, Ph.D. 
Staff Psychologist 

Monica Ross 
Chief, Medical Records. 

Ina Whitney 
Personnel Officer 

Tim Wysocki, Ph.D.•• 
Former Assistant in Psychological Services 

Date 

1/29/85 

2/1 /85 

1 /31 /86 

1/30/85 

3/15/85 

I /30/85 

I 0/18/84 

1/17/85 

1/16/8 

l /16-17 /85 

5/20/85 

•Toe names of individuals also intervi~wed by Panel members are not repeated here. 

••Telephone interviews • 
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Oakdale Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities 

Name 

Isak O. Berker, M.O. 
Medical Director and Chairman, Research Committee 

James J. Coleman, Ed. 0. 
Former Director of Normalization & Treatment 

Cora Crow 
Resident Records Coordinator 

Karen Demko 
Director of Program Services 

Kay Kovac 
Secretary to Dr. David Ethridge, Facility Director 

Jody R. Lewis•• 
Michigan Department of Mental Health 
Former Health Assistant at Oakdale 

M. Lombard, Ph. D. 
Staff Psychologist 

David A. Nolley, Ph.D.•• 
Former Coordinator of Psychological Services 

Doris Rolland 
Principal 
Woodside Elementary School 

Christine Schroeder, Ph.D. 
Staff Psychologist 

John VanBuren 
Personnel Director 

Alice Winton 
Audiologist 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

~ 

Nina Almy, Ph.D. 
Staff Assistant to the Institutional Review Board 

Douglas A. Bernstein, Ph.D. 
Chairperson, Investigating Committee 

1R6 

Date 

5/14/85 

5/17 /85 

5/14/85 

5/16/85 

5/14/85 

8/13/86 

5/14/85 

5/14/85 

5/15/85 

5/17 /85 

5/14/85 

5/17/85 

Date 

10/16/84 

10/16/84 



• Page 3 

Theodore L. Brown, Ph.D. 10/16/84 
Vice Chancellor for Research and 
Dean of the Graduate College 

Elaine Copeland 10/15/84 
Associate Dean of the Graduate College 

Jack Kamerer 10/15/84 
Director of Grants &: Contracts and 
Assistant for Business Affairs 

Robert Linn, Ph.D. 10/16/84 
Member, Investigating Committee 

Martin Maehr, Ph.D. 10/15/84 
Member, Investigating Committee 

Karl M. Newell, Ph.D. 10/16/84 
Chairperson, Institutional Review Board 

Universit:z: of North Carolina 

• Name Date 

Stephen R. Schroeder, Ph.D. 1 /3/85 
Research Scientist 
Department of Psychiatry 

Other 

Name Date 

Kenneth Gadow, Ph.D.•• 8/5/86 
Assistant Professor 
Office of Special Education 
State University of New York, Stoney Brook 

David Lyon, Ph.D.•• 10/10/86 
Chairperson, Department of Psychology 
Western Michigan University 

Fred Morris, R.N.•• 5/21 /86 
Former Director 
Calhoun County Community Mental 
Health Program 
Battlecreek, Michigan 

William Sullivan 10/12/84 • U.S. Department of Education 
Washington, D. C. 

I 1R7 
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Sites visited by the Consultant Investigator: 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Champaign, Illinois 
October 15-6, November 26-27, November 30, December 4, 1984. 

Coldwater Regional Center for Developmental Disabilities 
Coldwater, Michigan 
October 17, 1984, January 15-18, 1985. 

University of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
October 18-19, 1984, January 29 - February 1, 1985. 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 
January 2-3, 1985 • 

Oakdale Regional Center for Developmental rnsabilities 
Lapeer, Michigan 
May 14-17, 1985 • 
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PUBLICATIONS REVIEWED BY THE PANEL 

DYSKINESIA STUDIES 

Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D.G., and Cullari, S. Analysis of 
Single-Double Blind Procedures, Maintenance of Placebo Effects, 
and Drug-Induced Dyskinesias With Mentally Retarded Persons. 
Applied Research in Mental Retardation, 1980, 11 175-192. 

Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D.G., and Cullari, S. Analysis of 
Single, Double-Blind Procedures, Maintenance of Placebo Effects, 
and Drug-Induced Dyskinesia with Mentally Retarded Persons -
A Brief Report. Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1981, 17, No. 1, 
122-123. 

Gualtieri, C.T., Breuning, S.E., Schroeder, S.R., and Quade, D. 
Tardive Dyskinesia in Mentally Retarded Children, Adolescents, 
and Young Adults: North Carolina and Michigan Studies. 
Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1982, 18:1, 62-5. 

Breuning, S.E. Time Course of Tardive Dyskinesia in the Mentally 
Retarded: A Longitudinal Analysis. Abstract submitted (and 
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DYSKINESIA STUDIES 

Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D.G., and Cullari, S. Analysis of 
Single-Double Blind Procedures, Maintenance of Placebo Effects, 
and Drug-Induc-d Dyskinesias With Mentally Retarded Persons. 
Applied Research in Mental Retardation, 1980, 1, 175-192. 

PHS grant cited: KH-32206 

Authors' descri tion and findin s: Subjects were 10 (5 male, 
5 female institutionalized mentally retarded persons receiving 
thioridazine, chloropromazine, or haloperidol. Each subject 
was from a different living unit. The age range was from 17-71 
years and the IQ range was 14-74. Informed consent was obtained 
for all participants. Drug withdrawal was planned for each 
subject by an interdisciplinary team. 

The residents were randomly assigned to 1 of 5 sequences of 
treatment presentations with the restriction that each sequence 
have two residents. The first 4 sequences were designed to 
examine placebo effects and the 5th sequence was designed to 
examine the effectiveness of a procedure for discontinuing 
placebo and double-blind conditions. Each of the 5 sequences 
consisted of a combination of the following conditions: 
(1) drug; residents were receiving the medication (D); staff 
told medication is placebo (PD); (3) residents blind (RB); 
(4) staff blind (SB); (5) neither residents nor staff blind 
(NB); (6) both residents and staff blind (RSB). 

Subjects 1-8 received medication for the first 8 weeks of the 
study. Subjects 9-10 received medication for the first 
4 weeks of the study. Each cubject was abruptly withdrawn 
from medication on the last day of week 8 for subjects 1-8 
and the last day of week 4 for ~ubj ects 9-10. Throughout the 
remainder of the study the 10 subjects were off all medication. 
Drug conditions in which placebos were administered followed 
procedures identical to those used during medication conditions 
including abrupt withdrawal. The clinic nurse (LPN) or shift 
supervisor administered the medication. The nurse and super-
visor were unaware of the study and received the same condition 
information presented to the living unit staff. All medications 
and placebos were similar in taste and appearance and were 
supplied in identical packages by the pharmacist and physician. 

Target behaviors of participants were physical aggression, property 
destruction, disruption, and yelling-screaming. Frequencies of · 
inappropriate behaviors were recorded by the living unit staff 
in 30-minute intervals, 24 hours per day. Reliability checks 
were made on a random selection of 4 30-minute intervals per 
day . 
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All subjects were assessed for dyskinesia ·3 days prior to the 
discontinuation of medication (baseline) and at weekly intervals 
throughout the remainder of the study. Assessments were completed 
independently by 2 registered nurses using the Withdrawal Emergent 
Symptom Checklist. 

The results showed that during the D condition the frequencies of 
inappropriate behaviors were relatively stable with no upward or 
downward trends. During the first RSB condition frequencies were 
lower than those obtained during the D condition with stabilization 
occurring by the end of the condition. During the PD, RB, NB, and 
SB conditions the frequencies were higher than those obtained 
during the D and SRB conditions. The reliability between observers 
and living-unit staff was between 87.6 and 93.8 percent across 
all conditions except the PD and RB conditions. During these 
conditions the frequencies of inappropriate behaviors recorded 
by the living-unit staff were substantially higher than frequencies 
recorded by the observers. 

The authors note that the results empirically demonstrate the 
importance of using reliability checks, placebo conditions, and 
double-blind conditions in assessing medication effects with 
mentally retarded persons. Without placebo and double-blind 
conditions there was an unreliable increase in the recorded 
frequencies of the participant's inappropriate behaviors during 
PD and R~ conditions and a reliable increase in the frequencies 
recorded during the SB and NB conditions. These increases are 
due to variables other than the medication being discontinued. 
The increases in frequencies during the PD and RB conditions are 
explained in terms of expectancy effects by staff. The increases 
of frequencies during the SB and NB conditions were due to 
operant variables. 

Withdrawal dyskinesias were present in 9 of the 10 subjects and 
pe~sistent dyskinesias (1.5 year followup) were present in 
6 of the 10 subjects. 

Relation to other studies: This is the same study as the one 
listed iDDediately below. 

Panel comments: No plausible site for the execution of this 
study has been identified. When questioned by the Panel as to 
where this specific study had been conducted, Dr. Breuning said 
that it had been conducted at the Coldwater and Oakdale Regional 
Centers. In response to a letter, dated February 12, 1986, from 
the Panel requesting information about the specific site for the 
conduct of the study, Dr. Breuning again stated that it had been 
conducted at the Oakdale and Coldwater Regional Centers . 
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In the Panel's interviews with the coauthors, · however, Drs. Ferguson 
and Cullari stated that Dr. Breuning had told them that the data 
had been collected at the Oakdale Regional Center. While the 
coauthors had been shown graphs by Dr. Breuning, they had not 
seen any raw data. Dr. Ferguson said that he had discussed the 
data with Dr. Breuning and had written portions of the manuscript . 
In discussing this study with members of the Panel, Dr. Cullari 
said that Dr. Breuning had brought the data from Oakdale and 
that the followup data had been obtained by "contacts" at Oakdale. 
Dr. Cullari indicated that he had conducted the literature search 
on placebos. 

Extensive interviews with Dr. Breuning's coworkers at Oakdale 
did not identify anyone who had direct knowledge of research 
involving human subjects that had been conducted at Oakdale by 
Dr. Breuning. Dr. John Regan, Staff Psychologist at Oakdale, 
indicated that Dr. Breuning had only conducted research with 
goldfish while he was employed there. 

Dr. Breuning's coworkers at the Coldwater Regional Center were 
not aware of any studies conducted there in which placebo/~ouble
blind procedures had been used. In Panel interviews conducted 
with administrative staff at Coldwater, Mr. Robert Rogan, 
Facility Administrator, stated that medica t ion manipulation 
for research was not permitted at Coldwater. Dr. Breuning did 
tell the Panel, however, that placebos, generally similar in 
appearance to medications, were used at Coldwater. He said 
that early in his tenure there they had not been obtained 
through the pharmacy but had been made up on his unit. He 
said he had not known of any policy prohibiting this procedure. 

Panel findings: The reader is led to believe that the study was 
conducted at Coldwater Regional Center where Dr. Breuning and the 
coauthors were employed. Although the published report describes 
a fairly elaborate experimental design, including placebo adminis
tration, extensive behavioral observations over a 28-week period, 
and the collaboration of several trained observers, the Panel could 
find no evidence that the study had been conducted at either the 
Coldwater or Oakdale Regional Centers. The Panel concluded that 
the study described was not carried out. 

Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D.G., and Cullari, S. Analys is of 
Single, Double-Blind Procedures, Maintenance of Placebo Effects, 
and Drug-Induced Dyskinesia with Mentally Retarded Persons -
A Brief Report. Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1981, 17, No. 1, 
122-123 . 
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PHS grant cited: HH-32206 

This is a brief version of the research described and discussed 
i.Dnediately above. There are minor differences in the two reports. 
This article reports subject ages as 17-74, and lis s the 
abbreviation of one of the conditions in a slightly different 
way. 

Gualtieri, C.T., Breuning, S.E . , Schroeder, S.R., and Quade, D. 
Tardive Dyskinesia in Mentally Retarded Children, Adolescents, 
and Young Adults: North Carolina and Michigan Studies. 
Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1982, 18:1, 62-5. 

PHS grant support cited: None. However, this study is listed in 
the progress report for 2 R0l HH-32206-06 (submitted in June 1983), 
was published in an NIHH-sponsored journal, and was the basic study 
about which questions were raised, leading to this investigation. 
Gualtieri and Breuning (1983) uses data from this study and does 
cite PHS grant support. 

Authors' description and findings: (Two studies are reported -
Michigan - Breuning, and North Carolina - Gualtieri; only the 
Michigan data have been questioned and are discussed here.) 

Michigan study - Fifty-seven subjects were studied at the 
Coldwater Regional Center, 28 males and 29 females, age range 
12-71 (mean 25.7), IQ range 14-74 (mean 40.4). Subjects 
received comprehensive neurologic and developmental assessments 
with special attention to neurologic or developmental problems 
which might be associated with dyskinetic movements, stereotypies, 
or psychotic mannerisms which may have antedated neuroleptic 
treatment. Subjects were then withdrawn from neuro eptics with 
serial examinations for dyskinesia, behavior change, or non
dyskinetic withdrawal symptoms. Dyskinetic movements were 
assessed weekly - at baseline, during withdrawal, and for 80 
weeks thereafter, using the Withdrawal Emergent Symptom Checklist 
(WESC) rating scale and examination. I nterrater reliability is 
reported as 0.79 (Cohen's Kappa), implying more than one rater 
and systematic assessments. 

Dyskinetic movements were reported as maximal at 4 weeks after 
withdrawal; 36 of 57 (63 percent) of the subjects exhibited symptoms. 
Dyskinetic movements were noted in 30 (53 percent) at 16 weeks and 
in 18 (32 percent) at 52 and 80 weeks. 

Relation to other studies: Breuning (abstract, 1983) reported 
a 2-year followup of 45 of these subjects; Gualtieri and Breuning 
(1983) reported on 8 of these subjects who exhibited a behavioral 
analog of dyskinesia. The Panel comments here necessarily 
include some discussion of the followup study . 
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Panel collllllents: Unlike most of the other _studies reviewed by 
the Panel, this article specifically states that "Fifty-seven 
subjects were studied at th Coldwater Regional Center." 
Dr. Breuning went there in September 1978, and left in 
January 1981, a period of 2 years and 4 months, or 108 weeks. 
This study reports data collected across 96 weeks; the followup 
reports a 3.5 year effort. 

While at Coldwater, Dr. Breuning was assigned as a staff 
psychologist to Building 42. The age range of patients in that 
building was 10-26; subjects in the study ranged from 12-71. 
Panel members confirmed, however, that Dr. Breuning had access 
to medical ·records of all patients, and they interviewed a staff 
member who had observed Dr. Breuning testing patients from 
other buildings and who thought that some attendants had 
collected materials for Dr. Breuning. The Panel was told that 
Dr. Breuning collaborated with others and stimulated research 
outside of Building 42. A random review of charts of Building 

' 42 patients by Panel members indicated that behavioral observa
tions were carefully and frequently recorded. Some records 
included psychological assessments by Dr. Breuning. A few of 
the records included tardive dyskinesia records. The Panel 
also confirmed that the center was following a dr g reduction 
policy while Dr. Breuning was there. 

Regarding the reported comprehensive neurological assessments, 
the Panel was told by Dr. Neal Davidson, the center's Director 
of Psychological Services, that residents on admission received 
a comprehensive physical examination that could have included 
neurological assessment. Those needing specific neurological 
examination were sent to Ann Arbor. Dr. Breuning did not have 
the authority to order such examinations . The physician assigned 
to Building 42 during Dr. Breuning's tenure, Dr. Carlos Budding, 
had returned to Argentina and could not be questioned on this 
point. 

Evidence regarding use of placebos in these studies is conflicting. 
This study does not refer to placebos; the followup to it 
reports withdrawal from medication under placebo and double-blind 
conditions. Center officials insisted that placebo/double-blind 
procedures would not have been carried out at Coldwater . 
Dr. Breuning told the Panei that placebos had been made up in 
the Coldwater pharmacy later; earlier they had been made up on 
his unit with capsules he thought they had bought at a Chicago 
supply house. Such placebos were similar, rather than identical, 
and were made up without a physician's order. 

When questioned about the reported interrater reliability, 
Dr. Breuning said that he had done most of the assessments but 
that "periodically I would pick someone else." 
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The validity of this study was first questioned in late 1983, 
after Dr. Breuning had left Coldwater, when Dr. Robert Sprague 
raised questions regarding the collection of data for the 
followup study. After telephone discussion with Dr. Breuning 
about the discrepancy, Dr. Sprague asked Dr. Breuning, by 
letter, names or ID numbers of subjects, sex, age at beginning 
of study, dates of evaluation, and the names or initials of 
evaluators at 2-year followup or a 4-month followup reported 
by Dr. Breuning. 

Dr. Breuning replied in a letter of December 7, 1983, that he 
was providing 

•.. a copy of the information I have located. This 
includes (a) age, sex, IQ, medication, medication 
dosage, and years on medication dosage for the 24 clients, 
and (b) baseline, weeks 1, 4, 8, 16, 52, 80 and 96 WESC 
data. All I could locate was the raw data for the last 
assessment (96) on these clients and WESC summary data 
for weeks 1, 4, 8, 16, and 52. (These data were made 
available to the Panel.) Two points warrant coD1Dent. · 
First, I have yet to locate the raw data or the subject 
identification code sheet . . This information is now 
3 years old and has not been reviewed in some time .... 

When asked about this letter by the Panel, Dr. Breuning said, 
"Well, he sent me an odd letter asking for either all of this 
or something on any 24 people. So I sent them something on 
any 24." Dr. Breuning maintained that he had told Dr. Sprague 
that "what we couldn't locate was systematic followup data 
because there weren't any ... "(He maintained followup data 
were collected casually; this is discussed under Breuning, 
1983, below.) Dr. Breuning also told the Panel that he had 
discarded the raw data some 6-12 months before Dr. $prague's 
request. Dr. Breuning could not explain why he had written 
Dr. Sprague a letter implying that he couldn't locate the data 
if he had discarded them. 

Dr. Gualtieri said he offered to go to Coldwater, review records, 
and attempt to substantiate at least parts of the research. 
Dr. Breuning indicated such a review would be impossible. 
When, sometime after receiving the summary data, Dr. Gualtieri 
asked for raw data, he was told by Dr. Breuning that they were 
lost. 

According to Dr . Gualtieri, he met Dr. Breuni~g in 1980 when he 
visited Dr . $prague's research program at Urbana-Champaign. Each 
was interested in the work of the other, but the opportunity for 
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collaboration for publication came on -the ·occasion of a panel 
organized by Dr. Breuning for the 1981 meeting of the New Clinical 
Drug Evaluation Unit (NCDU). In preparation for this panel, 
Dr. Gualtieri said he shared with Dr. Breuning results of his 
neuroleptic withdrawal study and subsequently learned from 
Dr. Breuning that his study of 57 subjects "at Coldwater" 
replicated Dr. Gualtieri's findings. Dr. ualtieri said he 
then presented the North Carolina and parallel Michigan results 
and that the report was subseque t ly published in the 
Psychopharmacology Bulletin. 

According to Dr. Breuning, he had shared summary WESC data with 
Dr. Gualtieri who did all of the analyses and wrote the NCDU 
presentation, attributing the work to Coldwater. Dr. Breuning 
said that he did correct the draft, but did not think the 
matter important. According to Dr. Breuning, he never told 
either Drs. Gualtieri or Sprague where the data came from. 
This contradicts information received from them. Dr. Gualtieri, 
in a written memo, said Dr. Breuning told him all 57 subjects 
were from Coldwater. 

In reviewing correspondence between Drs. Breuning and Sprague 
regarding the latter's questions about the followup to this 
study, the Panel found no indication that Dr. Breuning ever 
suggested to Dr. Sprague that the basic study included data 
from a site other than Coldwater. When questioned by the 
Panel, Dr. Breuning said that at least some of the 57 subjects 
were at Oakdale. 

The improbability of Dr. Breuning's having conducted any 
systematic research with human subjects while at Oakdale is 
discussed above in relation to that site and in the discus
sions of other studies. 

Dr. Gualtieri wrote the Editor of the Psychopharmacology 
Bulletin, informing him that Dr. Breuning had advised him of 
certain irregularities in the Michigan data and asking the 
Editor to retract those parts of the paper referring to the 
Michigan data or making surmises or conclusions based on 
comparisons involving the Michigan data. 

Panel findings: While the Panel found evidence that Dr . Breuning 
had done some assessments at Coldwater, the Panel concluded 
that there were serious irregularities in this study. The 
absence of significant portions of raw data and of identifiers 
for subjects for which there were data, the admitted lack of 
formality in the assessments, the contradictions, the final 
claim that subjects came from both Coldwater and Oakdale, and 
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and the improbability that identical .protocols could have been 
carried out at both institutions led the Panel to conclude that 
any data that might have been collected were deliberately 
misrepresented and t hat the described study was not carried 
out. 

Breuning, S.E. Time Course of Tardive Dyskinesia in the Mentally 
Retarded: A Longitudinal Analysis. Abstract submitted (and 
later withdrawn) for presentation at the annual meeting, American 
College of Neuropsychopharmacology, 1983. 

PHS grant support cited: None. However, the study to which this 
is a follow-up was cited in the progress report on 2 R0l MH-32206-06, 
and questions regarding the authenticity of this abstract triggered 
this investigation. Gualtieri and Breuning (1983), does cite PHS 
grant support and uses data from the same study as dces this one. 

Authors' description and findings: Fifty-seven mentally retarded 
clients, 28 male and 29 female, receiving long-term treatment with 
a single neuroleptic and having no history with other medications 
(e.g., anticolinergic, antiepileptic), were withdrawn from their 
medication under placebo and double-blind conditions, maintained 
drug free, and rated for abnormal movements. Each client was 
mentally retarded (mean IQ 40) due to unknown etiology and had 
no identifiable neurological disorder. The presence of dyskinesias 
and nondyskinetic withdrawal symptoms was assessed weekly, by means 
of the Withdrawal Emergent Symptom Checklist (WESC). Assessments 
began 4 weeks prior to drug discontinuation and continued for 
80 consecutive weeks following drug discontinuation. Assessments 
were conducted on 45 of the clients at 6-month intervals for an 
additional 2 years; i.e., 45 clients were followed for 3.5 years. 
Thirty-three percent showed no withdrawal problems; 35 percent 
showed nondyskinetic withdrawal symptoms, e.g., weight loss; 60 
percent showed dyskinesias by the fourth week post-discontinuation; 
and 32 percent persisted in showing dyskinesias after the 16th week 
post-discontinuation. Only 7 percent showed dyskinesias prior to 
drug discontinuation, i.e., maintenance onset. Persistent dyskinesias 
were primarily (83 percent) characterized by moderate to severe 
movements, while withdrawal dyskinesias were 65 percent mild and 
35 percent moderate to severe. The greatest proportion of clients 
having withdrawal dyskinesias had their dyskinesias cease to occur 
between the 12th and 16th week after drug discontinuation. Clients 
having dyskinesias cease to occur after week 16 were primarily 
those having mild dyskinesias which disappeared irregularly between 
weeks 16 and 52. No further change occurred after the 52nd week. 
Ninety-four percent of the clients with moderate to severe 
persis ent dyskinesias showed no changes after week 16 . 
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Relation to other Studies: See Panel comments, below .. 

Panel co11111ents: This abstract of a proposed presentation for a 
symposium organized by Dr. Robert Sprague for the annual meeting 
of tbe American College of Neuropsychopharmacology (ACNP), 
December 1983, presents data from Gualtieri, Breuning, et al. 
(1982) and from a purported 2-year followup study on 45 of the 
same subjects. When Dr. Sprague learned that Dr. Breuning planned 
to present the followup data, he questioned Dr. Breuning's ability 
to collect such data after he had left Coldwater Regional Center 
which was identified in Gualtieri, Breuning, et al. as the aite 
of the research. Dr. Breuning was at Coldwater from September 1978 
to January 1981, a period of 2 years and 4 months; the basic study 
and followup required 3.5 years. 

In response to Dr. Sprague's request for specific information 
and data (see Panel co11111ents on Gualtieri, Breuning, et al. above), 
Dr. Breuning was able to provide "raw" followup WESC data on only 
24 subjects, assessed once at week 96, with no subject identifiers . 
Copies of these data were made available to the Panel but proved 
of no use as they lack identifiers and are not of such a quality 
as to be considered research data . 

In a letter to Dr. Sprague dated December 7, 1983, _Dr. Breuning 
acknowledged "major problems" regarding data on the 45 subjects 
in the followup whom he identified as "individuals supposedly 
followed after I left Coldwater." He wrote, "The 24 clients 
were the ones I had personally assessed and thought might still 
be presentable at ACNP." Dr. Breuning gave the Panel a copy of 
the substantially amended abstract he had suggested as still 
presentable. It indicates only 24 clients were followed up at 
one additional 4-month interval. At Dr. Sprague's insistence, 
no data on this study were presented. 

When Dr. Breuning was interviewed by the Panel, he characterized 
the statement in the abstract that, "Assessments were conducted 
on 45 of the clients at 6-month intervals for an additional 
2 years," as" very minor semantic error in the abstract ... " 
and said "All I meant to say was, not implying methodological 
rigor ... just saying tha somebody periodically looked at these 
people at 6-month intervals and didn't see any evidence of 
change ... ," an approach quite discrepant from the "assessments" 
described in the abstract and the conclusions there about how 
many subjects had what type of change during the study . When 
asked what had happened to the reported 45 subjects, Dr. Breuning 
said, "I said (to Dr. Sprague) I would drop out all of the stuff 
that was a casual, you know, eyeball kind of thing and put in a 
shorter, systematic one-time rigorous followup." Dr. Breuning 
refused to identify the person who gave him the followup 
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information, except to characterize him/her as a friend and a 
member of the Coldwater nursing staff, indicating that he himself 
took responsibility and that he did not want to get that person 
in trouble. 

As discussed under Gualtieri, Breuning, et al. above, although 
the article describing the basic study stated it was carried out 
at Coldwater, Dr. Breuning told the Panel that some of the 
subjects were from Oakdale. The article on the basic study did 
n~t mention placebo/double-blind procedures; the abstract states 
they were used. The possibility of any such research having 
been carried out at Oakdale is discussed elsewhere. The 
conflicting evidence regarding use of placebos at Coldwater 
is discussed above. 

Panel findings: The Panel found serious irregularities in the 
basic study of which this is the purpor~ed followup. The Panel 
regards the original abstract as a deliberate misrepresentation 
and attempt to mislead the ACNP program committee and annual 
meeting. The Panel doubts the existence of even casual followup 
data and does not find Dr. Breuning's explanation for not 
identifying his respondent credible. The Panel concluded that, 
as for the basic study, the described followup study was not 
conducted . 

Gualtieri, C.T . and Breuning. S.E. A Behavioral Analogue of 
Withdrawal Dyskinesia, Submitted to Psychopharmaco l ogy , 1983, 
(withdrawn in December 1983 by the first author). 

An abstract of this study, Gualtieri, C.T . and Breuning, S.E . , 
Evidence for a Behavioral Analog of Tardive Dyskinesia, appeared 
in the December 1983 abstracts of papers presented at the annual 
meeting of the American College of Neuropsychopharmacology. The 
abstracts for the 1986 annual meeting contained the following 
note: "Dr. Thomas Gualtieri wishes to remove his name from the 
abstract entitled 'Evidence for a Behavioral Analog of Tardive 
Dyskinesia' published in the 1983 ACNP Annual Meeting Abstract 
Book . " 

PHS grant support cited : MH-32206, MH-30915 (and MH-33127 and 
HD-10570 to C.T. Gualtieri). 

Authors' description and findings: Subjects were 51 young , 
institutionalized, mentally retarded individuals (26 male, 
25 female), free from neurological disorders associated with 
dyskinesia, who had been t reated with neuroleptics (Mellaril, 
Thorazine, and Haldol). They were rated on the Withdrawal 
Emergent Symptom Checkl i st 4 weeks prior to withdrawal from 
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neuroleptic treatment and weekly for 80 weeks after withdraw~!. 
Target behaviors (withdrawal dysbehavior, or WDB) were significant 
behavior problems arising during the postneuroleptic withdrawal 
period, different in kind and degree from those which initially 
warranted neuroleptic treatment, not associated with systemic 
symptoms of neuroleptic withdrawal, and the occurrence and 
subsidence of which was positively correlated with the temporal 
cause of dyskinesias. Interrater reliability was 0.86 (Cohen's Kappa). 
Jnterrater agreement on behavioral observations was above 98 percent. 

Eight subjects exhibited patterns of behavior following neuroleptic 
withdrawal consistent with WDB. The authors hypothesize that 
withdrawal from long-term neuroleptic treat.ment was the occasion 
of behavioral instability and, in turn, may be the consequence 
of dopamine hypersensitivity in mesocortical and mesolimbic systems. 
The authors note that the phenomenon was observed in only a small 
number of subjects, that replication is required, and that the 
importance of their finding is strengthened by the rigorous 
design of the study and the high reliability of the instruments 
used. 

Re i ation to other studies: Data reported here are from the study 
re~orted in Gualtieri, Breuning, Schroeder, and Quade (1982), 
above . 

Panel comments: The first author, Dr. Gualtieri, in a written 
statement and in an interview with the Panel, indicated that he 
had clinical descriptions and had written a theoretical article 
on a behavioral analog of tardive dyskinesia. He had asked 
Dr. Breuning if, out of the 57 subjects studied at Coldwater 
and reported in Gualtieri, Breuning, et al., any had followed 
the pattern he had observed clinically of transient behavioral 
deterioration after neuroleptic withdrawal. He said that several 
months later he received from Dr. Breuning "magnificent" data 
on eight Coldwater subjects who showed unequivocally the pattern 
of postneuroleptic withdrawal behavioral instability. Dr. Gualtieri, 
who said that he saw only summary data, wrote the article. It 
was submitted to Psychopharmacology and was accepted for 

•"Publication in October 1983. In December, when Dr. Sprague 
raised questions about Dr. Breuning's work, Dr. Gualtieri asked 
to review the patient records and raw data, and he asked the 
editor of Psychopharmacology to hold back publication of the 
article. Shortly thereafter, Dr. Breuning told Dr. Gualtieri 
that he was unable to locate any raw data or subject identifiers 
and that it would not be possible for Dr. Gualtieri to review . 
patient records and data at Coldwater independently. Dr . Breuning 
agreed that the article should be withdrawn . 
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Panel findings: As for the parent study, ·Gualtieri, Breuning, 
et al,, and for the reasons stated in the findings for that study, 
the Panel concludes that iny data t~1 t might have been collected 
were deliberately misrepresented and that the described study 
was not carried out. 

DYSKINESIA ASSESSMENT INSTRUl1ENT 

Sprague, R.L., Kalachnik, J.E., Breuning, S.E., Davis, V.J., 
Ullman, R.K., Cullari, S., Davidson, N.A., Ferguson, D.G., and 
Hoffner, B.A. The Dyskinesia Identification System-Coldwater 
(DIS-Co): A Tardive Dyskinesia Rating Scale for the Develop
mentally Disabled. Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1984, 20, 
No. 2, 328-338. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: This article reviews scales 
previously developed for the diagnosis and assessment of tardive 
dyskinesia, criticizing them for their failure to include the 
developmentally disabled in subject populations used to establish 
norms. The development of the DIS-Co is described; normative 
data on 519 subjects at the Cambridge State Hospital, Cambridg~, 
Minnesota, are presented; and percent of items that can be 
assessed in an institutional population, interrater reliability, 
stability over time, distribution of ratings by item in a large 
sample, and influence of patient cooperation are discussed. 
The scale was constructed in a format easy to follow, with 
nontechnical language, so it could be used by a wide range of 
raters and professionals. It achieved a high interrater 
reliability with nurse-raters who had been given a 12-hour 
r i ning course in the use of the instrument. 

Relation to other studies: None. 

Panel co111111ents: The development of a dyskinesia rating scale 
for developmentally disabled was one of the major activities 
carried out under grant MH-32206, awarded to the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, with Dr. Robert L. Sprague as 
principal investigator. Formal pilot studies were carried out 
at Coldwater Regional Center where Dr. Breuning's role was 
described at that time by Dr. Sprague as "supervising all 
research done in conjunction with our project.-" Interviews 
at Coldwater, and separately with Drs. Sprague, Ferguson, 
Davidson, and Cullari, and with Ms. Vicky Davis confirmed the 
work at Coldwater. Ms. Davis made available summary minutes 
of Coldwater workgroup meetings and working papers used in 
developing the scale, and she confirmed that copies of DIS-Co 
ratings made available to the Panel by Dr. Sprague were her 
ratings from Coldwater. 
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Dr. Sprague told the Panel that the Cambridge ·State Hospital 
data were used in the validation study reported here because 
the sample was larger and better than that at Coldwater. 
Another explanation for exclusive use of the Cambridge data 
is the difference in interrater reliability; at Coldwater 
the total score on interrater agreement was 0.53, at Cambridge 
0.78. 

Panel findings: The Panel identified no issues regarding the 
reported study at Cambridge State Hospital. The inclusion of 
Dr. Breuning's name appears to be an acknowledgment of his 
role in the pilot studies at Coldwater. 

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF DRUG TREATMENT 

Ferguson, D.G., Cullari, S., Davidson, N.A., and Breuning, S.E. 
Effects of Data-based Interdisciplinary Medication Reviews on 
Prevalence and Pattern of Neuroleptic Drug Use with Institution
alized Mentally Retarded Persons. Education and Training of 
the Mentally Retarded, April 1982, 103-108. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Authors' description and findings : This article reports on a 
method devel oped at Coldwater Regi onal Center to reduce 
medication use by assessing medication responses in inter
disciplinary team meetings held on a monthly basis. Frequency 
of inappropriate behaviors was the key measure, with trend 
lines established as a guide to adjustments in the prescription 
of medication. 

Three of the five Coldwater treatment programs were studied. 
Program 1 had 70 male and female residents, ages 13-26, with 
approximately equal numbers of mildly, moderately, severely, and 
profoundly retarded individuals. It included some of the most 
severe behavior problems at the center. Programs 2 and 3 each had 
80 male and female adults, mostly severely and profoundly retarded . 
All participants had been receiving a neuroleptic for at least 
1 year. 

Treatment teams for the programs, each of which included a 
physician, a psychologist, social workers, nurses, a program 
director, a pharmacist, and direct care staff and/or direct 
care supervisor, met monthly. Adaptive behaviors, dyskinesias, 
and withdrawal symptoms were discussed, but the frequency of 
inappropriate behaviors was the item upon which decisions 
regarding adjustments in medications were based. Charts 
displaying frequency of inappropriate behaviors were r~viewed 
for each subject at team meetings . Mean daily frequenl:y, 
mean deviation score, and a trendline were computed foe each 
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subject. Medications were reduced when the mean daily frequency 
of inappropriate behavior was stable within one standard 
deviation. Reductions were· typically 25 percent to SO percent 
per 30-day review period. No medication changes were ordered if . 
the trend was decreasing. Dosage reductions began when the trend 
stabilized over a 30-day period, and reductions continued to the 
0 mg. level or until there was an increase in inappropriate 
behaviors. If there was an increase in the trend of inappropriate 
behaviors, medications were increased by 25 percent to SO percent 
increments until the trend stabili ed or until a dosage equivalent 
to 800 mg. chlorpromazine daily was reached. Once frequencies 
were stabilized with dosage increases ·or decreases, that level 
of medication was maintained for 90 days before further changes 
were made. If the frequency of inappropriate behavior remained 
high at the maximum dosage level, medications were gradually 
reduced, the rationale being that high frequencies were better 
off drugs than on drugs. The evaluation of the behavior of 
individual subjects was based on 24-hour, 7-day weekly 
frequency counts conducted by direct care staff. All staff 
had received approximately 200 hours of general inservice 
training, of which 20 hours covered principles of behavior 
management . 

Comparisons were made between two conditions over a period of 
25 months: team meeting and no team meeting. Increases in 
medication dosage were observed when there was no meeting, 
and decreases were observed when there were meetings. The 
conclusion was that team meetings represented an efficient 
method of monitoring medication use based on objective measures 
and were economical of staff time. Further, it was reported 
that physicians relied on the team reports. 

Relation to other studies: Breuning, O'Neill, and Ferguson 
(1980) is cited : or a description of staff behavior rating 
procedure. 

Panel comments: The three programs reported are those to which 
Drs . Breuning (Program 1), Cullari (Program 2), and Ferguson 
(Program 3) were assigned as taff psychologists. The data 
from the three programs are ot pooled but reported separately. 
They cover 25, 12, and 18 months respectively. 

Coauthor Ferguson told Panel members that this study had been 
generated by him in response to concern at the State level for 
objective review and reduction of medication . He had discussed 
this interest wi th another of the coauthors, Dr. Cullari, 
whose clinical responsibilities at Coldwater were similar to 
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his own. Dr. Breuning had clinical responsibilities for a 
somewhat higher functioning population and, according to 
Dr. Ferguson, requested· that data from his patients be 
included in the study. Dr. Ferguson said that he and 
Dr. Cullari had each done their own data analysis. The data 
were not pooled because of the differences in the populations. 
Dr. Ferguson said he had copies of the summary data sheets 
for his patients z,nd for those of Dr. Cullari; Dr. Cullari 
confirmed this. Dr. Ferguson provided the Panel with minutes 
of meetings of his t~am. Ors. Ferguson and Cullari both said 
they had not seen Dr. Breuning's data sheets. Another Coldwater 
staff member expressed his belief that Dr. Breuning had made 
the observations. 

The other coauthor, Dr. Davidson, Director of Psychological 
Services at Coldwater, also stated there was an interest at the 
State level in drug reduction and said that he had been aware 
of ongoing discussions among members of his department around 
this issue. He said that reports had been gathered on patient 
behavior on a 24-hour daily basis and that in-service training 
ha<l been provided to staff. Panel members, who site visited 
Coldwater and examined a r andom sample of patient records, 
confirmed the existence of 24-hour behavioral observations . 

Dr. Ferguson described th ' as an "informational study," and 
Dr. Davidson called it an "administra ive study," indicating 
that it had not been regarded as subject to the same standards 
as a controlled study. The article contains some apparent 
inconsistencies. For exa le, the numbers of subjects vary 
from 250 in the article abstract to 230 total on the individual 
projects and to a maximum of 97 reported upon in the figures. 
This discrepancy was clarified by Dr . Ferguson's explanation 
that 250 represented the total pool of subjects at the 
beginning of the observation period, and 230 was the number 
on medication at that time. Some of the subjects were 
administratively transferred during the course of the 
observation period; it was decided to report only on those 
subjects for whom there was unbroken observation data, thus 
accounting for the numbers displayed in the figures. 

While the article abstract states that the study "co·,ered a 
consecutive 25-month period," only Program 1, that of 
Dr. Breuning, reports a period that long; the periods reported 
appear to extend somewhat beyond the respective coauthors ' 
tenure at the center. Dr. Ferguson explained that baseline 
information, covering periods of from 2.5 to 4.5 months, was 
collected from patient records. A note at the end of the 
references following the article indicates that the study was 
terminated at different points because of center-wide resident 
reassignments . 
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Panel findings: Al~hough it is possible that this study was 
carried out as reported, it was not possible to verify that data 
existed for that portion contributed by Dr. Breuning. Therefore, 
the Panel was not able to draw any conclusion regarding the 
validity of this study. 

Ferguson, D.G., Cullari, S., and Breuning, S.E. Reduction of 
Psychotropic Medication Usage Through an Interdisciplinary 
Team Review Process. Proceedings of the Minnesota Conference 
on the Use of Medications in Controlling the Behavior of the 
Mentally Retarded, September 1980. 

This is a conference presentation of the material presented in 
Ferguson, Cullari, Davidson, and Breuning, above . 

PHARHACOLOGIC TREATMENT STUDIES 

Breuning, S.E., O'Neill, M.J., Ferguson, D.G. Comparison of 
Psychotropic Drug, Response Cost, and Psychotropic Drug plus 
Response Cost Procedures for Controlling Institutionalized 
Mentally Retarded Persons . Applied Research in Mental 
Retardation, 1980, Vol. 1, 253-268 . 

PHS grant cited: HH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: Subjects were 18 institution
alized mentally retarded persons from 4 living units, 11 female, 
7 male, ages 17 to 71, with a mean IQ of 47, and a range of 
19-64. Subjects had displayed inappropriate behaviors (physical 
aggression, property destruction, yelling (screaminu), been 
designated for drug (thioridazine, chlorpromazine, mesoridazine, 
or lithium carbonate) discontinuation by an interdisciplinary 
team, and previously had been involved in a token reinforcement 
response cost program under which tokens were delivered on 
completion of a designated appropriate behavior and taken 
away upon designated inappropriate behavior. Data were 
collected in the living unit of each subject. Living units 
and their staffing are described in detail. 

Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two treatment sequences: 
sequence 1 (11 subjects) was Drug (D-baseline), Drug+ Response 
cost (D+RC); sequence 2 (7 subjects) was D (placebo CP), and RC . 
Drug withdrawal was over a 3-week period . Placebo/double-blind 
controls were in effect and were discontinued under a procedure · 
described in Breuning, Ferguson, Cullari (1980) initiated at 
week 26 for sequence 1 and week 22 for sequence 2 . 
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Frequencies of inappropriate behaviors were recorded at 30-minute 
intervals, 24 hours a day. Details of observational procedures 
and reliability checks are given. Subjects were assessed for 
dyskinesia and oth r withdrawal symptoms at baseline and 1-week 
intervals following drug discontinuation, using the Withdrawal 
Emergent Symptom Checklist . 

The findings are reported with detailed tables and graphi c displays 
of the data. In both sequences, target behaviors were significantly 
reduced in the response cost condition, with l i ttle change in any 
of the other conditions of drug, drug plus response cost, or 
placebo. Withdrawal dyskinesias and other withdrawal symptoms 
were observed in 13 of the 18 subjects, and dyskinesias persisted 
in 7 of the subjects at 1-year followup. It was argued that the 
findings proved that the medications most frequently prescribed 
to control behavior are not efficacious. 

Relation to other studies: Breuning, Ferguson, and Cullari (1980) 
is cited for placebo/double-blind discontinuation procedures. 
Reference to interdisciplinary team-planned drug withdrawal is 
made in several studies, notably Ferguson, Cullari, Davidson, and 
Breuning, 1982, and Breuning, O'Neill, and Ferguson (1980) as are 
behavioral observations at 30-minute intervals 24 hours a day . 

Panel comments: Dr. Ferguson, the first author, told Panel 
members that Dr. Breuning told him this study was conducted at 
Oakdale, and that Dr. Breuning had written up the methodology 
and prepared the graphs. He, Ferguson, had not seen primary data. 
He had helped with interpretation of the data and the writing 
of the manuscript. He said that he had written the introduction. 
He also said that he had questioned the methodology. It was his 
understanding that observations were made by clinical staff at 
Oakdale, with reliability checks by Dr. Breuning who would observe 
at the same time. 

When asked about the several studies that he had coauthored 
with Drs. Ferguson and Cullari while they were all at Coldwater, 
Dr. Breuning told the Panel that, to the best of his knowledge, 
they were carried out at Oakdale and Coldwater. When asked 
why he had not indicated that data came from two sites, he 
indicated that he had simply carried over terse writing 
habits from his research with ani mals. 

Interviews and record searches at Oakdole indicated that this 
study could not have been carried out t here. While evidence 
on use of placebos at Coldwater is conflicting (see the site 
discussion above), it is inconceivable that a study of this 
complex design and duration could have been carried out 
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there without the knowledge of supervisors or · coworkers. While 
the Panel found evidence of a drug withdrawal program and behavioral 
observations, it found no evidence that a study as described here 
was carried out at Coldwater. 

Panel finding: The Panel concluded for t~e above reasons that 
the study described was not carried out. 

Breuning, S.E. and Davidson, N.A. Effects of Psychotropic Drugs 
on Intelligence Test Performance of Institutionalized Mentally 
Retarded Adults. American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1981, 
85:6, 575-579. 

PHS grant cited: HH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: Twenty-four institutionalized 
mentally retarded persons received intelligence tests under both 
standard and reinforcement conditions while on and off psychotropic 
medications. Medications included chlorpromazine, thioridazine, 
haloperidol, mesoridazine, and lithium carbonate. Informed consent 
from their parents ~r guardians was obtained for all participants. 
Participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups, with 
the restriction that there be six participants per group. Thirteen 
of the subjects were female, 11 male; ages ranged from 24-56. 

All participants received three intelligence tests, with 60 days 
separating each test. For all three test administrations (various 
tests) for a given participant, the same test level and test form 
were used, and they were conducted by the same examiner. 

The four groups were randomly assigned to one of four condition 
sequences. The first test was administered under standard testing 
conditions to the participants in each of the four groups. The 
second test was administered under standard testing conditions 
to Groups 1 and 3, and under reinforcement conditions to Groups 2 
and 4 . The first and second tests were administered while the 
participants in the four groups were receiving their medication. 
The third test was then administered under standard conditions 
to Groups 1 and 3 and undeL ~einforcement conditions to Groups 2 
and 4. At this time, the participants in Groups 1 and 2 were no 
longer receiving their medication, while the participants in 
Groups 3 and 4 remained on their medicat ion. 

The standard testing condition consisted of administration of 
the test as described in the test manuals. The reinforcement 
testing condition consisted of an individually selected consumable 
reinforcer being presented contingent upon correct responding 
to test items . 
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Medication was discontinued over a 3-week period (Groups · 1 ·a~d 2) , 
beginning on the day following the participants' secoLd tefc. 
Each week the medication was reduced 33 percent, with cowplete 
discontin ation occurring the third week . All participants were . 
placed on a placebo similar in taste and appearance to their 
medicine. At the time of the third test, all participants had 
been off t he placebo for 2 weeks. 

To help insure reliability, all examiners were unaware of the 
purpose of the study and whether a participant was receiving 
medication. Two test protocols per group, per test, were randomly 
selected and divided among three volunteer psychologists not 
involved in the study. 

Results showed that when on medication there were no differences 
between IQs obtained under standard and reinforcement conditions. 
When participants were off medication, there were significant 
increases in scores obtained under both standard and reinforcement 
conditions. The increase in scores under reinfor~ement condition 
was 23 points greater than the increase obtained tnder the standard 
condition (increases of 30.2 and 6.9 points, respectively) . 

Relation to other studies: Breuning, Ferguson, and Cullari (1980) 
is cited as reference for placebo-discontinuation procedures. The 
placebo administration procedures are discussed in detail there . 

Panel comments : The date of the paper, 1981, and the identification 
of the authors wi t h the Coldwater Regional Center, imply that 
the study had been conducted at Coldwater . However, coauthor 
Davidson told the Panel that the study had not been carried 
out there and that the data had come from Oakdale . He and the 
Facility Administrator said that placebos was not used at 
Coldwater, although Dr . Breuning to l d the Panel that they had 
been used there. Dr . Davidson said that his role in the study 
was to review the literature and t o work on drafts of the 
manuscript . He sai d that he had not seen raw data. 

Interviews with offici als and staff at Oakdale and searches of 
records indicated that this study could not have been carried 
out there (see site discussion, above) . No consent forms f or 
this study could be found at Oakdale or at Coldwater. 

In a letter dated February 12, 1985, the Panel asked Dr. Breuning 
to identify specifically the site or sites where the da ta for 
this study had been collected. Dr . Breuning replied that the 
data were collected at many sites i n Illinois and at Oakda l e, 
but he could not recall or name the specific sites in Illinois . 
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Panel finding: The Panel was unable to identify a plausible 
site where this study might have been performed. For this reason 
and those discussed above, the Panel concludes that the described 
study was not carried out. 

Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D.G., Davidson, N.A., and Poling, A. 
Intellectual Performance of Mentally Retarded Drug Responders and 
Nonresponders. Archives of General Psychiatry, March 1983, 40, 
309-13. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: In a prestudy trial, 142 
individuals were studied under a drug-discontinuation regimen with 
20 responders and 122 nonresponders identified by at least a 
60 percent decrease or no change or increase in target symptoms 
(aggression, property destruction, screaming/yelling, etc.). 
Symptoms were recorded 24 hours per day in 30-minute intervals 
by living-unit staff. An ABA (no drug-drug-no drug) design was 
used. 

In the study proper, 40 institutionalized mentally retarded 
adolescents (all receiving a DSM III diagnosis of undersocialized 
aggressive conduct disorder) were divided into thioridazine 
r esponders and nonresponders, with each group divided into four 
randomly assigned groups: standard testing versus reinforcement 
testing, under drug and nondrug conditions. Assessments were 
double-blind, placebo controlled. 

IQ testing (Leiter international performance scale) was conducted 
three times on each subject, with P weeks between administrations 
1 and 2 and 12 weeks between 2 and J. The test administrations 
for each subject were by the same examiner. Five examiners were 
used, each randomly assigned eight subjects. Three test protocols 
per group, per est, were randomly selected and independently 
scored by three volunteer psychologists. In addition, six test 
administrations were randomly sel ected and viewed through a 
two-way mirrored window by one of the volunteer psychologists . 

Individually selected consumable reinforcers were used. Primary 
target inappropriate behaviors were again physical aggression, 
property destruction disruption, and kicking screaming recorded 
at 30-minute intervals 24 hours per day in living units. 

Reliability checks were made on a random selection of four 
30-minute intervals per day during the morning shift and two 
during the afternoon. Informed consent was reported t o be 
obtai ned from parents or guardians . 
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It was reported that subjects responded to the reinforcement 
condition with improved scores while off drugs but not while 
on drugs. 

Relation to other studies: The basic paradigm is the same as 
in Breuning and Davidson (1981) which is cited. Ferguson has 
published a study in which the third experiment is based on this 
study (Ferguson, D.G., Effects of Neuroleptic Drugs on the 
Intellectual and Habilitative Behaviors of Mentally Retarded 
Persons. Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 18:1, 54-57). 

Panel comments: Coauthor Ferguson told members of the Panel that 
he had not seen any raw data for this study, only graphs or figures 
prepared by Dr. Breuning, and that Dr. Breuning prepared his graphs 
at home. He said that he had thought a large portion of the study 
had been done at Oakdale and that it was continued at Coldwater, 
but he also said that he was unaware of any drug manipulation 
done at Coldwater. 

Coauthor Davidson told members of the Panel that he had seen no 
data for this study, but that he had looked at the literature and 
worked on drafts. He said that he had been told by Dr. Breuning 
that the study had been carried out at Oakdale. He stated 
specifically that the work had not been done at Coldwater and 
denied the practice of giving placebos there. According to 
Dr. Breuning, placebos were used there informally. The Panel 
received minutes of meetings of a Coldwater treatment team which 
indicated use of a placebo. Dr . Davidson also indicated that 
the DSM-III was not used at Coldwater; according to the Facility 
Administrator, it was institutional policy to use the ICD-9. 

In letters to the Panel and to the editor of Archives of General 
Psychiatry, coauthor Poling indicated that he had not seen 
raw data for the study, that he could not vouch for informed 
consents or how medications were arranged, and that he now had 
misgivings about the scientific merit of the study. In an 
interview with Panel members, he described his role in the 
study as discussing the design and working on data analysis 
and editing. 

Ex ensive interviewing of staff at Oakdale indicated that 
this study could not have been done there. In their view, 
Dr. Breuning's schedule and lack of access to patient records 
in buildings other than the one in which he worked precluded 
such a study. While requests to the research committee for 
other proposed studies by Dr. Breuning were on file, there 
was no record of this study . 
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In a letter dated April 24, 1986, Dr. Breuning, responding to 
a specific question regarding the site of this study, wrote, 
"This data was collected at many sites in Illinois and at Oakdale. 
Due to the passage of time, the specific sites in Illinois cannot 
be recalled with exactitude .... " 

Panel findings: Given the size of the sample (142 in the prestudy 
drug trial), the complexity of the design, and the described 
behavioral recording at 30-minute intervals 24 hours per day, 
this study could not have been done in the Chicago area schools. 
All evidence from Oakdale and Coldwater indicates it could not have 
been carried out at either site. The Panel concludes that the 
described study was not carried out. 

EFFECTS OF THERAPEUTIC MANIPULATION ON TASK PERFORMANCE 

Wysocki, T., Fuqua, W., Davis, V.J., and Breuning, S.E. Effects 
of Thioridazine (Mellaril) on Titrating Delayed Hatching-to
Sample Performance of Mentally Retarded Adults. American 
Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1981, 85:5, 539-547. 

PHS grant cited: HH-32206 

Authors' description and finaings: The effects of thioridazine 
on the performance of a titrating delayed matching-to-sample 
discrimination by four mentally retarded adults were investigated. 
Each subject had received a particular daily dose of thioridazine 
for at least 150 days prior to the experiment. An interdisci
plinary team of professionals, including a physician and a 
psychologist, had identified each of the subjects as a candidate 
for gradual withdrawal from the medication. Criteria fo r thei r 
selection were low frequency or low severity of inappropriate 
behavior and/or independent evidence that indicated specific 
environmental v riables controlling the occurrence of existing 
inappropriate behavior. Subjects were receiving no other 
psychotropic or anticonvulsant medications. Informed consent 
was obtained from each subject's guardian, and the project was 
approved by the institution's research committee. 

Testing sessions occurred in a room measuring 3 . 0 m. wide x 7.1 m. 
long. Trials began with the center of three r esponse panels 
illuminated by one of three colors. The delay between depression 
of the center response panel and presentation of the two 
comparison stimuli on the side response panels varied according 
to the accuracy of the subject's performance. 

The primary dependent variable was the limit of delay, defined 
as the longest delay at which the subject emitt ed four consecutive 
correct responses in a 30-minute session. The subject's chronic 
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doses of thioridazine were reduced systematically in a. multiple 
baseline across-subjects design. Biweekly assessments were made. 
For all of the subjects, the limit of delay increased after, and 
only after, reductions in daily thioridazine doses had been 
implemented. 

Results indicated that the withdrawal of chronically administered 
thioridazine resulted in increased accuracy in a delayed matching
to-sample silllple task, suggesting that the drug impairs performance 
of this discrimination. 

Relation to other studies: While Breuning, O'Neill, and Ferguson 
(1980) is cited, this is a discrete study. 

Panel comments: This multia thored report is actually a publication 
of the material submitted by Dr. Wysocki, under Dr. Breuning's 
supervision, for his doctoral dissertation at Western Michigan 
University. In contrast to the style of most of the other papers 
reviewed by the Panel, it gives thanks to other staff for their 
help. The Panel verified that this s t udy was conducted at the 
Coldwater Regional Center where am ching-to-sample-apparatus 
was in place in Building 42. Patients were tested with this 
equipment in connection with student dissertati,1ns and in the 
assessment of tardive dyskinesia and the development of the DIS-Co 
s,3le. Dr. Sprague provided the equipment for Dr. Breuning's use. 
Tne project was approved by the Coldwater Research Commi ttee, and 
Coldwater staff interviewed by the Panel observed the testing of 
subjects. Ms. Davis told the Panel that her role had been to 
see that the matching-to-sample apparatus ran smoothly. 

The thioridazine dosage was reduced according to a prearranged 
schedule. The rate of reduction is not s t ated but can be read 
from graphs of the data. Subjects S, T, and C follow dosage 
reduction schedules in which each subsequent dosage was less 
than the prior dosage. Subject J went from 400 mg . to 150 mg. 
to 300 mg. to )50 mg. to O mg. The time intervals were not 
standardized across subjects. One subject, C, showed a 
worsening of performance with the dosage decrement from 200 mg . 
to 100 mg. 

The authors dismiss practice effects as a cause of ~heir find i ngs 
although the study was not designed to adequately •. ssess this 
possibility. There is no control group, and at no time is a dosage 
decrement maintained long enough to see if improvement might have 
continued with maintenance of that new level. The patients may 
have been overmedicated, and a combination of dosage reducti on and 
practice effect could be an alternative explanation along with 
any degree of "placebo" effect from knowing that dosages were 
being reduced. The observed performance changes occurred quickly 
after each dosage change , a somewhat unusual find i ng since tissue 
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concentrations of thiori azine and its metabolite, mesoridazine, 
would not be expected to change as rapidly as these findings suggest. 

Panel finding: The Panel c nfirmed that this s t udy was carried 
out and found no information to suggest that it was conducted 
improperly. 

Davis, V.J . , Poling, A.D., Wysocki, T., and Breuning, S.E. 
Effects of Phenytoin Withdrawal on Hatching to Sample and Workshop 
Performance of Mentally Retarded Persons. The Journal of Nervous 
and Mental Disease, 1981, 169:11, 718-25, and Davis, V.J. , 
Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1982, 18, 51-54. 

PHS grant cited: · MH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: This ar i cle was based on 
research conducted by Ms. Davis at Coldwater Regional Center in 
partial satisfaction of the requirements for an M.A. degree 
from Western Michigan University. I t describes the effects of 
the withdrawal of an antiepileptic medication on response 
performance on a matching-to-sample t ask of three mentally 
retarded persons and on workshop performance for two of them . 

Subjects were three institutionalized mentally retarded persons 
who had been receiving phenytoin and no other antiepileptic or 
psychotropic medications for at least 3 years and who had been 
i dentified by an interdisciplinary team f or gradual and 
systematic withdrawal from phenytoin on the basis of no observed 
seizure activity for 3 years or more . Two (D and L) were female, 
ages 27 and 23, and one (E) male, age 16. IQs were 30 , 34, and 
47 respectively. Informed consents were obtained . 

Three initial matching-to-sample sessions were preexperimental. 
The test room and procedures are described in detail. The 
experiment began with t e fourth session. Phenytoin doses were 
reduced for D from 100 mg . to 0. mg., and for Land E from 300 m&. 
to 150 mg. to 0 mg. An inactive placebo similar to phenytoin 
in taste and appearance was administered at the 0 mg. level. 
Matching-to-sample performance was assessed at all dose levels. 
Following matching-to-sample sessions, performance on a work
shop assembly task (assembly of a 15-part Bendix RB-2 Coaster 
bicycle brake) was respectively analyzed for D and L. 
Three response measures were taken by the school (where 
the workshop was): percentage of time on task, number of 
assemblies completed, and number and type of prompts required . 
Four types of prompts were scored . 
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Each student was observed four times per minute. Inte robserver 
agreement checks were complet don 15 percent of the ratings . 

Phenytoin/serum ievel check IBG assessments were conduct ed 
at baseline and at points of med cation reduction throughout 
the study, correlating these with performance ratings on the 
matching-to-sample task for all three subjects and on the workshop 
task for D and L. All three subjects were monitored for seizure 
activity in both their residential setting and in the work-
shop. Double-blind procedures were in force ; ward staff, 
workshop staff, and subjects were uni nformed if medication 
or placebo was in use. 

The authors reported that, even at dosages considerably lower 
than the recoD111ended therapeutic level, phenytoin can impair 
the matching-to-sample and workshop performance of mentally 
retarded people. The highest percentage of correct r espoases 
on the matching-to-sample task and the greatest number of 
assemblies completed with the lowest number of prompts occurr ed 
for each subject only after the phenytoin dose level had been 
reduced to O mg. 

The authors acknowledge tha t the sample size severely limits 
the generalizability of the find i ngs , and they recognize tha t 
the sample may be unique because of the seizure-free status 
of the subjects. However, they cit e Davis, Cullari and Breuning 
(1982) in which it is estimated t hat approximately 31 percent of 
the 40-45 percent of the mentally ret arded receiving phenytoin 
have no documented history of sei zure activity. The authors 
conclude that it is "not unr easonable to generalize the findings 
to these individuals nor to suggest that many of them ar e 
experiencing an unnecessary drug- i nduced impairment in 
per formance." 

Panel coD111ents : This article is based on Ms . Davis ' Master's 
t hesis . While Dr. Poling, who supervi sed her gr aduate work, 
did not see the subjects being tested, he t old Panel members 
that he designed t his study and that he did see the subjects, 
the apparatus, the data, and the consent forms . He sa id t hat 
the Western Michigan Univers ity Human Subjects Committee had 
reviewed the study. The t hi rd author, Dr . Wysocki, sai d that 
he had helped set up equipment for the study. 

Thr ough these i nterviews and a si te vi sit to Coldwater, Panel 
embers confirmed that matching-to- sample tes t s were car r i ed 

out. A s i te visit to the Ever green School adjacent t o Coldwater 
conf i rmed t hat staff ther e had recor ded workshop performance 
(Bendix bicycle ake assembly) using a form and that Hs . Davis 
and Dr . Breuni ng had access to school r ecords. Ms . Davi s t ~' d 
the Panel t ha t school r ecords were copied . 
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However, the article raises questions about drug manipulation. 
Coldwater officials maintained that drugs could not be manipulated 
for research purposes no were placebos used there. This was 
confirmed by Dr. Wysocki who said that either the manuscript he 
had seen of the article did not mention placebos or double-blind 
procedures or he was in error for not questioning it. In any 
case, it was clear in his mind that placebos were not . to be used 
with resid~nts at Coldwater. In his interview with the Panel, 
Dr. Breuning co ented on the use of placebos at Coldwater, 
indicating that placebos had been used without authorization and, 
early on, without having gone through standard pharmacy procedures. 
He said that he thought "a giant bag of them" had been purchased 
through a supply house in Chicago. Hs. Davis told the Panel 
that medication was not manipulated and placebos not used in 
her study, thus d'rectly contradicting a statement in this 
article on which she is first author and an identical statement 
in her thesis. (Hs. Davis' comments on this report are appended 
at L.) 

Panel findings: The Panel concluded that although test and 
workshop performance evaluations were carried out, there are 
serious irregularities in the published reports . 

Breuning, S.E. An Applied Dose-Response Curve of Thioridazine 
with the Mentally Retarded: Aggressive, Self-Stimulatory, 
Intellectual, and Workshop Behaviors - A Preliminary Report . 
Psychopharmacology Bulletin, 1982, 18:1, 57-59. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: Subjects were 84 nonautistic, 
institutionalized, mentally retarded individuals between the ages 
of 13 and 27, with IQs ranging between 34 and 59. The subjects 
were reported to have been assessed for aggressive behavior, IQ, 
and workshop performance which involved the assembly of 15-part 
coaster bicycle brakes. Informed consent was obtained for each 
subject. 

In total, there were 14 responders and 14 nonresponders assessed 
for aggressive behaviors, and 16 responders and 16 nonresponders 
assessed for self-stimulatory behaviors. For the intellectual 
and workshop behaviors there were 14-14 and 15-15 responders 
and nonresponders, respectively. Subjects were given increasing 
or decreasing doses of thioridazine i~ nine graded doses at 2-week 
intervals. Doses ranged from 1.0 mg./kg. to 21.1 mg./kg., as 
well as a period of placebo treatment. Each dose of placebo 
condition was reported to be continued for 8 weeks. Observa
tions of aggressive and self-stimulatory behavior were made 
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at 30-minute intervals durin a 24-hour period over 80 weeks 
of the study. Treatment was reported to have been carried out 
under double-blind conditions. 

For the responde~s, a dose of 5.9 mg./kg./day was optimal for 
reducing aggressive behaviors, and a dose of 2.5 mg ./kg./day was 
optimal for reducing self-stimulatory behaviors. Higher doses 
had little additional effect except for a loss of behavioral 
control, i . e., increased frequencies of target behaviors. For 
nonresponders, the frequencies of aggressive and of self-stimulatory 
behaviors showed no substantial changes at lower doses but began 
to worsen as thioridazine doses increased. For both responders 
and nonresponders, there were significant decreases in intellectual 
and workshop behaviors at even low doses and a continued worseni ng 
as the dose was increased. Performance in the IQ-SR+ task was 
su stantially more sensitive to dose changes t.han it was in the 
workshop task . For all the response measures of both responders 
and nonresponders, i entical dose effects were obtained regardless 
of ascending or descending order of conditions. 

Relation to other studies: Breuning , Ferguson, and Cullari (1980) 
is cited as refe r ence for the procedures for observations of 
aggressive and self-stimulatory behavior. Intellectual behaviors 
were assessed, using procedures described in Breuning and Davidson 
(1981). Workshop behaviors were assessed, using procedures 
described i n Davis, Poling, Wysocki, anrl Breuning (1981), 
presumably part of a large study also reported in Breuning, 
Davis, Matson, and Ferguson (1982), and it is similar to Breuning, 
Ferguson, Davidson, and Poling (1983) in design and use of 
thioridazine, except that the latter data are reported on 40 
adolescent subjects with DSM III diagno·ses. 

Panel co11D11ents: This is an elaborate study that would have 
required the collaborative efforts of numerous individuals, both 
i n residential units and at a workshop. Physician involvement 
in the drug protocol would be mandatory. However, no such 
individuals are identified or acknowledged in the publication . 

In discussing his work with neuroleptic drugs with the Panel, 
Dr. Breuning stated tat the data reported in this study were 
combined from data collected at the Coldwater Regional Center 
and the Chicago area between 1974-1977. When questioned about 
the data collected in the Chicago area, Dr. Breuning was unable 
to cite any of the institutions by name or location or to identify 
individuals who were involved in conducting the study. 

The Panel conducted extensive interviews ~ith Dr. Breuning's 
coworkers and administ r ative staff at Cold,4a ter. The Panel was 
unable to find anyone who had direct knowledge of a double-bl ind 
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placebo-controlled study that would have lasted more than a year 
and a half, nor any evidence that drugs had been manipulated in a 
manner consistent with the protocol. 

The Panel was able to ascertain that extensive workshop performance 
records on a bicycle brake assembly project were kept at the 
Everg,reen School where special education services were provided 
to on-campus clients at the Coldwater Regional Center. The Panel 
interyiewed Mr. Timothy Smoker, the Pre-vocational and Vocational 
Coordinato r , Evergreen School, who stated that Dr. Breuning had 
access to the client records and spent considerable time abstracting 
data f~ m these records. Mr. Smoker stated, however, that he was 
not aw.ire· that any clients were being given placebos. 

Dr. Brewii~g ~o d the Panel that drug orders at Coldwater were 
written by Dr. Carlos Budding. Dr. Budding is now in Argentina 
and not av :lable for comment. Dr. Breuning said that placebos 
had been made up on his unit and that they did not, initi~lly, go 
through the pharmacy. When questioned about matched placebos and 
whe r e they were obtained, Dr. Breuning said that he thought they 
were bought at a supply house in Chicago. Dr. Breuning said the 
placebos were "similar in appearance" and said "to me, a dark 
colored gel capsule, one looks a lot like another one." 

The Panel founa no consent forms for any of t he subjects at 
Coldwater. Dr . Breuning was unable to tell the Panel where 
these forms were. 

Panel findings: Tte Panel could find no evidence that such a 
systematic study was ever carried out. The study, as a whole, 
appears to be implausib l e because it could not have been conducted 
at any known site available to Dr. Breuning over the prolonged 
SO-week timeframe of the reported observa t ions. The Panel 
concludes that, although some data may have been abs t racted 
from other ongoing clinical efforts, the de scribed study was 
not conducted. 

Breuning, S.E., Davis, V.J., Matson, J.L., and Ferguson, D. G. 
Effects o Thioridazine and Withdrawal Dyskinesias on Workshop 
Performance of Mental ly Retarded Young Adults . Ameri can Journal 
of Psychiatry, 1982 , 139 : 11 , 1447-1454. 

PHS grants cited: MH- 32206 and MH-30915 

Authors' description and findings: This is a two-part study of 
the effects of thioridazi ne and withdrawal dyskinesias on the 
wo r kshop perf ormance of mentally retarded young adul ts . In 
pa r t 1, 80 insti tutionalized mental ly retarded persons were 
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studied, 38 female and 42 male , ages 14-26, and with I Q& 
ranging from 19-53. They were divided into 5 groups of 16. 
Subjects were assigned to groups on the basis of scheduled· drug 
trials and were observed in workshop performance on a bicycle 
brake assembly task over a 28-week period of drug withdrawal. 
Informed consent was obtained from the legally responsible 
parent or guardian, and each of the subjects was determined by 
a physical therapist and neurologist not to have any identifiable 
perceptual-motor deficit that m· ht affect workshop performance. 

According to medical records, 60 subjects had a DSM-III diagnosis 
of undersocialized, aggresr.ive conduct disorder; 5 were diagnosed 
as having undersocialized, 40n~ggressive condu t diso r er; 5 as 
having socialized, aggressive ~v~du t disorder; and 10 as having 
undifferentiated schizophrenia . Five schedules of administration 
characterized the groups that were matched for age, IQ, sex 
distribution, duration of medication, and medication dosage . 
Conditions i ncluded medication throughout the study, abrupt 
withdrawal after 10 weeks, gradual wi t hdrawal, institution of 
medica t ion mi dway in the study, and no medication throughout the 
study . Placebos were administered to groups that were either 
withdrawn from medication or started on medication for part of 
the study period. Staff were unaware of the study an completely 
blind to medication charges . 

Each subject attended a workshop for 30 minut es each day, 5 days 
a week. The workshop task was the assembly of a 15-part coaster 
bicycle brake. Brakes were assembled individually rather than 
on an assembly line. 

The major finding was that thioridazine can impair the workshop 
performance of the mentally retarded . Greater improvement of 
performance during the first 10 weeks was observed in the two 
groups not receiving medication. The group placed on medication 
at 10 weeks exhibited sharp deterioration in pe rfomoace in the 
week after administration . There was a basic trend toward 
i mprovement over the 28 weeks in al l the groups , but the best 
performance was observed in the groups not medicated or withdrawn 
from drugs. 

In part 2, select cond "tions of part 1 were replicated with 
addit ional controls for examining effects attributable to 
withdrawal and pers i stent (tardive) dyskinesias . Twenty-eight 
subjects from the l arger s~mpl e were divi ded into four matched 
groups of seven subjects each w~ose t hior i dazine dose was a ruptly 
or gradually discontinued and who did not di d not have withdrawal 
dyskinesias. Part 2 subjects were 11 females and 17 males, ages 
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14-26, with IQs from 45-69. (There is no explanation of the 
di screpancy in IQ range between Parts 1 and 2 (Pa r t 1 is 19- 53, 
Par 2 is 45-69, yet the Part 2 sample is said to have been drawn 
from Part 1.) · 

Subject s were assigned to the four groups using the matching criteria 
desc r ibed in Part 1. Assessments of dyskinesia and withdrawal 
symptoms (both before and throughout the present study) were made 
3 days before the onset of thioridazine di scontinuation and at 
1-week intervals following the start of discontinuation. Weekly 
assessments continued throughout the study at 1-week intervals. 
The Withdrawal Emergent Symptom Checklist (WESC) was the primary 
assessment device and was administered by two registered nurses. 

Each subject attended the workshop for 45 minutes each day, 5 days 
a week. The workshop task wa s the assembly of a mock camswitch 
actuator. Eech actuator was assembled individually, with a total 
of 74 steps for completion. Three response measures were taken . 
These steps were completed per hour, percentage of norm, and wage. 

Reported findings for part 2 were that workshop performance declined 
with the onset of the dyski nesias and improved as the dyskinesias 
subsided . 

Relation to other studies: Workshop behaviors were assessed using 
the procedures described in detail in Davis, Poling, Wysocki, 
and Breuning (1981). It is presumably part of a larger study 
also reporte in Breuning (1982). 

Panel comments: This is a large and complex study with an 
extraordinary sample of five almost precisely matched groups. 
The study would have to have been carried out some time after 
the avai lability of the DSM-III mentioned in the article. The 
28-week study and the followup (Part 2) to look at dyskinesias 
would have taken over a year to complete. The article was received 
for publication in April 198 . Thus, the study would have begun 
in 1980. This would have requi r~d the ftudy to have een done 
at Coldwater. 

In discussions with staff and coworkers at Coldwater, the Panel 
could find no evidence that a study with this type of medication 
design had been carried out there. When questioned about the 
reference to the DSM-III in this paper, Dr. Davidson stated that 
the ICD-9 had been used at Coldwater. 

When questioned about her role in this study, coauthor Vicky Davis 
stated that she had not been involved in the data collection, onl y 
in the writing. Ms. Davis said that she had not asked to see 
the raw data for the study. Ms. Davis would not ~vllllllent when 
questioned about the use of p acebos at Coldwater or about 
Dr . Breuning's work using thioridazine. 
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In discussing his role as coauthor in this study, Dr. Ferguson 
stated that he had not known he was a coauthor until later and 
that he had only been involved in the discussions of the graphs. 
Dr. Ferguson stated that he had not seen any raw data for the 
study. 

In an interview with the Panel,- coauthor Dr. Johnny Matson stated 
that Dr. Breuning said he had a large set of data and wanted to 
consult with him on the statistical aspects. In a written state
ment to the Panel, Dr. Matson stated that his role in this study 
was to consult on the methodological issues and to assist in the 
writing of ~• c manuscript, which occurred at the University of 
Pittsburgh after the data in question had supposedly been 
collected at Coldwater. Dr. Matson further stated that he had 
never seen raw data, consent forms, or any other evidence that 
the information in question had been collected as reported. 

When asked by the Panel to identify the neurologist or physical 
therapist mentioned in this study, Dr. Breuning said he had not 
meant to imply that such as sessments were part of the data 
collection; rather, "There was an assessment by those people not 
identifying them as having these kinds of problems." When asked 
where the study had been conducted, Dr. Breuning stated that 
this study involved a combination of two places, Coldwater and 
the Chicago area where work was carried out during the mid-1970s. 
When questioned about the consent forms, Dr. Breuning stated that 
he assumed the forms were kept at the facilities. Dr. Breuning 
could neither identify a specific site in Chicago where the data 
may have been collected nor give the names of the investigators 
carrying out the work. 

Panel findings: No studies with this kind of medication design 
were approved or known to have been carried out at Coldwater. 
The Panel found improbable Dr. Breuning's statement that part of 
this work was carried out in a number of institutions in the 
Chicago area in the mid-1970s by investigators whose names he 
could not recall. The Panel concludes that the described study 
was not carried out. 

Breuning, S.E., Sisson, L.A., Fultz, S.A., Marshall, T., and 
Bregman, J.D. Effects of Neuroleptic Drugs on Titrating Delayed 
Hatching-to-Sample Performance of Mentally Retarded Children. 
Submitted to Psychopharmacology, unpublished. 

PHS grants cited: MH-32206 and MH-30915 
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Authors' description and findings: This paper reports on a study 
of the effects of neuroleptic drugs on the response performance 
of 12 institutionalized mentally retarded children. Subjects 
were five females/seven males, ages 7.5 to 12.6 years, with IQs 
from 55-67. Inclusion criteria were: mental retardation of 
unknown etiology with no other neurological disorders, a history 
of high rates of aggressive behavior which had been reduced by no 
more than 60 percent after 3 weeks of behavioral treatment, a 
psychiatric diagnosis of Undersocialized Conduct Disorder, and 
a history of no neuroleptic medications. Parental consent was 
ohtained. 

Staff and subjects · were blind to conditions. Medications and 
placebos were administered at 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. daily in 
identical capsules. Medications (chlorpromazine, thioridazine, 
and haloperidol) were randomly assigned. Subjects received each 
drug in the same sequence: placebo, dose 1 (1.5 mg./kg./day), 
dose 2 (3.0 mg./kg./day), dose 3 (4 . 5 mg./kg./day), dose 2, 
dose 1, placebo. 

On the day of admission and once or twice weekly thereafter, each 
participant was reported to have received a standardized battery 
of tests (not identified) rating the occurrence and severity of 
side-effects and abnormal movements. According to Ferguson and 
Breuning (1982), particular attention was given to extrapyramidal 
effects and dyskinesias. No subjects experienced adverse reactions. 

The experimental room and apparatus are described in detail. 
Each subject received three preexperimental sessions of 15 minutes 
duration each to train them in a zero-delay, matching-to-sample 
task. The sessions were conducted at the same time each day 
for each participant, 60 minutes before lunch or 120 minutes 
after lunch. It was reported that all participants were able 
to respond independently at 90 percent or better by session 5. 
In the experimental study, matching-to-sample sessions were 
conducted three times weekly with 1 or 2 days separating sessions. 
Each session consisted of 30 trials. Ti trati;lg delay proced-
ures were initiated once the session was underway; the delay 
occurred between the depression of the center response window 
and the illumination of the comparison stimuli . 

The titration schedule consistently varied the length of the 
delay interval. Sessions began with a zero delay. Following 
the first correct response, the delay interval was increased 
to 1 second for the subsequent trial and thereafter through 
an incremental progression up to 90 seconds. An incorrect 
response would cause the delay to decrease to the next lowest 
value, and it would be increased again only after four correct 
responses had occurred . 
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Limit of delay, the longest delay value at which the subject· 
produced a correct response within any given session, was the 
primary dependent variable. 

Findings were presented in terms of drug responders and non
responders for each of the medications. Responders w re defined 
as those subjects whose rates of aggressive behavior were 
reduced by a mean of at least SO percent across the last week 
on one of the three doses of a given medication. Nonresponders 
were defined as subjects who displayed no functional increase 
or decrease in aggressive behavior. The authors reported that 
each subject achieved a substantial limit of delay during the 
initial placebo phase and that each subject demonstrated a 
decrease in performance at the initiation of medication. 
Dose-dependent effects were observed with each medication. 
The reported findings uniformly demonstrated that the highest 
level of performance was achieved when subjects received no 
drugs and that the poorest performance was achieved at the 
highest drug dose levels. Those subjects receiving chlor
promazine or thioridazine were described as showing similar 
performance responses to the medications, regardless of whether 
or not a therapeutic effect was gained. It was stated that, 
for those receiving haloperidol, the therapeutic responders 
displayed less behavioral impairment at the lower dose levels 
than did nonresponders. Both responders and nonresponders 
were said to have demonstrated similar levels of impairment 
at the highest dose level. 

The authors state that the findings are of importance for 
several reasons. They confirm the sensitivity of the matching
to-sample procedures in assess i ng drug effects with the mentally 
retarded. It was stated the f i dings also replicated those of 
Wysocki et al (1981) regarding the dose-dependent suppression 
effects of thioridazine on delayed MTS performance of mentally 
retarded young adults, and these findings extended to a pediatric 
population, using both prospective and withdrawal evaluations. 
Finally, the findings are noted as identifying the dose-dependent 
suppression effects of two other neuroleptic drugs: thioridazine 
(this apparently should have been listed as chlorpromazine since 
the dose-dependent suppression effects of thioridazine were 
reported in Wysocki et al., and haloperidol. 

The authors suggest several biochemical explanations for the 
effects observed. Other factors were suggested as possibly 
being involved; subject history, for example, when coupled 
with possible interaction differences with the medications, 
could 3ccount for differences in the results . Emphasis should 
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be placed on the accurate reporting of medication status in 
studies inv~lving the mentally retarded, and the authors note 
that this information is generally not reported in such studies. 
Its absence raises questions about the generalizability of 
research findings among this population. 

Relation to other studies: As noted in the reported description, 
this study is similar to Wysocki et al. (1981) in which essen
tially the same findings regarding medication effects are reported . 

Panel comments: The list of coauthors and the address for reprint 
requests would indicate that this study was conducted on the Merck 
Unit at the University of Pittsburgh. In response to a letter 
from the Panel, Dr. Breuning stated that the study was conducted 
at Coldwater and at Pittsburgh. The same problems pertain to 
this study as to the others supposedly conducted on the Merck 
Unit. As reported by the University of Pittsburgh Ad Hoc 
Committee, consent forms were not found, though the article 
states that informed consent was gained for participants. The 
Ad Hoc CoDJDittee's review of pharmacy and admission records 
during the period of Dr. Breuning's tenure indicated that 
patients of the ages and diagnoses described were not available 
on the Unit. While coauthors Sisson and Fultz confirmed that 
matching-to-sample sessions were conducted daily and subjects 
usually had sessions three times weekly, they told the Panel 
that sessions were not scheduled as called for in this study 
and neither observe~ the dramatic effects reported here. 

Panel interviews at Coldwater confirmed the use of matching
to-sample equipment there, but administrators insisted drug 
manipulation for research purposes was not permitted nor were 
placebos used there. The Panel was told that the Coldwater 
Research Committee did not approve protocols involving use of 
placebos, and no consent forms were found for this study. 

Panel findings: The Pan.el concluded that the described study 
was not carried out . 

Breuning, S.E., and Poling, A.D. Pharmacotherapy. In J.L. 
Matson and R.P. Barrett (Eds.), Psychopathology in the Mentally 
Retarded, New York, Grune and Stratton, 1982, 195-251. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: Included in this review of 
pharmacotherapy with the retarded, which is also analyzed under 
that category below, i s the report of a pilot study that 
compared dosages of 0.3, 0.7, and 1.0 mg./kg. of a stimulant, 
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methylphenidate, with six mentally retarded hyperactive individuals, 
four prepubescent children (11-13 years) and two adolescents (15 
and 18); four were male and two female, equally divided among 
children and adolescents. Dose-response curves are presented of 
the methylphenidate effects on two measures: The Abbreviated 
Connors Teacher Rating Scale (ACTRS) was recorded daily, and a 
fixed-ratio (FR) responding task at three levels (FR 5, 10, and 
20) was administered. 

There were three randomly counterbalanced dosage sequences with 
two individuals per sequence. Each sequence lasted 7 days, with 
7 days of placeb-0 (double-blind) before and after. (Thus the 
experiment would last a minimum of 36 days, one of which was a 
pre-treatment baseline day.) Reported results were (1) four of 
the six subjects bad substantially reduced ACTRS scores at 0.3 
or 0.7 mg./kg. levels; (2) one showed a very slight reduction in 
ACTRS scores at 0.3; (3) one showed progressive increases in ACTRS 
scores across dosage; and (4) for five of the six, ACTRS scores 
were highest (above baseline and placebo) at the 1.0 mg./kg. dosage. 
With regard to FR performance, five of the six showed optimum 
performance at 0.3 mg./kg. and worsened performance across 

· increased dosages; the one subject who had shown progressive 
increases in ACTRS scores showed no FR performa ce enhancement . 

Relation to other studies: This pilot is similar in many respects 
to work reported in Poling and Breuning (1983) and Breuning, 
Ackles, and Poling, unpublished, both analyzed in Appendix J. 

Panel comments: These data are remarkable for their complete 
consistency across measures with a clear curvilinear response 
shown in five of the six subjects. Given the use of a stimulant 
and the similarity to data reported in progress reports from the 
University of Pittsburgh, the reader would assume that the pilot 
work was carried out there. The Panel established, however, that 
Fixed Ratio equipment was not functional at Pittsburgh during 
Dr. Breuning's tenure. The Pittsburgh Ad Hoc Committee's 
search of pharmacy and clinical records established that sub
jects meeting the criteria in this pilot were not available. 
Coauthor Poling told the Panel that he was under the i ress i on 
that the stimulant data came from Pittsburgh, but he was l ater 
told by Dr. Breuning that they came from Oakdale ad Chicago . 
Dr. Breuning himself told the Panel that he had col . - ed 
the stimulant data in Chicago area schools in the mio ' 970s . 

Panel findings: These pilot data show uniformity of outcome and 
agreement across measures that seem, at best, implausible. The 
study could not have been carried out at Pittsburgh, and the 
complex double-blind, drug-placebo crossover design and daily 
ratings make it impossible that the study could have been 
conducted in Chicago area schools. The Panel concluded that 
the study described was not carried out . 
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MULTISTATE SURVEY OF THE INSTITUTIONALIZED RETARDED 

Davis, V.J., Cullari, S., and Breuning, S.E. Drug Use in Community 
Foster-Group Homes; in S.E. Breuning & A.D. Poling (Eds.), Drugs 
and Mental Retardation, Springfield, Ill., Charles C Thomas, 1982, 
359-376. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Authors' description and findings: This study describes a very 
large survey of the use of medications among the mentally retarded 
in foster or group homes in the community. A random sample of 
3,750 cases was selected from a case list of 15,000 obtained from 
mental health agencies in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio. 
Exclusion criteria were residence with parents, IQ within two 
standard deviations from the mean as measured by a norm-referenced 
test, or failure to meet the American Association of Mental Defi
ciency (AAHD) adaptive behavior criteria of mental retardation. 
A two-page questionnaire was completed for 3,496 of the sample, 
providing demographic information, prevalence and type of drug 
used, institutionalization history, degree of mental retardation, 
behavior problems, medical supervision, drug holidays, adverse 
response monitoring, and staff training. 

The study reports that 74.3 percent of the sample were rece1v1ng 
one or more of ten drugs, seven of which were most commonly used 
in the· subject population. The seven drugs most often prescribed 
were: thioridazine (43.3 percent), phenytoin (34.7 percent), 
phenobarbital (19.4 percent), chlorpromazine (15.9 percent), 
diazepam (6.9 percent), haloperidol (6.3 percent), and methyl
phenidate (2.4 percent). The lesser used drugs were primidone 
(1.3 percent), carbamazepine (1.1 percent), and ethasuximide 
(0.9 percent). Frequency and order of usage were fairly constant 
across the four States. Dose levels tended to be in the moderate 
to high range, with dosages at the upper end of the range far 
exceeding recommended levels. Multiple drug use was frequent, 
with antiepilepsy medications being most commonly combined. It 
was reported that 57.6 percent (2,014) of the population received 
an antipsychotic drug, alone or in combination with another 
antipsychotic medication. Thioridazine was most commonly 
prescribed in the community population, matching the pattern 
observed in institutions. A large percentage of the population 
(53.9 percent) received antiepilepsy medication, most in 
combination dosages. Phenytoin and phenobarbital were most 
commonly prescribed together, and phenytoin alone was the most 
often prescribed antiepilepsy medication. 

Slightly over half of the sample (52.1 percent) had been 
institutionalized for other than diagnostic purposes for a period 
longer than 45 consecutive days. Special attention was called to 
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the fact that 62.5 percent of those who had been institutionalized 
were receiving no medication. This was seen as contrary to the 
usual expectation of greater drug use among the subsample of those 
who had been institutionalized. 

The comparison of the institutionalized-noninstitutionalized 
subgroups disclosed similarities to the findings of other investi
gators in studies comparing drug use among institutionalized 
subjects and those in public schools. Thioridazine tended to 
be the drug of choice for the institutionalized, whe eas 
methylphenidate was prescribed more frequently for the public 
school population. The same finding was reported in this study , 
with the further similarity that behavior which was seen as 
psychotic among the institutionalized was called hyperactive in 
those without institutional histories. 

Comparisons were made between drug use and degrees of mental 
re t ardation. Of the 3,496 subjects, 47 percent were mildly retarded, 
29 percent were moderately retarded, 18 percent were severely 
retarded, and 6 percent were profoundly retarded. Among these 
groups, the moderately retarded were least likely to be medicated. 
Forty-four percent of the moderately retarded, as compared to 
17.9 percent of the mil r ly retarded, 21.1 percent of the severely 
retarded, and 11.5 percent of the profoundly retarded, received 
no medications. Thioridazine was most often prescribed for the 
mildly retarded, decreasing across functioning levels. Simi 1r 
trends were noted for the other behavior control medications. 
An opposite effect was observed for the antiepilepsy drugs. 
This was explained by the greater control problems among the 
mildly retarded and the more frequent seizure disorders among 
the profoundly retarded. 

Age and sex were found to have little correlation with medication 
prescription. The only finding of significance was that mentally 
retarded males between the ages of 5 and 16 were much more likely 
to receive methylphenidate. This finding was attributed to the 
fact that this group is more frequently diagnosed as Attention 
Deficit Disorder with Hyperactivity . 

The article reported on the monitoring of drug use. Both direct 
care and professional staff were surveyed. Attention was focused 
on four issues: operational definitions of behaviors justifying 
psychotropic drug use; regular medical supervision; scheduled 
drug-free periods; and monitoring of adverse react i ns and 
side effects. 

The article reported serious deficits in all these areas. 
Operational definitions of target behaviors were found for only 
109 individuals (5.4 percent) of the 2,014 receiving a tipsychotic 
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drugs. Hyperactive behavior was defined for only 3.5 percent of 
the 86 subjects receiving methylphenidate. Otherwise, behavior 
was defined on the basis of global listings of problem behaviors. 
These reports were interpreted about half the time in conjunction 
with staff and about half the time by the prescribing physician 
alone. 

The authors reported that frequently no documentation was provided 
as to why a medication was prescribed. There was no documentation 
for 440 (21 percent) of the 2,098 subjects receiving psychotropic 
medications, though there was no evidence of these patients being 
difficult to manage. Moreover, it was reported that 81 percent 
(357) of these 440 subjects had entered the community living 
arrangement on no drugs and had had medications prescribed on 
the basis of the physicians' belief that drugs were "good· for 
the mentally retarded." 

Of the 1,623 subjects receiving antiepilepsy medications, 78 percent 
(1,265) had documented EEG abnormalities, and 69 percent (1,119) 
had records of observed clinical seizures. This begs the question 
of the basis for medicating those who had no documentation of 
abnormal EEG and no record of seizure activity. An investigation 
was reported to have disclosed that 301 subjects (18.S percent) 
had neither documentation of EEG abnormality nor records of 
clinical seizures. Further investigation demonstrated that 
72 of these subjects were reciving an antiepilepsy medication 
in an effort to manage inappropriate behavior. Effectiveness 
was not recorded, though the mean length of chronic use of 
antiepileptic drugs in this fashion was 1.2 years. It was 
reported that no rationale could be found for the use of these 
medications with the remaining 229 subjects for whom no objective 
symptoms were reported. The mean length of chronic use was 
1. 7 years. 

The article stated that there was no continuous medical 
superv1s1on of drug use for any of the areas surveyed, except 
for one county i~ Michigan and one county in Illinois. The 
counties in Illinois and Michigan where physician review was 
carried out on a monthly basis represented 9 percent (206) of 
the 2,098 subjects who were receiving medications. It was 
reported that medication review documents for the other regions 
were typically signed by the physici~n after being prepared 
by a nurse or some other physician representative. Eight-hundred 
and eighteen (39 percent) of the 2,098 subjects receiving 
psychotropic drugs were reported not to have been seen even 
by the prescribing physician's representative. 

The article cited some improvement in the coverage of antiepilepsy 
medications. Only 260 (16 percent) of the 1,623 subjects were 
not seen at least once monthly by the prescribing physician's 
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representative. It was reported that only 6 percent of the 
subjects receiving antipsychotic drugs had a consulting psychia
trist, while 38 percent of ·those receiving methylphenidate had a 
consulting pediatrician, and 47 percent of those receiving an 
antiepilepsy meJication had a consulting neurologist. 

Drug-free periods were rare: Only 76 (4 percent of 2,098) subjects 
-among those receiving a drug had a scheduled drug holiday. All 
76 were reported to be receiving only one drug, and of that number 
29 received methylphenidate, and 47 received one of the antipsychotic 
drugs. 

Adverse reactions were systematically monitored by means of a 
15-item reaction checklist completed weekly for 251 (12 percent) 
of the 2,098 subjects receiving psychotropic drugs. They all were 
reported to be the patients of the same physician. For 59 percent 
of the study population, staff were directed to inform a profes
sional staff person of any adverse reactions to medications. 
They were not told, however, what constituted an adverse reaction. 
There was no evidence of any adverse reaction monitoring of the 
remaining 29 percent of the subjects . 

The reported level of staff training reflected the general 
inattention to drug usage noted in the article. Only 47 (9 percent 
of the 526) home operators had received a training program, with 
a combined total of more than 2 hours, covering even basic details 
of drug usage. 

The authors concluded that drug use in community placements is 
as prevalent as in ·institutions. They argued that the belief 
that coD1Dunity placement would reduce drug use was unfounded. 
On the contrary, the patterns of use were much the same as in 
institutions. Drugs were only sparsely monitored, and staff were 
not trained in all the factors relating to drug use. 

The authors argued that drugs are overused among the noninstitu
tionalized mentally retarded. Evidence to support efficacy is 
lacking, and the monitoring of medication reactions is inadequate, 
as is training for the assessment of need of medications. 

The authors offered a 10-point guideline for the use of drugs 
with the mentally retarded. They concluded, however, that little 
improvement will occur unless the aggrieved are prepared to file 
suit as a means of bringing about changes. 

Relation to other studies: This study is a survey report which 
is not substantively related to any of the other studies reviewed 
by the Panel. 
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Panel comments: The first author of this _ chapter, Vicky J. Davis , 
when interviewed by the Panel, said that she had prepared a porti on 
of the introduction based on her possession of copies of the 
referenced studies, that her basic role was one of "looking at 
information on movement in and out of the facility," and that 
her part "was the Coldwater data." She indicated that she had 
reviewed the records of the Social Services Department at 
Coldwater from which she obtained case numbers and names and was 
"able to see if they were on medication," and that she "went 
through the data for birthdates and weights." She said that she 
had seen a copy of the questionnaire but, when asked if she had 
seen the filled-out questionnaires, said that she had not . She 
could not say who collected the data or how they were collected, 
how the study was funded, or where or how the data were 
analyzed. 

Ms. Davis said that Dr. Breuning had conducted the study and that 
he had placed her name on it as first author. She said that he 
had made the contacts with people at the State level, arranged 
for the data collection, and analyzed and kept the data. She 
said she believed the study had been carried out, although there 
were no records and she had seen no data other than in summary 
form. 

The second author, Dr. Cullari, told the Panel that the original 
idea for the study had been his but that all the contacts for · 
data collection were made by Dr. Breuning who had done all the 
data analysis. Dr. Cullari said that he had participated in 
preparation of the introduction, but the rest of the article 
had been written by · Dr. Breuning. He never saw raw data, and 
he was uncertain if he had ever seen the questionnaire. 
Dr. Cullari said he thought that Dr. Breuning had conducted 
part of the study but maybe had made up the rest. 

As described, this project would have required a large investment 
of time on the part of a number of people in the community. 
In his interview with the Panel, Dr . Breuning said that data 
had been gathered from local mental health boards and that 
Mr . Fred Morris, Calhoun County, Michigan, was the one name he 
could recall of those who had arranged for data to ·oe sent to hi m. 
When Mr . Morris was contacted by telephone, he remembered havi ng 
Dr. Breuning speak at a seminar but denied that he had ever 
been involved in any research with him. He said he had not 
helped gather data. In the article, Mr. Morris is named as one 
of the people who provided training for the managers of foste r 
homes in which patients were placed in the community. Mr. Morris 
sa i d that he never had such a role. He sai d that, as part of 
hi s responsibil i ty as the Director of the Calhoun County Menta l 
Health Center , he had worked with a few foster home owners at 
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their request, advising them about the use of psychotrop i c 
drugs with the mentally ill. He said there may have been a 
few developmentally disabled persons i n the homes of those with 
whom he met, but that fact was entirel y peripheral to the reason 
for the meeting. In brief, Hr. Horris failed to support 
Dr. Breuning 's contention that he had facilitated any part 
of the s~rvey reported in this article. 

Reducing and entering the data for computer analysis would have 
been a huge and time-consuming task . The questionnai r e alone 
would have been 6,992 pages of inf ormation. It was impossible 
to determine the number of data items, s i nce Dr. Breuning did 
not provide the Panel with a copy of the questionnaire, and yet 
Dr. Breuning said he had personally punched in most of the data 
on computers at Western Michigan University. Dr . Cullari said 
he had his own computer account at Western Michigan and 
Dr . Breuning had used it on occasion for small pieces of work 
only and not for work of the proportions necessary for the amount 
of data reported in the article. A check of the records of the 
Computer Center by the Chairman of the Department of Psychology 
failed to produce a record of Dr. Breuning's having used the 
center. Dr. Cullari said he thought the computer work had been 
done at the University of Illinois, but Panel staff confirmed that 
Dr. Breuning had not had access to the computers at the University 
of Illinois and that the computer work necessary for this article 
had not been done there. 

At his meeting with Panel members in November 1985, Dr. Breuning 
said he was not sure whether or not he might still have copies 
of the questionnaire. He said that generally he did not keep 
data beyond 6-12 months. When asked if he thought it odd that 
no one else had seen the data for a study of this size, 
Dr. Breuning said that he did not . When asked why only he 
handled the data for such a large study, he said that he enjoyed 
doing it recreationally. 

Panel findings: The Panel could find no confirmation that this 
large study was carried out . Ne i ther the first nor the other 
coauthor ever saw primary data, nor did they have any idea 
how such a large study was paid for . Both stated independently 
that they were involved in preparing only the introductory 
portions of the work or, on Hs . Davis' part, providing limited 
data from only one location, Coldwater, and that Dr. Breuning 
had arranged for data collection and analysis and had done 
most of the wri ting . Dr . Breuning was able to provide the 
name of only one person who was said to have participated i n 
the proj ect, and that person denied any knowledge of the study. 
Dr . Br euni ng's account of where the computer work for data 
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analysis was done was not substantiated. These factors brought 
the Panel to the conclusion that the s tudy described was not . 
carried out. 

REVIEWS 

Breuning, S.E. and Poling, A.D. Pharmacotherapy. In J.L. Ma t son 
aud R.P . Barrett (Eds.), Psychopathology in the Mentally Retarded, 
New York, Grune and Stratt on, 1982, 195 - 251. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Description: (A pilot study reported in this article is analyzed 
under Studies on Therapeutic Manipulation of Task Performance, 
above.) This article provides an overview of pharmacotherapy 
with the retarded. Included are a brief historical review and 
sections on drug classification, rationale for pharmacotherapy 
(by drug classes), prevalence of drug use, pharmacology, 
therapeutic use and side effects, methodol1gic issues in 
assessing drug effects, efficacy of drug and behavioral alter
natives, and litigation issues . 

Many of the studies reviewed by the Panel are cited, frequently 
either to bolster the argument for greater methodological rigor 
in research on pharmacotherapy wit the mentally retarded, i.e., 
Breuning, Ferguson, and Cullari (1980) demonstrating the 
importance of placebo-double-blind procedures, or to bolster 
the authors' views on neuroleptic treatment. Breuning (1982) 
is cited (along with a conference, presentation, and unpublished 
work by Dr. Breuning) to illustrate the authors' suggestion 
that fewer than 15 percent of the mentally retarded receiving 
neuroleptics show decreases in target sympt oms. 

The article concludes that neuroleptics are greatly overused 
with the mentally retarded, that their use is most likely to 
decrease learning and performance, that they often produce 
contratherapeutic changes in target behaviors, and that they 
have an "incredibly low" risk-to-benefit ratio. The article 
calls for methodologically rigorous investigations of antiolytics, 
antidepressants, antim~nics, and stimulants. It notes the 
inexpensiveness and increased ease of patient management with 
limited staff of drug therapy, and applauds court decisions 
requiring documentation of the value of such therapy. 

Panel findings: This review article relies heavily on work by 
Dr. Breuning that the Panel concluded was not carried out as 
described. It, therefore, must be regarded as scientifically 
unsound and misleading . 
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Drugs. In S.E. Breuni ng and A.D. 
Mental Retardation. Springfield, 
1982, 168-214. 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 
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Antipsycho·tic and Antianxiety 
Poling (Eds . ), Drugs and 
Ill., Charles C Thomas, 

Description: This is a review article largely focused on use 
of antipsychotic drugs with the mentally retarded. For this 
category of drugs, it includes sections on pharmacological 
properti es, phy iological effects, therapeutic use, short
and long-term side effects, behavioral effects and their 
assessment, and efficacy. It gives special attention to the 
phenothiazines. 

The article presents findings from studies reviewed by the Panel, 
particularly those on behavioral effects and their assessment, 
efficacy, and behavioral al ternatives to or combination with 
drug management of behavior . These studies are presented as 
methodological improvements. The ef ficacy of drug treatment 
is questioned, and behavioral alternatives are urged. The 
relatively slight literature on anti-anxiety drugs is reviewed 
with attention to the same kinds of issues as for antipsychotic 
drugs. The paucity of research on these drugs is deplored, and 
a larger research data base on bot categories of drugs is called 
for. Breuning, O'Neill, and Ferguson (1980) and Wysocki, Fuqua, 
Davis, and Breuning (1981) are cited as methodologically strong 
studies of nonres onders to drugs, and Breuning, Ferguson, 
Davidson, and Poling (1983) as studies of responders and 
nonresponders. 

Panel find i ngs : The section of this article on anti-anxiety 
drugs appears well-done. The section on antipsychotic drugs 
relies heavily on studies by Dr. Breuning that the anel 
concluded were not carried out as described. This part of 
the article must be regarded as scientifically unsound and 
misleading . 

Breuning, S.E., Davis, V.J., and Poling, A.D. Pharmacotherapy 
with Mentally Retarded: Implications for Clinical Psychologists . 
Clinical Psychology Review, 1982, 2, 79-114 . 

PHS grant cited: MH-32206 

Descript ion: This eview article describes and discusses six 
classes of psychotropic drugs frequently used with the mentally 
retarded, the therapeutic and countertherapeutic effects, 
alternati ve treatments, and other issu~s in olving limitation 
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of and legislation of drug use with t he mentally retarded. The 
intent of the articl e is to provide background for clinical 
psychologists in working with the mentally retarded. 

The article raises questions about the extent of drug use with 
the mentally retarded. It represents the prescription of these 
medications for the mentally retarded as being based mainly 
on experience with the mentally ill. It declares that efficacy 
can be de onstrated in fewer instances than the rate of 
medication use suggests, argues that medication dosages in 
the lower ranges have been shown to have greater beneficial 
effects than in the higher ·ranges, and states that behavioral 
techniques have been shown to be more effective than medications 
in improving and controlling the functioning of the mentally 
retarded . Man• of Dr. Breuning's studies are cited. 

Panel indings : Many of the findings reported here are from 
studies which the Panel has concluded were carried out as 
d( scribed. The paper must thus be regarded as scientifically 
unsound and misleading . 

Barrett, R.P. and Breuning, S.E. Assessment of Intelligence, 
in J.L. Matson and S.E. Breuning (Eds.), Assessing t he Mentally 
Retarded, New York, Grune & Stratton, 1984. 

PHS grants cited: MH-32206, MH-30915, and MH-37449 

Description: This chapter reviews the intelligence te:;ts often 
used and referred to in evaluating the mentally retarded. It 
covers the development of intelligence tests in genera l and the 
strengths and weaknesses of the more frequently used tests . 
No data were collected for the preparation of his material, 
and conjectural comments are limited. The brief section on 
medication effects cites findings from Breuning and Davidson 
(1981), Breuning, Ferguson, and Poling (1983 ) , and Breuning (1982), 
all on e~fects of medication on IQ, but refers to t he findings 
as tentat·ve . he re~der is referred to Sisson and Breuning 
(1984) and Breuning, Davis, and Poling (1982). 

Panel findings: With the exception of one section , this appears 
to be a straightforward review of available instruments. The 
section on medication effects, however, depends on studies which 
the Pan 1 has found to be not carried out as described. Even 
though labeled tentative, these findings are seriously misleading. 

Sisson, L.A. and Breuning, S.E. Assessing Medication Effects, 
in J.L. Matson and S.E. Breuning (Eds.), Assessing the Ment lly 
Retarded, N.Y., Grune and Stratton, 1984. 
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PHS grants cited: MH-32206, MH-30915, MH~37449. 

Description: This chapter reviews the history of •the use of 
psychotropic drugs with the mentally retarded and discusses 
ethical and legal reasons for rigorous assessment standards, 
focusing in some ·detail on major liti&ation resulting in court 
orders involving pharmacotherapy. It then reviews the literature 
on such aspects of assessment as measures of target behaviors, 
learning and performance measures, behavioral observations, 
measurement of side effects, dyskinesias and withdrawal effects, 
and assessment design. The chapter relies heavily on published 
work by Dr. Breuning and his coauthors. 

Panel comment: Coauthor Sisson told the Panel that her role in 
writing this chapter was in preparing a draft which Dr. Breuning 
rewrote extensively. She said Dr. Breuning supplied the graphs 
and prepared examples. She described the intent of the paper 
as being a review of the literature and Dr. Breuning's papers. 
She told the Panel that she had asked Dr. Breuning to remove 
her name from any papers submitted for publication. 

Panel findings: This chapter extends the influence of studies 
the Panel has found to have not been carried out as described. 
It must be considered unsound scientifically and seriously 
misleading . 
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STI~nJLANT DRUG USE WITH MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN: STUDIES REPORTED 
UNDER lffl-37449 1 UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH 

Application: · Application 11H/HD 37449-01, "Stimulant Drug Use with 
Mentally Retarded Children," from the University of Pittsburgh, 
with Dr. Breuning as Principal Investigator, was received at NIMH 
on October 1 , 1981. Dr. Breuning described the proposed research 
as examining appropriate dose levels of stimulant drugs for use 
in the treatment of hyperactive, mentally retarded children . 
The design called for 48 mentally retarded subjects, diagnosed 
by DSM-III criteria as Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) with 
Hyperactivity and with mild to moderate mental retardation. 
Subjects would have a score of 15 or higher on the Abbreviated 
Conners Teachers Rating Scale (ACTP~). Behavior, laboratory , 
and academic comparisons would be made for the 24 subjects, ages 
6-12, on methylphenidate doses of 0.3, o.s, · and 0.7 mg./kg., 
and for the 24 subjects ages 3-6 on dextroamphetamine doses of 
.15, .25, and .35 mg./kg. Comparisons would be double-blind , 
placebo-controlled, and randomly counter-balanced. There would 
be an initial no-drug phase to establish baseline readings. 
Dosage levels would be administered over a 7-day period, each 
level followed by a 7-day placebo phase . Hyperactivity wou l d 
be assessed by use of a recognized rating scale, direct observa
tion by trained observers, and assessments of academic and 
laboratory performance. Provisions were included to insure 
interrater reliability. Standard statistical techniques would 
be employed for data analysis. 

Patient flow in the John Merck Program for Multiply Handicapped 
Children at the Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic (w~IC) 
·wa~ described as adequate to guarantee a sufficient1number of 
subjects . I 

Dr. Breuning was listed as Principal Investigator devoting 20 
percent effort, with 15 percent salary support requested. His 
responsibilities were described as being responsible for the 
overall coordination and administration of the project, including 
supervision of project staff; monitoring the assessment and 
treatment phases of the study; overseeing the data analysis ; 
and preparing ali resulting reports and manuscripts. 

The study was planned to begin on July 1, 1982. A 24-mont~ · time
table was given, describing the plan of work, the organization 
and training of staff, identification and assessment of subjects, 
data analysis, followup assessments, and manuscript preparation. 
Assessments were to be conducted daily across each experimenta l 
condition, including all dependent measures on subjects admitted 
to the study on a staggered entry schedule . Followup data were 
to be collected at 3- and 6-month intervals following active 
treatment . 
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Plans for obtaining informed consent and for the protection of 
human subject well-being and confidentiality were made, and a risk/ 
benefit ratio was presented. These procedures were reviewed and 
approved by the Institutional Review Board (Biological) of the 
University of Pittsburgh on January 19, 1982. 

After review and recommendations for approval by an NIMH initial 
review group and the National Advisory Mental Health Council, an 
award was made for a 2-year period beginning July 1, 1982. 

Progress report on the first grant year: In the first progress 
report, dated April 29, 1983, Dr. Breuning stated: 

Studies are proceeding nicely with respect to each oi 
the specific aims. During the first year of this grant 
progress has been about as expected . Just over 65% of 
the children required for the methylphenidate studies 
have completed the protocol. Approximately 35% of the 
children required for the dextroamphetamine studies have 
completed the protocol. No problems are anticipated 
during the second year of the projec~ . 

The results of three studies were described . Study 1 examined the 
effects of methylphenidate on the fixed-ratio (FR) performance 
of mentally retarded children. The effects of three doses of 
methylphenidate, 0.3, 0.7, and 1.0 mg./kg., on the lever-pressing 
response performance of 12 mentally retarded children maintained 
under FR 5, 10, and 20 schedules of food delivery were studied. 
For five subjects, the prescribed doses produced decreases in 
response rates. For the other seven subjects, the two lower doses 
of 0.3 and 0.7 mg./kg. produced increased response ~ates, while 
the 1.0 mg./kg. dose decreased responding. It was reported that 
subjects whose FR response rates were increased by methylphenidate 
also demonstrated a therapeutic response to the drug, as measured 
by changes on CTRS scores. This study was reported in the Poling 
and Breuning (1985), discussed below . 

The second study examined the effects of methylphenidate with 
hyperactive mentally re t arded children ages 6-12, eight males and 
five females, mean IQ 52.28 and mean age 8 . 95. Accuracy and 
speed of performance were dependent variables on a discriminat ion 
task. Abbreviated CTRS and time on-task assessments were to be 
completed daily across cond i tions, and performance and accuracy 
measured using a titrating delayed matching-to-sample (MTS) 
discrimination task. Randomly determined dose levels of 0 . 3, 
0 .5 , 0 . 7, and 1.0 mg./kg. w~~e administered . Each dose level 
was separated by a placebo phase, with medication and placebo 
phases each lasting 7 days. Double-bl i nd conditions for each 
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phase were maintained for both subjects and staff. Optimal effects, 
as measured by reduced levels of hyperactivity, increased time 
on-task, and improved discrimination task performance for eight 
responders, were generally obtained at the 0.3 mg./kg. dose level. 
The five nonresponders were reported as showing little change 
on any measure, except that their performance on all measures 
deteriorated at the 1.0 mg./kg. dose level. 

The third study reported on the effects of dextroamphetamine on 
hyperactive mentally retarded subjects, ages 3 and 6. Seven 
subjects, five males and two females, are listed, but data are 
provided for only six subjects. Mean IQ was 58.16, mean age 4.96. 
Response measures and -counterbalancing of conditions were similar 
to those in Study 2. Doses of 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35 mg./kg. 
produced similar results. The two responders were reported as 
showing positive gains on all measures, while th~ four 
nonresponders showed gains on none. 

Three articles were reported as written during this phase of 
the study: 

Poling, A.D. and Breuning, S.E. Effects of methyl
phenidate on the fixed-ratio performance of mentally 
retarded children. Pharmacology, Biochemistry , and 
Behavior, in press. (This article was published 
July 3, 1985, and is discussed below.) 

Sisson, L.A. and Breuning, S.E. Assessing medication 
effects. In J.L. Matson and S.E. Breuning (Eds.), 

,Assessing the Mentally Retarded. New York: Grune and 
Stratton, in press. (This review chapter was published 
in 1984, and is discussed in Appendix I.) 1 

Davis, V.J., HcGonigle, K., and Breuning , S.E. Effects 
of methylphenidate on titrating delayed matching-to
sample performance of hyperactive mentally retarded 
children . Submitted for publication. 

Plans for the coming year were listed as the continuation of 
the three studies described above. 

Second progress report: The second progress report was submitt~d 
as part of an application for continued support, 2 R0l ~0I-37449-03. 
It was received at NitOI on October 1, 1984. It covered activities 
through September 1, 1983. Fourteen staff were listed. 
Dr. Breuning described the original aims of the project as having 
been met or shortly to be met. He stated that, "During the 14 
months of the project we have completed six studies and are 
about 65% through a seventh study." 
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The second progress report described the 

Study 1. Poling, A. and Breuning, S.E. Effects of methylphenidate 
on the fixed ratio performance of mentally retarded children . 
Pharmacology, Biochemistry and Behavior, 1983, 18:541-4. 

Subjects were 12 hospitalized mentally retarded (mean IQ 48, 
range 25-63) children (mean age 10.2, range 6.8-14.3), seven boys 
and five girls, selected on the basis of having mental retardation 
of unknown etiology, no other neurological disorders, and scoring 
above 15 on the CTRS. Parental consent to participate was 
obtained for each. Testing was conducted in a room 4 m. wide, 
5 m. long, 2.5 m. high, equipped with a chair in which the 
participant sat facing a table which was equipped with a metal 
response lever projected outward 10.2 cm. and a food dispenser. 
Solid-state and electro-mechanical equipment in an adjacent 
room recorded responses and arranged food deliveries. 

Each subject was trained (verbal instruction, modeling, and 
physical guidance if necessary) in a 30-minute session from a 
FR 1 Schedule until all participants consistently earned 
food at a FR 20 schedule. 

The effects of methylpbenidate (Ritalin) on lever-pressing 
under :R 5, 10, and 20 schedules of food delivery were 
exami:.~d. Meihylphenidate (3 oral doses 0.3, 0.7, and 1.0 
mg./kg.) and placebo were administered (in capsules of identical 
appearance) 90-100 minutes prior to the experimental session 
in 7-day blocks, with order of exposure counterbalanced across 
participants. The study was double-blind. 1 

I 

For five children, methylphenidate at the above doses produced 
generally dose-dependent decreases in response rates; for the 
other seven, the two lower doses increased response rates, while 
the higher dose decreased responding. Differential effects 
across participants could not be attributed to differences in 
control response rates or demographic factors. Each child whose 
rate of FR responding was increased by methylphenidate also 
demonstrated a therapeutic response to the drug. 

Study 2. Breuning, S.E ., Ackles, P.K . , and Poling, A. Dose
dependent effects of methylphenidate on the fixed-ratio perform
ance of hyperactive severely mentally retarded adolescents . 
Manuscript submitted to Applied Research in Mental Retardation. 

Dose-dependent effects of methylphenidate on the FR performance 
of hyperactive severely retarded adolescents were examined . 
Subjects were six males, five females, age range 15-18 (mean 
16.6), IQ range 21-41 (mean 30.1). Lever-pressing performances 
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were st~died during FR 5, 10, and 20 schedules of food delivery. 
Testing was in a. room 4 m. x 5 m. x 2.5 m., equipped with a chair 

. on which participants sat facing a table. A work panel on the 
table was equipped with a metal response lever that projected 
outward 10.2 cm., and a food dispenser that was 16.6 (range 
15-18) delivered small edibles . . Solid-state and electro
mechanical equipment located in an adjacent room recorded 
responses and arranged food deliveries. 

Oral doses of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 mg./kg. of methylphenidate 
were reported to produce dose-dependent decreases in response 
rates for five (45 percent) of the subjects; six of the subjects 
(55 percent) responded positively, five demonstrating an increased 
response rate at the 0.5 mg./kg. dose level and one ·at the 0.3 
mg./kg. level. Ten of the eleven subjects displayed slowest 
response rates at the highest dose level, 1.0 mg./kg. Comparisons 
between FR performance and scores on the abbreviated CTRS showed 
a high correlation between FR 10 and FR 20 conditions and the 
degree of clinical response to methylphenidate, indicating that 
many hyperactive severe ly mentally retarded adolescents respond 
therapeutically to relatively low doses of methylphenidate . 

Study 3. Breuning, S.E ., Sissoi, L.A., Ackles, P.K., Nuffield, E.J., 
Phillips, K.P., and Barrett, R.P. Multidimensional Dose-Response 
Curves of Methylphenidate With Hyperactive Ment ally Retarded 
Adolescents. Manuscript in preparation. 

Effects of methylphenidate with hyperactive mentally retarded 
adolescents, ages 14-18, were examined. Subjects were eight males 
ana five females, with a mean IQ of 32.28 and mean age of 16.3 
years. CTRS scores, time on-task, workshop, and lever-pressing 
assessments were completed across conditions daily. Doses of 
0.3, 0.7, and 1. 0 mg./kg. methylphenidate were randomly 
determined for each subject. Seven conditions of three doses, 
preceded and interspersed with placebo phases, were described. 
Each phase lasted 7 days. Double-blind procedures for all staff 
and subjects were employed for both medication and placebo 
conditions. Eight therapeutic responders were described as 
obtaining lower CTRS scores, increased time on-task, and improved 
performance on the l ever-pressing ta~k at an optimal dose range 
of 0.3 mg./kg. The five nonresponders were reported to have 
improved on none of the measures and to have worsened on the 
1.0 mg./kg. dose. 

The reported findings were interpreted as providing evidence of 
"dramatic improvement" on both clinical and laboratory measures 
among methylphenidate responders. Nonresponders displayed 
dos e-dependent worsening on all measures. Both responders and 
nonresponders performed poorly at the 1.0 mg ./kg. dose level . 
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Study 4. Breuning, S.E., Sisson, L.A., Davis, V.J., Ackles, P.K., 
Fultz, S.A., Duffner, P., Forster, J.L., and Barrett, R.P. 
Multidimensional Dose-Response Curves of Hethylphenidate With 
Hyperactive ~lentally Retarded Children. Manuscript in preparation. 

This study was designed to examine the effects of methylphenidate 
on 6 to 12-year old hyperactive mentally retarded children. 
Randomly determined doses of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 mg./kg. were 
administered to 24 subjects, 17 males and 7 females, with a mean 
IQ of 52.28 and mean age of 9.7_ years. Dependent variables 
were accura~y and speed of performance on a discrimination task. 
Time on-task assessments and abbreviated CTRS scores were com
pleted daily across conditions. Performance and accuracy were 
measured using a titrating delayed MTS discrimination task. 
Experimenters and participants were blind to both medication and 
placebo. Seven phases of 7 days' duration each, interspersing 
placebo and dose phases, made up the experiment . 

The 13 responders demonstrated improved time on-task, improved 
performance on discrimination tasks, and reduced levels of 
hyperactivity (CTRS scores), with generally optimal effects at 
the 0.5 mg./kg. dose level. There was relatively little change 
among 11 nonresponders on any of the measures except f or the 
tendency among all to deteriorate in performance at the highest 
dose level. 

Study 5, Davis, V.J. and Breuning, S.E . Effects of Methylpheni date 
on Titrating Delayed Hatching-to-Sample Performance of Hyperactive 
Mentally Retarded Children. Manuscript in preparation . . 

I 
This study examined the effects of methylphenidate on 14 hyper-
active mentally retarded children with a mean IQ of 52.28 and 
a mean age of 8.95 years. It followed the same design as the 
previous methylphenidate studies. Dependent ~ariables were speed 
and accuracy on a discrimination task; daily assessments across 
conditions using abbreviated CTRS scores and time on-task were 
made; and performance and accuracy ~ere measured using a titrating 
MTS discrimination task. Randomly assigned dosage levels of 0.3, 
0 . 5, 0 . 7, and 1.0 mg./kg. of methylphenidate were administered 
in four 7-day phases interspersed with five placebo phases of 
equal duration. Staff and subjects were blind to both medi cation 
and placebo. · 

The eight responders demonstrated i ncreased time on-task, 
enhanced discrimination task performance, and reduced levels 
of hyperactivity at the optimum dose level of 0 . 5 mg./kg. The 
six nonresponders displayed little change on any measure except 
for the general deterioration of performance on all measures at 
the 1.0 mg./kg. dose level . 
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Study 6. Ackles, P.K. ·and Breunihg, S.E. Effects of 
Dextroamphetamine on Titrating Delayed Hatching-to-Sample 
Performance of Hyperactive Mentally Retarded Preschool Children. 
Manuscript in preparati • 

This study examined the effects of dextroamphetamine on 12 
hyperactive mentally retarded preschool children. (The report 
refers to both methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine as the 
medication used; the dosages are more reasonable for dextro
amphetamine which appears to be the drug reported.) Subjects 
were nine males and three females with a mean IQ of 56.48 and a 
mean age of 4.61 years. Accuracy and speed of performance on 
a discrimination task.were the dependent variables. Abbreviated 
CTRS scores and time on-task assessments were done daily across 
conditions. Performance and accuracy were measured by use of 
titrating delay HTS discrimination task. Dose levels were .15, 
.25, and .35 mg./kg., with randomly determined administration. 
The report lists "9" conditions but describes 7: three drug 
phases, each divided by a placebo phase and each of the phases 
lasting 7 days. Staff and subjects were blind to both medication 
and placebo phases . 

The reported results were much as those of the other methylphenidate 
studies, except that the rate of response to detroamphetamine (33 
percent) was much lower than to methylphenidate (55-60 percent). 
For the four responders, the general optimum dose level was 
.25 mg./kg. The eight nonresponders showed little change on all 
measures except for general deterioration of performance at the higher 
dose level._ 

I 
Study 7. Breuning, S.E., Ackles, P.K., Sisson, L.A ! , Fultz, S.A., 
Campano, C., Forster, J.L., Nuffield, E.J., and Barrett, R.P. 
Multidimensional Dose-Response Curves of Dextroamphetamine With 
Hyperactive Mentally Retarded Preschool Chilaren. In progress. 

This study was designed as an examination of the effects of 
detroamphetamine on a second cohort of hyperactive mentally 
retarded preschool children. Thirteen subjects, nine males and 
four females, with a mean IQ of 58.28 and mean age of 4.7 years 
were reported . 

The protocol followed was that of the previous studies. Speed 
of performance and accuracy were the dependent variables as 
measured on a discrimination task. Time on-task and abbreviated 
CTRS scores were assessment measures used daily across all 
conditions. Performance and accuracy were measured by use of a 
titrating delayed HTS discrimination task . Randomly assigned doses 
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of .15, .25, and .35 mg./kg. dextroamphetamine were administered 
to each subject. The study consisted of seven conditions; three 
drug levels separated by placebo phases, each admi~istered for 
7 days. 

Preliminary findings were much as in the previous studies. 
A moderate dose level of dextroamphetamine seemed to produce 
optimal measured results, but a far smaller number of responders 
than the results described in the methylphenidate studies. 

For this progress report, eleven publications were listed as 
published, in press, or in preparation. Seven presentations 
were noted. 

Panel assessment and comments: In his December 1983 letter 
to NI~1H (Appendix A), Dr. Robert Sprague questioned Dr. Breuning's 
ability to conduct the studies reported in the time he had been 
at the University of Pittsburgh. In assessing the work reported 
by Dr. Breuning as conducted at that University, the Panel 
reviewed the results of the four University committees that had 
looked into allegations concerning Dr. Breuning and met with all 
of the members of the Ad Hoc Committee. It made site visits 
to the university _and interviewed Dr. Breuning's coauthors and 
Dr. Breuning himself. Each event is discussed separately. 

University of Pittsburgh Ad Hoc Committee 

As discussed on pages 3-4, above, the three committees convened at 
the University of Pittsburgh in 1984 to investigate the allegations 
concerning Dr. Breuning's research, confining their inquiries 
·either to work thought to have been carried out previously at the 
Coldwater Regional Center or to financial aspects of grant ~lli-37449. 
After a further request by NH1H, the Chairman of the Departo1ent ;,f 
Psychiatry appointed, in ~Jay 1985, an Ad Hoc Committee to "determine 
the authenticity of data reported in the first progress report on 
grant ~lli-37449." The committee expanded its investigation to the 
seven studies reported in renewal application 2 ROI ~lli-37449-03 
and described above. The committee's full report is appended at B. 

Members of the Ad Hoc Committee, which was chaired by Dr. Robert£. 
Miller, reported that they had personally searched the individual 
medica-1 records of all 278 inpatients admitted to the Merck-- Unit 
between July 1, 1980, and June 30, 1984, covering the full period 
of Dr. Breuning's employment at the University. The search included 
daily orders from physicians, medication records, and discharge 
summaries. If evidence of Ritalin or Dexadrine was found, records 
~ere examined for IRS consent, evidence of behavioral testing in 
daily progress notes, and specific discharge diagnoses. Copies 
of all placebo-controlled trials conducted on the Merck Unit 
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were obtained from the -w~1C pharmacy to establish which patients 
had received stimulant/placebo double-blind studies. The 
committee interviewed, personally or by telephone, several 
former and present Merck Unit staff. It did not interview, 
meet, or correspond with Dr. Breuning. 

The Ad Hoc Committee's report dated May 3, 1985, concluded: 

Data from ninety-nine subjects were reported in the 
seven studies in the Previous Work section of the renewal 
application for ~lli37449. In our rigorous search of 
written records and interviews with individuals having 
knowledge of the research activities on the sixth floor 
of WPIC we were able to identify only 15 subjects who had 
received stimulant/placebo trials between July 1, 1981 
and March 1, 1984, the period when Dr. Breuning was 
conducting research at WPIC. Of these 15, four appear 
to have received no laboratory testing of the kind reported 
in the Progress Reports. Eleven patients could have been 
research subjects although their discharge diagnoses did 
not fit protocol criteria in a number of instances. 

With regard to the 01 Progress Report dated 4/29/83, 
Study 1 on the effects of methylphenidate on fixed-ratio 
performance was not conducted at WPIC since no fixed-ratio 
equipment was ever employed at this site. Study 2 involved 
a Ritalin trial and reported 14 subjects. One patient 
from WPIC could have been a subject for that study and one 
additional subject was just beginning such a trial when the 
Progress Report was submitted. No other subjects could be 

• identified for this study. Study 3 was a Dexadrine study 
with seven children. Three of the Merck patients were 
placed on a Dexadrine/placebo trial during time periods 
appropriate for this study but two of them did not perform 
the titrated de ~ay task shown in Figure 2 bf the Progress 
Report. 

The search of medical records uncovered only two signed 
!RB consent forms. Dr. Forster produced two more consents 
from her own files . Dr. Breuning's summary of research 
activities during the previous year filed for !RB renewal 
on May 17, 1983 reports a total of 21 subjects entered ±nto 
the protocol. It was not possible for the Ad Hoc Committee 
to reconcile the discrepancies in the number of subjects 
or to locate the missing informed consent forms. 

In summary, the Ad Hoc Committee has concluded that the 
data for the majority of subjects reported in the 01 
Progress Report, and the seven studies of the renewal 
application for HH37449 cannot be identified as studies 
conducted on the John ~erck Unit of WPIC. 
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When the Panel met with Dr. Hiller and his committee and reviewed 
their records, only five patients on the Merck Unit during 
Dr. Breuning's tenure and meeting the diagnostic criteria in 
the protocol were - identified. 

Interviews with Coauthors and Colleagues 
and Site Visit to University of Pittsburgh 

The Panel met and corresponded with Dr. Alan Poling, first author 
of the published article resulting from Study I. Dr. Poling has 
written the Panel that he had no role in collecting the reported 
data and cannot vouch for their accuracy; that he played a minor 
role in data analysis and research design but did not see subjects 
or raw data; and that he had no knowledge of how or if informed 
consent was obtained, nor of the physician(s) responsible for 
changes in medication. Dr. Poling said that at the time the 
article was submitted for publication, he was under the impression 
that at least some of the data reported were collected by 
Dr. Breuning at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, 
but Dr. Breuning later stated that this was not the case. 
Dr. Poling also wrote to the Editor-in-Chief of PharmacoloRy, 
Biochemistrv, and Behavior, in which the article appeared, that 
the data reported were collected by Dr. Breuning. wnile he had 
had absolute faith in their accuracy at the time the article was 
submitted, he could no longer personally vouch that the study was 
conducted as reported nor that the data were accurate. wben he 
met with members of the Panel, Dr. Poling said that he had thought 
that some subjects were at Pittsburgh and some at Coldwater, but 
that he had recently spoken to Dr. Breuning who had told him · 
some were from Pittsburgh and some from Oakdale. He said that 
nr. Breuning assured him that he had actually done the work and 
had the raw data but, because of confidentiality, could not 
provide names of clients or dates of data collection. 

Other coworkers at w~IC questioned the number·of subjects reported. 
Dr . Patrick Ackles told the Panel that when he questioned the 
number of children reported as being in stimulant studies in 
the first progress report, he was told by Dr . Breuning that 
subjects were from other studies, that samples were not 
independent, that some data were from Coldwater, and that 
collaborators were getting data for him . When questions were 
raised about Dr. Breuning's ·renewal application in December··19S3, 
Dr. Ackles said he asked to see raw data and, when Dr. Breuning 
could not show it to him, asked that his name be deleted from 
all papers. Or. Ackles said that he was initiJlly told by 
Dr. Breuning that adolescent subjects in Study 2 were from the 
Herek Unit before he, Ackles, had been there . Later, in 1984, 
Dr. Breuning told him that he had collected the data in Chicago 
when he was a graduate student there . 
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Dr. Edward J. Nuffield, formerly Acting Medical Director on the 
Herek Unit, and Dr. Janice Forster, s aff physician on the unit 
for part of the relevant period, were interviewed by the Ad Hoc 
Committee and the Panel. Both described weekly staff meetings at 
which patients meeting the criteria for the stimulant study were 
selected. The physicians wrote the drug orders for the WPIC 
ph2rmacy and were responsible for obtaining informed consents. 
Dr. Nuffield could not locate copies, although he said he had kept 
them. Dr. Nuffield is reported to have told the Ad Hoc Committee 
that all children from the sixth floor (Herek Unit) given a 
stimulant/placebo trial were research subjects for grant l1H-37449, 
an estimated 12-15 subjects. He is also reported by the Ad Hoc 
Committee to have said that not all of the subjects actually met 
the criteria of ADD, mild-moderate mental retardation, and hyper
activity; that, while rare, he did change diagnoses; and that nei t her 
he nor Dr. Breuning was blind to medication. However, he told he 
Panel that Dr. Breuning was probably blind. Dr. Forster was involved 
with only three subjects. Neither Dr. Nuffield nor Dr. Forster saw 
data from the study .. Dr. Nuffield told both the Ad Hoc Committee 
and the Panel that, while he had become suspicious of the study 
because of the number of subjects being reported, he had never 
confronted Dr. Breuning, and that he had actually avoided such 
a confrontation . 

Several of Dr. Breuning's coworkers were identified in application 
2 ROI l1H-37449-03, in roles of which they were unaware. 

Dr. Patrick Ackles, listed as project staff for 10 percent effort, 
told the Panel that he had been a Postdoctoral Fellow on a training 
grant at WPIC, that his stipend was supplemented by WPIC but he 
·dian't know the source of the supplemental funds, and that he 
had not spent 10-20 percent of his time on the grant. He said 
that he had not been asked by Dr. Breuning if he wished to be 
listed on the October 1, 1983, application and that, when he 
questioned Dr. Breuning about his name being on that application, 
he was told that everyone at WPIC was an investigator and staff 
consultant. 

Ms. Sue Fultz told the Panel that she had not known she was 
listed as a coauthor on two reported studies (4 and i) until af ter 
the application had been submitted. · She said that she had had 
no role in preparing it. Similarly, Dr. Janice L. Forster;·· 
also listed as a coauthor on studies 4 and 7, told the Panel 
that she was unaware she was so listed. 

As with studies discussed in Appendix I, coauthors did not s ee 
raw data . As noted above, Dr. Poling told the Panel that on 
Study~. on which he was first author, he saw only summary data 
and Dr. Breuning had sent him the procedures section . 
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On Study 2, Dr. Ackles, the second author, told the Panel that 
he had drafted the paper from swnmary data given him by 
Dr. Breuning and t hat Dr. Breuning had rewritten and cha nged 
it . Ms . Sisson, when asked about the review paper (Appendix I) 
on which she was first author, said t hat she prepared a draft . 
which Dr. Breuning rewrote and to which he added the graphs and 
examples. She also said that she had been asked by Dr. Breuning 
to write for inclusion in the progress report the methodology 
section of a FR s tudy he said he had ca rr ied out at his previous 
appointment. She based this, she said, on other papers he had 
written. 

Regarding the reported tes ting, both t he Ad Hoc Committee and 
the Panel confirmed that no FR testing was done on the Herek 
Unit during the relevant time period . Apparently FR equipment 
was present in the unit at some time but was not operationa l. 
The Pane l measured the room identified by Dr. Ackles as the 
one in which the FR equipment had been kept ; it did not conform 
to the reported measurements. 

According to Ms. Lori Sisson, Senior Research Assistant, all 
children on the Herek Unit who could be tested were givep MTS 
tests, usually three times a week, but in some cases five times 
a week. Ms. Sisson scheduled these tests which were given by 
herself, Ms. Sue Ann Fultz, several nurses, and others. 
Hs. Sisson said she was blind to medication regimes and did 
not take part in research planning meetings or conferences or 
obtain informed consent, and so she could not identify children 
who were research subjects. When asked if subjects were run 
at specific times, Hs. Sisson said schedules were for the 

·cohvenience of testing staff. Hs. Fultz told the Panel that 
she could recall only two children for whom testing at a 
specific .time had been requested. According to Ms. Sisson , 
data were entered into records and data "strips" given directly 
to Dr. Breuning. Records were given to Dr. B~euning when 

· children were discharged . Hs. Sisson said that she had plotted 
data daily and did not see the dramatic drug effects Dr. Breuning 
was reporting i n his graphs . 

Amended Progress Report on 2 R0l ~lli-3i~ ➔ 9-03 
and Interview with Dr. Breuning 

When Dr. Breuning met with the Panel, he gave the memb~rs an 
amenced progress section to the renewal .:ipplic.:ition. There 
are several major differences bet~een the submitted and the • 
revised reports. The original report gave detailed information 
regarding subjects, protocols, and medication levels for seven 
studies. In the original progress report, Dr. Breuning wrote: 
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During the 14 months of the project we · have completed 
six studies and are about 65% through a seventh study. 
One study has been published, one is in press, and 
manuscript's are being prepared for the other four 
completed studies. We are continuing with the 
seventh study. 

In the revised version, the above is replaced by the following 
statement: 

During the past 14 months we have been able to analyze 
much previously collected data. One study has been 
published, one is in press, and several manuscripts 
are planned. 

In the revised progress report, the description of Study 1 
remains as it had been reported after the first grant year. The 
description of Study 2 remains as it was in the renewal progress 
report. However, Dr. Breuning noted in the revised progress 
report that the 11 subjects in Study 2 were also among the 13 
subjects in Study 3. He indicated that data on the 0.5 mg./kg. 
methylphenidate dosage for these 11 subjects were dropped from 
the data analysis in Study 3. He further indicated in the revised 
version of the progress report that there was some uncertainty 
about how these data should be handled. Other details of the 
protocol and the outcome on Study 3 are as they were in the 
original progress report. A statement is contained in the 
original report that a manuscript detailing Study 3 was being 
prepared. That statement was removed from the revised report. 

in the revised progress report, Study 4 was described as 
another possible way of looking at the data fr cm Studies 1 and 
2, rathe~ than as a separate, completed study as it had been 
described in the original progress report, and no mention was 
made of Studies 5, 6, or . 7. Rather, the report concludes with 
a statement that a number of the children who otherwise would 
be candidates for the studies were being effectively treated 
with behavioral approaches. The revision indicated that subject 
recruitment had become a problem for purposes of satisfying the 
original protocol but that other studies of interest might be 
conducted with the population; These possibilities were not 
described in detail. 

Five of the eleven publications listed in the original progress 
report were deleted from the revised version as were three of 
the seven presentations originally listed . 
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Dr. Breuning told the Panel that · no data reported in the progress 
section of that renewal application had been collected at the 
University of Pittsburgh, nor, he said, had they been collected 
at Coldwater or Oakdale. Rather, they had been collected in 
Chicago area schools, between 1974-1977, when he was a graduate . 
student. 

According to Dr. Breuning, after the grant had been awarded to 
Pittsburgh, he found that it was often not necessary to initiate 
drug treatment, that the age composition of the Merck Unit's 
patient population had changed, and "there was a high unlikelihood 
of having time to complete it." He said that the project became 
one of primarily gathering normative data on the "Connors Scale 
as well as two other scales and looking at the behavioral and 
time analysis of this data." When asked how many patients were 
actually studied at Pittsburgh, he replied: 

Well, I don't know. I don't really have the faintest 
idea. Everybody who entered the program would have got 
the matching-to sample procedure throughout their stay , 
would have been assessed on your (Connors) rating scale 
throughout their stay, would have been assessed on the 
other behavior rating scale throughout the stay, would 
have had the classroom measures taken throughout their 
stay, and I at this point don't know how many people 
would have been partitioned out to meet .. . any of this. 

Regarding the report of progress in the first year of grant 
support, Dr. Breuning acknowledged that it was misleading and 
probably inappropriate. He said that he had not understood the 
importance of it, that when he questioned the Pittsburgh grants 
office, he was told it was "no big deal. ... write something up 
and send -it in," and that is what he had done. He also said 
that because of personal problems he had not paid much attention 
to it and could not defend it. When it was pointed out to him 
that the instructions accompanying the form for that report ~ere 
quite detailed and he was asked if he had seen the entire packet 
(for reporting progress and requesting the second year of 
recommended grant support), Dr . Breuning said that, to the best 
of his recollection , he had never seen the instructions. In 
answer to a question about whether the University of Pittsburgh 
provided any instructions or assistance for filling.out such 
forms, he said, "None was offered, .:ind I uidn't know to ask for 
any." Interviewed on March 19, 1986, ~Is. Carol Kaufman, 
Assistant Director for Research, ~PIC, said that principal 
investigators there were provided with t he entire application 
package and that Dr. Breuning was in the habit of checking wit h 
her in great detail on grant-rel,1ted matters . The Panel noted 
that both of the progress reports were well-prepared and quite 
detailed . 

2J4 
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Dr. Breuning told the Panel that the application received by 
NIHH on October 1, 1983, was submitted in error. · He had been 
preoccupied by personal matters and "was just doing things t<? 
get them done." Dr. Breuning told the Panel that when he wrote 
the original version he "sat down with ... data and looked at it 
and projected what it potentially means or could be done •;.:ith it." 
When asked about such specific statements as "During the 14 months 
of the project we have completed six studies and are about 65% 
through a seventh study," Dr. Breuning indicated that he felt the 
issue was one of semantics and that writing up preexisting data 
could be considered completion. He said that, to the best of his 
recollection, the statement in the seventh study indicated the 
number of people he projected to himself on whom he had "at least 
,1ormative data." He acknowledged that the intent of the grant 
was not to write up data collected almost 10 years previously. 
He said that he had not attempted to willfully deceive or mislead 
anybody and that he had not been taught or instructed to take such 
a document seriously enough, and at the time he was "personally 
and academically not caring enough." 

According to Dr. Breuning, about September 24 or 25, Dr. Nuffield 
expressed concern about the numbers of subjects reported. 
Dr. Breuning said that he revised the report on September 26 and 
that he left the revision with his secretary, Ms. Wilma DiPietro, 
when he went out of town, and she must have submitted the wrong 
version to Ms. Carol Kaufman. He said he had only the first, 
or face page, of the application when he signed it. He said he 
discovered the error only some 10 weeks later when he was 
attempting to withdraw the application and that he told the 
Department Chairman, Dr. Kupfer, about it. Dr. Breuning gave 
the Panel copies of two versions of the revision: One, with a 
handwritten date of September 26, 1983, had handwritten changes 
and annotations; and a second, with a handwritten date of 
September 28, 1983, had typed changes. The former is paginat~d, 
from pages 27-50. The latter is not paginated. 

The application received by NI~lli on October 1 has Dr . Breuning'~ 
signature and is dated September 27 . It was signed by the 
Director of the University's Sponsored Projects Administration, 
Office of Research, September 29 . The relevant pages are 27-50. 

When asked to clarify the difference between the revi sed report 
he had given the Panel and the one actually submitted, Dr . Breuning 
said: 

The major difference is, the original one, in my 
op i nion , now looking back, i s grossly exaggerated 
from the standpoint that it takes a certain set of 
data and probably does more partitioning than you ' ve 
seen of i t than would be called for . For example , 
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if you have four measures on one subject, taking 
that subject and using him in four papers for four 
different sets of analyses in one paper. And how 
it is presented in those different studies does not 
depict the fact that who is in number one is in number 
two is in number three . 

When asked where and when the data were collected , Dr . Breuning 
said between late 1974 and early 1977 when he was finishing his 
doctorate in Chicago. He said that he had permission from 
various schools and administrators to collect various data and 
measures. He said: 

It was not a drug manipulation project I was 
coordinating. It was something that I sort of 
stumbled onto that I don't know who was doing it, 
somebody, I believe, completing an H.D., Ph.D., 
or some other degree at one of the area medical 
schools .... 

Dr. Breuning at first told the Panel he had data on some 25-30 
subjects (the seven reported studies, if discrete, requ ired 99; 
if not, at least 49), but later in the same interview he reduced 
the number to 15. He said some of the schools were public, 
some private, some institutionally affiliated. He could not, 
when asked, provide the name of any school or institution, nor 
could he name the investigator(s) who were conducting the studies. 
When asked whether data were collected from hospitalized children, 
he indicated that the use of the word "hospitalized" had changed. 
He had no raw data or identifying data for the subjects, and 
the summary data sheets he showed the Panel were not dated by 
year. When asked about the availability of experimental rooms 
of precisely the same characteristics and measurements in such 
a variety of sites, he said they were approximately the same. 
The studies reported FR and MTS procedures and described 
apparatus in detail. Dr. Breuning said that he carried portable 
experimental apparatus with him, and had used a different 
methodology, a "three stimulus flip card kind of apparatus, 
similar to what you would find in a (the) French pictorial 
intelligence test or something like that." Dr. Breun ing saiJ 
that, with the exception of the rating scale data, and with a 
few other exceptions, he had· collected all the data .himself·: · 

Regarding consent, Dr. Breuning saiJ that he had consent from the 
schools to do clinical, not experimental, assessments, but that 
he hadn't kept them , and that he haJ asked and been told that 
there was parental consent for drug studies. He maintained that 
he was involved with clinical assessments and said that he did 
not know that consent was required for psychological assessments . 
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In the context of this discussion, he said that he did not regard 
his work in Chicago as research, but as "quasi-experimental" or 
"quasi-norm.:tive" clinical data collection. 

The studies in question reported counter-balanced drug and 
placebo; he was unable to say who wrote the drug orders. 
Nor could he say whether this was a single study or studies 
by different investigators. When asked if he could name any 
single individual who could verify the study, he said he could 
not. Later in the same ~nterview, he gave the Panel the names 
of two individuals who could attest to his doing such work in 
the Chicago schools during that period, Dr. Paul Koutnik, an 
academic adviser, and Dr. John Regan, who had a nearby office 
when he and Dr. Breuning were doctoral students and with whom, 
Dr. Breuning said, he often discussed his work. 

~nen asked by the Panel specifically about the first three studies 
~eported in the progress section of the application received by 
NI~lli on October 1, 1983, Dr. Breuning said that they were 
"virtually the same except for age differences" and that Study 3 
reported on the same subjects as Study 2 but he had dropped one 
condition because he did not have all the measures on it. 
Dr. Breuning could not provide the Panel with either information 
or explanation of the subjects in Study 1 (which reports on 
children ages 6.8-14.3) and in Study 2 which reports on adolescents 
(whether they were in the same or separate classrooms, etc.). 
When asked if he could clarify who the subjects were in studies 
2 and 3 (whether the same children were subjects), Dr. Breuning 
said he thought it possible but was not sure it was worth his 
time to do it. 

Further discrepancies regarding the number of subjects reported 
emerged in discussion with Dr. Breuning. For example, Study 4 
reports on 24 children ages 6-12; Study 3 on 13, ages 14-18; 
and Study 6 on 12 under the age of 6, making a total of at least 
49 separate subjects required. Dr. Breuning's summary .data 
book included data on only 30 subjects. 

Dr. Breuning was asked about a reference, in the published report 
of Study 1, to a 1982 paper on recommended doses of methylphenidate 
in light of his claim that data were collected in 1974-1977. He 
responded that a reviewer ha~ suggested putting in a reference 
regarding doses, that it was the reference "we happened to pick 
to use," and that he didn ' t "know if it is a big deal." 

Regarding the revised progress report, both Dr . Breuning and 
Dr. Robert Sprague told the Panel that Dr . Sprague visited 
Pittsburgh in September 1983, and reviewed with Dr. Breuning the 
progress report. Dr. Sprague said that on September 23 he was 
given a copy of the same report received October 1 by NI~IH, and 
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on September 24 he discussed it with Dr. Breuning. He sa~d 
Dr. Breuning displayed great pride in the report and continued 
to do so in subsequent conversations with him until December 3, 
when Dr. Sprague specifically que tioned his work. 

Dr. David Kupfer was asked if Dr. Breuning had told him about 
either patient flow problems or the revised progress report . 
He stated that prior to December 1983, Dr. Breuning had not 
discussed a patient flow problem with him, had not told him 
the studies described had not been carried out, and did not 
tell him about either a need to revise or a mistaken submission 
of a progress report. He said he had no indication of a problem 
until Dr. Sprague telephoned him in early December 1983. He 
also said that it was clear to all investigators there that 
they were to follow the protocol in their applications, that 
any problems in doing so were to be brought to his attention, 
and that progress reports were to reflect precisely the status 
of the research being conducted. He denied that anyone at 
the university held a casual view of progress reports. 

At a March 19, 1985, meeting, Ms. Kaufman reviewed carefully 
the two versions of the revision, one provided by Dr. Breuning 
and one from her files. There was no file record of a revi sion . 

Ms. Wilma DiPietro, Dr. Breuning's former secretary, was also 
interviewed on March 19. She, too, was shown copies of the 
progress report in its original and revised forms. She said 
that she had no recollection of any changes being made in 
the progress report and that this was the first she had 
heard of the claim that it was her error which had caused 
so many problems for Dr. Breuning. Upon careful examination 
of the documents in question, Ms. DiPi etr o determined that 
she had not typed them. She pointed out that she always used 
the lower case "1" for the numeral one, where the numeral one 
was used throughout in the revision. Ms. DiPietro recalled 
that Dr. Breuning frequently did his own typing and that he 
had maintained his own files. 

The Panel contacted the two individuals who Dr . Breuning had 
said could vouch for his work in Chicago. Dr. Paul Koutnik 
said he had been Associate Professor of Education at Illinois 
Institute of Technology from 1976-1979, was an outside adviser 
on Dr. Breuning's thesis committee, and, as part of his regular 
duties, had placed Dr. Breuning for student teaching in 
biology in the Bloom Township, Illinois, high school, probably 
during 1976-1979. Dr. Koutnik knew Dr. Breuning did contractual 
work in the school system, measuring the positive reinforcement 
effect of rewards on school performance of special education 
students . He knew of no other research involving human subjects 
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by Dr. Breuning and had no involvement in making arrangements 
for such research. Dr. John Regan knew Dr. Breunifig both in 
graduate school and at the Oakdale Regional Center. Dr . . Regan 
knew of no such work in the Chicago schools. 

At Dr. Koutnik's suggestion, the Panel contacted Dr. Allen Wolach, 
Chairman, Department of Psychology, Illinois Institute of Technology, 
who had been chairman of Dr. Breuning's Ph.D. dissertation co111Dittee. 
Dr. Wolach said he had no knowledge of any drug studies in which 
Dr. Breun·ng might have been involved in the Chicago schools or 
elsewhere. 

Panel findings: Dr. Breuning acknowledged to the panel that none 
of the studies he reported from the University of Pittsburgh had 
been carried out there. His claim that he had gathered the data 
in Chicago area schools, which he could not name, between 1974-
1979, as part of an effort incidental to studies by investigator(s), 
whom he could not identify, is not credible. The Panel checked 
widely and carefully and found no corroboration at all of his 
account. The Panel, therefore, concludes the data were not 
collected. 

Dr. Breuning admitted that he could not defend a progress report 
on work under his first year of grant support that specifically 
des cribes work he had not done. His explanation that he was 
inexperienced and uninstructed does not agree with the Panel's 
observation of administrative practice at Pittsburgh or with 
the detail and polish of the report. 

Dr. Breuning prepared a highly detailed and very specific r epor t 
of progress for his renewal application of work that had, in 
fact, not been done at Pittsburgh at all and that, at best, 
misreports and misrepresents other work. The Panel found no 
evidence that the revised progress report given it by 
Dr. Breuning existed before his work was called into question 
by Dr. Sprague and the latter had communicated his concern 
to NIHH. 

Dr . Breuning's account of why he had not carried out the studies 
at Pittsburgh , as proposed, does not agree with his application 
for funds for 4 more years to continue the same kind of studies , 
on the same kind of patients, and in the same unit. 

For the above reasons, the Panel concludes that Dr. Breuning's 
preparation of two grossly distorted progress reports could only 
have been a deliberate and intentional effort to mislead and 
deceive NIHH . 
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SUBCONTRACTS TO UNTVF.RSTTY OF PITTSBURGH 

As noted on page 8 of the Report, subcontracts, under MH-32206, with the University of 
Pittsburgh for collaborative research were active in the 03, 04, and 05 years of the grant. 
Between July I, 1981, and November 30, 1983, a total of $51,333.03 was paid to the 
University of Pittsburgh. Of this amount, $2,147.50 was for partial payment on computer 
equipment. The balance was for salary support of three staff members, Sue Ann Fult7,, 
Lori Sisson, and Vicl<y Davis. 

The stated objectives for this subcontracted work were: I) examine the incidence and 
severity of dyskinesia following psychotropic drug withdrawal, 2) examine the effects of 
psychotropic drugs on laboratory measures of learning and performance (i.e., 
matching-to-sample tasks), 3) examine the efficacy of psychotropic drugs alone and in 
combin!l.tion with nondrug therapies for treating aggressive/psychotic and other 
inappropriate behaviors, and 4) gather data to be used in est;:tblishing the reliability and 
validity of the RBRS (Resident Behavior Rating Scale). 

The Panel confirmed through interviews with the three individuals paid under the 
subcontract, that DIS-Co assessments and matching-to-sample tests were carried out on 
all patients in the Merck Unit at the University of Pittsburgh. However, Dr. Sprague told 
the Panel that he received no useful data from the subcontract and Ms. Davis told the 
Panel that no data were sent to Dr. Sprague. Dr. Breuning told the Panel that stimulant 
follo ~vup studies were not carr ·ed out for the same reasons he had not c11rried them out 
under his own grant (see Appendix J) and that the University of Pittsburgh, through the 
Department of Psychiatry, stopped the contract work because no funds were ever 
provided by Dr. Sprague. (He said that he and the staff continued collecting data on their 
own.) This contention was not supported by records at the two universities which show 
invoices submitted and paid in the amounts indicated above. 

Panel comments and finding-s. The Panel believes that there are issues of grant and 
contract oversight and accountability involved rather than of scientific misconduct. The 
University of niinois appears to have regularly paid on a series of subcontracts although 
no useful product was received. The Panel recommends that NIMH take appropriate 
administrative action to follow up on this matter • 
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March 24, 1986 

Lorraine B. Torres, Director 
Division of Extramural Activities 
NIMH 
Room 9 - 105, Park.lawn Building 
5600 Fishers I.ane 
Rockville, Maryland 20857 

Dear Ms. Torres: 

Attached please find my respor.se to the preliminary report prepared 
bi{ the NIMH investigatory panel. I believe it is self explanatory 
and I hope that all the recent press has not reduced the liklihood of 
canplete objectivity and fairness bi{ NIMH. 

Sincerely, 

. ~ 

< ,? .· --<- - ~ r ,,.,.,: . C . cl ~ -... -- . --- - , ~ 
Stephen E. Breuning, Ph. D ~ 

·· Attachments 
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Response to N1MH Investigatory Panel Prelimi.-.azy Rep:,rt 

In the following pages I have responded at length to the preliminary 
rep:,rt by the NM! investigatory panel charged with the investigation of 
an allegation of r..iscon:::uct. SUch a task is one that no one should have 
to engage in and each member of the panel I am sure found it 
uncanfortable. 

The rer:,urt is lengthy and weighty, and the investigation was very 
costly. 'fue rep:,rt states itself as can;,rehensive. While I do not envy 
the panel menbers and I appreciate their best efforts, it is clear that 
they are not trained detectives and I have concerns with the investigation 
that I must mention prior to dealing with more specific issues. 

One concern is the panel did not seem to be able to assess issues 
independent of their narrow and personal views of the specific issues. 
Sane of these are dealt with immediately below and throughout my response. 
I am constantly being judged by standards which do not ·st. 

Second, the style of interview utilized by the investigatory pa.'lel . 
was one of threat and intimidation. I do not know if this intentional or 
not. I have spoken with most coauthors since they were interviewed. Each 
told me that they felt highly threatened, ganged up on, and almost forced 
to respond in a certain manner. Dr. Poling told me that he felt that they 
had decided I was guilty and would have to prove innocence. Or. Gual~ieri 
had warned me very early on that in these circles one is always guilty 
until proven otherwise. Dr. Cu.llari told me that he felt it is clearly a 
witch hunt and that the panel members need to review the real world. Ms. 
Davis said that two and three questions always came at once and she rarely 

·· · had time to answer. She also said that every time she gave a positive 
response she was asked __ about a conspiracy. nus is also what Dr. CUllari 
stated. I know fran my own interview that I felt each of these issues and 
raised them during my interview. 

I knew this sounds. like sour grapes and I had dismissed most of this 
until I received the preliminary rep:,rt. After reading the rep:,rt and 
reviewing all of the accompanying interviews and information, I was 
shocked to see that all p:,sitive camnents do not appear in the rep:,rt and 
that unrelated events and statements had been placed together to form a 
totally one-sided negative view of the situation. 

Not once was I asked to supply a list of-character witnesses or was 
arrt attempt made to assess me as a person, teacher, administrator, and 
researcher. No one ever attempted to determine if others believe me 
capable of what this preliminary rep:,rt suggests. I am more than willin;;r 
to supply any_ number of stateinents as to my abilities, integrity, 
religion, and ethics. How dare this investigatory pa::-~l have the audacity 
to attenpt to only judge part of a person. · -
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Third, the investigatory panel continually asked the wrong questions, 
sanetimes to wrong people sanetimes to correct people. · Often the right 
question was asked to the wrong person. No wonder there is confusion and 
alot ot people who could not ·answer on '!fr/ behalf. Also, this is why there 
was often confusion over where people recollected things were done; This 
confusion often was the direct result of ~r/inc~lete question and 
no opportunity _tor me to be present ~o help jog other people's memory. 

Related, it is clear fran reviewing the statements made by many 
interviewed at Coldwater and Oakdale that not only where· they unable to 
confirni things they should knew little about, they were unable to confirni 
things they should. For exair;>le, Dr. Niblett at Coldwater said he had 
never h-"'ard of the DIS-CO, it ~twas developed and widely used at 
Coldwater - including the l:uilding in which he worked. 

Further, '!fr/ direct supervisor at Coldwater (also a coauthor) was 
never interviewed. The person who largely supervised me at Oakdale was 
only given a very brief telephone interview. As can be seen in the 
sections which follCM they fully support what I have done. Also, '!fr/ 
immediate supervisor at WPIC was never interviewed. 

Fourth, much, if not most, of the i."lvestigatory panel's focus was on 
the use of placebos and double blind condi tiers. From the way they 
discussed this issue with me and the others they interviewed, - it is clear 
that their definition and portrayal of these ·issues is dramatically more 
limited than '!fr/ own. There was never the opportunity to discuss this or 
any topic in detail. 

First the placebo. It has always been '!fr/ understanding that a 
placebo is an object or substance which contains little or no medication 
(drug) and is used to determine a psychologically controlled response by 

. the client. It I were to only think of a placebo in terms f what I could 
have done at a sophisticated place like WPIC, I would think of detailed 
involvemen from a pharmacy where elaborate procedures w::ntld be in place 
to allCM for the CO!ll)lete realm of possibilities. Is this constricted 
view necessary or correct. . No. 

For example, take an individual who receives medication which is 
crushed or placed whole in sane pudding, ai:,plesauce, or juice and 
administered. After a period of time the dosage is reduced and ultimately 
discontinued. Tilroughout this reduction whatever the dosage is, it 
continues to be administered in the puddjng and the pudding continues to 
be administered after the actual 1.µ,e of t:he drug has stopped. Is this not 
the use of a placebo condition? To me it most certainly is. Similar 
applications using juices and crushed or lig,:i.ld medication allow for all 
types of blinding procedures and advance preparations (e.g., month at a 
time) which w::ntld require no pharmacy documentation. I know of no 
standard which would contradict this. · The only confusion is that this i s 
not what investigatory panel members had on there minds : These types of 
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placebos is what I had typically.used or fqund to often be used 
routinely. There were though occasions where pills were actually placed 
in enpty capsules and then the capsules used alone. Never without 
physician awareness. Here again I know of no standard which would 
establish that this was inappropria'te. And finally, in sane cases 
placebos were set up at the given pham.acy. I know of no Dakdale of 
Coldwater polices which n-acessitated specific documentation on this. 

A double blind condition is a condition where text books say the 
patient and physician are unaware as to whether or not an active drug or 
placebo is being used. In more ccrnmon usage a double blind condition 
would also be where neither the patient nor observer/data collector are 
aware as to whether or not a drug or placebo is beif)J used. 

3 

If one adopts these parameters and couples them with the infonnation 
presented throughout the various sections of this response, there should 
be little or no confusion of this issue. 

Fifth, the investigatory panel continually states that they fourxl. no 
evidence of consent. Yet, as stated later in this response, in no case 
did they identify one specific instance where consent was not obtained. 
Thus, the logic that because they didn't find it I did something wrong is 
not tolerable. Consent can take verbal ur written forms. No one any 
where I have ever worked, patients, parents, or staff, have ever stated 
that I provided anything less than the utlllost respect and concern for this 
right. Wherever I stated consent was obtained it most assuredly was. 

And sixth, the investigatory panel continually used nonexisting 
standards to judge me against. • Every investigator,. every clinician, and 
every administrator has an obligation to do the utmost to protect client 
confidentiality. Th.is is what I have done in all cases. Throughout their 
report the investigatory panel has taken issue with the fact that raw data 
are not available. I contend, and will repeat throughout, that this is 
ridiculous. Whe.'1 I interviewed with the investigatory panel I asked (as 
did others) to what standard are they referring. What are the timelines? 
One year, tw:J years, ten years, etc. The panel was unable then and ro.-J to 
answer this question. · There is no answer. If one takes the panel's 
position to the logical extrene one would have to keep raw data and client 
identifications available forever. Thus, any investigator who discovered 
that raw data from a study, lets say published five years prior, had beo.J1 
lost or destroyed they would be under an obligation to retract the study. 
Th.is is obviously abs-urd! There ~e many other similar issues discussed 
throughout rrry response. 

The members of the investigatory panel are grossly mistaken if they 
believe that it is canmon practice for individuals to keep their records 
and data for very long after a paper is published . 
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Pharmacological Studies 

I. I think that is important to begin this section by listing the 
p.lblished studies which prior to this response the investigatory panel has 
neither found nor supported evidence of problems. 

A. Ferguson, D.G., CUllari, S., Davidson, N.A., & Breuning, S.E. 
Effects of Data Based Interdisciplinary Medication Reviews on Prevalance 
an:i Pattern of Neuroleptic Drug Use with Institutioinalized Mentally 
Retarded Persons. Education and Training of t.h.e Mo._ntallv Retarded, April 
1982, 103-108. 

B. W<jsoc.'1, T., Fuqua, W., Davis, V.J., & Breuning, S.E. Effects of 
nlioridazine (Mel aril) on Titrating Delayed t-Btching-to-Sample 
Perfomance of Mentally Retarded Adults. American Journal of Mental 
Deficiency, 1981, 85, 539-547. 

C. Davis, V.J. , Poling, A.O., Wysocki, T., & Breuning, S.E. Effects 
of Phenytoin Withdrawal on Matching-to-Sample and Workshop Performance of 
Mentally Retarded Persons. Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 1981, 
169, 718-725. And, Davis, V.J., Psvchopharmacology Bulletin, 1982, 18,51-
54. 

D. Sprague, R.L., Kalachnik, J.E., Breu.11.ing, S.E., Davis, V.J., 
Ullman, R.K., CUllari, S., Davidson, N.A., Ferguson, D.G., & Hoffner, B.A . 
The Dyskin-<>Sia Identification System - Coldwater (Dis-Co): A Tardive 
Dyskinesia Rating Scale for the Developnentally Disabled. 
Psvchooharmacology Bulletin, 1984, 20, 328-338. 

On this study I wish to add a coiranent. The investigatory i:;anel states in 
their report that "The inclusion of Dr. Breuning' s . .a.me appears to be a"l 
ack:nowledgment of his role in the pilot studies at Coldwater". It is 

· in;>ortant to note that the DIS-CO was corr;,letely developed at Coldwater 
and on all early drafts of the manuscript for this publication 1 was 
listed by Dr. Sprague as the first author. It was only at m<f 

recanmendation that the above listed order of authorship be used. In his 
interview with the investigatory panel Dr. Sprague states that I (and 
Coldwater staff) developed the DIS-CO. 

I never made any attempt to minimize my involvement in this grant and 
project. If it were not for my involvement and the involvement of the 
Coldwater staff, the DIS-CO, the RBRS, and all training tapes would not 
have beo._n developed. These are what the subcontract called for. 

Second, I will ncM review·and comment on· the following studies. 
These studies will be discussed together because the investigatory panel 
is confused over the same issues in each. Prior to discussing the 
following studies I wish to reiterate that no N!MH funds have been spent 
on them. The grant MH-32206 is only referenced at Dr. Spragueis request . 
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.. 
·It was my understanding that this was proper because we were w::>rking 
together on this grant, because the issues were relat~, and because he 
was i:afd by the grant and he reviewed each paper prior to its publication. 
If this was wrong I apologize. But I honestly gave it little thought 
since the same practice was canmonplace at WPIC and most other places I 
knew of. 

A. Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D·.G., & CUllari, S. Analysis of Single-
Double Blind Procedures, Maintenance f Placebo Effects , and Orig Induced 
Duykinesias with Mentally Retarded Persons. Applied Research in Mental 
Retardation, 1980 , l, 175-192. Brief r eport version in Psychcphannacoloov 
Bulletin, 1981, 17, 122-123. 

B. Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D.G., & CUllari, S . Analysis of Single-
Double Blin:i Procedures, Maintenance of Placebo Effects, and Drug Induced 
Dyskinesias with Mentally Retarded Persons - A Brief Report. 
Psvchooharmacology Bulletin, 1981, 17, 122-123. 

C. Breuning, S.E., O'Neill, M • .J., & Ferguson, D.G. Comparison of 
Psychotropic Drug; Response Cost, and Psychotropic Drug plus Response Cost 
Procedures for Controlling Institutionalized Mentally Retarded Persons. 
A!:mlied Research in Ma-ntal Reta..-..dation, 1980, 1, 253- 268. 

D. Breuning, S.E. & Davidson, ·N.A. Effects of Psychotropic Drugs on 
Intelligence Test PerfoI'll'.ance of Institutionalized Mentally Retarded 
Adults. American .Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1981, 85, 575-579. 
(Sane confusion exists over where I stated this study was performed. These 
data were fran oak.dale and Coldwater). 

The investigatory panel seems to be discounting these studies for several 
reasons. These will be discussed individually below. 

l. No plausible site for the execution of the studies was 
identified. 

The investigatory panel was unable to find the sites of the studies 
plausible because (a) they asked the wrong people questions, (b) when they 
did speak t o the proper people they typically asked wrong or improperly 
stated questions, and (c) they failed to utilize supportive evidence they 
themselves found. 

At neither Coldwater nor Oakdale was my primary supervisor 
interviewed or interviewed in any·detail. I recently spoke with Dr . M. 
O'Neil who was my direct supervisor at Coldwa-ter. He says that he was 
never contacted by NIMH. Th.is is odd because in addition to being my 
direct superJisor he was also a coauthor on one of the papers reviewed by 
the investigatory panel • 
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Dr. O'Neill says that he can absolutely support the following: 

a. That there were ongoing sophisticated behavioral progra'TIS. 

b. That there was ongoing systenatic data collection. 
(The investigatory panel itself reports in it notes 
that "A random review of patient charts indicated that 
behavioral observations were carefully and frequently 
recorded") • 

c. Routine use of the DIS-Co as well as the regular use of 
another dyskinesia/side-effects scale. (He thought it was 
called sanething like the ESC or ISC but was net sure. Th.is 
is obviously the same as the reported use of the W-c.SC). 

d. That placebos were regularly us in Building 42 and elsewhere 
at Coldwater. 

e. That Coldwater had no policy whatsoever on the use of placebos. 

f. That intelligence testing under both standard and incentive 
conditions was standard practice with same of the psychologists. 

Dr. D. Nolley was for the most part TrT'/ direct supervisor at Oakdale . 

6 

He was briefly interviewed over the telephone by one member of the 
investigatory panel. Dr. Nolley told me that he was asked what research 
activities I was involved in at Oakdale. He said he described primarily 
the fish research because the way the question was phrased he thought t."'lat 
it pertained to th.ings which would have had to have gone through the 
research camnittee. It did net occur to him that he was being asked about 
the reporting of data collected as part of a client's clinical ~sessment 
atld treatment program. With this in mind, Dr. Nolley told told me that 
he recalls the following: 

a. That there were ongoing sophisticated behavioral programs. 

b. That there was ongoing systematic data collection. (It is 
\o.Orthwhile for me to point out here that the ciata collection 
procedures used widely at Coldwater were identical or nearly 
identical to those used ay oakdale. Tilese systems were primarily 
developed by Dr. Nolley). 

c. 'nlat I was interested in·drug side-effects when I came to oak.dale 
and that I used some instrument. He does net recall what the 
instrument was called or actually hCM often it was used. 

Mr. Rogan, Director of Coldwater, has told the investigatory 
panel tr.at I had knowledge of and interest in tardive· dyskinesia 
prior to caning to Coldwater . 
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lbat placebos were s~times used at oakdale. · He rec:alls 
physicians often talkir.g about there use. Further, he said that 
placebos were frequently used if one includes situations where 
the medication had been being given in pudding or appl esauce and 
the use of pldding or applesauce continued after drug 
discontinuation. · 

lbat intelligence testing under both standard and incentive 
conditions was of_ interest to many of the psychologists and 
routinely done. 

Further, Dr. Nolley will verify that the infornation gathered btf the 
investigatory panel at oak.dale with respect to my work location is 
incanplete. He clearly recalls my initially working in 34E, but also 
pericxiically 34W, and later on regularly in ·several other Buildings. He 
thought Buildings 5, 6, 8, 10, and 11 but is not completely sure if these 
Building numbers are completely accurate. Best I can recall, at least 5, 
6, and 8 were male buildings. 

One additional point here, I recently spoke to Dr. J. Regan at 
oak.dale. He was intervie\oei by one menber of the investigatory i::anel. 
He, like Dr. Nolley and most people interviewed at oakdale, interpreted 
the questions to pertain to issues other than clinical prac i ce. I asked 
Dr. Regan what he w::m.ld say if questioned about such issuPS from a 
clinical standpoint and he canmented "Wny would anyone e.,"'t:leet me to kncM 
anything about it". nus is a key point since a majority of the people 
intervit'Wed at these two sites could logically answer "No" or "I don't 
kna-J" to a series of questions they should have no answer to . 

2. Coauthors did not see raw data. 

Exactly why this is an issue I am not quite sure. According to the 
investigatory panel's -information from interviews all coauthors an these 
studies stated that they have never asked to see the raw data. If any of 
them would have asked they certainly would have been shown it. 

The investigatory ·panel seems to be in'q;)lying that there is some 
standard which obligates one author to say to a coauthor "Hey, do you want 
to see the raw data". If this standard exists it is new to me . It is 
also app:rently new to others such as Dr. Sprague who never offered to 
shCM me the raw data fran cambricge. What does this mean? Nothing! I 
am confident that Dr. Sprague w::m.ld have sho,.m me the raw data had I 
asked. Just as I w::m.ld have with the coauthors of these studies. 
Similarly, I have coauthored several papers with or·. Poling and Dr. 
Matson . I never saw raw data, consent forms, etc. lhey never off erred , 
I never asked . 
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Not one coauthor has raised a question about about any aspect of 
these studies prior to publication, since publication, or since being 
interviewed and questioned cy the investigatory panel • .. Further, each of 
these studies was reviewed cy Dr. Sprague in prepubliertion form and no 
concerns of any kind were raised. 

3. No evidence of Research Cc:mm.i ttee approval. 

There is no canponent to any of th.."'Se studies which would have 
required research committee review and approval at either oak.dale or 
Coldwater. Since there were no manipulations of any kind outside of the 
client's clinical plan and no policies in place which required research 
review for placebo use, it would be the oddity for the research committee 
records to have. any mention of these studies. 

With respect to consent, the investigatory panel continually states 
that they found no evidence of consent. Yet, they have provided no 
evidence of a single client who participated without consent. It is not 
reasonable for the panel to contirrually make such an unsupported 
statement. 

Additionally, it was not even the policy at The University of 
Pittsburgh School of Medicine for placebo use .to be c~nsidered research 
per se. The Medical School Human Rights Committee told me (in a letter 
fran Dr. J. Lewis Chairperson) that placebo use did not require consent 
at Pitt if its use was clinical. 

4. Facility policies prohibiting the use of placebos. 

Neither Cold'..ater nor oakdale had policies on the use of placebos. 
ni.is is clearly evident fran the interviews conducted. Further, in a 
letter dated 2-13-87 from Dr. Davidson at Coldwater to me he states that 
there was/is not a written policy on the use of placecos - only a 
11 general practice. · .. 11 

• 

8 

5. Method section does not identify where the subjects were fran. 

Again, I find it hard to understand the issue here or the standard to 
be adhered to. For sake of canparison I reviewed articles in several 
journals to see how my methods sections differed from others with respect 
to this issue. I found the following: 

a. ARMR, 1980, 1. Two of ~ articles are published here. Of seven 
othe:- studies three were more specific than me, four were not. 
In a randomly selected issue of this journal (1985,6,1) five of 
studies utilizing a research design were no more or less 
specific than I was . 
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b. AJMD, 1981, 5. One of rrry articles is published here. Of seven 
seven studies reviewed three were more specific, three equal, and 
one I was not sure hew to classify. M:lre recently, again jt:St 
grabbed off the shelf (1985,89,5), four were more specific and 
seven were less specific. 

c. AM. J. Psvc:hiatry, 1982, 139. One of rrry articles is published 
here. I randomly selected seven of the research articles, all 
seven were the same or less specific t'.an I wasr 

Is there an issue here? Obviously not. Interesting enough, many of the 
articles I found to be of equal or less specific contained an NI?1H or 
other granting agency reference. 

In concluding this section I wish to add that at no time has the 
investigatory panel had any concerns with the outcomes of these studies. 
'That is, no one has questioned the results per se. Further, there is not 
a finding reported in these studies which has not be-=a-n replicated b<f 
myself and many others. 

Thus, there is no logical way in which this investigatory panel can 
61lbstantiate or conclude that there are prcblerrs with any of t"lese four 
s tudies. 

II. There are other three studies which the investigatory panel 
raist:!d each of the above issues. These three studies will be addressed 
separately because sane additional conments are required. As with the 
studies listed above, no NIM:i funds have been spent on any aspect of tr-.ese 
three studies. The grant is referenced for the reasons already stated . 

A. Breuning, S.E. An Applied Dose Response CUrve of Th.ioridazine 
with the Mentally Retarded: Ag\;ressive, Self-stimulatory, Intellectual, 
and Workshop Behaviors ·"" A Preliminary Report. Psvcho::;harmacology 
Bulletin, 1982, 18, 57-59. 

The data utilized in this paper are extrapolated frcm several sets of 
data reported elsewhere, but primarily associated with the data sets 
collected as i:,arts of the two studies listed below. Specific issues 
relevant to one are releva.'lt to all and. are discussed below. 

B. Breuning, S. E. , Davis, V. J. , Matson, J. L. , & Ferguson, D. G. 
Ef~ects of Thioricazine and Withdrawal Dyskinesias on Workshop Perfo:nnance 
of Mentally Retarded Young Adults: American Journal of Psychiatry, 1982, 
139, 1447-1454 . 
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Best I can recall, Part I of this study was conducted at Colc;1water 
while Part II was conducted years earlier in Illinois. With respect to 
Part I, I do not believe there are any grounds for concern. It has been 
established that the site is plausible. In addition to what has been 
discussed above on this issue, the investigatory panel has clearly 
established the availability of the workshop and my access to its 
records. 5ecorx:i, the coauthors seeing raw data continues to be 
irrelevant. Third, research committee approval not applicable. Fourth, 
placebos were clearly used. Fifth, specificity of the method section is 
not at issue. Sixth, the issue of neurological/PT evaluations is clearly 
supported by the statements of Mr. Regan and Dr. Davidson. However, 
seventh, the statement that the diaf"'lOSes were DSM III is an error. 
I am not sure hCM I made this mistake but it did indeed occur. It most 
assuredly was not intentional and I will take appropriate actions to 
correct the situation. With respect to Part II, the same error is present 
with respect to diagnoses and again I will take appropriate actions to 
correct the situation. However, these errors have no in;)act on the 
overall outcanes. 

Part II of this study· reflects data I did irx:ieed collect in Illinois 
tcwards the end of my schooling there. I cannot after this lengthy period 
of time state the site(s) of the data collection with certainty. I have 
not had the time, money, or quite honestly the interest to att:~t to 
retrace these steps. There is no reason I . should be expecteci to. It is 
verifiable that during the time peri~. in qu...c.stion I taught at Trinity 
College and had students do at least brief practicums at numerous mental 
retarc.ation sites in and around Chicago. This _.is what led to initial 
access to sites where much data could be accessed directly and 
retroactively. The only other supporting documentation I can off here is 
a COP'f of a notes page from the back section of a May 14-17, 1977 . 
Midwestern Association of Behavior Analysis Convention held in Chicago. 
This i;:age appears in Appendix land reflects my initial interview with Dr. 
Nolley. The notes state that we discussed some workshop/drug data, 
drug/IQ data, and stimulant data that I had been collecting. I inquired 
as to the feasibility of continuing such at Qakdale. He and the Director 
of Qakdale, Mr. Ethridge, told me such continuation, if clinical in focus, 
i,,ould be supported. Dr. Nolley tells me that he recalls this conversation 
fairly well. 

C. Breuning, S.E., Ferguson, D.G . , Davidson, N.A., & Poling, A. 
Intellectual Perfo::irance of Mentally Retarded Drug Responders and 
Nonresponders. Archi ves of General Psvchiatry, 1983, 40, 309-313. 

As with the study above, the- statement that the diagnoses were DSM 
III is in error . I will take appropriate actions to correct the situation. 
Although agai n, this error does not imi;:act on the conclusions. Also, this 
study includes dat a collect ed in Illinois . The relevant issues are stated 
above . 
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Up until new, and with ·respect to· only this last study, no coauthor 
has raised any concerns. In reading the investigatory .panel's report I 
find that Or. Poling had sent a letter to the journal stating that he had 
misgivings about the scientific merit of this study. I was surprised to 
see this because it is a direct contradiction to what he told me in a 
telephone conversation one week after his NIMH interview. In this 
conversation he told me the interview was very intimidating and the 
investigatory panel had told him he should write a letter tc the journal 
stating that he had concerns. He told me he really did not have any 
concerns but he did not know what to do because he needs grant 'l'N:Jne'/ to do 
his \ooOrk. Or. Poling has never mentioned concerns to me and I believe 
that his letter w:mld have never been prepared if it were not for the at 
least tacit pressure of the investigatory panel. 

In concluding this section I wish to repeat that the investigatory 
panel is holding me to standards which do not exist. I know of no 
standards which state how long an investigator is to keep raw data and 
records after a study is published. The vast majority of people I knew 
state that they rarely keep such information for more than a year or two 
after publication. In asking people about this over the past years the 
typical responses included things like "six months without a reprint 
request" to "after six months the information is put into a box and in 
another six months the box is discarded". Without debate it "is the 
investigator's responsibility to ensure confidentiality, and if no 
questions or concerns have been raised within a reasonable time frame (a 
year or t\ooO following publication is more than sufficient) there is no 
canpelling reason to not destroy the records. 

III. I would next like to review the following study: 

Davis, V.:J., CUllari, S., & Breuning, S.E. Drug Use In 
CCJrmunity Foster-Group Hanes. In S.E. Breuning & A.O. Poling (Eds), 
Oruo-s and Mental .Retardation, Springfield, Ill., Charles C. 
Thar.as, 1982, 359-376. 

As with the studies discussed above, no NIMH funds have been spent on this 
study. Grant MH-32206 is referenced for the reasons already given. 

The investigatory panel seems to be discounting this study for the 
following reason:- which are individually discussed. 

1. Coauthc::-s did not see raw data. 

The same issues discussed above on this topic pertain here. Both 
coauthors sta'Ce tr.at they never asked to see the raw data. They also have 
not had questions concerning the data prior to or subsequent to the 
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investigation. In its report the investigatory panel quo~es· Dr.- CUllari 
as saying "he thought that Dr. Breuning had conducted part of the study 
1::ut maybe he made up the rest". Dr. CUllari told me that he did not rrake 
this statement. What he said was "maybe he made up the rest, butt I don't . 
think so". I attempted to clarify this by reviewing the transcript of Dr. 
CUllari's interview with the investigatory panel which the panel supplied 
me. At least in the transcript sent to me there was no such quote found 
as the one they attributed to Dr. CUllari. 

2. Dr. Breuning unable to provide the name of at least 
one person who participated in the study. 

During my interview with the investigatory panel I was ask.ea to "name 
one person who EBrticipated in the study". At the time the only name I 
could recall after 6/7 years was F. M:)rris. I had asked the investigatory 
panel prior to my interview to supply me with a list of questions so tr.at 
I could do sare homework and :>e prepared. At no time was the 
investigatory panel willL--ig to do so. Thus, answering detailed and 
specific questions from so·long ago would obviously be difficult. I only 
recalled Mr. M:)rris' name because it occurs in the chapter. I never told 
the investigatory that Mr. M:)rris had ~Jl involved in the research. 

In the interview Mr. M:)rris was told that the chapter nam...as him as 
one of the people who provided training for managers of the group homes . 
Mr. M:)r:::-is denied this and said he had only had me speak at a seminar . 

.. 
'Iwo canments. First, the investigatory panel totally misrepresented what 
the chapter says about Mr. M:)rris. No wonder he denied the role. It was 
not the role he had. Second, the chapter clearly states that Mr. M:)rris 
w:>rked with me to hold a training seminar through his community mental 
health agency. Thus, Mr. M:)rris' comments to the investigatory panel 
clearly confinn his role exactly as described in· the study. 

In the brief time I have been all~ to prepare this response, I 
have had time to contact two people who can substantiate this study. I 
first contacted P. Miller fran the Association of Retarded Citizens. 
She tells me that she vividly recalls reviewing the corrmunity data with 
me. She recalls our canEBring drug use with discharged Coldwater clients 
before and after their discharge. Also comparing them with other clients 
in the camnunity. She said she recalls how alarmed she was at the high 
drug use in the canmunity and how little supervision and monitoring there 
was (what we are talking about is her direct observation not a reading of 
the chapter). Further, she said she remembers how our reviewing re-=ords 
together and discussing issues impacted on her awareness of the problems 
and resulted in her agency drastically altering how they deal with these 
problems . 
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I had a similar discussion with Dr. B. Uhlman, Director of · 
Residential Oppertunities, Inc. Dr. Uhlman. clearly recalled providing me 
demographic information on the clients in his program. He stated that 
when we reviewed the drug programs his clients were on it was the first 
time he really understood the magnitude of the problem. As with Ms. 
Miller, he states that this data directly impacted on changes in their 
monitoring of drug use and staff training. 

3. Expense of the study. 

The investigatory panel has not told me how much they think this 
study should cost, but it seems as. if they think it expensive. Maybe it 
~d be expensive for them. While I can not recall with certainty, I 
estimate that the study wculd have likely cost about $700-800. The 
majority of this I just pa.id myself as I pursued this over the CO'.U-Se of 
the year or so. Both coauthors stated in their interviews with the 
investigatory panel that they also did not understand the issue of 
expense. I believe that this is only an issue in the. minds of people 
unaccustaned to directly doing the ·work themselves (this is not intended 
as a derogratory camnent - only that things are much less costly when 
done without budgets to justify and no research assistants or students to 
pay). 

4. Computer Center had no record of Dr. Breuning using 
the equiµnent. 

On three occasions I telephoned the~ canputer Center and told them 
I wished to verify rrry use of the canputer facilities while I had an 
Adjunct appointment at vMJ during 1979/1980. All three times I was told 
that it ~d be incredibly unlikely that they could provide this type of 
information. Further, both coauthors recall on at least one occasion 
being with me in Sangren Hall .entering the data into the system. 

In concluding this section it is clear that as discussed above the 
investigatory panel is confused .only because of its own misunderstanding. 
Again, the investigatory panel has no questions as to the accuracy of the 
results. The only finding of this study not replicated by myself or others 
is the overall frequency of drug use in the ccmnunity. This merely 
reflects the decline cf drug use over the past six years. All other 
results have beo.Jl replicated and can still be found in the majority of 
canmuni ty programs today. 

As before, there is no logical way that the investigatory panel can 
substantiate or conclude that there are any problems with this study . 
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rv. In this last section under Phannacological Studies. Three issu..<>S 
need to be addressed. Tilese include the ACNP abstract, and related 
article, the Behavioral Analogue P3per which was never published, arxi the 
matching-to-sample paper which was not published. I will begin with the 
published article and related abstract. 

Gualtieri, C.T., . Sreuning, S.E., Schroeder, S.R., and Quade, D. 
Tardive Dyskinesia in Mentally Retarded Children, Adolescents, and 
Young Adults: North Carolina and Michigan Studies. 
Psvcharmacoloqy Bulletin, 1982, 18, 62-65. 

Like studies already reviewed, this publication and abstract did not 
involve any NIMH funds. Unlike the others, an NIMH grant is not even 
referenced. 

As with most of the studies already discussed, the investigatory 
Panel has the same confusions with this study as already reviewed. ~le 
it is necessary for me to be redundant in addressing these issues I will 
be as brief as possible. -

1. Plausible site for the study. 

In detail this has been addressed. All necessary data collection 
pro::edures, assessments, and required review processes have. been discussed 
and it is clear that the data was very feasible collected at Coldwater and 
Oakdale. Sane clients from both centers were included in this 
manuscript. lbe dyskinesia assessments were in place by me at both sites. 

Dr. Gualtieri states that I told him that all clients were from 
Coldwater. I have never d~ne so. I did not see any prepublication 
version of this manuscript and the first I knew of the statement about 
Coldwater was when I received.a copy of the published article. I never 
mentioned this to Dr. Gualtieri because it just did not seem very 
inp:)rtant. · 

Until the data were presented at the conference I had not seen any of 
Dr. Gualtieri's data (analyzed or not) nor had I seen~ own data 
analyzed. To the best of~ recollection Dr. Gualtie:-i had perfor:ned all 
the analyses of~ data f:-an infomation I had sent him. 

A copy of Dr. Gualtieri's initial analyses of th-<>Se data, in his own 
hand, are attached in Ap:.,en::lix 2. 

Additional analyses of the data by Dr. Gualtieri are attached in 
Appendix 3 • 
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nie investigatory panel reports that Dr. Gualtieri wrote to the 
editor of Psvchoo..'1annacology Bulletin, -informing him that "Dr. Breuning 
had advised him of certain irregularities in the Michigan data". As I 
have repeatedly told Dr. Gualtieri, I have never advised him of any 
irregularities in these data. What he considers to be the irregularity is 
the absence of raw data after several years. Since there are no starxlards 
pertaining to this I do not consider it an irregularity. 

All of the sunvnary data and denographic info:rniation for this study 
are canpletely intact . · 

Dr. Gualtieri did indeed offer to go to Coldwater and review 
records. People seem to have trouble understanding that I certainly 
had/have no objections to him doing so; its just that without the client 
identifications I did not have a clue as to how he would review records. 
Prior to this situation Dr. Gualtieri had never asked for this 
information. 

Given all of the above discussion coupled with the fact that Dr. 
Gualtieri's data and rrry data so closely replicate each other, and the 
majority of the published dyskinesia data also shcM the same effects, 
there is no logical or substam:iated basis for believing that there are 
problens with these data . 

Dr. Sp:::-ague's concern with the ACNP abstract was not with any of the 
prior published data but only with one sentence in the abstract which 
r~ads "Assessments were conducted on 45 of the clie.'1ts at six month 
intervals fro an additional two years". No follow-up data per se ever 
·appear in the abstract. As I have said repeatedly, the intent of the 
sentence was merely to say that there was some follow-up, it was very 
unsysteratic, and that these casual observations seemed to shew no 
changes. It is only Dr. Sprague's interpretation of this sentence which 
led him to becane concerned. I had no intent for anyone to interpret this 
sentence in the way Dr. Sprague had. 

After rrry conversation with Dr. Sprague I prei;:ared a corrected 
abstract bc.sed upon follow-up data that was intact. I offered to prese.'1t 
this abstract and publically correct the concerns and aany potentially 
misleading statements. Dr. Sprague convinced me that this would not be an 
appropriate~ to do. Obviously this is what I should have done . 
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There is a legitimate p~oblen in the abstract with the statement 
about placebo/double blind procedures ... It should have read that some of 
the clients had received placebo/double blind procedures . Also, the word 
"consecutive" should not have appeared in the sentence with "80 weeks". 
This is an error I made and did not catch. This abstract was prepared 
with little notice (I think Dr. Sprague notified me of his need for the 
abstract only tw::> days prior to his needing it), rigid space and format 
requirements were specified, and the time period for preparing the 
abstract was at the tail-end of the 6-8 month period in which personal 
issues were just starting to get resolved (discussed elsewhere . in this 
report). However, the fact remains that I was much less diligent in 
preparing this abstract than I should have been. I certainly was not 
intending to deceive anyone. 

With respect to Dr. Sprague's concerns with this abstract, the 
investigatory panel must be reminded that as soon (within the week) as Dr . 
Sprague broUf,:lt his concerns to me, I ilranediately informed Dr. Kupfer a t 
Pittsburgh and 1 telephoned Ms. Natalie Reatig the grant project officer 
at N!MH to inform her. Before we discussed any detail she said that if i t 
was not grant funded it was of no concern to NIMH. My only point is that 
I iJm,.ediately notified all of the appropriate officials that a colleague 
had concern over part of this abstract and had begun to take appropri ate 
remedi al action • 

The investigatory panel believes that there is an inconsistency i n 
my telling r'r. Sprague that the data could not be located and my telling 
them that the data had been discarded. I will again clarify. What I told 
Dr. Sprague was "I have yet to locate the other raw data or the subject 
identification code sheet. This information is nCM three years old and 
has not been reviewed in sane time" . My response was phrased this way 
because all I could think abo\1t was thoroughly l ooking through all of the 
data and informat ion I had for all projects in case I had kept the 
inforn.ation. It must be renembered that Dr. Sprague had asked for a . 
response within 2-3 days and I tried to shew a good faith effort by 
sending him what I could within this time peri od. I never spoke to Dr. 
Sprague again on this issue but did tell Dr. Gualti eri and the review 
panel at Pittsburgh that I honestly do not know if I had discarded this 
i nformation or if it had been lost in the move from 
Michigan t o Pittsburgh. 

A mistake was made in this abstract , without haste I attempted take 
appropria te action , the abstract was not presented. I do not know what 
else I could have done . 
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Gualtieri, C.T. & Breuning, S.E. A Behavioral Analogue of Witlrlra~l 
Dyskinesia. Psychophagiacology, in press. (Withdrawn in December, 

1983) 

When Dr. Sprague's confusion over the abstract began Dr. Gualtieri 
and I agreed to have him put the article on hold. Later on I told Dr. 
Gualtieri that if he wishes to with::iraw the manuscript I did not care. 
~r. there were nc irregularities other than the one listed below. 
All of the summary data and demographic information remain intact. I 
told Dr. Gualtieri that there was one problen with the paper. ·nus was 
that it states that all clients had received placebo/double blind 
withdrawals. Most had but not all. I had previously notified him of this 
in a June 14, 1983 letter (this letter has already been made available to 
the review board at Pittsburgh who for.-Jardeci it to investigatory 
x:anel). 

No NIMH funds ~re spent on this project and there are no 
irregularities or problems with any of the data. Any pertinent issues 
have been clarified above. -

Breuning, S.E., Sisson, .A., Fultz, S.A., Marshall, T., and Bregr.,an, 
J.D. Effects of Neuroleptic Drugs on Titrating Delayed Matching-to
Sample Performance of Mentally Retarded Children. Unpublish..od . 

Once Dr. Sprague's concerr.s/confusion arose and I reviewed the 
abstract and realized that I had made a mistake, I was able to carefully 
analyze M'f professional and personal situation status. I realized that 
over the previous 6/8 months problens with M'f personal situation had 
predoninated and that I may have been careless in other areas. Thus, I 
began carefully reviewing everything. In doing so I became concerned 
about . sane aspects of this manuscript. For example, for the first time to 
I found out that research assistants had not been following the consistent 
schedule they were suppose to (Dr. Ackles told me this after a 
conversation he had with one of research assistants). Further, they and 
students had prepared the methods section and I thought I had better 
review everything in detail but did not know when I would be able to do 
so. Thus, this became an abandoned and dead project. With respect to 
other issues raised a few brief comments. Issues pertaining to Coldwater 
have been detailed above . The investigatory x:anel has already established 
that client records at W?IC are inconplete as several of the Physicians 
have stated that they often just kept the consent for.ns. Finally, the 
statenent by research assistants that they did not observe the dramatic 
effects is ridiculous for tw:> reasons. First, they never raised any 
concerns; and second, everyone knows that how data look in raw form is 
typically very different from final format . . _ _ 

SUmmary . In summary, there i s no logical way the investigatory panel 
can substanti ate or conclude that there are any problens other than those 
I have discussed above. In each case I have or am in the pr ocess of 
taking the necessary and appropriate acti ons . 
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Stimulant Studies 

In this section I will review \-.Ork pertainin.;r to grant MH-37449. 
As described ·1n the investigatory panels report there are three issues 
which must be addressed. These will be described and dealt 1th 
irxiividually below. Of the entire report, these issues are the most 
difficult for me to deal with. Not because of the type of problem, but 
rather because of the memories of the problems I e><perienced in a personal 
situation and how these problems greatly contributed to the issues I am 
al:::out to discuss. 

1. Year 01 Progress Report for grant MH-37449. 

When I interviewed with the investigatory panel I ack:nadedged that 
this progress report was misleading and prol::ably inappropriate. However, 
I most assuredly was not attempting to deceive or mislead any one when it 
was prepared. As stated, it was prepared during a time period when I had 
let personal ma.tte:-s totally dc:minate rrry professional work and I was not 
prepa:-ing things with the thoroughness and diligence I always had. Th.is 
was the first progress report that I had ever prepared and I had never 
received any training at W?IC on the preparation of progress reports and 
was told by the research office that it is a formality. Best I can 
recall, the statenents about the 65% and 35% subject com;,letion was 
intended to reflect normative data being collected. In retfospect, the 
progress report most certainly was net clear on this. The inclusion of 
previously collected data I thought was appropriate if so identified. It 
was not so identified. Specific issues pertaining to these data appear 
below. 

While the progress report is incomplete and misleading, I wish to 
point out that during this year much valuable information was collected. 
This Included, as Dr . Nuffielq stated, 12-15 children who received 
stimulant/placebo trials of some type, nondrug interventions with children 
having high Conner's scores during the first week of admission and 
implications for interpretation of subsequent scores, and normative -
profiling Conner's scale information for children admitted to an inpatient 
psychiatric unit. Th.is last issue is most important because it was 
typically found that the non-d..-..ug interventions were highly effective 
alone. These are what were proposed in the revised continuation 
proposal. I believe that the precedent clearly eY..ists for such changes to 
occur into a grant project . I just did not justly reflect this in the 
progress report. As I told Dr. Kupfer when I left W?IC, I was and still 
am more than willing to \-.Ork with h"'PIC to analyze and prepare all data 
collected . 
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Finally, I must point out that this progress report was r~1ewed ·by 
co-investigators and the Research Office (I assume in detail), prior to 
its sul:Jnission with no concerns being raised or questions or questi ons 
being asked. 

2. Continuation Grant 

19 

The entire cot .JSion centers around the wrong draft being sul::mitted. 
The investigatory panel states that when I interviewed with them on 
November 22, 1985 I gave them "an amended progress report section to the 
renewal application" . This is correct, except that they failed to mention 
that on February 17, 1984 I sul::mitted this material to the University of 
Pittsburgh Fact Finding Committee. Further, I discussed this issue with 
Dr. Kupfer in December of 1983. The investigatory panel seens to have 
four concerns with the timeliness of this amended report. These are 
discussed individually below. 

a. No evidence that the revised progress report existed prior to th.e 
.work being called . into question by Dr. Sprague. 

The first I knew of Dr. $prague's concerns over any aspect of 
report was when I received a copy of a section of a letter he sent 
on 12-20:..93, I received a copy of this only on January 17, 1984. 
se:1t in the lette:::- to NIMH. withdrawing this application ori · 

this 
to NlMH 
I had 

Decenber 12, 1983 (a copy of this letter appears in Appendix 4; also, Dr. 
Gualtieri's written report to the i:;anel states that Ors. Sprague and 
KUP,fer spoke for the first time briefly on 12-12 and in detail on 12-17-
both dates after Dr. Kupfer and I had spoken). Further, the withdrawal of 
this application was only after discussion with Dr. Kupfer at W?IC, Ms. 
Reatig at NIMH, and Dr. Sprague who I telephoned for instructions on hew 
to withdraw an application. I specifically told Dr. Kupfer that 
information which could easily be misinterpreted and/or misleading had 
been sul::mitted and that realistically I was not sure the patient flow and 
effectiveness of non~ interventions \>.UU.ld support such a project. I 
only told Ms. Reatig about the issue cf patient flow. 

When I spoke to Dr. Sprague about this I told him that after the 
issue with the abstract I began checking everything and found that the 
wrong information had been included in the application. I said I was 
going to withdraw it and explain to Nn-a what had happened. His only 
camnent was that he thought it \>.UU.ld be a good idea. He most certainly 
did not suggest that he had prior concerns. Our conversation then focused 
on his instructing me as to how a grant is withdrawn . 
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Dr. Sprague contends that he reviewed .the first draft of tlie . 
application on the airplane on September 23, 1983 and he immediately 
became concerned and called together some colleagues to discuss it on 
September 26, 1983. Yet, on September 29, 1983 Dr. Sprague sent me a 
letter which states "I fourxi your progress report very interesting, and I 
have some questions which I will write to you about when I have time". 
( a copy of this letter appears in Appendix 5) . 5aneone is going to have 
to explain to me hew I was to know Dr. Sprague had concerns l:ased upon 
this type of correspondence. 

Further, Dr. Sprague and I spoke at least several times a month 
between September and December, 1983. No concerns were ever raised. 

My point is merely that Dr. Sprague's concerns were \.ll'lkncwn to me. 
Yet, when I discovered that problens existed with the application I took 
immediate and appropriate action. No NIMH funds were ever utilized in 
connection with this application. 

Additionally, this first draft of the application had also been 
reviewed in detail by the WPIC Research Committee and the Research Office 
with no concerns being expressed to me. 

2. Tilat my secreta..ry does not recall typing or 
sul::mitting a second draft . 

To the best I can recall after reading the secretary's statements I 
agree, I most likely did retype this section myself. Depending on the 
work load and tiJr,e frames I often did some of my own typing. Especially 
if formatting was involved. With respect to her not remembering to sul::mit 
the revised pages to the Research Office, I am not surprised. If she 
renembered sul::mitting the revised section we w:m.ld not be having this 
discussion ncM. I am not saying that it was her fault. I recall leaving 
the revised version on her desk the night before I went out of town. 
There were instructions on getting it to the Research Office. I suppose 
anything could have ha~ to .it beyond my leaving it on her desk. 

3. niat the handwritten revisions were on a paginated copy. 

Ms. Kaufman told the investigatory panel that she did not see how I 
could have made the revisions on a paginated CO'?/ since this is done by 
her staff just prior to mailing and that I was out of town. 'This is a 
simple issue to resolve . . First, as best I can recall, on t-bnday or 
Tuesday, September 24/25, I asked the Research Office (Judy, I think but 
am not sure) if they could assemble my application in final form so that I 
could review it before I went out of ta-m. It was prepared early for me 
and on September 26 I edited it on what would have been a :i;:e.ginated copy. 
A revised version was then prepared. The date of September 28 in the 
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corner of the revised application merely reflects when it w:n.tld have beo...n 
presented to the Research Office. Thus, my being out~f-town for part of 
the 28th and 29th is no issue. I have not intended to imply that I 
thought there was an error b'f the Research Office in this process. 

4. Use of previously collected data. 

The revised application clearly delineates that analyses of 
previously collected data were proposed in the new application. 
clearly corrects the problems we have discussed with the Year 01 
report. It is an honest and concise description of the project. 

It also 
progress 

With respect to the previously collected data, the investigatory 
pm.el report suggests that the first time I acknowledged that none of the 
subjects were fran Pittsburgh was during my interview with them in 
November, 1985. They also repeatedly reference the University Ad Hoc 
Canmittee of April/May 1985 which concluded that the majority of subjects 
were not from the University. · 

What else could this camnittee possibly conclude! I told this to Dr. 
Kupfer in December, 1983 and January, 1984. I told this to the Unive:-sity 
Fact Finding Canmittee in February, 1984. I told this to the University 
Hearing Board in May, 1984. · 

As I discussed previously, I cannot after this lengthy period of time 
state the sites of the data collection with any certainty. I have not had 
the time, money, or interest to retrace these steps. The investigatory 
pmel states that Drs. Koutnik and Regan could not verify that I had 
collected stimulant data while in Chicago. I never said they could. I 
said .that Dr. Koutnik could verify that I had involvement with sane school 
systems. My interpretation of his interview is that he did indeed verify 
this. I said that Dr. Regan may or may not be able to. He could not. 

Appendix 1 contains a note -page from a a May 14-17 Midwestern 
Association of Behavior Analysis Conve."1tion held in Chicago. This page 
reflects my initial interview with Dr. Nolley. It clearly shows that we 
had discussed stimulant data that I had collected. Further, Appendix 6 
contains a page fran the 1978 Midwestern Association of Behavior Analysis 
Convention Program which shows that I had had stimulant data. 

For confidentiality I had not kept any subject or site identifying 
information. These are the only data I have used lcnc;;,Jing that I had not 
retained the specific subject names and locations. While this will never 
happen again, I knew of no standards that this violates. I used the data 
because I collected virtually all of it directly and I have all the raw 
data and summary data. (Technically I do not have this because I gave it 
all to the panel and it has not been returned) . 
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The investigatory panel states that I gave them a data oook which 
contained no dates and subject identifications, and it did not meet 
ordinary standards for reporting research data. What I gave them was the 
ccmplete records, raw and sunvnary data, for each subject. F.ach sheet was 
dated and coded. They state that it does not meet standards. Again, what · 
standards! Once I \ooOUld like the investigatory panel to tell me what · 
standards they are talking about. The panel has never asked me for an 
explanation ot ha-I to read the codes or interpret the dates. Their 
ccmnents here are very inappropriate. 

A few final corrrnents. First, all persons listed on a grant were 
given a copy of it. Which people are listed on a grant is not the sole 
determination of the principle investigator at Pittsburgh. This is 
ccmpletely determined in combination with the research office. Dr. Ackles 
never asked me anything about where data were collected and never 
expressed any concerns . In fact, in January of 1984 I gave him a copy of 
all the stimulant data except the rating scales. He has never asked that 
his name be removed from anything. Second, the only person involved to 
express concerns appears to be Dr.--Poling. As previously discussed, he 
sent a letter to the editor of the journal where we published some of the 
stimulant data. His letter says that while he had canplete confide."lCe in 
the data at the time it was published, he could no longer personally vouch 
that the study was conducted as reported . This was a surprise to me 
because in our telephone conversation following his interview with the 
investigatory panel he told me that the interview was very intimidating 
and that the investigatory panel told him he should write a letter to the 
journal expressing concern. He told me that he really did not have ar.1 
concerns but he did not know what to do because he needed grant money. 
Dr. Poling has never expressed concern to me and I believe that his letter 
w:mld have never been prepared if it were not for at least tacit pressure 
of the in~stigatory panel. 

SUrrcnary. In summary, sane unintentional errors occurred in the Year 
01 Progress R!!port. These were not questioned by any co-investigator or 
University Official and I did not realize the errors until at least six 
months later. No final rep:>rt was ever asked for on this grant. I remain 
most willing to work with NIMH and WPIC under any scrutiny to review all 
information and data collected at WPIC and to caaplete the project. 

The wrong draft was accidently sul:mitted for a new grant application. 
The manent I discovered the error I took all appropriate actions to 
correct the situation. The revised draft addresses all questions 
concerning car.fusions raised by the first draft . 
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Reviews 

Based upon the discussions above, there is no logical way in hhich 
the investigatory panel can conclude that piblished reviews and chapters 
are unsound and misleading. The pmel itself has never questioned the 
outcane of a single study and there is not an effect reviewed that has not 
been replicated by myself and others. 

Contractual W::>rk Between Illinois and Pittsburch 

I was shocked to see that the investigatory panel totally omitted 
relevant discussion on the grant subcontract between Dr. Sprague and 
myself. The panel states that the "there are issues of grant and cont-act 
oversight involved rather than scientific contact .•• although the terms of 
the contracts appear not to have been met". 

It is not at all clear who the investigatory panel is addressing with 
respect to the oversight. I assume they mean Dr. Sprague and Illinois. 

The subcontract called for work on four issues to be carried out at 
Pittsbu.."'gh. These were: (1) examine incidence and severity of dyskinesia 
with mentally retarded children. (2) Examine the effects of drugs on 
measures of learning and performance. (3) EY.amine efficacy of d.ru.,MS alor.e 
and in combination with nondrug therapies. And (4) gather data on the 
reliability and validity of the RBRS (Resident Behavior Scale). I never 
had arr/ kir.d of detailed discussion on these issues with the investigatory 
i;:anel. 

All work on this subcontract was carried out con;iletely from day one 
of the subcontract. (1) All children entering the Unit received weekly 
assessment for dyskinesia and other abnormal movements. (2) Virtually all 
children received regular arx:Lsystenatic assessment of la't::oratory and 
applied learnir.g and performance. (3) Systematic and reliable nondrug 
therapies were in place with all children. And (4) all children were 
assessed caily with the RBRS and corrparative instruments. 

At no time did Dr. Sprague ask for arr/ of the data to be sent to him 
or did he ever ask to see any of the data. No where in the subcontract 
was it stated that there was an expectation that the data be sent to Dr. 
Sprague. 

All of the data exist and all methods were of the highest caliber. I 
am more tr.an willing to work through these data with Dr. Sprague. The 
data are corq:,lete and in;x:>rtant. 

· E\l.rther, during the investigation the data were offered to the to the 
investigatory panel if they would sign that i n their opinion this would 
not breach any confidentiality. The panel never provided such a document 
or again asked to review the data . 
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The investigatory panel's conclusions with regard to this subcontract 
are erroneous, 't:ased up:,n no investigation, and personally offensive. If 
there is an issue here, it most certainly is not with the University of 
Pittsblrgh or me . 

Im@ct of the Research on the Field 

The investigatory panel has concluded that the work I have done has 
impacted on the field of mental retardation with respect. to social 
p:,licies on care and treatment. I hope that this is true. I know that I 
receive several telephone calls each month from various p:,ints arOUl'ld the 
country expressing that in clinical practice they have found much of what 
I have rep:,rted. However, the merit of research findings and published 
w:>rks can only be assessed over time. With respect to my work or the w:>rk 
of any other if it is correct people will continue to use it in their 
practice. If not, they w:,n't. nus is only known over time. By the way, 
I have not done any consulting w:>rk with the state of Connecticut as 
rep:,rted by the investigatory pmel. 

Ove::-all Conclusion · 

At each step of this investigation, beginning with Dr. Sprague's 
confusion and through the investigatory panel's rep:,rt, no evidence of any 
misuse of NIMH funds has been found. There most assuredly were none . 

The investigatory panel did conclude that I repeatedly engaged in 
misleading the results of research. However, the investigation was not 
canplete, did not focus on interviews with appropriate people arrl/or with 
appropriate questions, at least tacitly coerced or confused people into 
making statements which otherwise would have not occurred, and continually 
used as its 't:ase standards which do not exist. 

I have never engaged in any misleading research as suggested (and 
unsupported) by this investigatory panel. 

Sane mistakes and errors were found. While it is regrettable an:i 
enbarrassing that these occurred, they exlusively occurred during an eight 
month pe::-iod when I had some problems which I let totally dictate my life 
and I did not adequately supervise or attend to my professional behavior. 
I am not proud of this, but it occurred. In each case I inmediately 
rep:,rted to the proper authorities and proceeded to take appropriate 
action. I do not know what else is expected of me . 
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Appendix 1 

Notes from May 14-17, 1977 Midwestern Assoc i ation of Be havior Analysis 
Convention Program Booklet. · 
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Tom Gualtieri 's analyses of the tardive dyskinesia data . 
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• Appendix 3 

Additional analyses of he tardive dyskinesia data by Tom Gualti~ri • 
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DMs1on of llealrh A ffatrs 
The School of ~led 1c1nc 

!Npartmcnt of Psychtatr> 

~ 
~ 

THE C:--1\ 'ERSIT Y OF :-,iORTH CAROLI~ 
AT 

CHAPEL HIL L 

Mar ch 19, 1981 

Steve Breuning 
University of Pittsburgh School of Medi c ine 
Department of Psychiatry 
3811 O'H ra Str~e t 
Pittsburgh, a. 1526 

Dear Steve: 

This is a pot of the time course of the dyskinesias and withdrawal 
symp t oms from your Col&~ater data. I th i k they are very i nteresting 
graph s , and I am king them into slides. 

As I continue to work on your data, I'll let you know wh t comes 
up. I think it is extremely interest i ng a nd important. 

I enjoyed your visit thoroughly. I t hought it was incredi bly 
producti ve. I look fon.-ard to seeing you in Key Bi scayne • 

CTG:jh 
Enclosure 

300 

Sincerel y , 

~trh-.. 
C. Thomas Gualtie ri, M. D. 
Ass i stant Pr ofessor 
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December 12 letter withdrawing the grant renewal application . 
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University of Pittsburgh 

WESTERN F>SYCHIA TRIC INSTITUTE ANO. CLINIC 
School of Med,c,ne Oe01rtmen1 of F>sych111ry 
O,v,s,on of Chila and Adolescent F>sych,atry 

Decemb~r 12 , 1983 

Richard Marcus, Ph.D. 
Executive Secretary 
Pharmacological, Biological, and 

Physical Treatments Subcorr.mittee (TOAB) 
Parklawn Building, Room 9C-18 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockv~lle, MO 20857 

Dear Dr. Marcus : 

I wish to inform you that I am wi thdrawing my grant application 
2 ROl MH37449-03 (Stimulant Drug Use with Mentally Retarded Children), 
from review at this time. I have discussed this with Natalie Reatig, 
the project officer, and with Dr. David Kupfer, my department chairman, 
and they are in agreement with my decision. For your information, the 
primary reason for my withdrawal of the application is that the patient 
population I work with may be undergoing a change in the near future and 
I am not sure whether there would be a sufficient number of clients for 
both this project and my Drug/Behavior _Therapy application which is 
currently under review. Once I know the status of the other application 
(Drug/Behavior Therapy) and my clinical population, I will be able to better 
assess this application. Hopefully, I will be able to re-submit this 
application in the near future. · 

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter and I apologi4e 
for any inconvenience. 

SEB:WO 

cc: Or. David Kupfer 
Ms. Natalie Reatig 

Sincerely , 
~ 

~ i...,~ ~~ 
Stephen E. Breuning, PR.~ 
Assistant Professor of 

Child Psychiatry · 
University o~ Pittsburgh 

School of Medicine 

3811 O'HARA STREET F> ITTSBURGH PA. •!2•J 14121 62"- 23 31 

3n 



• Appendix 5 

Dr. Sprague's lette~ to ~eon September 29, 1963 . 
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L:11\·ersm· of Illi:101s 
at L'rbana-Champa1sn 

Dr. Stephen E. Breuning 
Departmen: of Psychiatry 
Western Pennsylvania Psychiatric 

Clinic and Institute 
University of Pittsburgh 
3811 O'Hara Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 15261 

Dear Steve: 

!nst11u1r ,..,, Cnal<t :1 -:h.w1tJr 
•nd Drvrlopmrnt 

S 1 Crm· Dnvr 
Ch•mo.i1tn 
llimo1s 6 i 520 

· september 29, 1983 

As a follow up of our telephone conversation of September 28, 1983, 
I i.-ill request our Con:racts Office to increase the Pittsburgh 
s\l ·ocon: rac;t for the 1983-81. jen~ !'m l 63:206-05 from the c;urrent S22, 64 5 to 
S24,556. 

I found your Progress Report very interesting, and I have some 
questions whic;h I ·1,ill "'--::':.te to you about \.·hen I have t:.me • 

RlS/jit 

Sinc;erelv, 

Robert L. Sprague, Ph.D. 
Director 

3na 
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Appendix 6 

Page from May 13-16 Midwestern Association of Behavior Analysis 
Convention Program Booklet. -

3n9 
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RH I l"Ul:SIJA Y 

10 :00 - t 1:00 / 11O111 .E\'J\111> HOOi\l 

lm•irc.l J\,ldrco liO / I.Urn I'. Hec<c { lount llolyoke Coller.cl 
" J\ht·n1:11ivc 1·'. •·a lu:uions or S11ulcnu' l'os,c.sive l'l ural Hcpcrtuircs: Whcn 
llicl l i111 (lrurru,·tur) l.a<t ·take a C!uiL?" 

01:iiri llcrh SulLCr·J\zarotr {llnivcrsit)' or Tlbs•uhu<cll<) 

I0 :00- 11 :00 / · rr111 'ICJ\I. HOOi\l 

lnivrc,I J\,1,lrcss Ii I / Nor111an llyruowiu (New Jcrscy Mcclin l School) 
"The Multiple'. Hisk Factor lntcn·rntion 1 rial" 

Otair , Eliot Shi111ofr (University of Ma')·'3n,1, 11:altimurc Counry) · 

10 :00-11 :00 / TOWF.rt 111\LL <Urrcr ,\) 

Mccrinll / Special lntcrc<t c:roup : Teuhcrs Tcuhini: Coor.cs U~ing II F. Sl.in-
11cr'~ llnuk, l'c,fl(I/ /Jd.hn,jur (Or, 'Jhu<c \\'ho \\'oulJ 1.ikc ·1 u) 

Mo,lcratnr: W. Scull \\'nod (l>rakr Unh·cuity) 

~ -INGSTON ltOOM 

~~~llchaviural llhcrn:11ivcs to l>ru" Co111rul 
C:h:oir : l·rcckrirk P. Gault (\Vcstern i\lid1ii:an lluivcr<it)•) 
l>i<nu<:ont: Gak11 Alessi (Western Mid1ii:a11 Unhcrsil)') 

l'ar1irip;i111s: 

W1llia111 lb111psreaJ (Wcsicrn Michii:•n Univcrsiry) "EHc(I< of FMG ltdaxariun 
l'roinini: " ·itlt 11) pcrkincric Children : II llchninral J\ltcrnuivc" 

Srcphcn E. llrcunini: (Oakdale C:cnrcr fur lkvd11pn1t·n1al u,~ahilitics) ",\ C:0111_
p:1ri<11n of l>ltO, Tokcn Ernnnmr, anJ ltc<ponsc-<:11s1 ProccJurcs a< Uchav: 
iural J\ltcrnari·:c< tu Drug Cnnrrul with ll)'pcrl..incric Uemcnrary Schnul Stu · 
cknr~ and l11s1i111tionali1cJ Hctarobrcs" 

Travis Th11111psun (Univcrsiry of Minnesota) "Comparison of llchaviur M,ulifica 
tiun l'roccclurcs an,I Tran1.1uilizini: l>rugs in the Trcarmrnt of lnsti1utional11cd 
/\Jult ltctarJarcs" 

I0:00-12 ,00 / SAN JUAN l(OOM 

·sympn<ium 49 I lld1:1viur /111:ilysis ,in Community Mcnt.'11 llcalrh; Or, II Fo1111y 
1 hinit lbppcnccl nn lhc \\'ay to Ch:tni:iug the Wnrlcl 

<l,air , llncrly Juhusuu (Suuthcrn lllinuis U11ivcrsi1y) 
Uisniuant : c;r:icc l'oprc11 (Southcrn Illinois llt1i\'cr<it)') 
rurtidpattl<: 

lkvcrly J11hm11n (Southern lllinnis Un iversity) "Client l>JtJ C:ctllcction" 
Hun Sipko (Se1u1hcrn Illinois llnivcr<irr) "llchavinr:tl 11,,t·~\111cn1" 
Vit:1,i Vcird, (Suorhcru lllinoi~ 1/nivcrsirr) "Mc1111I I k•hh l11vuln·11tl' ttt in J\.-a · 

1k111ic llcha\•i ur" 

c:ra,·t· 1'11ppc11 (Southcrn lllinni< llni .,c-r<i t)') "II llcluviur:11 /\11 1lpis of l'rul ,lcms 
a11J ls,ucs C:011fru111ini: Si111:lc l' ,irc111s" 

I0 :00 - 1 ,00 I CJ\ltl\CJ\S IIOOM 

Sy111pmi11111 SO I 1 he lld1avi11r llnalyu as C11n<11hant te1 ll11~i11c«1 Af•pl)·ini: 
1 ooh of the Tratlc 

<.1,air : 1 wila J11h11<1111 (ll<havinral Syuc11u, Inc., Atlanta, c;11) 3 11 
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February 7, 1987 

Lorraine B. Torres, Director 
Division of Extramural Activities, NIMH 
Roc:m 9-105, Parklawn Builcllng 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, Maryland 20857 

Vicky J. Davis 
2 Bethany Dri ve 

Pittsb.lrgh, PA 15215 

Dear Ms. Torres: 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the preliminary report of the 
investigatory panel. My ccmnents will be ief. 

On t3ge 24 and later in an Appendix, the panel seems to have misurxierstood 
sane corrments that t · made or I misurxierstood the question. Nevertheless , 
please let me clarify. The Davis, Poling, Wysocki, and Breuning (1981 ) 
article and the thesis contain no irregularities . The study was conduct ed 
and reported accurately . 

In discussing this with the pmel I meant to say that there were no drug 
manipulations for research purposes and t hat placebos were certainly 
used. Regardless of what the Coldwater admi stration has stated, 
placebos were used at Coldwater (as the panel has confirmed) and I have 
never seen a Coldwater policy which addressed the issue of placebos. 

Additionally, upon canpletion of the study a written C0p'f of the 
· prepublication draft and my thesis were revi ewed by each coauthor J 

the Coldwater Research camnittee, Western Michigan Un.ive ity Faculity, 
Dr. Sprague, and Mr. Rogan the Coldwater Facility D rector . No one 
ever raised a single concern over the issue of placebos. Placebo use is 
clearly identified 1n the manuscript and thesis copy they revi ewed. A 
COFf of Dr. Sprague's and Mr. Regan' s letters are enclosed. 

Again, I wish to repeat that t here are no irregularities i n the conduct or 
reporting of this study. 

Si ncerely, 

·7 .. '7-J-~~ 
Vicky J. Davis 

Enclosures 
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College of Educot ion 

INSTITUTE FOR CHILD BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT 

Ms. Vicky Davis 
5103 Merryview Drive 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008 

Dear Vicky: 

December 4, 1980 

'1 Gitrty Ori• • 
Chompoi911. lll i"oi, 61120 

I read your thesis and enjoyed it. Enclosed are c pies of t he 
pages where I had comments. 

Bes of luck on publishing i t . Perhaps a trend will be set to 
study ef f ects of antiepileptics on learning performance . 

RLS/sb 
Enclosure 

Rob rt L. Sprague, Ph.D. 
Di ector 
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matching to s1&mple performance of ea h pc1· on was t1: tc:d at e.ich dose 

level is shown later in F1gure l. PH/serum levels and EEC assess-

meats vere completed prior to boRcline (Session 1) and the final dose 

reduction (Sessions 13, 42, and 55 for Subjects D, L. and E. respect!~ . 

vely). Subjects Land E received on additional DPH/serum level and 

EEC 1&ssess111ent four days after the onset of t he 150 mg dose (Sessions 

' V 

11 

bJ)' 
22 and 30, respectively). 

procedures were in effect 

Routine Regional Center seizure monit~ring 
I\:., 

/.)" I_: 

.;.Iv ~, .. 0 throu2h::>ut th!! study. 01.)ublc-blind pro- l-~ 

ced res ~ere used. as neither the ward sLaff n~r the subjects· wer~ 

· a arc of the DI'H dose or whether a placebo \.'as beini; used • 
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WII.LIAM G. MILLIKEN. Governor 

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH 
FRANK M. OCHBERG. M.D. DIRECTOR 

Coldwater Regional Center 
For Developmental Disabilities 

P.O. Box 148. Coldwater. Michigan 49036 
Telephone 517 /279-9551 

December 5 , 1980 

Vicky June Davis 
· Research Services 
Coldwater Regional ·Center 
P.O. Box 148 
Coldwater MI 49036 

Dear Vicky: 

Thank you for sharing your thesis with me. I wish you all the lu~k 
in the University review of this fine work. 

::iJ;•~gan 
Facility Administrator 

RI.R:ra 
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University of Illinois 
at Urtana-Champaign 

Director Lorraine B. Torres 

Institute for Child Behavior 
and Devrlopi;nent 

S 1 Gerty Drive 
Champaign 
Illinois 61820 

February 9, 1987 

Division of Extramural Activities, NIMH 
Room 9-105, Parklawn Building 
5600 Fishers Lane 
Rockville, MD 20857 

Dear Mrs. Torres: 

College of 
Applied Life Studies 

This letter is in rr ~onse to the NIMH draft report on Dr. Stephen 
E. Breuning • 

I request that this letter be made part of the public documents to 
be released whenver the report is finally issued. 

Comments 

1. · I note that although NIMH took 3 years and 23 days to issue the 
draft report (from December .20, 1983 when I first wrote my letter of 
alleged misconduct to January 12, 1987) . NIMH only allows less than 1 
month (January 12, 1987 _to February 10, 1987) for people to respond to 
the document. 

2. There is no timetable of the major events in this investigation 
which makes it very difficult for the reader to appreciate how long 
various activities took in the investigation. Therefore, I enclose such 
a timetable • 
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Date 

12/20/83 

01/17/84 

08/23/84 

10/15/84 

02/15/85 

Item 

Sprague's letter to NIMH 

Torres' letter to U of Pittsburgh 

Silver's letter announcing 
appointment of Mr. James Schriver 
as investigator 

Time from start 

0 

28 days 

8 months 3 days 

9 months 26 days 

2 

04/19/85 

01/12/87 

First interview by Schriver 

Torres' letter announcing 
appointment of Panel 

First interview by Panel 

Draft report 

1 yr 1 month 26 days 

1 yr 3 months 30 days 

3 yrs 23 days 

3. I am still greatly concerned about the welfare of mentally retarded 
people taking psychotropic drugs whose physicians may be influenced by 
Dr. Breuning's extensive publications. I wrote about these concerns to 
Mr. Schriver December 6, 1984 and Dr. Friedhoff April 25, 1985, and I 
received no reply to either letter. Since the draft report contains no 
recommendaticns as to possible actions, will the editors of all the 
journals in which Dr. Breuning's articles appeared be directly notified 
as to the findings? Will the report be released to the media? 

4. I received a telephone call from Mrs. Torres on January 5, 1984 
(documented by my memo to Dean Theodore L. Brown on January 5, 1984) in 
which she indicated that the Uni~ersity of Pittsburgh would be given 100 
aays to report back to NlMH ·on the results of their investigation. 
Since this investigation has been delayed substantially by the 
University of Pittsburgh's initial refusal to investigate Dr. Breuning's 
research while at the University of Pittsburgh, what happened to this 
100-day deadline? It is noted in the draft report that "NIMH indicated 
that it would wait for the report [italics added] of the investigation 
before deciding on Institute action," (page 3 of draft report) implying 
that there was no deadline of any kind imposed the University of 
Pittsburgh. 

5. It is amazing that in the Panel's 32-page report there is no mention 
of one of the most important facts obtained in this investigation. The 
University of Pittsburgh obtained ·early in their investigation Dr. 
Breuni , g's actual confession of falsification. This fact is documented 
in the Adler, Michaels, and Lee letter of February 17, 1984 which 
stated, "Dr. Breuning admitted to us that statements in the abstr~ct 
were false [italics added]. " 
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It is only reasonable that such a confession should have triggered 
some kind of disciplinary action by the U iversity of Pittsburgh. 
Nevertheless, in Dr. Leon's letter to Hrs. Torres of July 6, 1984, he 
states, -our Hearing Board can find no serious fault with Dr. Breuning's 
activities here at Pittsburg [ital~cs ad_ded]." 

This denial of their own committee evidence continuea as stated in 
Dr. Silver's, Acting Director of NIMH, letter to me of August 23, 1984. 
The letter states "The University [of Pittsburgh] has informed the 
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) that it has no grounds to 
take action against Dr. Breuning relative to his activities while a 
member of its faculty [italics added]." 

. -
6. I note the great similarity between Appendix I Analyses of 
Publications in the draft report and the material I sent to Hr. Schriver 
on January 9, 1985 before the Panel was appointed. This material was 
entitled Comments on Research of Stephen E. Breuning and contained 
Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 which analyzed Dr. Breuning's articles and the 
large number of problems with them. In this context it should also be 
noted that on the last day of Hr. Schriver's visit to me, December 7, 
1984, I had given him 571 pages of documentation. Subsequently , I sent 
him considerably more documentation to him. Earlier on Hay 2, 1984, the 
reprints of Dr. Breunin 's I had sent to NIHH was acknowledged in a 
letter from Hrs. Torres. 

7. Nowhere in draft report is the issue of possible plagiarism 
mentioned although I provided Hr. Schriver .with a letter Dr. Mary K. 
Walker wrote to Hr. Payne Thomas of Charles C Thomas publisher about 
this issue. The possible plagiarism was in Dr. Breuning's article 
published in Clinical Psychology Review, 1982, l, 79-114. It is further 
noted that Mr. Schriver interviewed Dr. Walker on January 14, 1985. 

8. There are problems with balance in the draft report. I am 
criticized for "failure to adequately oversee the subcontract" at the 
Pn~versity of Pittsburgh. I point out that this involved oversight from 
the Champaign-Urbana, Illinois which is about 500 miles away from · 
Pittsburgh and involves .. the operation of another university. Yet, in 
the same draft report not one word is mentioned of the fact that a 
University of Pittsburgh committee obtained a confes~io~ of 
falsification. Subsequently, the University of Pittsburgh denied it 
had any grounds to take -action against Dr. Breuning while he was a 
faculty member there. This is a case, to cite a Biblical analogy, of 
the Panel observing the speck that is in one person's eye while ignoring 
the much larger beam (of timber) that is in another person's eye. 

cc: Professor Theodore L. Brown 
Associate Dean Elaine J. Copeland 

Sincerely yours, 

~j_~ 
Robert L. Spra~ue 
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Graduate College 

107 Coble Hall 

University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champai~ 

801 South Wright Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Februa ry 5, 1987 

Dr. Frank J. Sullivan 
Deputy Director 
National Institute of Mental Health 
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, 

and Mental Health Administration 
Rockville, HD 20857 

Dear Dr. Sullivan: 

This letter constitutes the response of the University of Illinois to 
the preliminary report of the committee appointed by the National 
Institutes of Mental · Health to investigate allegations of scientific 
misconduct by Stephen E. Bruening. 

The University of Illinois wishes to commend the panel for a very 
thorough, forthright and courageous report. As in all matters of 
this kind, the amount of work required to obtain a clear picture o_ 
what has occurred, and to arrive at an appropriate judgment is 
immense. The scientific community is indebted to the panel for the 
commitment of time and energy required to complete the report • 

We wish to comment on two general aspects of the panel's conclusions: 

1. Conclusions regarding the role of the University of Illinois 

The panel concluded that, "the University of Illinois failed to 
conduct a thorough investigation. The committee appointed to look 

·· into the matter based its finding on secondary evidence provided by a 
single source, Dr. Sprague. The committee's findings were that Dr. 
Sprague had behaved ~ppropriately in reporting his suspicions of Dr. 
Bruening's research and that Dr. Bruening's work did not impact on 
Dr. Sprague's research. While the University of Illinois committee 
found that there was cause to believe that Dr. Bruening had engaged 
in scientific misconduct, they did not pursue this." 

In response it is important to clarify the appropriate role for the 
University of Illinois in this matter. Dr. Sprague's suspicions 
regarding Dr. Bruening were brought to the attention of the Office of 
the Vice Chancellor for Research at an early stage. (At that time 
the Institute for Child Behavior and Development was a Special Unit 
of the Graduate College, under the Graduat~ Dean ·and Office of the 
Vice Chancellor for Research.) Upon receipt of Dr. Sprague's letter 
detailing his concerns regarding Dr. Bruening's work, we quickly 
appointed the ad hoc committee described in the panel's report. In 
considering an appropriate charge for this coirmittee it should be 
kept in mind that pr. Sprague is the only person involved in this __ · 
affair who was a University of Illinois ·faculty member. Secondly, 
none of the studies called into question were conducted on this 
campus, or at sites related to the University of I llino·is. Thirdly, 
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Dr. Frank J. Sullivan 
February 5, 1987 
Page 2 

there are no faculty on this campus, including medical faculty, whose 
research interests are closely related to the areas inyolved in the 
alleged misconduct. 

For all of these reasons, we felt that our obligation consisted _ in 
reporting the alleged misconduct to NIMH, which was done, and to 
carry out an investigation as thorough as we could make it, of Dr. 
Sprague's role, if any, in the research being called into question, 
and of his relationship to Dr. Bruening. The committee appointed for 
that purpose consisted of three distinguished faculty with experience 
in human subject research. We believe this committee ·performed 
commendably, and cover~d as thoroughly as it could that ground which 
was appropriate to us. 

As to the statement of the panel that the University- did not pursue 
its finding that there was cause to believe that Dr. Bruening had 
engaged in scientific misconduct, we believe that statement to be 
inaccurate. In the first place, the suspicions of Dr. Bruening's 
misconduct had already been reported to NIMH, and we knew that the 
University of Pittsburgh had been alerted to our suspicions. 
Secondly, we forwarded the report of ·our ad hoc committee to NIMH in 
a timely manner. That report lent substa~eto Dr. Sprague's 
suspicions of Dr. Bruening's work, and thus should have helped 
confirm the need for additional investigation. Finally, it should be 
noted that the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research and Dr • 
Sprague cooperated fully with Mr. Schrive~ in his subsequent 
investigations of the matter. Mr. Schriver spent many days at the 
University of lllinois. During that time he enjoyed the full 
cooperation of Dr. Sprague and campus administration in conducting 
his investigation. Thus, we feel that we did all that we had it in 

·our power to do to further the investigation into Dr. Bruening's 
research activities. I should note finally that at no time following 
submission of our ad hoc committee report to NIMH did we receive any 
indication, verbally ~in wr ting, that we had fallen short in any 
respect in our effoi~s to cooperate fully in the investigation. In 
fact, I recall making several telephone calls to Ms. Torres to 
inquire as to what we might do further to move the investigation 
along more quickly. For the most part I was unable to reach Ms. 
Torres. 

2. Conclusions regarding Dr. Sprague's role 

I am sure that the members of the panel are well aware of the 
personal anguish this affair has caused Dr. Sprague. As the person 
to whom Dr. Sprague reported administratively, and as his friend, I 
can report that the cost to him in emotional stress has been great. 
Further, the time required on his part to cooperate fully in the 
investigation, and to pursue the matter to its conclusion has been 
continuin~ and severe. In the wake of the panel's discover~ of 
wholesale malfeasance on Dr. Bruening's part, across _several years, . 
and in a variety of contexts, it is easy. enough to assert that Dr. 
Sprague should have exerted a more rigorous oversight of the r.ub~ 
contract at the University of Pittsburgh under Grant MH-32206, 
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Dr. Frank J. Sullivan 
February 5, 1987 
Page 3 

However, it. is normal practice in science to assume integrity and 
competence on the part of one's colleagues, absence evidence to the 
contrary. Thus, until Dr. Sprague's suspicions were aroused, there 
was little reason for him to have more than the usual .communication 
between collaborating colleagues. The panel surely understands the 
natural reluctance any of us have to come to the conclusion that a 
colleague has falsified research results. It is an unfortunate fact 
that someone deliberately falsifying research results generally 
enlists others in the falsification, albeit often unwillingly and 
unwittingly. Dr. Sprague exercised sound judgment and courage in 
discerning and calling attention to the irregularities· in Dr. 
Bruening's work. His continued pursuit of this matter is, in our 
judgment, praiseworthy. In the absence of specific suggesti •. . s as to 
how Dr. Sprague might reasonably have mor~ adequately overseen the 
sub-contract at the University of Pittsburgh, we believe that there 
is not a basis for this statement in the findings of the panel. 

Former Dean of the Graduate College and 
Former Vice Chancellor tur Research 
(September, 1980 to August, 1986) 
Current Acting • Director of the Beckman 

Institute 

The above response represents the response of the University of 
Illinois. 

-~r.r~ 
Thomas E. Everhart 
Chancellor 

ci::.~t~~ 
Acting Vice Chancellor for Research and 
Acting Dean, The Graduate College 

cc: R. H. Berdahl, B. H. Higgins, S. O. Ikenberry, H. W. Weir 
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Summary 

Report of Investigation 
of Alleged Scientific Misconduct 

The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) has completed an 
exhaustive investigation of allegations of scientific misconduct 
against Dr. Stephen E. Breuning in connection with two NIMH research 
grants. Dr. Breuning's reported work under these grants centered 
on the effects of neuroleptic and stimulant drugs on the behavior 
of the mentally ~etarded. The attached report documents in detail 
the information considered and the process followed by an investi
gative panel of se.nior scientists, convened by NIMH, in arriving at 
their central conclusion that Dr. Breuning repeatedly and over a 
long period of time engaged in serious scientific misconduct. 

Background 

Concerns about Dr. Breuning's work were brought to the attention 
of NIMH in December 1983, by Dr. Robert L. Sprague, Director, 
Institute for Child Behavior and Development, University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and principal investigator on grant 
MH-32206 for research to assess tardive dyskinesia in retarded 
populations. Dr. Sprague gave two examples of work being 
reported by Dr. Breuning which he regarded as unsupportable: 
an abstract of a paper Dr. Breuning had intended to present 
at a scientific meeting and a progress report Dr. Breuning had 
shown him on grant MH-37449, on which Dr. Breuning was principal 
investigator, awarded to the University of Pittsburgh for 
research on stimulant drug use with mentally retarded children. 

Dr. Sprague was introduced to Dr. Breuning in 1978. In 1979, when 
administrative problems in Illinois made it impossible to continue 
work under his own research grant at his originally selected field 
research sites, Dr. Sprague moved one of the sites to the Coldwater 
Regional Center, Coldwater, Michigan, where Dr. Breuning was then 
employed. He named Dr. Breuning as his consultant and liaison 
there. Ms. Vicky Davis was appointed as a project staff member 
at Coldwater with her salary paid directly by the University 
of Illinois from Dr. Sprague's grant. 

In his grant progress reports, Dr. Sprague reported studies 
at Coldwater and listed publications on which Dr. Breuning was 
author, or a coauthor. 

After Dr. Breuning moved to the University of Pittsburgh in January 
1981, Dr. Sprague negotiated a subcontract under his grant with 
the University of Pittsburgh which allowed Dr. Breuning to continue 
aa a collaborator. 
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Through the University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Breuning applied for, 
and on July 1, 1982, received a research grant for 2 years to 
examine appropriate dose levels of stimulant drugs in the 
t ·~eatment of 48 hyperactive mentally retarded children admitted 
t the John Herek Program of the Western Psychiatric Institute and 
Clinic (WPIC) there. In his first progress report on this grant, 
Dr. Breuning stated that 65 percent of the subjects under one 
study and 35 percent of the subjects under a second study had 
completed the protocols. 

An application for 4 years of additional support under this 
grant was received by NIHH October 1, 1983. In the progress report 
included in that application, Dr. Breuning stated that 6 studies 
had been completed and a seventh nearly completed. He listed 11 
scientific articles reporting on his work as published, in press, 
or in preparation. That application was later withdrawn by 
Dr. Breuning. 

University Investigations 

At Dr. Sprague's request, a committee was formed at the University 
of Illinois to carry out an investigation. On , pril 9, 1984, 
the committee reported that there was a reasonable basis for 
suspecting fraudulent scientific practice by Dr. Breuning; that 
there was reasonable cause for a thorough investigation which 
the committee assumed would be carried out by the University of 
Pittsburgh; and that there was no evidence of complicity by 
Dr. Sprague or other University of Illinois faculty or staff, 
that Dr. Sprague's research data were independent of those of 
Dr. Breuning, and that Dr. Sprague bad exercised reasonable 
diligence and behaved appropriately in notifying NIMH of his 
concerns. 

The University of Pittsburgh was notified by NIHH of the 
allegations against Dr. Breuning on January 17, 1984. The univer
sity had already initiated an investigation based on Dr. Sprague's 
expressed concerns. Committees in the Department of Psychiatry 
and the School of Medicine reported that Dr. Breuning's research 
written or published while he was at Coldwater contained 
significant irregularities and could not be supported by the 
data. The latter committee recommended a formal investigation 
which was undertaken. Despite an initial and repeated request 
by NIHH that Dr. Breuning's research while at Pittsburgh be 
inve tigated, both committees were charged only with reviewing 
Dr. Breuning's work reported while he was at Coldwater. The 
third investigative committee, a University hearing board, 
reported that because Dr. Breuning had by then resigned from the 
University of Pittsburgh, its charge was limited to determine 
whether or not there had been misuse of NIHH funds. That board 
found no such misu e. 
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In August 1984, NI~lli notified Dr. Breuning, Dr. Sprague, and the 
two universities that, because of unresolved issues, it would 
conduct a comprehensive investigation. After NI~lli had undertaken 
its investigation, a fourth investigative committee was established 
at the University of Pittsburgh, by the Department of Psychiatry. 
That Ad Hoc Committee, chaired by· the late Dr. Robert Hiller, 
expanded its charge, conducted an exhaustive investigation, and 
concluded that the work Dr. Breuning reported under his research 
grant coulu not have been done at WPIC. 

NHlli Investigation 

In January 1985, NI~ established a panel of five distinguished 
senior scientists to conduct a comprehensive investigation of 
the allegations against Dr. Breuning: 

Arnold J. Friedhoff, H.D., Chairman 
Professor of Psychiatry and 
Director of Hillhauser Laboratories 
New York University School of Medicine 

C. Keith Conners, Ph.D. 
Director of Research, Department of Psychiatry 
Children's Hospital National Medical Center 
Washington, D.C. 

Richard I. Shader, M.D. 
Professor and Chairman, Department of Psychiatry 
Tufts University School of Medicine 
Psychiatrist-in-Chief 
New England Medical Center 
Member, National Advisory Mental Health Council 

Herbert G. Vaughan, Jr., M.D. 
Director, Rose F. Kennedy Center for Research 

in Mental Retardation and Human Development 
Professor of Neuroscience, Neurology and Pediatrics 
Albert Einstein College of Medicine 

Edward F. Zigler, Ph.D. 
Sterling Professor, Department of Psychology 
Yale University 

Materials were gathered by NIMH staff and a consultant investigator 
and preliminary interviews conducted at Coldwater and Pittsburgh. 
The Panel held its first meeting March 12, 1985. The Pan 1 met 
9 times and individual m mbers met num rous tim s with NI~lli staff. 
Th Panel conducted xt nsive interviews, including a meeting 
of th full Panel with Dr. Breuning. 
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Dr. Sprague, Ms. Davis, all major coauthors of Dr. Breuning, 
and research, administrative, and clinical staff at Coldwater 
and Pittsburgh who reasonably could have had knowledge of this 
research were interviewed by the full Panel or by Panel members. 
In all, 74 interviews were conducted during the course of the 
investigation, including interviews with those whom Dr. Breuning 
named in his meeting with panel members as knowledgeable of his 
work. Panel members visited Coldwater and Pittsburgh and a 
consultant investigator visited Oakdale. The Panel and staff 
analyzed in detail the contents of 25 publications and reports 
authored or coauthored by Dr. Breuning, as well as his grant 
applications and progress reports. 

The work of the Panel was complicated by Dr. Breuning's shifting, 
and often contradictory explanations as to the sites of the 
reported research. Aside from his grant applications and progress 
reports, the site of research ~eported was identified in only 
two of the publications examined, and Dr. Breuning later disavowed 
one of these identifications. The Panel originally assumed that 
the research had been done at Lhe Coldwater R~gional Center and 
the University of Pittsburgh, the places of Dr . Breuning's 
employment during the period when the report~ and publicatic~~ 
were prepared and appeared. Dr. Breunin~ admitted that he had 
done none of the research at the Unive,:sity of Pittsburgh and 
attributed it to the Coldwater Regional Center, the Oakdale 
Regional Center, schools in the Chicago area , and various sites 
in Illinois. 

Nit1H Panel's Conclusions 

The Panel arrived at the following central conclusion regarding 
Dr. Breuning: 

It is the unanimous conclusion of the Panel that Stephen E. 
Breuning knowingly, willfully, and repeatedly engaged in 
misleading and deceptive pract · es in reporting results of 
research supported by or citing ruolic Health Service grants 
11Ii32206 and t1H37449; that he did not carry out the described 
research; and that only a few of the experimental subjects 
described in publications and progress reports were ever 
studied; and that the complex designs and rigorous 
methodologies reported were not employed. Dr. Breuning 
misrepresented, implicitly or explicitly, the locations 
at which research was supposedly conducted. The Panel 
did not find credible Dr. Breuniog's shifting explanations 
as to where the various studies were carried out and his 
ultimate contention that many were conducted years before 
in the Chicago area. The Panel unanimously concluded, on 
the basis of all the facts, that Dr. Stephen E. Breuning 
bas engaged in serious scientific misconduct . 
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The Panel also noted that Dr. Breuning' s work "made a strong 
impression on the mental retardation field with a small number 
~f publications in which he described well-designed studies that 
produced relatively robust and straightforward findings," and 
that "Dr. Breuning appears publicly, giving addresses in which 
he uses his publications to support his recommendations on social 
policy and treatment practices." 

Regarding Ms. Vicky Davis, the Panel concluded: 

Ms. Davis was first author on two studies, one of which 
the Panel found to involve significant irregularities 
and the second of which the Panel found not to have been 
carried out as described. 

The Panel concluded that Ms. Davis did not behave in a scientif
ically responsible manner in that she either was, or should have 
been, aware of improper reporting of data and methods. 

The Panel did not investigate other coauthors in depth. The Panel 
did note that their interviews revealed a pattern of Dr . Breuning 
inducing others, who sometimes had little actual involvement with 
the research, into coauthorship; of major coauthors who had not 
examined the primary source data, or raw data, for these studies; 
and of individuals whose names were added to manuscripts without 
their knowledge. The Panel found "no evidence of knowing 
participation in scientific misconduct in its limited review of 
the activities of other coauthors." 

The Panel commended Dr. Sprague for bringing his concerns about 
Dr. Breuning's work to the attention of NIMH. They did "question 
Dr. Sprague's judgment in uncritically including Dr. Breuni ng's 
publications, on which he was himself not a coauthor, in his 
grant progress reports." They also expressed concern about 
Dr. Sprague's "failure to adequately oversee the subcontract" 
to the University of Pittsburgh. 

The Panel concluded that neither university "adequately fulfilled" 
its obligation to diligently pursue allegations of scientific 
misconduct . While both universities had committees which found 
indications f scientific misconduct on Dr. Breuning's part, 
neither conclusively pursued these. After NIMH had begun its 
investigation, the Department of Psychiatry of the University 
of Pittsburgh established another committee which broadened its 
charge and conducted an exhaustive review of Dr. Breuning's work 
at the university . This committee was commended by the Panel . 
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NIMH Panel Recommendations 

Specific Panel recommendations included: 

o debarrment of Dr. Breuning for the maximum period 
of time from receiving Public Health Service funds 

o referral of grant applications and progress reports 
for MH-37449 to the Department of Justice with a 
recommendation that prosecution of Dr. Breuning be 
considered 

o notification of panel findings to the Universities of 
Illinois and Pittsburgh, officials at oth~r alleged 
research sites, Dr. Breuning's present employer, 
Dr. Breuning's coauthors, editors of journals and 
publishers of books in which articles reviewed by 
the Panel appeared, relevant professional associations, 
licensing and certifying bodies, and State agencies 
responsible for care of the mentally retarded 

o general publication of the Panel findings to counteract 
the effect of unpublished research reports 

The Panel also made general recommendations concerning responsibility 
of coauthors and editors for publications and presentations; 
responsibility of principal investigators and grantee institutions; 
and procedures for future investigations. 
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SUM1-lARY O THE ADAMHA ADMINISTRATOR'S 
DECISIONS IN RESPONSE TO THE INVESTIGATIVE 

REPORT ON DR. STEPHEN E. BREUNING 

j.;J;. ( - 8 1987 

1 • Rec t11111end to the Secretary, HHS that Dr. Breuning be debarred from 
eligibility for HHS financial as istance a:1d contracts for a period of 
10 years. 

2. Refer the Panel repor , along with grant applicat ions and progres~ 
reports for HH37449 1 to t he Department of Justice with a 
reco!lllllendation that prosec tion of Dr. Breuning be considered. 

3. Prohibit Dr. Breuning from serving as a member or consultant t o any 
ADAMHA public advisory group for a ten year period. 

4. Request that NIMH initiate action f r recovery of funds under grant 
HH37449 and under the subcontract to the University of Pittsburgh from 
grant MH32206. 

5. Send copies of he Panel's report to the University of Illinois and 
University of Pittsburgh calling their attention o the Panel's 
observations about their investigations. 

6. Send copies of the Panel's report to Dr, Breuning's current employer, 
relevant professional associations and licensing or certifying bodies , 
State agencies responsible for the care of the mentally retarded, all 
coauthors of Dr. Breuning' s publications reviewed in the Panel's 
report, journals which published articles mentioned in the report, 
organization~ ot scientists wor ing in the field of mental retardation 
and groups representing the mentally retarded. 

7. Provide the Panel 1 s report to reviewing and deciding officials for 
their information and consideration in the event that Ms. Vicky Davis 
submits a gr,uit ~plication to ADAMHA within the next two years. 

8. Send a copy ot the report to Dr. Sprdgue and notify him or conourr nee 
with the Panel's expression of concern, as well as their• commendation 
tor reporting the alleged scientific misconduct. 

9. R commend issuance or a press releue on this r port. 
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